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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1993

Advanced Solid-State Lasers

LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C 9:00 am AMB3 Flashlamp-pumped Nd:BY,2F8,
AMA4 High-power single-mode diode- Norman P Barnes, Keith E Murray, NASA

7:50 am-8:00 am pumped graded-reflectilvty-mlrror-stable Langley Research Center, Arlette Cassanho,
OPENING REMARKS ocIllator, Jeff Kasinski, Pat Bournes, Ralph Kenneth M. Dinndorf, Hans P Jenssen,
Albert Pinto, US Army Night Vision & Burnham, Fibertek, Inc A 0-switched diode- Massachusetts Institute of Technology Flash-
Electro-Optics Directorate, Presider pumped oscillator utilizing a GRM in a stable lamp-pumped laser performance of

resonator is presented with output near 100 Nd:BaY2Fa has been achieved both at 1.0488
mJ at : 1.5x diffraction-limited and 5% elec- and 1.3176 /in using a laser rod only 48 mm

8:00 am-9:30 am trical efficiency. Performance is demonstrated king. Because of the short length, an unusual
AMA, HIGH POWER DIODE-PUMPED up to 100 Hz; scalability to higher repetition, pulse-forming network was required Laser
1 •M LASERS energy, and efficiency is illustrated. (p. 11) performance wi!! be reported and compared
Rudolf G. Buser, US Army Night Vision & with Nd:YAG under the same conditions.
Electro-Optrcs Directorate, Presider 9:15 am (p. 24)

AMA5 Efficient diode-pumped cw
8:00 am (Invited) Nd:YAG laser with 60-W near.diffraction- AMB4 Efficient, Q-switched Nd:YAG
AMA1 One Jlpulse, 100-W, diode- limited output, S. C. Tidwell, J. F Seamans, heer end-pumped by a high-power diode
pumped, near diffraction limited, phaee- M. S. Bowers, STI Optronics, Ina A novel laser array, Ti Chuang, Horacio R. Verdun,
conjugated, Nd:YAG master oecillator diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser is discussed Fibertek, Inc We report an efficient, Q-
power amplifler, Randall J. St Pierre; Hagop which produces a cw output of 60-W TEMoo switched Nd.YAG laser end-pumped by a
Injeyan, Rodger C. Hilyard, Mark E. Weber, and 92-W multimode with optical efficiencies three-bar high power diode array. The laser
Jacqueline G. Berg, Michael G. Wickham, of 26% and 44%, respectively. (p. 14) delivered 2.2 mJ/pulse with pulse width of
Carolyn S. Heofer, Jason P. Machan, TRW 19.6 ns. (p. 26)
Space and Technology Group. We have
assembled and tested a diode-pumped, LA SALLE BALLROOM A AMB5 Diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser
phase-conjugated Nd:YAG master oscillator with parabolic pump cavity, H Zbinden,
power amplifier (PC MOPA). One J/pulse has 9:30 am-10:30 am R. Weber, Institute of Applied Physics, Swit-
been extracted at a repetition rate of 100 Hz AMB, DIODE-PUMPED 1/sn Nd LASERS zerland. A simple scalable transverse pump
with a beam quality of 1.1 x D.L. from a zig- POSTER SESSION/COFFEE BREAK design for diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers is
zag slab amplifier This combination of presented. The diode light is focused by a
average power and beam quality makes this AMBI High repetion iste, high awerag parabolic reflector onto the laser rod. (p. 29)
the brightest solid-state laser reported to date power, pulsed diode-kumped Nd:YA•
(p. 2) oscllators, C. E. Hamilton, C. I. Miyake, F. AM86 Spectroscopy of Nd:KYF 4 , Y

D. Braun, STI Optronics, Ina A 200-Hz, 3-W Yamaguchi, H. P Jenssen, A. Cassanho,
8:30 am C-switched Nd:YAG oscillator is end-pumped Massachusetts Institute of Technology. A
AMA2 Conductively cooled diode- by four quasi-cw diode arrays. Operation that single crystal of Nd:KYF 4 was grown by the
pumped phase conjugate Nd:YLF laser is insensitive to the diode wavelength and fifth top seeded solution growth technique The
with 0.5 J, 100 Hz at 547 nm output, E. harmonic generation are described. (p. 18) absorption and emission spectra show that
Gregor, S. Matthews, R. Muir, 0. Kahan, T there are more than two neodymium sites in
Chen, J. Source M Polumbo, C. Kalina, K. AMB2 2.4-ne pulse generation In a this crystal. (p. 32)
Nielson, J. Ortize, Hughes Aircraft Co. Con- solid-state passively Q-switched, laser-
ductive cooling techniques using heat pipes diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser, Y. Isyanova, AMB7 High repetition rate, diode-end-
were demonstrated in a diode-pumped D. Welford, Schwartz Electro-Optics Inc We pumped Nd:YLF Ieer, A. J. W. Brown, Roy
phase-conjugate Nd:YLF laser at 100 Hz with report generation of 5-mJ, 2.4-ns 0-switched Mead, Walter R. Bosenberg, STI Optronics,
0.5 J output at 547 nm (p. 5). pulses from a single-frequency, TEM~o- Inc We have developed a diode-end-

mode, laser-diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser us- pumped Nd:YLF laser with Q-switched out-
8:45 am ing F2 color centers in LiF (p. 21) puts >5 mJ at repetition rates up to 500 Hz.
AMA3 High-power diode-pumped solid- Frequency conversion to the ultraviolet with
state Industrial laser, R. Burnham, P nonlinear crystals and to the visible and in-
Bournes. J Kasinski, K. Le, D. DiBiase frared with an OPO is discussed. (p. 35)
Fibertek, Ina A new generation of high-power
diode-pumped solid-state laser modules has
been developed for industnal applications. In Accesion For
initial experiments 200 W output has been ob-
tained with Nd:YAG at 12-% duty cycle (p. 8) NTIS CRýA&f
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AMB8 Laterally diode-pumped, c-axis LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C 11:30 am
Nd:YLF laser, Newton Sims, Jr., Science and AMC5 Direct measurements of the
Technology Corp.; Norman P Barnes, NASA 10:30 am-12:00 m terminallevel lifetime for Nd3*-doped
Langley Research Center. Lateral diode pum- AMC, Nd LASERS laser materials, C. Bibeau, S. A. Payne, H
ping of c-axis Nd:YLF rather than the more Ralph L. Burnham, Fibertek Inc., Presider T Powell, Lawrence Livermore National
conventional a-axis Nd:YLF has proven to be Laboratory. We have directly measured the
highly efficient. Total optical to optical conver- 10:30 am (invited) terminal-level lifetime of Nd3l in several glass
sion efficiency of 0.38 was obtained at AMC1 Nd:GdVO4 crystal-a new and crystalline media using a pump (2.41 pm)
1.053-pAm with a 5 mm diameter rod. A 4mm material for diode-pumped solid-state and probe (1.06 #Am) experimental technique
diameter rod demonstrated optical conver- lasers, V. G. Ostroumov, I. A. Shcherbakov, (p. 64)
sion efficiencies of 0.335 and 0.015 on the A. I. Zagumennyi, Russian Academy of
1.053-prn and the 1.313-pm transitions respec- Sciences, Russia; G. Huber, T. Jensen, J. P 11:45 am
tively (p. 38) Meyn, Univ Hamburg, Germany. Nd:GdVO4  AMC6 Efficient surface-emitting laser-

crystals were grown by the Czochralskii diode matrices side-pumped Nd:YAG
AMB9 Simple model of the Mars technique. Neodymium lifetime is 94 ps and slab, C. Larat, M. Schwarz, G. Feugnet, J.
Observer laser altimeter laser transmit- absorption coefficient at 808 nm is more than P Pocholle, Thomson-CSF France New high-
ter, Robert S. Afzal, NASA Goddard Space 70 cm-1. Lasing was obtained at 4FW--FI, power monolithic surface-emitting laser
Flight Center The Mars Observer laser 41,,2 transition slope efficiency for 1.06 pm diodes are used to pump Nd:YAG slab in
altimeter utilizes a space-qualified diode-laser- was 54%. (p. 52) QCW mode. The laser delivers 6.5 mJ in the
pumped Q-switched Nd:YAG laser transmit- free running mode (p. 67)
ter We present a simple numerical model of 10:45 am
the laser energetics predicting the pulse AMC2 Laser performance of a new 12:00 m-1:30 pm
energy, pulse width and temperature laser crystal-Nd:GdLIF4 , X. X. Zhang, M. LUNCH
dependence. (p. 41) Bass, J. Lefaucheur, A. Pham, A. B Villaverde,

B. H. T Chai, Univ. Central Florida. Laser ac-
AMB1O 0-switched diode-pumped tion of a new crystal-Nd:GdLiF 4 has been LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C
Nd:YAG lasers, Judith M. Dawes, Peter Dek- demonstrated for the first time in both puls-
ker, Ying Cai, David S. Knowles, Stuart ed and cw laser-pumped operation. In puls- 1:30 pm-3:00 pm
Jackson, James A. Piper, Macquarie Univ., ed operation a slope efficiency of 58% was AMD, NOVEL LASER TECHNOLOGY
Australia. Power scaling and thermal issues obtained from the first sample studied. (p. 55) Evger,,. v Zharikov. Russian Academy of
in a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser using a Science, Russia, Presider
nonfocussing solid collector geometry are 11:00 am
presented. This laser yields Q-switched AMC3 Frequency-shifted feedback 1:30 pm
pulses of 10.9 mJ and 75 ns, from an absorb- Nd:YLF laser, M. W. Phillips, G. Y. Liang, J. AMD1 Modeling of high-power, end-
ed pump energy of 50 mJ. (p. 44) R M. Barr, Southampton Univ., UK. We pumped solid-state lasers, Thomas M.

report the free-running and injection-seeded Baer, Mark S. Keirstead, Spectra-Physics
AMB11 Comperison of Nd3° In GdLIF 4  operation of a Nd:YLF laser incorporating Laser Diode Systems, Inc We present the
and YLIF4 by Fourier spectroscopy, H. frequency-shifted feedback to generate either results of a numerical model of high-power,
Weidner, R. E. Peale, X. X. Zhang, M. Bass, broadband or discrete multifrequency spectra end-pumped, solid-state lasers. The model
B. H. T Chai, Univ. Central Florida. Fourier with bandwidths up to 140 GHz (fwhm). provides accurate predictions of eigenmode
spectra (500 to 22,000 cm-1 at 1 cm"1 resolu- (p. 58) properties (beam-size, divergence, amplitude
tion) of Nd3* in GdLiF 4 and YLiF 4 demonstrate profile, M2) in laser cavities with large phase
that these laser crystals are isostruc- 11:15 am aberrations due to pump-induced thermal
tural. (p. 47) AMC4 Determination of the effective gradients. (p. 72)

lower-level lifetime for Nd:YLF and
Nd:YAG through experimental measure- 1:45 pm
mont and computer modeling, Stephen J. AMD2 Propagation effects In variable
Sheldrake, Steven C. Matthews, Katherine V. reflectivity resonators, E. Mottay. E
Palombo, David Capps, Hughes Aircraft Co. Durand, E. Audouard, a M. Industries,
We report Nd:YLF and Nd:YAG lower-level France. A numerical and experimental study
lifetimes, determined by experimentally of propagation effects in variable-reflectivity
measuring amplifier gain recovery and ex- resonators shows that the beam profile is ex-
traction efficiency and comparing with rate tremely sensitive to residual diffraction in the
equation model predictions. (p. 61) resonator (p. 75)

vi
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2:00 pm LA SALLE BALLROOM A AMES Tunable red solid state laser, Ian
AMD3 Power scaling and wavelength Lee, McDonnell Douglas. A Nd:YAG-
conversion of cw diode-pumped lasers, 3:00 pm-4:00 pm pumped KTP OPO provided 1.57 pm and
Larry R. Marshall, Alex Kaz, Horatio R. Ver- AME, NONLINEAR FREQUENCY 1064 nm beams for efficient sum frequen-
dun, Fibertek, Jnc. TEMoo, cw-diode- CONVERSION 1 POSTER SESSION/ cy mixing in KTP to 634 nm. The output is
pumped lasers generate 3.3 W (end- REFRESHMENT BREAK tunable in the visible. (p. 108)
pumped) and 6 W (side-pumped), at 7%
electrical efficiency. Nonlinear conversion AME1 Q-switching of a Nd:YAG phase AME7 Diffracive analysis of an external
gives 3.1 W at 523 nm, and 1.7 W at 1540 conjugate laser using externally stimu- resonant ring for quadrupling Nd lasers,
nm, at 15 kHz. (p. 78) Isted Brllouln scattering, R. A. Lamb, M. S. Bowers, S. C. Tidwell, J. F. Seamans.

Defence Research Agency, U.K.; M. J. D. D Lowenthal, STI Optronics, Inc Effects
2:15 pm Damzen, Imperial College of Science and of diffraction, depletion, and ring propaga-
AMD4 Application of four-wave mixing Technology, U.K. A 0-switched Nd:YAG tion are modelled for an external resonant
by gain saturation for the control of phase conjugate laser has been demon- ring containing two nonlinear crystals.
solid-state laser systems, M. J. Damzen, strated. The passive 0-switch was in the form Results show that the process is stable and
G. J. Crofts, R. P. M. Green, Imperial Col- of a phase conjugate mirror using stimulated can efficiently convert infrared to ultraviolet.
lege, U.K. A high-reflectivity (x2500)Nd:YAG Brillouin scattering as the nonlinearity. (p. 112)
four-wave mixing device is developed into (p. 92)
a phase conjugate laser resonator demon- AMES Harmonic generation of tunable
strating gain gratings as a potential nonlinear AME2 2.95-pm Intracavity difference- lasers without any adjustment, Harry
optical technology for laser control. (p. 81) frequency laser, F. J. Effenberger, G. J. Rieger, Naval Command Control and Ocean

Dixon, Univ. Central Florida. Cw radiation at Surveillance Center. Harmonic generation
2:30 pm 2.95 pm has been generated by intracavity (over 100 nm) of tunable lasers that requires
AMD5 Ultrahigh sensitivity measure- difference-frequency mixing. Noncritical no adjustments for phase matching was ac-
ment of Doppler shift with a microchip phase matching in a y-cut KTP crystal was complished using wavelength dispersive op-
solid-state laser, Kenju Otsuka, NTT Basic used to mix the 1.064-p•m intracavity field of tics and a BBO doubler. Such a setup also
Research Laboratories, Japan. Intensity a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser with an ex- provides efficient broadband harmonic gen-
modulation of a LiNdPO 12 microchip solid- ternal input at 0.78 pm. (p. 95) eration. (p. 115)
state laser by extremely weak (e.g., < - 100
dB) Doppler-shifted light injection and ap- AME3 Hot Images from obscurations, AME9 Numerical simulation and
plication to an ultrahigh sensitivity velocity J. T. Hunt, K. R. Manes, P. A. Renard, Law- realiaton of a KTP optical parmatric
meter are demonstrated. (p. 84) rence Livermore National Laboratory. Cer- oscillator, J. M. Breteau, C. Jourdain, T.

tain damage observed on the optics in Lepine, F. Simon, Thomson-TRT Defense,
2:45 pm NOVA is consistent with nonlinear France. We have developed a numerical
AMD6 High duty-cycle diode-pumped holographic imaging. Our analysis shows simulation of a KTP OPO in the dynamic
Nd:YLF slab laser, A. D. Hays, R. Bur- how to circumvent this problem and leads regime. Predictions are in good agreement
nham, Fibertek, Inc. We have obtained 10-W to an explanation for a twenty year old with experimental results. (p. 118)
average power and 6.5-W in the fundamen- puzzle. (p. 99)
tal mode from a Nd:YLF slab laser pumped AME10 Wavelength diversity and agill-
by four 20% duty-cycle laser diode arrays. AME4 Stimulated Brlllouln scattering ty by polarization tuning of stimulated
(p. 87) and phase conjugation of a 2.1-pdm Raman conversion, K. V. Palombo, D. W.

Cr,Tm,Ho:YAG laser, W. T. Whitney, U.S. Mordaunt, E. Gregor. Hughes Aircraft Co.
Naval Research Laboratory; A. M. Scott, Polarization tuning of stimulated rotational
Defence Research Agency, U.K. We have and vibrational Raman conversion of a
narrowed the linewidth of a 2.12-pm frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser is used to
CrTm,Ho:YAG laser and have obtained demonstrate both wavelength diversity and
stimulated Brillouin scattering in CS2 with agility. (p. 121)
high efficiency. (p. 102)

AME11 Injection-seeded tuning of a
AMES Ag~aS. 2 OPO pumped by a pulsed optical parametric oscillator: ap-
LINbO3 OPO, Jean Raffy, Thierry plicatlons and performance, M. J.
Debuisschert, Jean-Paul Pocholle, Michel Johnson, J. G. Haub, B. J. Orr, Macquarie
Papuchon, Thomson-C.S.F., France. We Univ., Australia. A tunable P-banum borate
describe an AgGaSe 2 OPO pumped by a optical parametric oscillator is useful for
LiNbO 3 OPO itself pumped by a 0-switched spectroscopy and nonlinear optics. Its per-
Nd:YAG laser. (p. 105) formance, with and without injection

seeding, is characterized and modeled.
(p. 124)
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LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C 5:00 pm
AMF5 External frequency conversion

4:00 pm-5:30 pm of tunable fIemtosecond pulses, C.
AMF, NONLINEAR FREQUENCY Fallnich, A. Nebel, R. Beigang. Univ.
CONVERSION 2 Kaiserslautern, Germany. We report efficient
Charles L. Marquardt, US. Naval frequency conversion of cw mode-locked
Research Laboratory, Presider femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser radiation

down to 190 nm. Nearly transform limited
4:00 pm (Invited) pulses with a pulse length of 150 fs and
AMF1 Novel resonant ring for conver- average powers of 420 mW and 195 mW
Ung the output of a mde-locked Infrared were obtained for the second and third har-
aeer Into ultraviolet light with high sffl- monic, respectively. (p. 139)
clency, S. C Tidwell, J. F. Seamans, D D.
Lowenthal, STI Optronics, Inc.: G. Malone, 5:15 pm
G. Girodano, Laboratori Nazionali di AMF6 Stimulated Reman scattering of
Frascati,. Italy. A resonant ring produces over pIcosecond pulses In barium nitrate
5 W of 263-nm light with a slope efficiency crystals, Petr G. Zverev, Tasoltan T. Basiev,
of 39% from an infrared mode-locked General Physics Institute, Russia; James T.
Nd:YLF laser input. (p. 126) Murray, Richard C. Powell. Roger J. Reeves,

Oklahoma State Univ. Frequency shifting of
4:15 pm (InvIted) picosecond pulses by stimulated Raman
AMF2 Ret avmne In ZnGeP mid- scattering was investigated in Ba(N0 3)2
Infrared optical parametric oscillators, P. crystals. First Stokes conversion efficiencies
G. Schunemann, P. A. Budni, M. G. Knights, were measured to be up to 25%. (p. 142)
T. M. Pollak, E. P. Chicklis, Lockheed
Sanders; C. L. Marquardt. U.S. Naval Re-
search Laboratory. We report 37% slope LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C
(26% overall) conversion efficiency from a
2-prm pumped OPO using ZnGeP2 at am- 6:30 pm-8:00 pm
bient temperature, and sustained operation AMG, POSTDEADLINE PAPER
at 1.2 JlcM- 2. By cooling lossy (,-0.38 cm-n) SESSION
crystals we also achieved 27% slope (24% Francois Salin, University of Paris,
overall) conversion efficiency. (p. 131) Presider

4:30 pm
AMF3 Optical parametric frequency
conversion properties of KTiOAsO4
(KTA), W. R. Bosenberg, STI Optronics,
Inc.; L. K. Cheng, J. D. Bierlein, Science and
Engineering Laboratory. Tuning curves and
oscillation thresholds for optical parametric
frequency generation in KTiOAsO4 (KTA) are
presented along with Sellmeier equations
that predict its phase-matching behavior.
(p. 134)

4:45 pm
AMF4 Noncritically phase-matched cw
mode-locked optical parametric
oscillator in KTP, A. Nebel, C. Fallnich, R.
Beigang, Univ. Kaisersiautem, Germany. We
report efficient operation of noncritically
phase-matched opcal parametric oscillators
pumped by cw mode-locked Ti:sapphire
lasers generating pS and fs pulses in the near
infrared spectral region. Power efficiencies
up to 40% were obtained with stable trans-
form limited pulses. (p. 136)
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Advanced Solid-State Lasers

LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C 9:15 am ATuB4 Modified dye-doped polymer
ATuA5 Excited state absorption in active media with advanced laser

6:15 am-9:45 - Nd3*-doped laser crystals, Y Guyot, R. damage resistance and photochemical
ATuA, NOVEL LASER MATERIALS 1 Moncorge, Univ. Lyon I, France. Detailed stability, V. N. Serova, A A. Vasilev E L
Richard C Powell, University of Arizona, excited-state absorptioi spectra have been Koryagina. Kazan Chemical- Technology In-
Presder recorded in the wavelength regions of stitute, Russia; M. A Dubinski. A K

pumping and of stimulated emissions of the Naumov, V. V. Semashko, Kazan State
6:15 am Nd3"-doped Y3AI5012, YLiF 4 and Univ., Russia. Laser studies of new dye-
ATuAI Incongruent melting fluoride LaMgAI11 019 laser crystals. (p. 156) doped metacrylic copolymers have been
crystals as new laser hosts, A. Pnam, J. performed. Significant improvement of laser
Lefaucheur, J. Nicholls, G. Lutts, B. Chai, 9:30 am damage resistance, photochemical stability,
CREOL. We report here our effort to grow ATuA6 Active medium for all-solid- and efficiency was obtained using new ver-
three new laser host crystals from peritectic state tunable ultraviolet laser, Mark A. sions of modificatory additives. (p. 173)
melts. We grow these crystals with the same Dubinskii, Vadim V. Semashko, Alexander
equipment and technique that we normally K. Naumov, Ravil Yu. Abdulsabirov, Stella ATuBS Broad-band thin film plate
use for congruent melting compounds. This L. Korableva, Kazan State Univ., Russia. The polarizer for high-power femtosecond
approach opens new opportunities to search results of spectroscopic studies, tunable gain solid-state lasers, Donny Mal A Aminou,
for better laser hosts. (p. 146) and lasing features of Ce3"-activated col- Alpine Research Optics Corp.; Jeff Squier,

quiriite crystals are reported. This is the first Center for Ultrafast Optics. We discuss plate
6:30 am all-solid-state ultraviolet laser, based on rare- polarizers that dramatically improve the
ATuA2 Crystal growth and spectro- earth ion d-f transitions. (p. 159) tunability fo femtosecond regenerative
scopic characterization of Tm-doped amplifiers of high-power solid-state lasers.
oxyapatites and orthoellicates, Gregg H (p. 176)
Rosenblatt, SFA, Inc.; Gregory J. Quarles, LA SALLE BALLROOM A
Leon Esterowitz, U.S. Naval Research Lab- ATuB6 Electroopticalty fast tunable
oratory; Mark H. Randles, John E. Creamer, 9:45 am-10:45 am miniature diode-laser-pumped Nd:YAG
Litton Airtron Synoptics; Roger F. Belt, Lit- ATuB, NOVEL OPTICAL MATERIALS ring osciator, I. Freitag, I Kropke, H. Well-
ton Airtron. We have studied the spec- POSTER SESSIOWCOFFEE BREAK ing, Laser Zentrum Hannover e V., Germany.
troscopic features of Tm3° in three different We present a novel structure of a miniature
hosts; CaY4(SiO 4)30, CaLaL4(SiO 4)30, and ATuB1 Cw-laslng of Pr:YAIO 3 at room diode-pumped single-frequency ring laser.
Y2SiO 5. Compared with Tm:YAG the absorp- temperature, A. Bleckmann, F. Heine, J. Fast frequency tuning is achieved using an
tion lines in the near infrared are con- P. Meyn, K. Petermann, G. Huber, Univ. integrated electrooptical modulator. (p. 179)
siderably stronger, with similar linewidths. Hamburg, Germany. We describe for the first
The lifetimes of the 3F4 - 3H6 transition for time cw oscillation of a Pr3"-doped YAIO 3  ATuB7 Multliste optical spectra and
these hosts at 2 pm are typically 0.6 ms to crystal at room temperature. The oscillation energW levels of trivalent thulium-doped
1.5 ms as compared to 10 ms in Tm:YAG. wavelengths realized so far are 613.9 nm, yttrium scandium gallum garnet, Michael
(p. 147) 621.6 nm, 662.4 nm, 719.5 nm, 746.9 nm, D. Seltzer, John B. Gruber, Marian E Hills,

753.7 nm and 996.0 nm. (p. 164) Naval Air Warfare Center, Gregory J
6:45 am Quarles, U.S. Naval Research Laboratory,
ATuA3 Physics of Yb-doped laser ATuB2 Relative upconverelon rates in Clyde A. Morrison, U.S. Army Adelphi Lab-
crystals with the pathte structure, L. D. Tm-Ho-doped crystals, K. M. Dinndorf, A oratory Center. Site-selective laser excitation
DeLoach. S. A. Payne, W. F. Krupke, L. K. Cassanho, Y. Yamaguchi, H. P. Jenssen, spectra of thulium-doped yttrium scandium
Smith, W. L. Kway, J. B. Tassano, Lawrence Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M. gallium garnet (Tm3°:YSGG) reveal the
Livermore National Laboratory. We report Tonelli, Univ. Pisa, Italy. Cross-relaxabon and presence of thulium ions in multiple sites
our spectroscopic studies and assessment relative upconversion rates are obtained. A which exist as a consequence of intrinsic
of the favorable crystal field environments simple model is devaloped and the role of crystal disorder in YSGG. (p. 162)
produced for Yb3° in apatite-structure cross-relaxation in reducing loss due to up-
crystals. (p. 150) conversion is discussed. (p. 167) ATuB8 Comparison of proton and

gamma-irradlated Nd-doped materlals
9:00 ear ATuB3 Tunable erbium-doped fiber longitudinally pumped at 0.8 ym, T. S.
ATuA4 High-power ytterbium-doped ring Ilser using fiber-birefringence tun- Rose, R. A. Fields, The Aerospace Corp. TheS fiber hw eoperatlng around 1.11-,AmC ng tachnlquo, Paul D. Humphrey, John E effect of space environment proton damage
J Mackechnie, W. L. Barnes, D. C. Hanna. Bowers, UC-Santa Barbara. A simple new on laser performance is examined for
J E Townsend, Univ Southampton, U.K. method of controlled tuning of fiber lasers Nd:YAG, Nd:YLF, and Nd:Cr:GSGG. The
Using a pump source of 1.064 Dim, greater is presented. Tuning is monotonic with the nature of the damage and its annealing pro-
than 500 mW of power at 1. 115 ;m has been angular position of a single coil of fiber. perties suggest some relevant laser design
obtained from a ytterbium-doped silica fiber (p. 170) criteria. (p. 16s)
laser (p. 153)
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ATuB9 Determination of laser efficlen- LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C 11:30 am
cies for Yb-doped apatite-structure ATuC4 Spectroscopic and sensitize-
hosts, L. K. Smith, S. A. Payne. W F. 10:45 am-12:00 m tion analysis of Er, Yb, and Cr Ions In
Krupke, L D Deloach, W. L Kway. Law- ATuC, NOVEL LASER MATERIALS 2 calcium fluorophoapohate, Toomas H Allik.
rence Livermore National Laboratory, B. H. Stephen Payne, Lawrence Livermore Science Applications International Corp,
T Chat, CREOL We have measured the National Laboratory, Presider John B. Gruber. San Jose State Univ,
laser efficiency of three types of Yb-doped Michael D. Seltzer. Marian E Hills, NavalAir
crystals, all of which possess the apatite 10:45 am Warfare Center: Clyde A. Morrison. U S Ar-
structure. Details of the laser experiments ATuCi Subpicosecond pulse genera- my Adelphi Laboratory Center. Bruce H T
and properties are discussed (p. 188) tlon from a laser-diode-pumped, self- Chai. CREOL, J. Andrew Hutchinson. Larry

starting additive-pulse mode-locked D Merkle. U.S.A. Night Vision and Electro-
ATuB10 Energy transfer calculations Nd:LMA laser, D W. Hughes, A A Ma- Optics Directorate. Analysis of absorption.
using a quantum mechanical model, Nc- };dabadi, J R %.. Barr, D C. Hanna. fluorescence, and site-selective excitation
man P Barnes. NASA Langley Research Southampton Univ U.K. We report the spectra of Er. Er-Yb. and Er-Cr in Ca5(PO4 )3F
Center. Elizabeth D Filer. Lockheed generation of 750-fsec pulses from an suggest that this system has favorable spec-
Engineering and Science Company. Clyde additive-pulse mode-locked La,_ Nd,- tral characteristics for producing eye-safe
A Morrison, Harry Diamond Laboratories NgAl•1 O 19 laser-pumped by a 3-W laser stimulated emission. (p. 209)
Energy transfer processes in sensitized laser diode (p. 200)
materials were analyzed by using a quan- 11:45 am
turn mechanical model to predict energy 11:00 am ATuCS Next laser glasses for nuclear
levels and branching ratios and summing ATuC2 Cw passive mode-locking of a fusion, T Izumitani. Hoya Corp New laser
over these energy levels. polarizations, and new Nd3*:GdVO4 crystal laser, E Sorokin. glasses are obtained from Nd6Yb aluminate
sites at different distances and orientations I. Sorokina. E. Wintner. Technische Univ glass and Yb:Erphosphate glass. wrich
Significant differences exist between this ap- Wien, Austria, A. I. Zagumennyi. I. A Shcher- satisfy Naito's requirement for nuclear fusion
proach and the commonly used Dexter bakov. General Physics Institute. Russia We laser material (1) saturation fluence of 10
model (p. 191) report the 'Srst demonstration of efficient J/cm2, (2) thermal shock resistance 3 W/cm

passively mode-locked laser based on ne-N (3) nonlinear refractive index <3 x 10-13
ATuB11 High-peak power, 0-switched Nd3"GdVO4 crystal Pulses of 2.4-ps our ý- esu (4) fluorescence Irfetime > 4 ms (p. 212)
Nd:YLF laser end-pumped by a diode tion with 330 mW of output power are
laserbar,1B Frei•.T Graf.J E Balmer. Univ observed. (p. 203) 12:00 m-1:30 pm
Berne. Switzerland. We report on a high- LUNCH
peak power, Q-switched Nd:YLF laser 11:15 am
oscillator end-pumped by a fiber-optically ATuC3 Nd3":CaAlSiO7-a new solid
coupled. 50-W. quasi-cw diode laser bar state laser material for diode pumping, 1:30 pm-3:00 pm
Both pulse-transmission mode (PTM) and B Viana, D. Saber. A M. Lejus. D. Vivien. ATuD, TRANSITION-METAL-ION
the more conventional pulse-reflection mode Laboratoire de Chimie Appliquee de L 'Etat LASERS 1
(PRM) Q-switching techniques have been Soide, France; R Romero, C. Wyon. Divi- William R. Rapoport, Allied-Signal, Inc.,
realized (p. 193) sion Optronique L.E.T.-C.E.N.G. France. Presider

Nd3":Ca 2Al2 SiO, laser material presents in-
ATuB12 Ihermal properties of erbium teresting optical properties: broad and 1:30 pm
glass lasers, A. Mclnnes, J. Richards, strong red absorption and near infrared ATuD1 150-fa, 1.5-TW, 10-HzTI:AIjO
Defence Science and Technology Organisa- emission as well as very promising first laser laser system, P. H. Chiu. Art Magana.
tion, Australia. The relative influence of ther- characteristics. (p. 206) Koichi Yamakawa, John Davis, Continuum;
mal loading on gain, lensing, birefringence J. D. Kmetec, Lightwave Electronics.
and rod deformation has been studied in a Described is a 1.5-TW, 150-fs Ti.Sapphire
flashlamp-pumped Eriglass laser. (p. 196) (Ti:A120 3) laser system operating at 10-Hz

repetition rate. The system design was bas-
ed on regenerativelmultipass amplifiers and
the technique of chirped-pulse amplification
(p. 218)
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1:45 pm 2:45 pm ATuE4 Cr4":YSGG-p.*suve Q-switched
ATuD2 High-power, gain-guided TI: ATuD6 Spectroscopy and bseer opera- for muitlspikes Nd lasers, I V Klimov, 1
AlsOa laser: theory and experiment, F. tion of Mng'-doped vanadates, Larry D. A. Shcherbakov. V. B. Tsvetkov, Russian
Salin. F. Estable, E. Mottay, L. Brunel, B. M. Merkle, Night Vision and Electro-Optics Academy of Sciences, Russia. The passive
Industries, France. We report on the use of Directorate; Horaco R. Verdun, Bruce McIn- multispikes 0-switch mode of three types of
gain guiding in a Ti:A12 0 3 rod to produce tosh, Fibertek, Inc. Mns*-doped or- flashlamp-pumped Nd lasers, such as
150-mJ, diffraction-limited, tunable pulses thovanadate crystals, grown by Czochralski Nd:YAG, Cr,Nd:YSGG, Cr,Nd:GSAG, using
from a flat-flat resonator. (p. 221) method, exhibit strong absorption at diode water-cooled Cr'*:YSGG modulator was ex-

wavelengths, long fluorescence lifetime and perimentally investigated. (p. 246)
2:00 pm room temperature laser output near 1200
ATuD3 Ti:chrysoberyl as a high- nm. (p. 233) ATuES All solid-state pulsed-mode
satuamton-fluence amplificatlon medium Cr:forsterlite laser, Ti Chuang, Horacio R.
for Tk:oapphrs lasers, Nobuhiko Sarukura, Verdun, Fibertek, Inc. The Cr:forsterite laser
Yusaburo Segawa, The Institute of Physical LA SALLE BALLROOM A is pumped by a diode-pumped. 0-switched
and Chemical Research (RIKEN), Japan; Nd:YAG laser. The design and laser perfor-
Kiyoshi Yamagishi, Mitsui Mining and 3:00 pm-4:00 pm mance are presented. (p. 249)
Smelting Co., Japan. Ti:chrysoberyl is ATuE, TRANSITION-METAL-ION
shown to be a high-saturation-fluence LASERS 2 POSTER SESSION/ ATuE6 Spectroscopic and liser studles
amplification material for Ti:sapphire lasers. REFRESHMENT BREAK of Cr'"-doped gamets and Y2SIOG, S.
A 52-dB gain is demonstrated using a con- Kuck, K. Petermann, U. Pohlmann, G.
focal 6-pass configuration. (p. 224) ATuEl Cr:Mg2GeO4 and CrCa1MgSIO4: Huber, Univ. Hamburg, Germany: T

new potential tunable solid-state laser Schonherr, Univ. Dusseldorf, Germany. The
2:15 pm crystals, V. Petncevic, A. Seas, R. R. AMano, temperature-dependent absorption, emis-
ATuD4 Femtosecond pulses generated CUNY; M. R. Kokta, Union Carbide Corp.; sion, and lifetime data of Cr4"-doped garnet
from a synchronously pumped M. H. Randles, Litton-Airtron, Synoptics. crystals and of Cr':Y2SiOs are presented.
chromium-doped forsterte laser, A. Basic spectroscopic properties of The unusual laser behavior of Cr4':YAG is
Seas, V. Petricevic, R. R. Alfano, CUNY. Cr:Mg 2GeO 4 and Cr:CaMgSi0 4 were explained by polarized excited-state absorp-
Stable, transformeJ, limited, tunable fem- studied in order to evaluate their potential tion measurements. (p. 252)
tosecond pulses were generated fromasyn- for tunable laser operation in the
chronously pumped forsterite laser. Pulses 1150-1450-nm range. (p. 238) ATuE7 Photolonzation and excited
with duration of 105 fs FWHM were pro- state absorption In YAIO3:Ti crystals, S.
duced between 1240 and 1270 nm. (p. 227) ATuE2 Absorption and emission pro- A. Basun. S. P. Feofilov, A. A. Kaplyanskii.

parties of the new laser-active center A. F. loffe Physico-Technical Institute.
2:30 pm Mn*° In several crystalline hosts, Horacio Russia; G. Huber, K. Petermann, Univ. Ham-
ATuDS A cw mode-locked Cr4*:YAG R. Verdun, Fibertek, Inc. Results for burg, Germany. Visible excitation of
laser, P. M. W. French, N. H. Rizvi, J. R. Ca 5(P04)3 F, Srs(P0 4)3 F, and Y2(SiO 4)O will YAIO 3;Ti3 at T = 77 K results in a photocur-
Taylor. Imperial College, U K.; A. V. be presented and compared with those ob- rent, which depends quadratically on the
Shestakov, IRE-POLUS, Russia. A cw wave, tamed for Sr3(VO4 )2 and Ba 3(VO 4)2. (p. 241) pumping power. This indicates that the
room-temperature Cr'4:YAG laser, tuning photoionization of Ti3" occurs as a two-step
from 1.37 to 1.51 •m, is described. Mode ATuE3 Picosecond spectroscopy of process via the intermediate 2 E-state.
locking of this novel laser is reported for the excited states In transitlon-metal-Ion (p. 255)
first time- (p. 230) doped new laser materials, V. P

Mikhailov, N V. Kuleshov, Belorusian State ATuE8 Luminescence properties of Cr-
Univ. Belorus. Saturation of absorption and doped LUNbGeO laser crystal, H Manaa,
excited-state dynamics are investigated in R. Moncorge, Univ. Lyon I, France: A V
a number of laser crystals doped with Butashin, B Mill, A. A. Kaminskii, Russian
tetrahedrally coordinated Cr4°. V3" and Co2 Academy of Science, Russia. Cr-doped
ions using picosecond pump-and-probe ex- LiNbGeO5 single crystals have been grown
perimental technique. (p. 244) and lased in the near infrared around

1.3-1.4 ym. We report on detailed spec-
troscopic measurements and compare to
other Cr(4 + )-doped crystalline materials
(p. 258)
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ATuE9 Gain measurements and aver- 4:15 pm 5:15 pm
age power limitations In Cr**:LISrAIF,, F. ATuF2 Generation of tunable pulses as ATuF6 Higher average power opera.
Hanson, C. Bendall, NCCOSC/RDTE. Gain short as 33 fe from Cr:USrAIF. lasers, N. tIon of CrLSAF and Cr.LISG&F pumped
for flashlamp-pumped Cr:LiSAF and H. Rizvi, P. M. W. French, J. R. Taylor, Im- by alexandrite, W. R. Rapoport, Allied-
Cr:LiSCAF from 790-1000 nm and roll-off perial College, U.K. A cw, argon-ion Signal, Inc. The alexandrfte pump laser was
with flashlamp repetition rate up to thermal pumped, Cr 3*: LiSrAIF6 laser is reported for used to test the relative thermal failure points
fracture are reported. (p. 261) the first time which, passively mode-locked of several samples for different heat ex-

using a saturable absorber, generates 33 fs -hanging geometries. In addition, a a-
ATuE10 Narrow linewldth flashlamp- pulses. (p. 273) switched alexandrite pump laser and a cw
pumped TI:AI6O laser, H. Tak"-da, F. Kan- Ti:sapphire laser were used to measure the
nari, M. Obara, Keio Univ., Japan. A flash- 4:30 pm relative gain/loss for Cr:LiSAF and
lamp-pumped narrow linewidth Ti:A*203  ATuF3 High repetition rate cw-pumped Cr:LiSGaF. (p. 285)
laser using a grazing incident grating cavi- Cr:LISAF femtosecond regenerative
ty at a relatively small incident angle is amplifier, Francois Balembois, Patrick
described. (p. 264) Georges, Francois Salin, Gerard Roger,

Alain Brun, Univ. Paris-Sud, France; Jean
ATuE11 Mode-locking of near Infrared Luc Tapi6, Domaine Technologique de
lasers with V3*:YAG crystal as a saturable Saclay, France. We have developed a cw
absorber, V. P. Mikhailov, N. I. krypton ion-pumped Cr:LiSAF regenerative
Zhavoronkov, N. V. Kuleshov, V. A. San- amplifier for femtosecond pulses producing
dulenko, K V. Yumashev, P. V. Prokoshin, 11 -J pulses at 830 nm and at a 5-kHz
Univ. Belarus. The use of vanadium-doped repetition rate. (p. 276)
YAG crystal as a solid-state saturable ab-
sorber for near infrared lasers is reported. 4:45 pm
Mode-locked and 0-switched operations are ATuF4 Upconversion In Cr:LISGaF and
realized for Ti-AI20 3, Pr-YAIO 3 , Nd-YAG and Cr:LISAF, M. A. Noginov, H. P. Jenssen,
Nd-YALO 3 laser systems. (p. 266) A. Cassanho, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. Upconversion was quantitative-
ly investigated as a function of Cr concen-

LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C tration, pumping density and temperature.
The application range of the simplest law

4:00 pm-5:30 pm ".&n2 - was found. (p. 279)
ATuF, LISAF LASERS
James C. Barnes, NASA, Presider 5:00 pm

ATuF5 Optical and physical properties
4:00 pm of the LISrAIFO:Cr laser crystal, S. A.
ATuF1 TW Cr:USrAIFs laser system, T. Payne,. W. F. Krupke, L. D. DeLoach, L. K.
Ditmire, H. Nguyen, M. D. Perry, Lawrence Smith, J. B. Tassano, W. L. Kway, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. We have Livermore National Laboratory. Measure-
developed a Cr:LiSrAIF 6 laser system ments of several properties important to the
capable of producing peak powers in excess laser operation of Cr:LiSAF are reported in-
of 1 TW. Chirped pulse amplification in a cluding the thermomechanical properties,
Cr:LiSAF regenerative amplifier produces 5 durability, and Auger upconversion rates.
mJ at 5-Hz repetition rate. Further amplifica- (p. 262)
tion in Cr: LiSAF yields recompressed pulse
energies of 150 mJ and pulse duration
under 135 fsec at a 1-Hz repetition rate.
(p. 270)
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Compact Blue-Green Lasers

PELICAN BALLROOM PELICAN BALLROOM PELICAN BALLROOM

10:20 am-10:30 am 1:30 pm-2:45 pm 3:15 pm-4:45 pm
OPENING REMARKS CTuB, APPLICATIONS OF COMPACT CTuC, BLUE-GREEN
William P. Risk, Program Chair BLUE-GREEN LASERS 2 SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

Daniel Guillot, Uniphase Corp.. Presider James M DePuydt, 3M Company,
10:30 am-12:00 m Presider
CTuA, APPLICATIONS OF COMPACT 1:30 pm (Invited)
BLUE-GREEN LASERS 1 CTuB1 Use of air-cooled argon ion 3:15 pm (Invited)
Mark W. Dowley, Liconix, Presider lass In e automatd genetic analysis, Mel CTuC1 Growth of ZnMgSSe and

N. Dronick, Applied Biosystems, Inc. Auto- fabrication of blue Ilser diodes, K.
10:30 am (Invited) mated analysis of genetic material using Akimoto. H. Okuyama, T. Miyajima, Y
CTuAI Compact blue-green lasers for laser-based fluorescence excitation is Monnaga, F. Hiei, M. Ozawa. Sony Corp. We
future optical disk systems, Shigeo reviewed. Lower cost laser sources would report on material properties of ZnMgSSe.
Kubota, Michio Oka, Hisashi Masuda, Sony dramatically expand the market for this and successful cw operation at 77 K of
Corp, Japan. We describe an aberration- technology. (p. 298) ZnSe/ZnMgSSe double heterostructure and
free, low-noise SHG green laser for 6 time multi-quantum-well laser diodes. (p. 306)
areal bit density optical disk and direct 2:00 pm (Invited)
modulation in efficient KTiOPO 4 sum fre- CTuB2 Short wavelength gas lasers- 3:45 pm (invited)
quency mixing. (p. 290) future and applicatiors William T. Sitfvast, CTuC2 Advances In I-V1 blue-green -"

Univ. Central Florida. An overview of short laser diodes, C. T. Walker, J. M. DePuydt,
11:00 am (Invited) wavelength gas lasers will be presented in- M. A. Haase, J. Qiu, H. Cheng, 3M Corn-
CTuA2 Displays, high-defniltion televi- cluding a summary of their characteristics, pany. Some recent advances in II-VI laser
sion, and lasers, William E. Glenn, Florida new developments in the field, and existing diodes include the development of electrical
Atlantic Univ. The technical limitations on the and potential future applications. (p. 300) contacts to p-type ZnSe with lower contact
development of high-definition television is resistances, the growth of high quality lat-
an adequate display. Solid state laser 2:30 pm tice matched ternaries and the realization of
technology combined with light valve tech- CTuB3 Laser-Induced fluorescence increased efficiencies in CD7n1 , Se quan-
nology can satisfy this need. (p. 293) detection In capillary electrophoreals tum wells grown by atomic layer epitaxy. To

with a blue frequency doubled light gain some perspective of the status of II-VI
11:30 am (Invited) source, Fredrik Laurell, Institute of Optical diode laser, we compared the performance
CTuA3 Imaging and analysis of Research, Sweden; MF.rten Janssoi. Johan of these devices with the minimum re-
semiconductor surfaces with a blue- Roeraade, Royal Institute of Technology, quirements that must be met by a laser in
green laser scanning system, Bruce Sweden. Frequency-doubled blue light optical recording systems. (p. 309)
Worster, Ultrapointe Corp. A system to pro- generated in a KTP QPM waveguide has
vide 3-D images of submicron surface struc- been used for laser-induced fluorescence 4:15 pm
ture, composition, and defects on semicon- detection of fluorophore-marked amino CTuC3 Thermal charat rization of a
ductor wafer surfaces using a muhtiwave- acids in capillary electrophoresis. (p. 301) II-VI blue semiconductor laser, R. R.
length blue-green laser is described. Drenten, T. Marshall. J. Gaines, J.
(p. 296) 2:45 pm-3:15 pm Petruzzello, Philips Laboratories. The tem-

REFRESHMENT BREAK perature behavior of the active region of a
12:00 m-1:30 pm blue laser is studied, using the temperature
LUNCH dependence of the wavelength spectrum.

(p. 313)

CTuC4 Paper withdrawn.

4:30 pm
CTuC5 Digital alloy quantum wells of
CdSe/ZnSe: new strctures for blue-
green Iasers, H. Luo, S. Short, N. Samarth,
A. Yin, A. Pareek, M. Dobrowolska, J. K. Fur-
dyna, Univ. Notre Dame; P. Ahrenkiel, M.
AI-Jassim, National Renewable Energy
Laboratory; F. C. Peins, J. R. Buschert,
Goshen College. We report the study of
digital alloy quantum wells of CdSe/ZnSe,
which show excellent optical characteristics
compared to ZnCdSe/ZnSe quantum wells.
(p. 317)
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LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C 9:00 am AWB2 Spectroscopy and lasing in
AWAS Design and performance of a Ho:Tm:Lu 3AigO 2 , Elizabeth D. Filer,

8:00 am-9:30 am high-power, diode-pumped 2.1-ym Lockheed Engineering and Science Co.;
AWA, MID-IR LASERS 1 Tm,Ho:YAG laser, G. J. Quarles, S. R. Norman P. Barnes, NASA Langley Research
Donald J. Smith, U.S. Air Force, Presider Bowman, J. G. Lynn, C. L. Marquardt, S. Center; Felipe E. Naranjo, Science and Tec

K. Searles, B. J. Feldman, U.S. Naval Re- hnology Corp.; Milan R. Kokta, Union Car-
8:00 am search Laboratory. We describe the design bide Corp. Crystal growth and spectroscopy
AWA1 Pulsed gain measurements and and performance of a transverse diode- has been accomplished and lasing has been
3-;am cw laser operation In Er3*-doped pumped, Tm, Ho:YAG laser which produces demonstrated in what the authors believe is
crystals, B. J, Dinerman, P. F. Moulton, D. 9 W average power. Multi-burst 0-switched, a new laser material, Ho:Tm: Lu3AISO 12.Us-
M. Rines, Schwartz Electro-Optics. We report 60-ns, 25 mJ/pulses and frequency conver- ing a Ti:AJ20 3 laser pump, lasing was observ-
results of pulsed gain measurements and cw sion to 4-5/um have been demonstrated. ed at 2.10 mm, a wavelength previously
laser action near 3 /m in Er:YSGG, GGG, (p. 334) predicted to have a low threshold for lasing.
YAG, BYF, and YLF. Large gains and high Other spectroscopic features correspond
efficiencies are observed. (p. 322) 9:15 am well with predictions. (p. 345)

AWA6 Self-mode-locking properties of
8:15 am Tm:YAG-lasers, Frank Heine, Ernst AWB3 Comparative study of diode-
AWA2 Cw-cascade laser operation In Heumann, Gunter Huber, Institut fur Laser- pumped two-micron laser materials, S.
Er:YLF and Er:KYF at room temperature, Physik, Germany. Self-mode-locking of a cw- R. Bowman, G. J. Quarles, J. G. Lynn, B.
B Schmaul, G. Huber. R. Clausen, Univ. pumped Tm:YAG-laser was observed for the J. Feldman, U.S. Naval Research Labora-
Hamburg, Germany; B. Chai, Univ. Central first time. Pulse formation process was tory. We have studied the characteristics of
Florida. Cw cascade lasing was demon- strongly influenced by thermal lensing ef- Tm and Ho/Tm YAG lasers using high-power
strated in 1% and 0.5% Er-doped yttrium fects, (p. 337) laser-diode pumping. Measurements of laser
lithium fluoride (YLF) at 1620 nm and 2810 performance have been combined with
nm, in 1% Er-doped potassium yttrium spectroscopic measurements and com-
fluoride (KYF) at 1612 nm and 2804 nm at 9:30 am-9:35 am pared to our rate equation models for these
room temperature for the first time. (p. 325) Advanced Solid-State Lasers materials. (p. 347)

CLOSING REMARKS
8:30 am T. Y. Fan, Program Chair AWB4 Room temperature 2-v laer -
AWA3 All-optical modulation of a tion of Ho3--doped YSGG, GSAG, YSAG
2.7-;,m erbium-doped fluorozirconate and YAG crystals, I. V Klimov, I. A. Shcher-
fiber laser, Ch. Frerichs, Technical Univ. LA SALLE BALLROOM A bakov, V. B. Tsvetkov. Russian Academy of
Braunschweig, Germany. A 2.7-jim Er3'- Sciences, Russia. We investigate the energy
doped fluorozirconate fiber laser, diode 9:35 am-10:30 am output and thermolens parameters of
pumped at 800 nm, has been modulated by AWB, MID-IR LASERS 2 POSTER CrTm,Ho-doped active rods at different
diode pumping the lower laser level at 1550 SESSION/COFFEE BREAK repetition rates. (p. 349)
nm at kHz-rates. (p. 328)

AWBi Single-Iongitudinal-mode and Q- AWB5 Long pullelength two-micron
8:45 am switched diode-pumped Tm, Ho:YLF lasers for LAWS application, Mahendra
AWA4 Diode-pumped single-frequency oscillators, Charley P. Hale, Sammy W. G Jani, Science and Technology Corp.;
Ho:Tm:YLF, John P. Deyst, Grady J. Koch, Henderson, Paul J. M. Suni, Coherent Norman P. Barnes, Keith E. Murray, NASA
Mark E Storm, Hughes/STX Corp. Single- Technologies, Inc. We report on laser Langley Research Center. Efficient operation
frequency lasing in a monolithic crystal of developments exploiting Tm,Ho:YLF of both Ho:Tm:Cr:YAG and Ho:Tm:Er:YLF
Ho:Tm:YLF is reported. Maximum single- pumped at 792 nm using 3-W diode lasers. has been demonstrated using microsec-
frequency output power of 6 mW at a Tunable cw and 0-switched laser results at ond-long pulselengths. 0-switched opera-
wavelength of 2.050 lim is demonstrated. various temperatures are described. tions in both standing wave and unidirec-
Frequency tuning is also described (p. 331) (p. 342) tional ring resonators are compared

(p. 3S2)

AWB6 Alexandrite laser-pumped
Ho:Tm:YLF laser performance, Chang J
Lee, Gooywan Han, Hampton Univ.; Clayton
H Bair, Norman P. Barnes, Philip Brock-
man, Robert V Hess, NASA Langley Re-
search Center. Experimental and theoretical
results for a Ho:Tm:YLF laser in which the
crystal length. Ho concentration, output
coupler, and pump pulselength were varied
are presented (p. 355)
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ASSL (Cont.) Compact Blue-Green Lasem
AW97 Pump saturation for tae 2-jan PELICAN BALLROOM
Tm law, Christian Hauglie-Hanseen, N.
Djeu, Univ South Florida. We have obtain- 6:48 m-9:30 -r
ad a pump saturation formula for the 2-jim CWA, ORGANIC NONLINEAR
Tm3* laser and applied it to the analysis of MATERIALS
data taken on Tm:YVO.. (p. 356) Shinsuke Umegali. Keio Univ., Presider

AVMB Dependence of Ho upoonvar- 8:45a (I nvited
alon rafte constants In YAG on dopent CWAI Enhanced SHO with a period-
concentration, L. B. Shaw. X. B. Jiang, R. lcally poled nonlinear organic copoty-
S. F. Chang, N. Dieu, Univ. South Florida. mar, Heihachi Sato, Yuji Azumai, lwao Sea.
Upconversion rate constants from 51 to 31 Mitsubishi Petrochemical Co., Japan. In-
and 516 in Ho:YAG have been determined troduaing a periodic corrugation of nonlinear
for dopant concentrations. between 1 % and optical susceptibility into an organic copoly-
10%. (p. 361) mar, second-harmonic power has been ex-

tremely enhanced by taking both inter-mode
AWBO Tmn, Ho doped slumlno-zlrco- quasi-phase-matching and Cerenkov-radi-
fluoride glass enst 'witwh Yb lons, T. ative phase-matching. (p. 376)
Izumitani, B. Pang, X. Zou. Hoya Corp.,
Japan. Tm-". Ho3* doped glasses and 9:15-
crystals have been investigated for up- CWA2 Organic crystal 3,11-dirmthyl-1-
conversion laser (blue, green, redl) and eye- (-1t- 0..r1p 1.,,,.. for co MpFAc vilsi
safe laser. We developed 1.88 pa, 2.0, 2.84 Ma light sources, H. Hyuga, C. Gato, Y.
and 0.8 pa new laser glasses using Tm01, HoP Okazaki, A. Harada, S. Milsumoto, K.
ions together with sensitizer Yb ions in Kamiyama, Fu# Photo Film Co., Ltd., Japan;
alumino-zirco-fluodde glass. (p. 364) S. Umegaki, Keio Univ., Japan. An organic

DMNP is used in generating RGB light-
AW8iG On the optical center In waves simultaneously by a crystal-cored
Cr*-dopad YAG, Hergen Eilers, Uwe Horn- fiber and a blue light-wave noncritically by
marich, Stuart M. Jacobsen, William M. Yen, an intracavity configuration. (p. 362)
Univ. Georgia. The optical spectra of
r41-doped YAG is shown to be due to more 9:30 am-10:30 am

than one canter. (p. 367) COFFEE BREAK

AW9i 1 Spectroscopic Inveetigetlone
of the near Infrared canter In Cr-doped
YA.s1, U. Hornmerich, H. Eilers, S. M.
Jacobsean, W. M. Yen, Univ. Georgia W. Jia,
Y. Wang, Univ. Puerto Rico. High-resolution
measuremnents on Cr:Y 2SiO5 have been car-
ried out. Piezo spectroscopic studies show
the sensitivity of the zero phonon lines
toward the crystal field. (p. 370)

AWB12 Upconverelon eMudes In beser-
diod..smiped Tm,Ho-YIF4., G. Hanseon,
A. Callenas, C. Neleson, National Defense
Research Establishment, Sweden. The
temperature dependence of the upconver-
sian rate constant for the Ho 517, level has
been calculated from spectral measure-
ments on a laser-diode- pumped
Tm.Ho:YLiF4 crystal. (p. 373)
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Joint ASSL and CBGL Sessions

LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C LA SALLE BALLROOM A

10:30 am-11:30 am 12:30 pm-2:00 pm 2:00 pm-4:15 pm
JWA, JOINT SESSION ON INORGANIC JWB, JOINT SESSION ON JWC, JOINT POSTER SESSION
NONLINEAR MATERIALS FREQUENCY UPCONVERSION IN
Peter F. Bordui, Crystal Technology, Inc., BULK DEVICES 1 JWC1 Comparative Fourier spec-
Presider David C. Hanna, Southampton Univ., troecopy of Ho3" and Yb'* In KYF4,

Presider BaY2F*, end Yur, R. E. Peale, X. X.
10:30 am (Invited) Zhang, M. Bass, B. H. T. Chai, Univ. Cen-
JWA1 Periodic domain-inverted non- 12:30 pm (invited) tral Florida. Fourier spectroscopy (500 to
linear optics, Hiromasa Ito, Choichi Takyu, JWB1 Overview of bulk SHG activities 22,000 cm-' at 1 crn-1 resolution) gives ac-
Motoki Ohashi, Tohoku Univ., Japan. An e- In Japan, Takatomo Sasaki, Osaka Univ., curate Ho*, Yb3" levels in KYF 4, BaY2F8 and
beam method is developed for the fabrica- Japan. The present status of the bulk type LiYF 4 for upconversion energy transfer com-
tion of domain-reversed volume grating in SHG device development in Japan using in- parisons. (p. 410)
LiNbO 3.Blue SHG experiment was perform- ternal cavity resonant method for high den-
ed to demonstrate efficient nonlinear interac- sity optical memories is presented. (p. 400) JWC2 Pairwlse visible to UV up-
tions. Periodic domain-inverted structure has conversion In Ho=÷ and Tm'" doped
potential for the various nonlinear optical in- 1:00 pm (Invited) C*MgC13 , Ali Gharavi, Gary L. McPherson,
teractions. (p. 388) JWB2 Diode laeer upconverelon In bulk Tulane Univ. Up-conversion is observed at

nonlinear reeonatore-an overview of re- 11 K when 1G4(D) state of Tm3
* and 5F5(D),

11:00 am cent progress, G. J. Dixon, Univ. Central SF4(E), 5F3(F), 5F2(G) and 3Ks(H) state of Ho*
JWA2 Comparative experimental study Florida. Recent progress in the field's reso- are pumped. These states absorb between
of KTA and KTP for the SHG at 1.32 Mm nant sum frequency generation and exter- 655 and 450 nm. The dynamics and path-
and 1.064 ;an, B. Boulanger, G. Marnier, nal resonant diode doubling is discussed. ways are studied which reveal a pairwise
J. P. Fbve, B. Menaert, X. Cabirol, Univ. de The possibilities for watt-level visible devices energy transfer between distinct pairs of
Nancy I, France: C. Bonnin, P. Villeval, and the issues separating bulk nonlinear Ho03 or Tm3÷ in crystals. (p. 413)
Cristal Laser S.A., France. We compare devices from the commercial marketplace
phase-matching conditions and nonlinear are detailed. (p. 401) JWC3 Hoconcentrationdependenceof
optical coefficients X121 of flux-grown KTA Yb, Ho upconversion energy transfer in
and KTP crystals for the SHG at 1.32 pm and 1:30 pm KYF 4, X. X. Zhang, M. Bass, B H. T. Chai,
1.064 ym. (p. 391) JWB3 Stable and efficient generation CREOL. The dependence of Yb, Ho up-

of green light by intracsvtty frequency conversion energy transfer efficiency on the
11:15 am doubling of Nd:YVO 4 lasers, Y. Kitaoka, Ho concentration in KYF 4 is reported. The
JWA3 Second-order optical nonlinear S. Ohmori, K. Yamamoto, M. Kato, Mat- energy transfer mechanism is discussed.
properties of corona-poled glass films, sushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Japan: (p. 414)
A. Okada, K. Mito, K. Sasaki, Keio Univ., T. Sasaki, Osaka Univ., Japan. Stable and
Japan. The mechanism responsible for the efficient green light in frequency doubling of JWC4 Blue, green and red, Tm3°, Hot3
induced X121 in the corona-poled glass films Nd:YVO 4 pumped by laser diode with doped upconverelon laeer glasses, sen-
is discussed on the basis of their second- grating feedback optics has been demon- sitized by Yb l and Erg*, T. Izumitani, Hoya
order nonlinear properties. (p. 395) strated. (p. 402) Corp. Blue light emission from Yb3°-Tm3",

green light emission from Yb.*-HoP and red
11:30 am-12:30 pm 1:45 pm light emission from Er3*-Tm'" doped glasses
LUNCH JWB4 Characterization for the single- were obtained. Emission mechanism is

mode-operation of diode-pumped discussed. (p. 417)
Nd:YVO4 lasers for Intracavity doubling,
K. Tatsuno, S Helmfrid, T. Andou, Hitachi, JWC5 Nonuniformity of the phase-
Ltd., Japan; T. Miyai, H-iachi Metals, Japan. matching angle in flux grown KTP
Single axial- and polarization-mode pertur- crystal, Takatomo Sasaki, Akio Miyamoto.
bations in cavity parameters were charac- Sadao Nakai, Atsushi Yokotani, Research
terized for the intracavity-doubled Nd:YVO 4  Development Corporation of Japan. The
lasers to avoid fluctuations in the green out- phase-matching angle (PMA) in a flux grown
put power due to the nonlinear coupling bet- KTP crystal was measured. It was found that
ween the modes. (p. 405) the PMA changed up to 0.38 degrees cor-

responding to the change of n,. (p. 420)
2:00 pm-2:30 pm
BREAK
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Joint Sessions (Cont.)

JWCS Radiative transition probabilities LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C LA SALLE BALLROOM B&C
of trivalent rare-earth Ions In UYF4, C. Li,
Y. Guyot, C. Linares, R. Moncorg6, M. F. 2:30 pm-3:45 pm 4:15 pm-5:30 pm
Joubert, Univ. Claude Bernard Lyon 1, JWD, JOINT SESSION ON JWE, JOINT SESSION ON
France. The radiative transition probabilities FREQUENCY UPCONVERSION IN UPCONVERSION LASERS
within the Nd3", Er3*, Ho" and Tm3

* 4f BULK DEVICES 2 Bruce Chai, Univ. of Central Florida,
manifolds in LiYF 4 are calculated using the Thomas M. Baer, Spectra-Physics Laser Presider
Judd-Ofelt theory. The results are compared Diode Systems, Presider
to the experimental data. (p. 423) 4:15 pm (Invited)

2:30 pm (Invited) JWE1 Upconverslon fiber lasers, S. G.JWC7 Power and spatial characterlat- JWD1 Controlling chaos In an lntracav- Grubb, AT&T Begl Laboratories. Over the
Ice of elefron-beam-pumped semilcon- ity-doubled Nd:YAG laser, Rajarshi Roy, past two years, 11 different CW, room-
ductor lassr emitters ma& by different Georgia Institute of Technology. Theoretical temperature visible upconversion fiber lasers
technologies, A. L. Gurskii, S. V. Davydov, analysis and expenmental results on the con- have been demonstrated with output powers
E. V. Lutsenko, I. I. Kulak, A. I. Mitcovets, trol of chaotic fluctuations in an intracavity- of up to 200 mW. Several of these laser and
G. P. Yablonskii, Academy of Science of doubled Nd:YAG laser are described, fiber material systems are reviewed with em-
Belarus. The output power dependences (p. "2) phasis on the 3-photon Tm blue upconver-
from pump intensity for semiconductor sion fiber laser. (p. 454)
electron-beam-pumped laser emitters bas- sion f a P
ed on II-VI crystals and their spatial param- JWD2 Fundmentl walk-off compen- 4:45 pm
eters have been studied. (p. 426) satlon In KTP, J. L. Nightingale, Coherent JWE2 Ho-Yb fluoride glass fiber for

JWCS Generation of 369.4-nm radla- Laser Group. An oblique angle of incidence green lasers, A. Shikida, H. Yanagita, H.
tion by efficient doubling of a diode can provide walk-off compensation in Type Toratani, HOYA Corp., Japan. Dependence
laser, A. Williams, D. J. Seidel, L. Maleki, II phasematching. Using this technique, 264 of Yb,* sensitizer and host glass composi-
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. We report on the mW of 532-nm radiation was generated with tion on Ho• green emission and population
generation of 369.4-nm radiation using a 22% conversion efficiency in a laser-diode- inversion thresholds of various fibers are
738.8-nm diode laser and a lithium triborate pumped, intracavity-doubled laser. (p. 443) reported. (p. 457)
doubling crystal in a buildup ring cavity.
(p. 429) 3:15 pm 5:00 pm

JWD3 SHG of a high-power coherent JWE3 Cooperative energy transfer In aJWC9 Self-frequency-doubling laser lasor diode, Robert Waarts. Ross Parke, Yb-Pr-odped ZBLAN fiber, A. Remillieux,
crystal Nd:P-Ba1O04, T. Ebihara, Y. Mat- Derek Nam, David Welch, David Mehuys, B. Jacquier, Univ. Lyon /, France; H. Poig-
suoka, H. Toratani, HOYA Corp., Japan; Liu Amos Hardy, Robert Lang, Steve O'Brien, nant, C.N.E. T., France. We report the obser-
Lin, Chinese Academy of Science, China. Don Scifres, Spectra Diode Labs. In this vation of cooperative energy transfer in a co-
We report crystal growth conditions, second paper we describe frequency-doubled op- doped Yb-Pr fluoride fiber. Pulsed laser ex-
order nonlinear optical efficiency and spec- eration of a monolithic, high-power, GaAs citation induces intense blue and red
troscopic properties of a new self-freqency- master oscillator power amplifier, which fluorescences of Pr3* ions. (p. 441)
doubling crystal, Nd:P-BaB20 4. (p. 431) radiates in a single spatial and spectral

JWC10 Tunable blue light source by ln- mode. (p. 446) 5:15 pm
tracavity frequency doubling of a Cr- JWE4 Near Infrared pumped ZnSe and
doped LISAF laser, Francois Balembois, 3:30 pm ZnSSe blue lasers, X. H. Yang, W. Shan,
Patrick Georges, Francois Salin, Gerard JWD4 Low threshold quasl-three-level J. M. Hays, J. J. Song, Oklahoma State Univ.
Roger, Alamn Brun, Univ. Paris-Sud, France. 946 nm laser operation of an epiltaxially Near-infrared pumped blue laser emission
A 0switched Cr:LiSrAIFe laser was intracav- grown Nd:YAG wavegulde, D. C. Hanna, of ZnSe and ZnSo0 Se0.. single crystal
ity frequency doubled by using a LiDO3  A. C. Large, D. P. Shepherd, A. C. Tropper, samples has been observed at the
crystal in order to produce tunable blue Univ. Southampton, U.K.; I. Chartier, B. Fer- temperature ranging from 10 to 200 K.
pulses (395-435 nm) with 7 mW average rand, D. Pelenc, Commissariat a rEnergie (p. 464)
power at 407 nm. (p. 434) Atomique. France. We report the use of an

epitaxially grown waveguide to achieve low
JWC11 Comparison of Yb, Ho up- threshold quasi-three-level laser operation of
conversion energy transfer In different Nd:YAG at 946 nm. (p. 449)
fluoride crystall, X. X. Zhang, M. Bass, B.
H. T. Chai, R. E. Peale, Univ. Central Florida. 3:45 pm-4:15 pm
Detailed spectroscopic comparison study of REFRESHMENT BREAK
the Yb, Ho upconversion energy transfer in
BaY2F8, KYF 4, and LiYF 4 is presented.
Yb,Ho:KYF 4 may have promise as a green
upconversion laser. (p. 437)
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Compact Blue-Green Lasers

PELICAN BALLROOM 10:00 am 11:45 am
CThA5 Frequency doubling of laser CThB4 Characteristics of KTIOPO4

8:30 am-10:15 am diode using periodically domain-Inverte waveguide. up to high-power densities,
CThA, FREQUENCY UPCONVERSION LIT7O 3, K. Yamamoto, K. Mizuuchi, Y. P. A. Morris, J. B. Brown, J. D. Bierlein, E.
IN WAVEGUIDE DEVICES 1 Kitaoka, M. Kato, Matsushita Electric Indus- I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Changes in
Martin M. Fejer, Stanford Univ., Presider trial Co., Ltd., Japan. Locking the lasing the propagation characteristics of KTiOPO 4

wavelength of laser diode by grating feed- waveguides exposed to 458, 514, and 790
8:30 am (Invited) back technique, 3.1 mW of stable blue SHG nm cw radiation at power levels of 5
CThA1 Oussi-phasematched wave- has been demonstrated by a periodically kW/cm2-1 MW/cm 2 are discussed. (p. 492)
guides periodically poled by applying an domain-inverted LUTaO 3 waveguide. (p. 480)
external field for efficient SHG, M.
Yamada, N. Nada, M. Saitoh, K. Watanabe, 10:15 am-10:45 am 12:00 m-1:30 pm
Sony Corp., Japan. We present current COFFEE BREAK LUNCH
results about our efficient QPM-SHG devices
in lithium niobate fabricated by applying the
external electric field method. (p. 468) PELICAN BALLROOM LA SALLE BALLROOM A

9:00 am (Invited) 10:45 am-12:00 m 1:30 pm-3:00 pm
CThA2 Linear and nonlinear optical CThB, FREQUENCY UPCONVERSION CThC, POSTER/POSTDEADLINE
properties of annealed proton exchang- IN WAVEGUIDE DEVICES 2 PRESENTATION
ed LiNbO3 waveguldes, M. L. Bortz, L. A. John D. Bierlein, E. 1. Dupont de
Eyres, M. M. Fejer, Stanford Univ. We dis- Nemours Co., Presider CThC1 Cerenkov-type SHG In losay
cuss the characterization of the linear and slab waveguldes, T. Kinoshita, K. Sasaki,
nonlinear optical properties of annealed pro- 10:45 am (Invited) Keio Univ., Japan; Y. Yokoh, H. Ashitaka,
ton exchanged LiNbO 3 necessary for the op- CThB1 Quasl-phase-matChing (OPM) In Ube Industries, Ltd., Japan; N. Ogata,
timization of guided wave frequency conver- the channel Rb:KTP waveguides, Eugene Sophia Univ.. Japan. A remarkable reduc-
sion devices. (p. 470) A. Shcherbakov, Vladislav A. Maslov, Rus- tion of undesirable loss influence for the ef-

sian Academy of Science, Russia. The ficient CcrenKR-type SHG is theoretically
9:30 am periodic domain-inverted gratings induced analyzed and experimentally demonstrated.
CThA3 Phase-matched and Cerenkov- by dielectric film cladding was demonstrated (p. 496)
type second-harmonic blue light geners- in KTP crystal. It was shown that in Rb:KTP -

tion In Ion-Implanted KNbO3 wave- channel waveguides, the third-order OPM CThC2 Compact Raman shifter, D0 E.
guides, D. Fluck, P. G•jnter, Swiss Federal resulted in the SHG (A = 400 nm) efficiency Gakhovich, A. S. Grabchikov, V. A. Orlovich,
Institute of Technology, Switzerland; M. of 29% W-1cm-2. (p. 484) Belarus Academy of Sciences, Belarus; S.
Fleuster, Ch. Buchal, Institut fur Schicht- und S. Dvornikov, STC Solar, Belarus. We dis-
lonentechnik, Germany. We present results 11:15 am cuss the results of the experimental in-
on the fabrication and tailoring of slab and CThB2 KTP segmented waveguldes as vestigation of the stimulated Raman scatter-
channel waveguides in KNbO 3 by He ion im- concurrent Bragg reflectors and SHG, M. ing under conditions of tightly focusing with
plantation. We report phase-matched as well G. Roelofs, W. Bindloss, A. Suna, J. D. Lee, the pumping by third and second harmonics
as Cerenkov-type SHG at wavelengths of J. D Bierlein, E. /. du Pont de Nemours & of YAG:Nd lasers. (p. 498)
"-430 nm with normalized conversion effi- Co. We discuss the design of segmented
ciencies of up to 41%/W cm. (p. 473) waveguides satisfying simultaneously the CThC3 GaN for short wavelength

Bragg condition (feedback for diode stabili- devices: growth Idnelcls and techniques,
9:45 am zation) and the quasi-phasematching con- Jennifer Ross, Nathan Newman, Mike
CThA4 Fabrication of periodically In- dition for SHG. (p. 485) Rubin, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. We
veried domain structures in LiTaO3 us- present the thermodynamic and kinetic pro-
Ing proton exchange, Satoshi Makio, 11:30 am cesses involved in GaN thin film growth and
Fumio Nitanda, Kohei Ito, Masayoshi Sato. CThB3 Generation of 425-nm light by the limiting factors for nitrogen incorporation.
Hitachi Metals, Ltd., Japan. Using proton ex- wavegulde frequency doubling of a Using this information, we produce GaN
change with one-directional heating, deep- G&AIAs laser diode In en extended-cavity films with n-type concentrations as low as 8
ly inverted periodic domains were fabricated configuration, W. P. Risk, W. J. Kozlovsky, x 1014 cm-3 (p. 500)
in LiTaO 3. Blue light SHG was emitted from W. Lenth, S. D. Lau. Almaden Research
the waveguide devices. (p. 476) Center; G. L. Bona, H. Jaeckel, D.J. Webb, 3:00 pm-3:30 pm

Zurich Research Laboratory, Switzerland. A REFRESHMENT BREAK
periodically poled KTP waveguide was us-
ed for efficient frequency doubling of a
GaAIAs laser diode operated in an PELICAN BALLROOM
extended-cavity configuration. A blue power
of 0.21 mW was generated at 425 nm from 3:30 pm-5:20 pm
22 mW of 850-nm power. (p. 489) ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION

5:20 pm-5:30 pm
Compact Blue-Green Lasers
CLOSING REMARKS
John D. Bierlein, Program Cochair
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AMA 8:00am-9:3Oam
La Salle Ballroom B&C

Rudolf G. Buser, Presider
U.S. Army Night Vision & Electro-Optics Directorate
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One Joule Per Pulse, 100 Watt, Diode-Pumped,
Near Diffraction Limited, Phase Conjugated, Nd:YAG

Master Oscillator Power Amplifier

Randall J. St. Pierre, Hagop Injeyan*, Rodger C. Hilyard, Mark E. Weber,
Jacqueline G. Berg, Michael G. Wickham, Carolyn S. Hoefer, and Jason P. Machan

TRW Space and Technology Group
One Space Park Ri/i 184, Redondo Beach, CA 90278

(310) 812-0085

Summary

A 100 W average power, diode-pumped, phase conjugated Nd:YAG master
oscillator power amplifier (PC MOPA) has been assembled and characterized. The laser
uses a small diode-pumped master oscillator to drive a diode-pumped, zig-zag slab
amplifier in a folded, 2-pass configuration to provide efficient extraction. SBS phase
conjugation in freon is used to correct the aberrations in the amplifier and obtain a near
diffraction limited beam. 1 J has been extracted at a repetition rate of 100 Hz with a
beam quality of 1.1 x D. L. The pulse duration is 7 ns with excellent spatial uniformity
making it ideal for doubling and parametric conversion. The optical efficiency of the
laser is 22% and using an average diode array efficiency of 43%, the overall efficiency is
9.3% (not including the power supply and cooling system).

Figure 1 shows the schematic layout of the laser. A beam from the master
oscillator propagates through a Faraday isolator, is beam expanded and clipped by a
reference aperture to provide a spatially uniform beam. The beam then propagates
through a polarizer and is image relayed into the amplifier. The beam propagates through
the upper half of the amplifier, is image relayed onto a prism which translates the beam
vertically and returns to the lower half of the amplifier. Following two amplification
passes the beam is again image relayed onto the SBS cell and retraces its path towards the
polarizer. A quarter-wave plate placed in front of the SBS cell rotates the beam
polarization and the amplified beam is extracted by the polarizer. Image relaying is used
throughout the optical train to minimize the effects of diffraction, maintain beam
uniformity and optimize coupling efficiency between various apertures.

The master oscillator uses a 3 mm diameter and 8 cm long rod. It is side pumped
by 6 SDL 3-bar stacks. The diodes are close coupled to the rod which is AR coated at
808 nm on one side and HR coated on the opposite side for optimum pump absorption.
The Q-switched cavity uses an unstable resonator with a gaussian reflectivity outcoupler.
10 mJ pulses with a pulse duration of 9 ns are obtained with excellent pulse to pulse
amplitude (5 0.3%) and directional (_< 1%) stability. The overall efficiency of the master
oscillator was approximately 4% but because it represents only 1% of the total extracted
energy, it was not a factor in the overall efficiency. The 3 mm diameter output beam is
expanded by a factor of 5 and clipped by a 9 x 7.5 mm aperture to provide a 4.5 mJ
spatially uniform rectangular beam at the amplifier.

The amplifier consists of a water cooled 0.6 x 2.7 x 12 cm zig-zag slab fabricated
by Litton-Airtron. The slab ends are cut for near normal incidence at 50" relative to the
horizontal making the internal zig-zag angle approximately 40". A 1 mm channel of
water flow on each side provides uniform and symmetric cooling of the slab. The slab is
side pumped by a 2 x 5 cm array of SDL diodes on each side for a total of 20 cm 2. Each
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1 cm 2 module consists of a 25-bar stack operating at a peak power of 1500 W for a
duration of 150 pis. Small signal gain measurements have indicated a stored energy of
1.8 J for a storage efficiency of 41%. Average small signal gains of 2.9 were measured
across the slab aperture when using a 150 pts diode pulse duration (Figure 2) at which
point parasitic oscillations began to appear. OPD measurements at 100 Hz repetition rate
using a HeNe laser Mach-Zehnder interferometer have shown a residual OPD, after tilt
subtraction, of approximately 0.6 waves. OPD levels an order of magnitude larger have
been corrected with good fidelity using SBS in similar PC MOPA configurations'

The SBS medium consisted of Freon 113. Freon 113 is a liquid at room
temperature and has shown excellent SBS properties in previous experiments using I gtm
lasers2 . Energies > 1.5 J have been injected in Freon using simple focus geometry
without encountering breakdown or competing processes. Threshold energies on the
order of 2-3 mJ, slope efficiencies near unity and a demonstrated dynamic range in excess
of 500:1, make this material an ideal choice for phase conjugated solid state laser
applications.

Figure 3 shows the optical layout used for the extraction experiments. Diagnostic
wedges were used throughout the layout to measure the energy at key positions. An
energy-in-a-bucket diagnostic was used to measure beam quality at the output. Energy
measurements included the energy injected into the amplifier, the energy injected into the
SBS cell, the energy returned from the SBS cell, the output energy and the energy
outcoupled by the Faraday isolator which measures energy lost to birefringence. Figure 4
shows the extracted energy and the beam quality as a function of the input MO energy
with a 7.5 x 9 mm aperture. I J was extracted with a beam quality of 1.1 x D.L. at the
maximum MO energy of 4.5 mJ in the amplifier. The corresponding net extraction
efficiency is 55% (62% within the sampled aperture). The system optical efficiency was
22% and the overall efficiency was 9.3% including the master oscillator but not counting
the power supply and cooling systems. These numbers represent record performance for
Q-switched, Joule class lasers and the combination of average power and beam quality
makes this the brightest laser reported to date (Brightness = Ave. Power/4x 2BQ 2). The
pulse duration was 7 ns FWIHM showing a small amount of compression of the 9 ns near
gaussion MO pulse. Figure 5 shows the near field and far-field intensity distribution of
the extracted beam. The excellent near field uniformity is ideal for frequency doubling
and parametric conversion and is attributed to the zig-zag amplifier and image relaying.
The far field spot showed no measurable angular jitter. Figure 6 shows the energy out vs.
energy into the SBS cell; the slope efficiency of 85% includes the round trip losses from
the lens and the uncoated input window of the SBS cell (2% for the lens, 8% for the
air/window interface and 1% from the liquid/window interface). This makes the intrinsic
slope efficiency of the SBS medium 95%. Near perfect linearity at average power levels
of 30 W highlights the absence of competing processes. The average power of 30 W in
the SBS cell also is the highest reported for a short pulse system.

References
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E. Gregor, S. Matthews, R. Muir, 0. Kahan, T. Chen, J. Source,

M. Polumbo, C. Kalina, K. Nielson and J. Ortize.

Electro Optical Systems

Hughes Aircraft Company

El Segundo,CA 90245

310/616-3955

The development of efficient laser diodes at -800 nm to be used as
the pump source for solid state laser materials has revitalized the
solid state laser technology. The overall efficiencies have been
extended from 1% to 10 %. The improved efficiencies and, reduced
by a factor of 3, heating of the laser crystals have opened the door
for passive cooling technologies to be applied to medium energy
lasers at pulse rates at the 100 Hz level. Passive cooling, without the

use of flowing liquids are preferred when the laser is taken out of
the laboratory into severe environments including space.

We are presenting here the results obtained from the brassboard
hardware. The design of the unique conductively cooled diode
pumped heads was developed on Hughes IR&D funds in 1989 and is
described in Figure 1. ( US Patent #4969155 ). These passively
cooled laser heads were combined with the unique properties of
Nd:YLF and a double-pass master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA)
architecture using a phase conjugate mirror, depicted in Figure 2.
This MOPA architecture, the phase conjugate mirror and the low
thermal lensing properties of Nd:YLF were selected to reduce the
thermal effects which limit performaace at 100 Hz operation.
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The second harmonic generation ( SHG ) crystals were located in the
phase conjugated part of the MOPA where compensation is provided
to thermally induced distortion.This phase conjugate MOPA laser
architecture has been used at Hughes for several years with flash
lamp pumped lasers at the 1 Joule 30 Hz level. (1),(2).

Heat removal from the pump diodes was accomplished by conduction
from the diode aluminum heat sink through heat pipes to an external
heat sink. The laser rod was also conductively cooled to the
aluminum heat sink and then heat pipes removed the heat to an
external heat sink. The heat pipes used are sealed containers which
transport the heat internally very efficiently through a phase change
process and are commonly used in space applications.
The brassboard laser system was demonstrated to the following
performance parameters:

WAVELENGTH 524 nm

OUTPUT ENERGY 500 mJ/pulse

REPETITION FREQ 100 Hz

PULSE WIDTH (FWHM) <15 nsec

COHERENCE <1cm

BEAM QUALITY <2x diff.lim.

This work was conducted under contract F33615-90-C-1504

for the Air Force Wright Laboratory Electro-Optical Sources Branch

with F. R. Kile as technical manager.

References:

(1) E. Gregor, D. W. Mordaunt, S. C. Matthews, 0. Kahan, A. R. Muir,

and M. Palombo, SPIE Vol.1627 Solid State Lasers 111,1992, pp.6 5 -7 3 .

(2) D. A. Rockwell, IEEE J. Quantum Electron., 24, 1124, 1988.
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Figure 1. The conductively cooled diode pumped laser head features

passive cooling of the pump diode arrays and the laser rod.
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Diode-pumped solid-state lasers continue to make advances in terms of average and peak power,
efficiency and reliability. The most recent advances have been made in the average power
capabilities of diode pump arrays which in turn allows the output power of diode-pumped lasers to
be scaled in an economically advantageous way. As an example, quasi-cw pulsed arrays have now
been operated at duty cycles up to 40% with peak powers of over 50 W per one-cm diode bar.
Bars can be stacked at densities of =10/cm to produce average pump fluxes of over 200 W/cm 2 .
With these advances, it becomes the task of solid-state laser designers to use this power effectively
for the development of high-brightness diode-pumped lasers.

In this paper we describe results obtained with a compact diode-pumped rod laser module with an
output power capability of up to 500 W. To date this module has been operated with Nd:YAG as
gain medium pumped by 80 1-cm diode bars arranged in 16-bar stacks on 4-cm long impingement-
cooled !,nunts. A diagram of the laser pump module is shown in Figure 1. The diode arrays are
arranged around the rod in 5-fold symmetry. Each 1 cm segment of the rod is pumped by 20 diode
bars which produce a peak power output of 1000 W/cm. The active length of the module is 4 cm
so that the total peak optical input power to the module is 4000 W. The module was operated at
duty cycles up to 12% which was limited by the diode array electrical driver. The maximum input
to the laser rod was therefore 480 W. The diode pump arrays are cooled in parallel. At a flow rate
of =I gpm the temperature rise at the diode array junction is approximately 1 C per % duty cycle.
The diode arrays are connected in series electrically and operated at 150 V with currents up to 70
amps. The electrical efficiency of the diode pump arrays was approximately 45%.

The pump module used a 1% doped, Nd:YAG laser rod with a diameter of 1 cm and a length of
6.5 cm. The output power vs. pulse repetition rate for the diode pumped module operating
multimode are shown in Figure 2. The maximum output power obtained was 196 W at 400 pps
with a 300 ps pump pulse. Varying the pulse length had a minimal effect on the average power.
This indicates that diode array frequency chirp during the pulse is not a problem in the laser.
There is also no noticeable change in the energy/pulse as the duty cycle is increased to 12 %. This
implies that there is no large shift in the average pump wavelength of the pump arrays as the duty
cycle increases.

At the maximum 12 % duty cycle at which the laser was operated, the power input from the DC
power supply to the diode arrays was 1100 W. The electrical efficiency of the laser was therefore
17.8 %. The optical conversion efficiency based on the diode array output at 808 nm was 41%.
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Figure 2. Nd:YAG laser output vs repetition rate for various pump pulse lengths. The maximum
duty cycle in each case is 12%.

An important consideration for high-power solid-state lasers is the thermo-optical properties of the
laser rod. We have measured the thermal lensing and thermal stress-induced birefringence in the
present laser as a function of power input to the laser rod. Both lensing and birefringence were
measured using a 6 mm diameter collimated HeNe beam at 633 nm as a probe. The measured
thermal reciprocal focal length was found to be linearly dependent on pump power input with a
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slope of 0.10 diopter per percent duty cycle. For the present laser this lensing corresponds to
0.0025 D / W incident on the laser rod.

Stress induced birefringence was also measured using the HeNe probe beam. Depolarization loss
is plotted as a function of duty-cycle in Figure 3. The loss has a Lorentzian dependence on pump
power as expected for a Gaussian probe beam. The measured thermal lensing and birefringence
are in good agreement with a thermo-optical model of the Nd:YAG laser rod pumped in our
configuration. Both were measured without laser flux in the rod and therefore represent an upper
limit on the thermal aberration expected in an operating laser. Data taken at 633 nm has been
adjusted to give the expected depolarization at 1.06 gm.

0.30.
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0.20-

o 0.15-
-J
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0.05* Measured Depolarizabon Loss

0.005,

0 5 10 15 20 25
Duty Cycle

Figure 3. Thermal stress birefringence measured for the high-power diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser
module.

The high-power laser pump module is intended for application in a range of industrial lasers with
power output from 100 W to 1 kW. One module will provide up to 500 W average power when
used at the maximum output of the diode pump arrays (60W/bar at 25 % duty cycle). In order to
increase the output, two pump modules will be used in tandem. This configuration allows for
correction of the thermal effects using correction optics (lenses and waveplates) located between
the modules.

For most applications high beam quality is also required. To address this requirement we are
developing unstable resonators with graded reflectivity output mirrors to provide single transverse
mode output. The fact that the thermo-optical effects in the diode-pumped laser are relatively mild,
and that the excitation density in our design is centrally peaked and circularly symmetric implies
that extremely high beam quality will be obtained. The results of high-brightness resonator
experiments will be reported.
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High-Power Single-Mode Diode-Pumped
Graded-Reflectivity-Mirror/Stable Oscillator

Jeff Kasinski, Pat Bournes, and Ralph Burnham
Fibertek, Inc., 510 Herndon Pkwy, Herndon, VA 22070, (703)-471-7671

1. Introduction

Diode-pumping of solid-state media has been demonstrated to have significantly enhanced solid-state laser
performance in terms of higher efficiency and greater average power at higher repetition rates in a smaller,
more robust package. With the new vistas for more demanding applications that this approach has opened,
there is a greater challenge to improve many laser output parameters without sacrificing performance in
any others. In particular, many applications that use high energy densities (e. g., radar, welding, cutting),
require simultaneous optimization of beam quality and overall efficiency with high pulse energy at high
repetition rates.

In this paper, a Nd:YAG diode-pumped oscillator is demonstrated which operates Q-switched at the 100
mJ level in a near diffraction-limited beam at 10% absolute optical efficiency at repetition rates up to 100
Hz. The novel resonator design incorporates a graded reflectivity mirror (GRM) in a normally stable cavity.
This oscillator is of high enough energy to be used for efficient, high-beam-quality amplification to better
than 1 J.' This oscillator is designed as the front end to a diode-pumped MOPA which will produce 50 W at
532 nm at 100 Hz with a wallplug efficiency of 5%. Higher energy and repetition rate scaling of the oscillator
is also illustrated.

2. Experimental

Various resonators were investigated based on the design of Figure 1. The gain medium was a Nd:YAG rod
(5 mm or 6.3 mm diameter), side-pumped by 80, 60W Spectra Diode Array laser diode bars (5 bar stacks)
arranged in 8-fold circular symmetry;' the laser was operated with either one or two of these units. The
laser diodes were run at 60W/bar at a pump pulse width of 150 psec at repetition rates up to 125 lIz. The
laser was Q-switched with Solgel coated KD*P (Cleveland Crystals).

The cavity end mirrors were restricted to a concave/convex configuration; the curvatures and cavity
length were adjusted to investigate both stable and unstable resonators. The output coupler was a GRM
(National Optics Institute of Canada) 2 with a reflectivity profile given by

R(r) = Ro exp(-(r/a)2 ) (1)

where RD is the peak reflectivity and a is the intensity reflectivity Gaussian radius; R0 was kept to 50% (the
highest available for good damage threshold) while a ranged from 0.7 mm to 2.0 mm.

3. Results

High beam quality, high pulse energy output has recently been accomplished in flashlamp Nd:YAG lasers
with the use of a GRM in normally unstable confocal resonators. 2

.
3 However, for high efficiency performance

with a diode-pumped laser, this approach must be modified. The operational difference in a diode-pumped
laser is a lower gain - for an equal output, achieving higher efficiency requires a lower stored energy (or
gain) for a given output. Since lower gain necessitates a lower output coupling, an unstable/GRM resonator,
which has very high output coupling, is a poor match for this situation.

A design to maintain both high efficiency and high beam quality in a diode-pumped oscillator was to use
a GRM in a normally stable resonator (Figure 1B). A concave/convex cavity somewhat near the stability
boundary (glg2 = 0.9) was chosen to maintain a large spot size throughout the resonator for a higher
extraction efficiency. The GRM acts as a soft aperture to discriminate against higher order modes. It was
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found that the mode quality of any GRM resonator is determined primarily by the Fresnel number of the
GRM, which is given by

2a 2
a 

(2)

where L is the cavity length. This is illustrated in Figure 2., in which the diffraction-limitedness of the beam
was mesured as a function of various GRM spot sizes; this relationship holds for both stable and unstable
resonators, as both of these are represented in the data of Figure 2. For Fresnel numbers of about < 2, the
output is essentially diffraction limited; both the near and far field beam profiles are Gaussian.

The output energy of the beam is illustrated in Figure 3 for the optimized stable/GRM resonator (80
bars, HR = +3 m, GRM = -4 m, a = 1.0 mm). The QS energy is 70 mJ with an optical slope efficiency
of 17%, corresponding to absolute optical and electrical efficiencies of 10% and 5%. This output was 1.5x
diffraction-limited. The output energy is a factor of 2 greater than what could be obtained by using a
uniform output coupler with a hard aperture to restrict the cavity to single mode. The output was also a
factor of 1.6 greater than what could be obtained in an optimized unstable resonator with M=1.25; further,
with an unstable resonator of such low magnification, the stable/GRM had an order of magnitude better
pointing stability.

The energy and mode quality was maintained up to 70 Hz; above this, thermal birefringence of the head
was enough to distort the mode. The beam quality was regained above 70 Hz when the birefringence was
compensated with a porro prism (Figure lA.); in this configuration, the laser could be run up to the 100 Hz
limit of the diodes. In this porro prism cavity, output was 53 mJ and was limited to 2.2x diffraction-limited
by the porro knife edge. This can be eventually improved by removing the porro and using a phase rotator
between two identical heads to compensate the thermal birefringence. This resonator should be scaleable in
average power to repetition rates well above 100 Hz; work is ongoing in this area. Preliminary investigations
into energy scaleability with two heads (144 bars) in an unstable resonator demonstrate 115 mJ diffraction-
limited output with 10% optical efficiency; a higher slope efficiency but high threshold value indicates that
even higher gain is necessary for higher efficiency in the unstable approach.

4. Conclusions

A novel diode-pumped stable/GRM oscillator was demonstrated to maintain simultaneously high energy,
repetition rate, and beam quality with output of 70 mJ at < 1.5x diffraction-limited at 1.06 pm with an
electrical efficiency of 5% at repetition rates up to 70 llz; output at 100 llz of 53 mJ and near 2x diffraction-
limited can be improved even further with a phase-rotator-compensated two head design. This oscillator
is currently being implemented into a spaced-based diode-pumped MOPA for a projected performance of
near-diffraction-limited 500 mJ at 532 nm at 100 Hz and 5% wallplug (including cooling and all overhead)
efficiency.
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Figure 1: Oscillator Schematic. (IA) = birefringence compensation with porro prism; head = 80 bars or 144
bars circularly symmetric side-pumping, 5 mm or 6.3 mm diameter Nd:YAG rod, effective lens of +3 m at
100 Hz. (IB) stable/GRM resonator; head as in 1A; output - 70 mJ at < 1.5x diffraction-limited with 5%
electrical efficiency.
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Figure 2: Beam quality versus ORM reflectivity spot size. Data represents both stable and unstable res-
onators. Output is essentially diffraction limited for Fresnel number < 2.
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Figure 3: Output of stable/GRM oscillator. Energy = 70 mJ, < 1.5x diffraction-limited up to 70 Hz with
optical slope efficiency of 17%. For 70 Hz - 100 Hz, high beam quality output of 53 mJ is obtained with
porro prism compensation of thermal birefringence.
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We have previously reported on a scalable end- extracted efficiently by the fundamental mode.
pumped laser architecture which used four 10-W cw laser A resonator having a symmetry plane between the
diode bars to pump a laser that produced a multimode two rods, as illustrated in Fig. 3, was designed for high
output power of 15 W[l]. This approach has the economic beam quality extraction tests. The symmetry assures the
advantages of utilizing diode bars, which are the least mode sizes are nominally the same in both rods. The
expensive source of diode power in terms of cost per resonator uses flat end mirrors separated from the rods by
watt[21, and operating with very high wall-plug efficien- 65cmandarodseparationof20cm. A-16-cmfocallength
cies. In the present work, we have used the same power lens located at the symmetry plane compensates for most
scaling approach[3] to extend the multimode output power of the thermal lensing in the rods. The birefringence is
of cw diode-pumped lasers to 92 W. In addition, thermal corrected by placing a quartz polarization rotator between
distortion and stress-induced birefringence have been the two rods[4]. If the thermally-induced stresses and ray
corrected in this laser to produce a TEM00 output power of paths are identical in the two rods then the depolarization
60 W with an optical-to-optical efficiency of 26%. This is and bifocusing can be cancelled by rotating the polariza-
the first demonstration that the effects of higher-order tion of all rays by 900 between rods.
thermalnon-uniformities, whichareinherenttoend-pumped The themnally-induced spherical aberration is cor-
lasers, can be overcome. rected by an aspheric surface on the lens at the symmetry

We use an angularly-multiplexed pump geometry to plane. The proper asphere shape is simply that which
deliver the diode power to the rod end. Four 15-W laser reverses the phase at the symmetry plane, effectively
diode bars (SDL-3450-S) are arrayed around both ends of making the asphere a phase conjugator. The asphere used
each rod as shown in Fig. 1. The two sets of diodes on each in our experiments was diamond-machined in a CaF2
rod are clocked 450 with respect to one another to produce substrate and post-polished to reduce scatter losses. The
a circular gain distribution. The efficiency with which asphere has an effective diameter of 5.58 mm over which
pump light is transferred from the diode and absorbed in the the transmitted wavefront deviates from an ideal -16 cm
rod is over 80%. Thus, of the available 60-W pump power sphere by 15.2 waves. A stable output power of 60 W and
per rod end approximately S0 W is absorbed. Tbeprimary beam quality of 1.3 times diffraction-limited was obtained
advantage of end-pumping for cw lasers is that the pump with the flat/flat resonator and a total diode power of 235
power is concentrated in the central portion of the rod, as W.
shown in Fig. 2, where it produces high gain and can be
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In summary, we have demonstrated a diode-end-
pumped cw Nd:YAG laser which produces an output
power of 92 W in a multimode beam and 60 W in a near-
diffraction-limited beam. The laser uses a total of sixteen
15-W laser diode bars pumping two short rods in an
angularly-multiplexed pump geometry. A diamond-ma-
chined asphere andaquartz polarization rotator are used in
a symmetric resonator to correct thermal distortion and the
stress-induced birefringence far TEMOO extraction. The
optical-to-optical efficiencies are 44% and 26% for mul-
timode and TEM0o operation, respectively. The high ef-
ficiency of the end-pumped oscillator and the use of laser
diode bars as pump sources provides significant economic
advantage for this design.
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Figure). AngudartY-muddpl.edpwnp geometry is used to focus the power of eight 15-W laser diode bars (60 W
per end) into a small volume in each laser rod.
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Figure 2. Fluorescence profde of a 635-mm diameter end-pumped Nd:YAG rod. A total of approximately 100 W of
pump power is absorbed in the rod. 70 W is encircled within the 2.4-mm mode diameter.
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Figure 3. Symmetrical resonator used in TEMoo extraction experiments. Symmetry between the two laser rods allows
straightforward correction of the thermal distortion and stress-induced birefringence.
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Development of high-repetition-rate, high-aver- Insensitivity of the first oscillator to the pump
age-power diode-pumped Nd 3+ lasers is of great interest, wavelength is brought about by end pumping 3.0-cm-long,
especially with high-duty-factor quasi-cw diodes becom- 3-mm-diameter Nd:YAG rods. Due to the long absorption
ing readily available. Most of the effort to date has centered length, the diode emission is effectively absorbed as long
on side-pumped lasers,[ 1-51 using both rod and slab geom- as the emission is between 803 and 822 nm. The
etries, although end-pumped lasers are being pursued as diode-pumped Nd:YAG oscillator, illustrated in Figure 1,
well.J61 In this paper, we report on a diode-end-pumped, is a two-rod oscillator configured as a plano-concave
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser in which either a singleNd.YAG resonator with a cavity length of 40 cm. The output coupler
rod or a pair of Nd:YAG rods arepumped by four quasi-cw is 60 percent reflective, and the high reflector has a 10-m
laser diode arrays. This, to our knowledge, is the first radius of curvature. The oscillator is birefringence corn-
system that utilizes multiple laser diode arrays in an end- pensated by a quartz polarization rotator between the
pumping configuration. Two versions of the oscillator are Nd:YAG rods, and Q-switching is accomplished with a
described. One is designed to be insensitive to the diode standard arrangement of a thin film polarizer and KD*P
emission wavelength. Such an oscillator is suitable for Pockels cell. Due to availability, oneNd:YAGrodisdoped
applications where the operating temperature, and hence to 0.8 percent and the other rod is doped to 1.1 percent.
the diode emission wavelength, will likely vary. The sec- Each Nd:YAG rod is end pumped through one face by two
ond oscillator that we describe does require tuning of the quasi-cw laser diode arrays (Spectra Diode Labs
laser diodes to the Nd 3+ absorption at 808 nm. Our SDL-3230-ZLE). Each diode array, made up of six diode
emphasis here is to develop a high-repetition-rate, bars that are separated by 800 pm, is capable of producing
Q-switched oscillator that generates a beam with suffi- 200-ps, 72-mJ pulses at a duty factor of 6 percent. In this
ciently high beam quality for efficient harmonic genera- work, the laser diode arrays are operated at a reduced pulse
tion. As part of this effort, the second through the fifth energy of 58 mJ. The diode emissions are angularly mul-
harmonics are generated using this laser. tiplexed into the rods at a multiplexing angle of 30* off of

PUMP DIODES
(6-bar stacks)

1--mcc 80%
HIGH QUARTZ OUTPUT
REFLECTOR 0-SWITCH ROTATOR COUPLER

POLARIZER &YAG :dYA

Figure 1. Q-switched Nd:YAG oscillator. The oscillator is configured to generate pulses that are insensitive to the
diode emission wuvelength, and hence the diode teniperature. This done by end pumping two 3.0-cm-long. 3-mm-
diameter rod with four quasi-cw laser diode arrays.
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the normal to the rod face. Theoptics forcoupling the diode FWHM at450C. Furthermore, the near-field spatial shape
emission into the Nd:YAG rods are similar to those used in remains near-Gaussian throughout the temperature range.
recently developed 15-W and 80-W diode-pumped
Nd:YAG oscillators.[7,8] For each diode array, a rod lens The second oscillator that we will discuss is
array consisting of six 800-pm-diameter quartz rods colli- similar to the wavelength-insensitive device. The only

mates the fast axes of the separate diode bar outputs. Due difference is that the quartz rotator and the pair of 3-cm-

to a slight mismatch in the rod lens and diode bar spacings, long rods have been replaced by a single 7.5-mm-long, 6-

the collimated outputs angularly separate by as much as mm-diameter Nd:YAG rod that is doped to 1.1 percent.

380 (full angle across the array). The outputs are regrouped The larger diameter allows for more efficient coupling of

with either a 13-mm or 19-rm focal length cylindrical lens the diode emission into the rod, plus it removes any hard

immediately following the rod lens array. A 14-mm focal aperture from the cavity. A gain-switched version of the

length, f/I spherical lens then focuses the near-collimated oscillator, in which the Q-switch and the polarizer have

diode emission onto the face of the Nd:YAG rod. The been removed as well, produces 53-mJ pulses at 300 Hz

resulting small signal gain, go1, averaged over the aperture (average power = 16 Watts). For initial work on harmonic
of the rod pair is 0.94 at a diode coolant temperature of generation, the Q-switched oscillator is operated atonly 30
15*C, and monotonically decreases to 0.79 at 450C. Hz. The Q-switched oscillator produces 29-mJ pulses that

have a FWHM duration of 15 ns. The near-field spatial
The temperature dependence of the output pulse shape of the beam isbestdescribedas an elliptical Gaussian

energy from the Q- switched oscillator is illustrated in with an aspect ratio of 1.5. An M2 measurement, where a
Figure 2. At repetition rates below 50 Hz, the pulse energy second moment analysis is carried out on the acquired
decreases by only 25 percent as the diode coolant tempera- spatial profiles,[9] indicates that the beam is 1.1 times
ture is raised from 15C oto45TC.The reduction in the pulse diffraction limited along the minor axis of the ellipse
energyis35percentat200IHz.Theobservedreductionsare (polarization direction), and 1.6 times diffraction limited
largely attributable to a 10-percent reduction in the diode along the major axis. With this beam, the second through
pulse energy over the 15 - 450C temperature increase. the fifth harmonics have been generated. Our emphasis is
When the diodes are operated atconstantpulseenergy over on efficiently producing the fifth harmonic (X = 213 nm)
the 15 - 45°C range, the oscillator pulse energy at 200 Hz using an optically simple, single-beam-line arrangement
drops by only 16 percent. Measurement of the temporal ofnonlinearcrystals. Both the lo>,4oand 2o+3m mixing
shape at constant diode drive current reveals that the techniques for fifth harmonic generation[10] are investi-
duration changes from 14-ns FWHM at 150C to 18-ns gated. Initial results on harmonic generation are given in

Table 1.

20

-................ ........ 9..

S... •-' -Z •... '

15 - EI

* 10

0.
0..

--- ---- 0 10 m HR, 200 Hz
O 10 m HR, 50 Hz

53---- -- 10 m HR, 15 Hz
G ....... O 2mHR. 15Hz

0
10 20 30 40 50

Dlode Coolant Temperature "(C)

Figure 2. Dependence of the output pulse energy from the Q-switched oscillator on the diode coolant temperature.
All of the results except those with the open circles pertain to the oscillator with the 10-m radius high reflector. The
open circle results are for an oscillator with a 2-m radius high reflector.
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Table 1. Harmonic Generation Summary

Harmonic Crystal Phase Phase Matching Crystal Pulse Energy
Matching Angle (deg) Length (mm) (mm)

1.064pn ..- . ..... . 28 (1 GW cm"2)
532 nm LBO Type 1 0 = 90*,* = 120 15 16
355 nm LBO Type 11 0 = 400,# = 900 15 8
266 nm KD*P Type 1 0 = 860 8 5
213 nm BBO Type 1 0 = 52* 10 1.1

______ _____ (1o+4w) ________________

213 nm BBO Type I 0 = 690 5 0.5
_ _ _(2co+3(o)

To summarize, we have described two 6. H.R. Verdun and T. Chuang, Opt.
diode-pumped Nd:YAG oscillators, both of which use Lett. 1. 1000 (1992).
multiple laser diode arrays in an end-pumping configura-
tion. One oscillator, designed to be insensitive to the diode 7. S.C. Tidwell, J.F. Seamans, C.E.

emission wavelength, produces pulses in which the en- Hamilton, C.H. Muller, and D.D.

ergy, duration, and spatial shapevary slowly with the diode Lowenthal, Opt. Lett. 16. 584 (1991).

coolant temperature. The second oscillator utilizes a single 8. S.C. Tidwell, J.F. Seamans, M.S.
large-diameter rod for production of pulses with high beam Bowers,, and A.K. Cousins, IEEE J.
quality. Efficient generation of the second through fifth Quamtum Electron. 2L. 997 (1992).
harmonics has been demonstrated at low repetition rates.
Future work will involve extending Q-switched operation 9. A.E. Siegman, "New Developments in
of the second oscillator to 300 Hz, with the eventual goal Laser Resonators," SPIE Volume
being to generate the harmonics efficiently at this high 1224, Qgt, alZ. gma= ps. 2
repetition rate. (1990).
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2.4-ns Pulse Generation in a Solid-State Passively Q-Switched,
Laser-Diode-Pumped Nd:YAG Laser

Y.D. Isyanova and D. Weiford

Schwartz Electro-Optics Inc., 45 Winthrop Street
Concord, MA 01742. (508) 371 2299

In the present work, we report for the first time passive Q-switching of a
laser-diode-pumped solid-state laser using a solid-state saturable absorber. The saturable
absorber material of choice for 1064-nm operation is gamma-irradiated (5.5xlO3 rads total dose)
LiF in which the active absorber site is the F2 color center [1]. The only addition to a
conventional two-mirror linear resonator is the insertion of a window-like piece of AR-coated
F2 :LiF material. The simplicity and small size of such a Q-switch is ideally suited for use in
compact laser-diode-pumped laser designs. The use of a short resonator, high output coupling,
and low unsaturated absorber transmission leads to short pulse generation and increased
longitudinal mode selection.

The resonator used in this work is shown in Figure 1. TEMoo-mode operation was
obtained by the use of a novel side-pumping geometry, described earlier [2], that achieves
near-Gaussian pump energy deposition in the laser rods. A pair of opposing Brewster-angled,
12-mm long, semicircular-cross-section (3-mm diameter) Nd:YAG laser rods were each
side-pumped by a 5-bar stack of quasi-cw laser diodes (SDL 3230 devices). The resonator
TEMo-mode size matches that of the deposited energy in the laser rods, thereby ensuring
efficient TEMoo-mode operation (see Figure 2).

The laser was operated at 20 Hz pulse-repetition-rate with 200-jIs duration pump pulses.
In normal-mode operation, the laser generated pulses of up to 19.5 mJ energy with 16%
conversion efficiency and 22.6% slope efficiency. In Q-switched operation, 2.4-ns duration
pulses were obtained at 5 mJ energies with 5.2% conversion efficiency. The reduction in
efficiency in the Q-switched mode can be accounted for by the energy required to bleach the
saturable absorber.

Table I summarizes the Q-switched performance obtained with different lengths of
F2":LiF, which are characterized by their unsaturated single-pass transmissions. The
laser-diode-pump energy was equal to the threshold energy for single-pulse generation in each
case. Further increasing the pump energy leads to multiple-pulse generation with the same
energy in each pulse. Note, the data for the 12% transmission F2":LiF material showed improved
pulse durations of 2 ns. However, the pulse energies were reduced to 4 mJ by the onset of
damage to one of the Nd:YAG laser rods. Prior to this damage, the laser had generated 2.4-ns
duration, 5 mJ pulse for a period of tens of minutes.
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5mHR Flat, R-40%

Brewster Nd:YAG rods
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Figure 1. Passive Q-switched laser resonator.
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Figure 2. TEMOO-modte beam profile.

Table 1. Passive Q-switched laser performance.

F,-:LiF Trans' M% E,. (rnJ) Eý, (mJ) %g (ns)

55 58 1.3 5.9

46 73 2.5 3.6

35 83 3.8 2.8
27 97 5.0 2.4

12 121 4.0 2.0
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A 2.4-ns duration pulse is shown in Figure 3. Thie lack of longitudinal mode-beating is a
characteristic of single-frequency operation. This was obtained by using the F2 :LiF material as
an intracavity etalon to suppress other longitudinal modes.

In summary, we have demonstrated for the first time an all solid-state passively
Q-switched laser that generates 5-mJ, 2-ns, single-frequency pulses with a TEM, beam profile.
The major advantages for this approach compared to electro-optic Q-switch technology are the
elimination of drive electronics and simplified resonator configurations.

This research was supported by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center under Small
Business Innovative Research program contract #NAS5-30882.
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FLASHLAMP PUMPED Nd:BaY2Fs

Norman P. Barnes
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Summary

Nd:BaY2F8 has been operated under flashlamp pumping conditions at both 1.0488
and 1.3176 pIm. To the best of the authors knowledge, operation on the 1.32 AM
transition has not been reported before. Nd:BaY2Fs is an attractive material both
from the point of view of the long upper laser level lifetime and the birefringent
nature of this laser material. By utilizing a birefringent laser material, a
polarized output is usually obtained and the stimulated emission cross section
can be varied for the particular application. By utilizing these properties, the
efficiency of this laser can be enhanced.

Even with the difficulties of crystal growth of this laser material, a laser rod 5.0 by
48 mm in length was produced. Growth of this material is hampered by the large
induced strain to which the boule is subjected upon cooling. While large boules
can be grown, they often shatter upon cooling or upon cutting.

Both absorption and emission spectra were recorded as a function of polarization
for this material. Spectra are complicated since this material is biaxial and the
axes corresponding to the index of refraction ellipsoid do not correspond to the
crystallographic axes. Lifetime of the upper laser level was measured to be 456±10
microseconds. With the long upper laser level lifetime, this laser material
appears attractive for laser diode pumping applications.

Both normal mode and Q-switched operation was achieved at 1.05 pLm. Normal
mode operation with a variety of output mirror reflectivities has been recorded.
Because of the short length of laser rod and concomitant short flashlamp, low
electrical energies near threshold could not be delivered due to power supply
limitations. Using laser output energy versus electaical energy data well above
threshold, linearly extrapolated thresholds are less than 1.0 J of electrical energy.
Thresholds increase as the negative logarithm of the output mirror reflectivity.
Highest slope efficiency, 0.0082, was achieved with a 0.60 reflecting mirror.
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Q-switched operation at 1.05 gm produced efficiencies comparable to the normal
mode performance and pulselengths approaching 20 nsec at the higher laser
output energies.

Normal mode and Q-switched operation were also obtained on the 1.32
micrometer transition. In this case, the thresholds were considerably higher
while the slope efficiency is considerably lower. As an example, with a 0.80
reflecting output mirror, the linearly extrapolated threshold was 7.0 J.
Maximum slope efficiency for normal mode operation was 0.0016.

Although the threshold for the Nd:BaY2 Fs laser was quite low, the slope efficiency
was not as high as expected. To determine the influence of the pulse forming
network on these observations, a Nd:YAG laser rod was evaluated under similar
circumstances. A Nd:YAG laser rod with the same diameter, 5.0 mm, but with a
somewhat longer length, 60.0 mm, was used with the same pulse forming
network. While thresholds were lower for Nd:YAG, the slope efficiency was
higher for Nd:BaY2F8 . Consequently, even through the optical quality of the latter
laser material was lower than that of the former, Nd:BaY2 Fs was able to produce
more energy under these circumstances.
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Efficient, Q-Switched Nd:YAG Laser End-Pumped
by a High Power Diode Laser Array

Ti Chuang and Horacio R. Verddn

Fibertek, Inc.
510 Herndon Parkway, Herndon, VA 22070

Tel:(703)471-7671 / Fax: (703) 471-5806

The end-pumped configuration of diode-pumped solid-state lasers has undergone extensive
development since the first such configuration was reported.' The main advantage of the end-
pumping configuration has been its high coupling efficiency between the pump energy and the
laser output energy. Here we present the performance of an efficient, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser
end-pumped by a three-bar high power diode laser array.

This laser is based upon our earlier work on this type of pumping configuration.2 The
structure of this laser is depicted in Figure 1, where OC is the output coupler (a convex OC is
drawn here); QS is a KD'P Q-switch; POL is a set of folded thin film polarizers; YAG is an
Nd:YAG crystal and DL represents a pumping module which contains a diode laser array and
a beam shaping optics. The diode laser array is a SDL-3230-TB model manufactured by Spectra
Diode Labs. It consists of three 1 - cm bars in a stack with a spacing of 0.3 mm between bars.
The emission wavelength of the diode array is temperature-tuned to around 808 nm. The diode
array is mounted on a water-cooled heat sink to maintain the optimal operating temperature. The
key component of this laser is a well-designed beam shaping optics that transfers the widely
divergent diode array output into a pumping volume of the YAG crystal that matches the laser
resonator mode volume. The energy transfer efficiency of this optics is - 88%. The detailed
description of this beam shaping optics is given in Reference 3. The Nd:YAG crystal has a
nominal Nd concentration of 1 at. %. One end of this crystal is flat and AR coated at 1.06 5Lm,
the other end has a radius of curvature of 25 cm and is coated HT at 808 nm and HR at 1.06
,um. This curved end and the output coupler form the laser resonator. The YAG crystal is 10
mm in length and 6.25 mm in diameter. The crystal rod was wrapped with one layer of indium
wire before it was inserted into an aluminum housing. The indium was then compressed by a
flange having a ring shaped insert. This technique helps to achieve low thermal impedance and
to reduce the mounting stresses. The aluminum housing was cooled by convection. Two types
of the output coupler (OC) were used in this work: a flat one and a r = 5 cm convex one.

The pumping diode array operated in a pulsed mode. The pulse duration was 200 Os and
the repetition rate was 50 Hz. The diode array delivered 27 mJ/pulse at 86 A of diode current.
A simple calculation revealed that, given the radius of curvature on one end of the YAG rod,
the convex OC would perform better in terms of mode matching and resonator stability. We set
out to check this by employing a plain resonator without POL and QS but with a flat or a convex
OC, both have the same reflectivities of 95 % at 1.06 utm. The resonator length was - 14.3 cm.
The result is shown in Figure 2. This result is consistent with the prediction. For the curved OC
the slope efficiency, obtained by a least-squares fit, is 44.3% while that for the flat OC is
38.2%. The optical to optical conversion efficiency is 26.7% for the curved OC and is 24.5%
for the flat OC. The laser beam profile for either case was nearly TEMpo, although better beam
profiles could be obtained by sacrificing the output energies.
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For the Q-switched operation of this laser, we chose the convex OC of r = 5 cm and
85% reflection at 1.06 Am and a KD'P Q-switch. The operational structure of this Q-switched
version is shown in Figure 1. The polarizer set shown there was used in the reflection mode to
achieve the polarization required for the Q-switch operation while eliminating the astigmatism
that can be caused by using the polarizer in the transmission mode. The resonator length
(geometrical) for this case was about 13.2 cm. With the pumping energy of 27 mnJ, we achieved
the output energy of 2.2 mJ/pulse with pulse width of 19.6 ns. This energy translates into a peak
power of more than 110 kW. This value is quite significant considering the size of this laser.
An oscilloscope trace of this output pulse is given in Figure 3, where the horizontal scale is
20 ns/div. The beam divergence of the laser output is approximately two times of the diffraction
limit.

There is still room to improve this Q-switched laser. We found that the Q-switch used
in this work had quite a lot insertion loss. By using a Q-switch with lower loss, the performance
can be improved. Also the folded polarizer set introduced a significant amount of loss to the
resonator. For example, the measured slope efficiency of this laser, when using the flat OC of
95% reflection and the POL set while removing the QS, is 29.2% (This value is to be compared
with 38.2% cited above.). To overcome this loss, we designed a resonator using an intracavity
anamorphic prism at the Brewster angle positioned between a concave OC and a YAG rod,
whose two ends are flat. This prism serves two purposes: 1) it is a polarizing element and 2)
it expands the resonator mode diameter. The consequence of this is that the prism increases the
mode volume at the pumping site for better mode matching and decreases the intensity at the QS
site. The later is important because a LiNbO3 can be then used as a Q-switch to reduce the
insertion loss, for LiNbO3 is known to have lower insertion loss than KD*P but also lower
damage threshold than KD'P. We have tested this design. The improvement is very promising.
Using a 2 m concave output coupler coated at 95 % reflection at 1.06 Am and a flat-flat YAG
rod having AR coating at one end and HR/HT coating at the other, we achieved the slope
efficiency of 38.5% with the polarized output. The beam profile was also nearly TEMOD. The
further improvement and the Q-switching operation of the design has been under way.

This Q-Switched laser has been successfully employed to pump an all solid-state
Cr:Forsterite laser.3 The frequency doubling and quadrupling of this laser have also been
undertaken. These results will be reported. This miniatured, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser will find
its applications where compactness and high efficiency of an Nd:YAG laser are major
requirements.

This work was supported by Fibertek, Inc. through its IR&D program.
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Diode Pumped Nd:YAG Laser with Parabolic Pump Cavity
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Diode pumping of solid state lasers has developed into a promising technique

even for high power lasers. Basically there are two possible pumping schemes:

Longitudinal pumping provides high efficiencies and good beam quality but

demands complicated and expensive optics [1] or fiber-optics [2] and

sophisticated setups for scaling to high powers, such as multiple facet pumped

systems with folded resonators [3,4,5] or multiple gain elements [6]. Transverse

pumping is easily scalable to higher powers, but lacks high efficiency in

fundamental mode operation [7]. Considering that diode laser power is

decreasing in price we focused our work not on maximum efficiency but on a

simple scalable setup that provides optimal transversal pumping and efficient

cooling of the laser rod, without expensive optics and complicated adjusting.

We present a novel transverse pump design for diode pumped Nd:YAG lasers

using a parabolic reflector.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1, the plane of the drawing is

perpendicular to the rod axis. The laser can be pumped by an array of 2x4 5 W

LJL-j Laser Diodes

111111111 I~iliii MirrorsI I
I I

I I
I I
I I

Fig. I
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Siemens Laser diode bars, each 1 cm broad with five 400 p.m wide light

emitting zones on 2 mm centers. The typical dual lobed emission of the laser

diodes has a divergence of about 40 degrees in the direction perpendicular to

the junction. In the direction parallel to the junction the angle between the two

lobes is 6 degrees, but the divergence of one lobe is about 1.5 degree

(FWHM). Putting an array of small mirrors (gold plated microscope cover-

glasses) perpendicularly in front of the diodes (one beside each emitting zone)

one lobe is reflected in the direction of the other. Therefore the divergence is

reduced by a factor 4 to 1.5 degree. Taking benefit of this relative small

divergence, the diode light is focused by a parabolic reflector (electro-gilded

aluminium) onto a laser rod with a diameter of 2 mm. In the other (high

divergence) direction two parallel 9 mm spaced electro-gilded aluminium plates

confine the diode radiation within the length of the laser rod of 15 mm. The light

not absorbed in a first pass through the rod is reflected at spherical mirrors for

a second pass. There is sufficient space to cool the laser rod with a

conventional water sleeve. The diodes are cooled (and wavelength tuned) by

temperature controlled water.

Fig. 2
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We have carried out detailed ray tracing calculations. Fig. 2 gives the radial

distribution of the absorbed power in the laser rod for an absorption coefficient

of 4.2 cm-l. With this parameter 67% of the pump power is absorbed.

First measurements performed with two diodes showed that the main criterion

of our setup is fulfilled: The laser system is absolutely not sensitive on small

variations of the relative positions of the laser diodes, mirror array, laser rod

and parabolic, reflector. The smallest tolerance of approx. 50-100 ipm is given

for a lateral displacement of the mirrors relative to the diodes. The whole laser

can be easily assembled without any alignment, except for the mirrors of the

resonator. The obtained TEM00 1.06 iltm output power from the 2x1 5 mm rod

did not exceed 300 mW. The laser diodes at our disposition were composed of

five discrete 400 p~m emitters with large spectral variation (+_ 3 nm) therefore

only a part (the exact value could not be measured) of the diode power was

actually absorbed. The estimated threshold was 3 W absorbed power, for a 30

cm long piano-convex resonator with 2% output coupling. Measurements with

adequate (monolithic 5x400 p~m structure) laser diodes will be presented at the

conference.
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Spectroscopy of Nd:KYF4

Y. Yamaguchi, H. P. Jenssen and A. Cassanho
Center for Materials Science and Engineering

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge Ma 02139
Tel.: (617) 253-6878

KYF4 has similar structure to NaYF4, which has been shown by Knowles et al.1 to
be a potential candidate for diode pumped solid state lasers. Both structures are
basically transformed from the CaF2 structure2. Dubinskii et al.3 recently reported an
emission spectrum of Nd:KYF4 . However, they did not identify more than one site in
this crystal. More recently Sytsma4 reported several luminescent sites for Gd 3 + in KYF4 .
In this paper, we report spectroscopic result of multisites in Nd:KYF4.

The crystal structure of KErF4, isostructural to KYF4, has been reported by

Aleonard et al. 2. This crystal has a non-centrosymmetric trigonal structure and the
space symmetry is P3112. The lattice parameters are a=14.08A, c=10.12A. They reported
that there are three cation sites in the unit cell, the first site is occupied by erbium, the
second and third sites are occupied randomly by erbium and potassium. The site
symmetries for all the sites are low-2. The lattice parameters of KYF4 are a=14.083A,

c=10.117A, that have been reported by Ardashnikova et. al. 5.
Both NaYF4 and KYF4 crystals have to be grown from a non-stoichiometric

composition by a top seeded solution growth technique. However, contrary to NaYF4,
KYF 4 crystals can be grown as large boules, at relatively fast pulling rates as

demonstrated by Chai6

A single crystal of KYF 4 doped with neodymium was pulled from a melt of
composition of 43% YF 3 and 57% KF in argon gas atmosphere. The crystallization

temperature was approximately 810°C. Oriented single crystal spectroscopic samples
were cut from the grown crystal. The crystal was identified as KYF4 by a X-ray powder

diffraction measurement.

Absorption spectra were obtained by using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 9
spectrophotometer. The emission spectra were taken using a McPherson 1m
monochromator using either a S1 type photo-multiplier tube or a liquid nitrogen cooled

InSb detector in combination with a lock-in amplifier. The pumping source was either a
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Ti-sapphire laser, with the wavelength monitored by a wave meter, or an argon laser.

The pumping power in the crystal was about 60 mw.

Low temperature (4K) spectra reveal that there are multiple sites in this crystal.

These sites can be broadly classified as two classes of sites. This is illustrated in figure 1.

In the emission spectra, further identification of sites was possible by tuning the pump

laser for selective excitation. A portion of the 4 F3/ 2 to 419/2 spectrum for several pump

wavelengths is shown in figure 2. Based on these spectra we have identified a total of 6
sites. Figure 3 shows the energy levels of one site of each class for the 4F3/2,4 11,/2 and
419/2 manifolds. It is interesting to note that for the class 1 sites only one level in the
4I11/2 manifold could be identified.

The fluorescence lifetime was similarly measured using a tunable, pulsed laser for

excitation. All the sites had lifetimes in the range 750-850gs at 4K. In Ref.3 the room

temperature life time was reported to be -650gs.

1 D.Knowles, A.Cassanho and H.P.Jenssen, OSA Proceedings on Tunable Solid State
Lasers, 1989, vol5, 139-145

2 S.Aleonard, Y.Le Fur, LPontonnier, M.F.Gorius and M.Th.Roux, Ann. Chim. Fr.,
3, 417-427 (1978)

3 M.A.Dubinskii, N.M.Khaidukov, I.G.Garipov, LN.Dem'yanets, A.K.Naumov,
V.V.Semashko and V.A.Malyusov, J.Modern Optics, 37, 1355-1360 (1990)

4 J. Sytsma, S J Kroes, G. Blasse and N.M. Khaiukov., J. Phys: Condens. Matter 3
(1991) 8959-8966

5 EI.Andashnikova, M.P.Borzenkova and A.V.Novoselova, Russ. Inorg. Chem., 25,

833-836 (1980)

6 B. Chai, Private communication
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High-Repetition-Rate, Diode-End-Pumped Nd:YLF Laser

AJ.W. Brown, Roy Mead, and Walter R. Bosenberg
STI Opronics, Inc.
2755 Northup Way

Bellevue, Washington 98004-1495
(206) 827-0460

Diode-pumped lasers have been the focus of We report here on the development of a diode-
much attention in recent years in an effort to exploit the end-pumpedNd:YLFlaserpumpedbytwoquasi-cwdiode
potential of higher efficiencies, greater reliability, longer laserbars. The end-pumping technique offers the ability to
lifetimes, lower cost and compact designs offered as con- overlap the gain region with the fundamental laser resona-
pared to their flashlamp-pumped counterparts. A larg tor mode resulting in higher efficiency operation as com-
variety of laser materials pumpedby cw and quasi-cw laser pared to side-pumped geometries. The laser produces Q-
bars have been reported in the literature. Many potential switched pulses up to 6 mJ with a temporal duration of 18
applications of these devices, especially those involving ns (FWHM) at repetition rates up to 500 Hz. These high-
nonlinear frequency conversion, require high peak powers, peak-powerpulses have been efficiently converted into the
good beam quality and high repetition rates. Q-switching green and ultra-violet using standard nonlinear crystals.
of cw-pumped lasers such as Nd:YAG results in high Further, the output from the laser has been used to pump an
repetition rate operation but low peak powers which can OPO resulting in tunable radiation in the red and near-
limit the efficiency in nonlinear frequency conversion infrared.
processes.[l] Q-switching of lasers pumped by quasi-cw
diodes results in higher peak powers but lower repetition Figure I shows a schematic of the laser. Each end
rates. The recentdevelopment of 20% duty cycle quasi-cw ofa % Nd doped YLF rod is pumped by a quasi-cw diode

diode bars has allowed high repetition rates whilst main- laser bar (SDL Model 3230-S). These bars produce 60 W
tamining high peak powers. peak pump power and are designed for operation at 20%

OUTPUT COUPLER

24mJ EACI4
IN 400TLSO

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of ihe diode-end-pumped Q-switched Nd: YLF laser.
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duty factor, allowing repetition rates of 500 Hz to be Figure 3 shows an image taken with a CCD
achieved with 400 ps pump pulses. An AR-coated rod lens camera and beam profiler of the output beam at a distance
is used to collect and nearly collimate the light emitted of 45 cm from the output coupler. At this point the beam
from the fast axis of the diode and a short focal length is round and the profile Gaussian in both axes. Because of
asphere focuses the output onto the YLF rod through a the intracavity cylindrical telescope the divergence of the
dicihroic prism. The prisms are coated for maximum beam in the two axes is different resulting in an elliptical
transmission of the pump light and maximum reflectance beam on either side of this position but still with excellent
at the laser wavelength. The resulting pump spot in the Gaussian profile in both axes. A measurement of the beam
Nd:YLF rod is strongly elliptical, measuring 1.6 mm x0.3 quality for both axes resulted in a value of M2 < 1.1,
mm (FWHM). To efficiently extract the energy from such confirming the exceptionally high beam quality from this
an elliptical gain distribution in aTEMmodean intracavity laser.
cylindrical telescope of magnification 4 is used. The laser
resonator mirrors consist of a 1.2 m radius of curvature
maximum reflector and a flat, 70% reflectivity output
coupler. A thin film polarizer and KD*P electro-optic
Pockels cell are used to provide Q-switched operation.

Under long-pulse conditions, without intra-cav-

ity elements, this laser has produced up to 15 mJ of linearly-
polarized output at 1.047 pim with a pulse duration close to
the diode pump pulse. With the added intra-cavity ele-
ments the long pulse output drops, to <10 mJ and in Q-
switched operation typical outputs of 5-6 mJ in pulses of 18
ns (FWHM) duration are achieved. Figure 2 shows the
temporal profile of a Q-switched pulse. Evident in this
figure are the temporal modulations caused by beating of
longitudinal cavity modes. At repetition rates above 100
Hz a slight decrease in pulse energy has been observed.
This is attributed in part to an observed decrease in diode
output power at higher repetition rates. Some thermal
effects in the Q-switch have also been observed and are
presently being investigated.

Figure 3. Spatial profile of beam 45 cm from output
coupler, showing Gaussian profile in both axes.

if Frequency doubling the output of this laser has
been investigated using KTP, LBO and BBO. The simplest
and most efficient arrangement uses a 3 x 3 x 10 mm KTP
crystal angle cut for type II phase matching at 1.047 pm,
placed near the output coupler, directly after a half-wave
plate. Typical conversion efficiencies of 55.60% have
been realized resulting in a 523-nm output of -3 MI. In the
case of LBO and BBO the output beam was focussed into/ l lIh 1  L . the crystal but the resulting conversion efficiencies were
somewhat lower than obtained with KTP. The high peak

* *lU / aU powers from this laser also allow efficient tripling and
quadrupling of the output into the ultraviolet. Using a
combination of KTP and BBO crystals to triple the output,

"I•l r4  energies approaching 0.75 mn have been obtained at 349
10 ns nm. Inqulruplingexperimentsa2.5-cm long noncritically

phase matched KDP crystal has resulted in output energies

Figure 2. TFemporal profile of a Q-switched pulse. approaching 0.5 mJ at 262 nm.
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T frequency-doubled ouu horn this laser has
also been used to pump a KTP OPO providing tunable
radiation in the red and near-infrred. The OPO consisted
of two, x-cut, 15-mm long KTP crystals in a4-cm long flat-
flatcavity. The pump beam wasdouble-pmsed through the
crystals by reflection off the output coupler which was
appropriately coated for maximum reflection at the pump
wavelength and -90% transmission at the signal and idler
wavelengths. The second cavity optic was coated for
maximum transmission of the pump light and maximum
reflectance of the signal. Using appropriate mirrors and
crystals the OPO has been tuned over the range 0.64 pm -
2.9 pm. The efficiency varied over this range due to the
change in effective nonlinear coefficient. The highest
efficiency was observed at a signal wavelength of 0.991
pm corresponding to an idler wavelength of 1.11 prn. In
this region the OPO threshold was 0.36 mJ (20 MWkm2).
Running at 8 times above threshold, 54% conversion of the
incident pump photons was achieved.

In summary we will report on the development of
a diode-end-pumped Nd:YLF laser capable of operation at
high repetition rate. The device produces Q-switched
outputs in excess of 5 mJ per pulse. Frequency conversion
to the green and ultraviolet will be discussed and results
obtained using this source to pump an OPO producing
tunable red and infrared light will be presented.
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Laterally Diode Pumped , c-axis Nd:YLF Laser

Newton Sims, Jr.
Mahendra G. Jani

Science and Technology Corporation
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Norman P. Barnes
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665-5225

Lateral diode pumping of Nd:YLF has demonstrated a high efficiency when
operated in a c-axis orientation rather than the conventional a-axis orientation.
diode pumped laser efficiency can be approximated as a product of several
efficiency factors including the absorption efficiency, the storage efficiency and the
extraction efficiency [1). Nd:YLF has been recognized as an attractive laser
material for laser diode pumping applications since the upper laser level lifetime of
500 psec is twice that of Nd:YAG. Having selected Nd:YLF on this basis, the
performance can be further optimized by selecting the orientation of the laser rod
with respect to the crystal axes. With the conventional orientation of the a-axis
along the cylindrical axis of the laser rod, both the high 1.047 pm and the
somewhat lower gain 1.053 pm transitions are available. However, in this
configuration lateral diode pumping will primarily utilize the a-axis absorption
features. On the other hand, with the c-axis aligned along the rod axis, the
stronger c-axis absorption features can be utilized. In the c-axis orientation, only
the lower gain 1.053 pm transition is available. Using calculated values for the
absorption and extraction efficiencies, it was determined that the total efficiency
would be greater in the c-axis orientation. Experiments performed with c-axis
Nd:YLF laser rods support this prediction.

Laser diode arrays were selected particularly for Nd:YLF and then
temperature tuned for optimized c-axis absorption. While diode pumping of Nd:YLF
has been demonstrated previously, it was often achieved with laser diode arrays
which were selected for pumping of Nd:YAG. It has been shown that laser diode
pumping of Nd:YLF can be optimized by selecting the pump wavelength to be
significantly shorter, as shown in Figure 1. It may be noted that optimization of
the pump wavelength for c-axis operation occurs at 792 nm while optimization for
a-axis operation occurs at 797 nm, and diodes for pumping Nd:YAG have spectral
emissions centered near 808 nm.

Normal mode, pulsed, c-axis Nd:YLF laser experiments employing a
symmetrical arrangement of three high power laser diode arrays were performed
with three different rod diameters. Highest efficiencies were obtained with a 4 mm
diameter rod. The maximum pulse energy obtained at 1.053 pm was 112 mJ. 502
mJ were obtained at 1.313 pm. The conversion efficiency of the total optical
output of the diodes to the 1.053 pm laser output was 0.335, and the slope
efficiency was 0.373. The conversion efficiency for the 1.313 pm laser was
0.150, while the slope efficiency was 0.178. Plots of these laser performances
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ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF Nd:YLF
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Figure 1. Absorption features of both a-axis and c-axis Nd:YLF in the GaAIAs
diode spectral emission range along with a measured diode spectra intended
for pumping Nd:YAG.
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Figure 2. Laser performance curves for diode pumped c-axis Nd:YLF.
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are shown in Figure 2. Resonator losses calculated from the threshold pump
energies and the output mirror reflectivities were 0.0087 indicating high optical
quality for the c-axis rods. Advantage was taken of the low heat load experienced
in efficient diode pumping. The only cooling employed in the pump head was
conductive cooling to metal heatsinks, and no negative effects were observed in
going from 2 Hz pulse repetition rate to 10 Hz.

References
[11 N. P. Barnes, M. E. Storm, P. L. Cross, and M. W. Skolaut, "Efficiency of Nd
Laser Materials with Laser Diode Pumping," IEEE J. Quant. Elect. QE-26 pp. 558-
569, (1990).
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A Simple Model of the Mars Observer Laser Altimeter Laser Transmitter

Robert S. Afzal
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The Mars Observer Laser Altimeterl,2 (MOLA) incorporates a diode laser pumped
Nd:YAG laser transmitter. To our knowledge MOLA will utilize the first diode laser
pumped solid state laser to operate in space. The laser transmitter (L9) was designed to
srvive hunch and the journey to Mars with the following specifications:.

Weight Avail. Pwer Energy PuIewidth H Rate Liti
Specs. 6.25 Kg 14W 40 n 10 nS 10Hz 6 x 108 shots
Actual 5.38 Kg 13.7 41 mJ 7.6 nS 10 Hz TBD

The laser is still required to deliver 35 mJ pulses after 0.6 billion shots Further
constraints, perhaps even more demanding, were those of cost and delivery time. This
paper describes the MOLA laser and presents a simple model predicting the operational
behavior of the laser based on the available test results.

Description of the laser
The MOLA laser transmitter was designed 2 and built by McDonnell-Douglas

Electronic Systems Co. in St. Louis, MO. At the heart of which is a diode laser pumped
slab of Cr:Nd:YAG within a Q-switched crossed Porro resonator. Figure 1 shows a
schematic of the laser. A nine bounce zig-zag slab of 1% doped Nd:YAG was codoped
with 0.05% Cr for purposes of radiation hardening. The Brewster cut slab had a 3.4 x 3.4
mm cross section. Thermal and gain inhomogeneities within the slab are compensated for
by image inversion off of each bounce inside the slab. 4 stacks of I I diode laser bars side
pump the slab and the opposite slab face is aluminium coated to reflect the unabsorbed
pump light back into the crystal. The diode stacks are pulsed at 10 Hz for a duration of 150
lis with a peak output power of 1760 watts at room temperature.

The slab is placed within a crossed Porro "z" resonator with the LiNbO3 Q-switch
in one arm of the "z" and the gain medium in the other. A 0.57 X waveplate compensates
for depolarization in the Q-switch arm Porro prism. The waveplate prism pair rotate the
polarization 90" in a double pass creating a low Q resonator. 1/4 X voltage applied on the Q-
switch then creates the high Q condition. Output coupling is achieved by rotating a 1/4 X
plate in the gain arm of the "z" and coupling out the orthogonal polarization through one of
the polarizing cubes. The lasers' optimal output coupling can then be empirically
determined simply by rotating the 1/4 X plate and maximizing the output power.

Description of the numerical model
We began with the standard coupled ordinary differential equations describing the

operation of a Q-switched laser 3,4 . The Q-switch is modeled as a decaying exponential
term in the dissipative cavity losses. The equations to be numerically integrated are:

(1) d -= -yacNý (2) =!i-2-lN -..
dt dt tr tc

where N is the inversion density and ý is the cavity photon density.
All the work however in making this model correspond to measured experimental

data lies in an accurate determination of the initial conditions and a proper choice of the
equation constants. The initial photon density is chosen to be 1 for simplicity. The initial
inversion density was determined by considering the total number of photons emitted from
the diodes and absorbed by the slab that yielded a Nd ion in the excited state. The initial
inversion was given by:
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(3) N o = - hv
Vhv

where P = 1700 W is the peak diode pump power emitted by the stacks, tp = 150 .LS the

square pulse pump duration, a = 0.9 (typically) the double pass absorbed fraction, X = 0.9

for a pump coupling efficiency, 4 = 0.965 for the quantum efficiency of the radiationless

transfer from the pump level to the 4F3/2 upper laser manifold5, hv = 2.44 x 10-19 J for the
photon energy and V = 0.59 cm 3 the slab volume. Reduction of the initial inversion
density by spontaneous emission is accounted for by the factor 71 = 0.737. We therefore
started our equations with an initial inversion of - 1018 cm-3.

Other equation constants used were as follows. tr is the cavity optical round trip
time which for a 37 cm long cavity is 2.47 ns. The nonuseful losses (nonoutput coupling)
in the cavity were L = 0.35. The Q-switch is then incorporated into the differential
equations as an explicit time dependent loss term given by:

(4) L(t) = L(1 + eT)
i = 30 ns is the characteristic rise time of the Q-switch. The cavity decay time is then given
by tc = tr/(L(t) - ln(R)) where R is the effective output coupler reflectivity.

Careful attention must be given to the value of the cross section because this
number effects both the output energy and pulsewidth predictions. There have been many
values for the stimulated emission cross section ay published in the literature over the years.
Based on two recent high quality determinations of the cross section 5,6 the value of 2.8 x
10-19 cm 2 was used. Since our pulsewidths are = 10-8 s >> 10-11 s the intramanifold Stark
level thermalization time7 , we consider the 1.064 gim transition occurring from the 4F3/2 ->
4111/2 manifold not the R2 -> Y3 sublevels. Even though the sublevel cross section is 6.5 x
10-19 cm 2 , in the long pulse regime the sublevels are in thermal equilibrium so we use the
manifold to manifold value which is 2.8 x 10-19 cm2 . In this regime the values given in
ref.5,6 agree. The value used for the 'inversion reduction factor' 3 y = 1.2. Due to the
rapid thermalization time, the 4 F3/2 doublet can be considered a single level. The
equilibrium Boltzman distribution of the 4I11/2 manifold places - 20% of the atoms in the
Y3 sublevel. Therefore for every dexcited atom there is only a reduction of - 1.2 in the
inversion. Given these parameters the equations can be solved numerically obtain the
output pulse energy and width.

Temperature Dependence
The temperature dependence of the LT is solely incorporated into the temperature

dependence of the pump diodes. The first correction is a slight linear dependence on the
output power with temperature given by P = 1756 - 4.4T where T is in *C and P is in
watts. The second and more important effect of temperature is on the diode wavelength.
Our model assumes a 1 nm shift in wavelength for every 3.125 *C change in temperature.

The 44 diode bars are spread out in wavelength over 6 nm. The percent absorption
of each bar was determined by considering the overlap of the bar's wavelength and the
Nd:YAG absorption spectra. An ensemble absorbed fraction of the total power was
calculated by summing over the 44 bars. That fraction of total absorbed power is then
calculated for every 3.125 'C change in temperature from 90 to 380C. An eighth order
polynomial fit to the data provides a continuous dependence of the total fraction of
absorbed pump energy on temperature over the region 90 to 380. That fraction is then used
in equation (3) for a. Therefore the temperature dependence is incorporated directly into
the initial conditions of the system. Figure 2 compares the predicted and measured
temperature behavior of the LT. The operational temperature range can then be directly
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tailored to operate over different temperature regions expected to be experienced by the
instrument by choosing various diode bar wavelength combinations.

Conclusions
We have presented a simple numerical model of the MOLA LT that predicts the

output energy, pulsewidth and temperature dependence to better than 10% of the available
data. As with most laser models the largest sources of error come from experimental
determination of the input parameters such as pump power and pump absorption. The
equation constants pose another problem. Even with a well studied material as Nd:YAG,
there are uncertainties in the material parameters. Careful consideration must be given to
the regime of application, due to this much better than 10% accuracy should not be
expected at this level of treatment. However, it is interesting to note that the essential
physics of this laser seems to have been captured by our model without the need for a more
detailed approach. This will now provide us with a powerful tool to develop of future
diode laser pumped solid-state lasers.
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Q-switched diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers
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Diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers offer advantages of simplicity, efficiency and
compactness in a range of applications. As powerful diode arrays become more
readily available, moderate power sources for laser ranging can be developed. A
transversely pumped nonfocussing solid collector geometry, which is insensitive to
misalignment, was described previously (1). In this paper are presented results for its
power scale-up and improved Q-switching operation, and also aspects of its thermal
behaviour.

Since the design uses a prism containing a Nd:YAG rod cemented into
position, the collector assembly is mechanically robust and simple to align. The gain
is distributed uniformly across the rod profile by total internal reflection of the diode
light from the sides of the prism, as shown in figure 1A. It is possible to scale up the
power to the Nd:YAG rod by placing an extra one or two diode arrays at the sides of
the prism, to simulate 4-way pumping by a larger single array. This also allows studies
of thermal effects in the laser material. Measurements of the birefringence of the
rod, incorporating effects of temperature and stress allow comparison of different
prism and glue materials. At higher pump power, the hold-off efficiency of the
acousto-optic Q-switch decreases, and electro-optic Q-switching is preferred.
However, problems due to birefringence in the laser medium may arise. The Q-
switch crystal used, iU NbO 3, is also vulnerable to surface damage at high intracavity
fluences.

The prism collector geometry yields a uniform gain profile, and consequently it
is insensitive to misalignment at the partial expense of pump efficiency. For a diode
array of about 120 W peak power, the absorbed power is estimated to be 70 W.
Medium to high power lasers require multiple or larger pump sources. Placing two
pumped Nd:YAG rods in the same laser cavity is considerabley less efficient than
using two diode arrays to pump the same rod, due to losses in the rods and AR
coatings. The second array is placed to supplement the 4-way pumping, as in figure
1B, or in a variation of the arrangement, as in figure 1C. (The advantage of the
scheme in figure IC is that the assembly may be suitably heat sinked through the
hypotenuse of the prism. Further, the prism material could be sapphire, to enhance
the heat transfer efficiency.) The pumping efficiency for these arrangements is
estimated to be around 50 %, which could be improved with the use of AR coatings
on the prism surfaces. The gain profile is less uniform than in the single diode
pumped case. The maximum pumping power was achieved with three diode arrays
disposed at each of the prism facets, as shown in figure ID. This system was not
optimised with respect to coatings, and allowed an efficiency of 45 % absorbed pump
energy.
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Two issues were addressed with these systems; thermal effects in the Nd:YAG
rod as a result of mounting in the solid collector, and Q-switch efficiency. In seeking
a suitable bonding agent for the gap between the rod and the prism, we found that
Dow Corning silicone 93-500 and Epotek epoxy 301-2 were best in terms of optical
properties and setting quality. However at high average pump power, the epoxy
bonded prism cracked at the side where the laser rod was closest to the diode. The
silicone, which is more flexible, is thus the preferred material for mechanical reasons.
However it is found that at higher pump powers, the silicone causes more
birefringence than does epoxy. The measurements of birefringence contrasting the
two materials are shown in figure 2. A steady state model of the temperature
behaviour of the pumped rod suggests that the epoxy contributes mechanical stress
which partly compensates the temperature induced birefringence. The heat
conductivities of the silicone and epoxy were measured by an AC calorimetry
technique to be; epoxy 301-2 0.171 Wm1 Kl and silicone 93-500 0.153 Wm;K 1 (2).

Electro-optic and acousto-optic Q-switching were compared. At lower pump
powers, either method yielded short pulses of moderate energy (8 ns, 1-3 mJ). With
more than a total of 240 W pump power, we found that the acousto-optic Q-switch,
Gooch and Housego model QS-080, which had a diffraction efficiency of 18 % at 1.06
um, allowed prepulses containing up to 50 % of the pulse energy. Electro-optic Q-
switching allowed better hold-off, despite the losses due to birefringence in the
Nd:YAG. While we used a birefringence compensating cavity (1) for some
measurements, it was harder to align as its displacement (2.7 mm) was slightly less
than the rod diameter. Thus a standard polariser (either a Ward polariser or thin
film dielectric) was used. The acceptance angle of the polariser is typically very
narrow, and in our hemispherical cavity the beam divergence contributed some loss.
At higher pump powers, a flat-flat cavity was stable due to thermal lensing in the
YAG rod, and while emitting a multimode beam, its output divergence was within the
polariser acceptance angle.

The Q-switch itself contributes some loss as the pulse builds up in the cavity.
Ideally the Q-switch has a step function voltage, from approximately 1400 V to 0 V.
In practice, with either a krytron based switch or avalanche transistors, we measure a
negative going pulse of a few hundred volts, which gradually relaxes to 0 over a time
of microseconds. Since our laser pulse is emitted about 60 ns after the voltage is
switched, the pulse is building up with a considerable loss (about 7 % per pass) in the
0-switch at this time. The output coupler for the cavity is 30 %. This Q-switch loss
can be measured by observing the energy rejected from the polariser as a fraction of
the output energy. (This rejected energy also contains a loss due to birefringence in
the YAG rod, and represents up to 70 % of the output.) The addition of a quarter
wave plate to the cavity, tuned for optimum output pulse, appears to reduce this
problem considerably and compensates for the dynamic loss of the Q-switch, and the
birefringence of the Nd:YAG. (The rejected energy drops to 10 % of the output
pulse energy.) Using this scheme, we have measured optimum Q-switched pulses of
10.9 mJ, and 7.5 ns pulsewidth at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, with a total diode input
of 120 m.J of which we estimate 50 mJ was absorbed.

Table 1 shows results for repetition rate scaling, recorded at somewhat lower
pulse energies. The QS pulse delay shows the delay between the voltage switch and
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the output pulse. As the cavity is 12 cm long, this represents about 75 round trips.
Note that in this arrangement, all the diodes are held at the same temperature. If a
single larger diode array were used, and appropriately temperature tuned, better
efficiency is expected.

In conclusion, we have shown that the solid collector geometry has potential
for moderate power scale-up, and when Q-switched, yields pulses of 10.9 mJ and 7.5
nsfrom an absorbed pump power of 50 mJ.

Table 1. Results for Q-switching at a range of conditions

Repetition QS pulse QS pulse QS pulse QS average
rate energy width delay power

10 Hz 6.7 mJ 10 ns 68 ns 67 mW

25 Hz 7.0 mJ 10 ns 62 ns 174 mW

50 Hz 6.4 mJ 12 ns 70 ns 321 mW

References
(1) J.M. Dawes, S. Jackson, Y. Cai, P. Dekker and J. A. Piper, Advanced Solid State
Lasers, paper TuB3, 1992.
(2) The measurements were performed by Mr Norman Booth of University of
Technology, Sydney.
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Figure 1; Geometries for solid collectors with 1, 2 or 3 pump sources.

Figure 2; Birefringence of Nd:YAG rod side pumped by a 240 W diode with varying
pulse repetition rate.
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Comparison of Nd3+ in GdLIF 4 and YLiF 4 by Fourier spectroscopy

H. Weidnerl, R. E. Peale', X. X. Zhang 2, M. Bass1'23, and B. H. T. Chai2,4

'Department of Physics, 2Center for Electro-Optics and Lasers, 3Department of Electrical
Engineering, 4Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Central Florida,

Orlando, FL 32816Tel. (407) 823-5206

Laser action of a new crystal Nd:GdUF 4 (Nd:GLF) is being reported for the first time
by Zhang et al. at this conference[l]. Both pulsed and CW laser pumped action are
observed. A slope efficiency of 58% percent was observed in pulsed mode with no attempt
to optimize. One advantage of this material over YUF4 (YLF) is that much higher Nd
concentrations can be realized.

Low resolution, room temperature absorption spectra[l] reveal essentially no difference
in peak positions with Nd:YLF. Here we present a high resolution low temperature study
in order to accurately determine the energy levels of Nd:GLF and to compare these with
Nd:YLF levels determined by us using the same technique. Our spectra indicate that GLF
and YLF are isostructural and that linewidths are unaffected by the high Nd concentrations.

We have measured polarized, temperature dependent, transmission spectra of from 500
to 22,000 cm1 at a resolution of I cm-u using a Bomem DA8 Fourier spectrometer. One
advantage of the Fourier technique for characterization of laser materials is its high
frequency accuracy, being 0.004 cm-u at 2000 cm-' for the Bomem.

The high optical quality single crystal of Nd:GLF was grown by the modified
Czochralski pulling technique. It was nominally doped with 5 at. % Nd. The actual NCP÷
concentration in the crystal is estimated to be about 4 at.%[1]. The Nd concentration of our
YLF sample was nominally 3% but is estimated to be 1.1 at. %.

Figure 1 shows the 41912 -, 4 F512, 2H91 2 transitions at a sample temperature of 80 K..
The two groups of strong bands at the center of the spectra are used for diode pumping of
lasers. The lower trace, taken at a resolution of 4 cm-1, gives the spectrum of Nd:GLF;
the upper trace (2 cm-' resolution) gives the Nd:YLF spectrum. The very close similarity
in both the number, spacing and relative strength of lines in each of the two materials is
strong evidence that they are isostructural.

Figure 2 presents the 419/2 - 4F3/ 2 bands. The 4173/ 2 levels are the initial states for 1
pm laser operation. The lower GLF spectrum was taken at a resolution of 4 cm-1 ; the
upper YLF spectrum at 0.5 cmur resolution. The two spectra appear nearly identical. The
strongest line and the weak line just to its left in each spectrum are transitions from the
ground level to each of the two 413/ 2 Stark components. The other weak lines on the low
frequency side are transitions originating in thermally populated Stark components of the
ground 419,2 multiplet. The weak lines on the high frequency side may be pair lines. It is
important that the linewidths in the two materials are nearly the same, despite their different
doping levels.

The final levels of the 1 pm laser transitions are determined from the 419,2 - 4 111/2

spectrum plotted in Figure 3. Both spectra were collected at 1 cmi1 resolution, which was
necessary to resolve the majority of lines. Again the close similarity of the spectra for each
of the two materials is evident.

Table I gives those energy levels determined from these data which are relevant to
diode-pumped lasing. Nd:YLF has never been measured by the Fourier technique, so we
present our determination of its levels. These values differ from measurements made
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previously by grating spectroscopy[21 by significantly more than the linewidths.
In conclusion, we have measured the transmission spectrum of Nd3 + in a single crystal

of GdLiF4, a newly demonstrated laser material. The spectra are nearly identical to those
of Nd:YLiF 4, strongly indicating that the two crystals are isostructural. The high dopant
concentration in the GLF sample appears to affect the transitions of interest insignificantly.
In addition, we will present a comparison of the Fourier luminescence spectra for the two
laser crystals, and also a comparison of low and high concentration GLF samples.
Table I. Levels determined from thermal replica patterns in the 80 K transmission spectra.
Nd:YLF
419;2 0, 132, 182 cm-1

4111/2 1997.1, 2040.1, 2042.4, 2077.0, 2226.8, 2261.9
4 F3i2 11535.7, 11594.5
4F5/2, 2 H 9 /2 12535.3, 12544.9, 12625.7, 12641.8, 12663.0,

12729.5, 12803.7, 12829.4
Nd:GLF
41912 0, 128, 182
4111/2 1992.6, 2036.4, --- , 2071.6, 2210.6, ---
4F 3 '2  11530.9, 11588.7
4F5/2, 2 H 9 /2  12528.9, 12545, 12617.9, 12641, 12657.2,

--- , 12792.7, ---
References
[1]. X. X. Zhang, M. Bass, J. Lefaucheur, A. Pham, A. B. Villaverde, and B. H. T.
Chai, proceedings of this conference.
[2]. A. A. S. da Gama, G. F. de Sd, P. Porcher, and P. Caro, J. Chem. Phys. 75, 2583,
(1981).
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Nd:GdVO4 Crystal - a New Material for Diode-Pumped Solid-State Lasers

V.G.Ostroumov, I.A.Shcherbakov, A.I.Zagumennyi

General Physics Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences

117942 Moscow, Vavilov str., 38, Russia, Fax: (095)135-02-70

G.Huber, T.Jensen, J.P.Meyen

Institute of Laser Physics University of Hamburg

Jungiusstrasse 11, 2000 Hamburg 36, Germany

One of the most promising candidates for diode pumped solid-state

lasers is Nd:YV04. However, the crystals grown of Nd:YV04 of high optical

quality meets a lot of difficulties, which prevent wide use of this material.

In this paper we report about the growing and laser operation of new

media Nd:GdV04. From technological point of view this material has a

number of advantages, which open the possibility of obtaining high optical

quality samples.

In RV04 structure (where R - Sc, Y or rare-earth ions) vanadium

ions are surrounded by four oxygen atoms, which form a slightly pressed

tetrahedron. The rare-earth ions are placed in distorted oxygen

dodecahedron, that causes very strong dependence of spectroscopic

properties on the orientation of the crystal.

We assumed that the spectroscopic and laser properties of Nd:GdVO4

crystals might be similar to those ones of Nd:YV04. That follows from the

relationship of lattice parameters of YV04 (a - 7.123 A, c - 6.291 A, c/a -

0.8832) and GdVO4 (a = 7.211 A, c = 6.350 A, c/a - 0.8806). Replacing of Ys

ions by larger Gd3* ions increases the distances between dodecahedrical

lattice sites and decreases the Ion-ion Interactions between the neighbor

Nd34 ions and also makes segregation coefficient closer to the unity.
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Nd:GdVO4 crystals were grown by the Czochralskil technique in a

radiofrequency-heated iridium crucible. The orientation of growth was <100)

or <101). The Nd3* concentration varied from 0.9 at.A up to 6 atA%. The

temperature of melting was 17800C.

The pump absorption coefficients at 808 um are 04 - 74 cm-1 (E It C)

10 cm-1 (E -L C) (FMg.1), the neodymium lifetime is equal to 94 us for the

concentration of neodymium 0.9 at.A. We estimated emission cross-section of

Nd:GdVO4 (refraction index for 1.06 and 1.32 um was taken as 2) the

following: -, 6 10-cm2, 6i.e - 3 10-=cm2, d 1.5 10-"9cm2 ,

41.34 = 0.8 .lO-'cm2 .

The upper Index indicates the orientation between K vector and c-

axes of the crystal, the lower index Indicated the wavelength.

Nd:GdV04 were tested both under Ar (514 nm) and diode pumping

(0.808 nm) in the end-pump configuration. In case of Ar pumping we got

lasing at 1.06 um ('F1/2-->4II/2) and 1.34 um (4F32--06I,3s}. The

resonator was formed by two mirrors with the radius of curvature 5 cm

and the reflectivities of the output mirrors are 95% for 1.06 um and 98% for

1.34 urn. The slope efficiency of Nd:GdVO4 at 1.06 um and 1.34 um was 530

and 140, respectively.

In case of diode end-pumping the resonator was formed by high

reflector with the radius of curvature 5 cm and output mirror with

reflectivity of 95% or 90%. The slope efficiencies in both cases were about

the same as 540 that is due to high gain (Fig.2), but the threshold was

lower for 950 output coupler. We estimated the losses as about 1 at 1.06

um that is much higher than for YAG:Nd.
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Fig.2. Input-output curve for diode-pumped Md:GdvO4 laser at 1.06um.
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Laser Performance of a New Laser Crystal - Nd:GdLiF4

X.X. Zhang, M. Bass, J. Lofaucheur, A. Pham, A.B. Villaverde*, and B.H.T. Chai

Center for Research in Electro-optics and Lsers

University of Central Florida
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on leave from Universidade Estadual De Campinas, Campinas, SP, Brazil

We report in this paper the efficient lasing performance of a new crystal, Nd3 +

doped GdLiF4 (GLF). This material was studied as part of an effort to find new laser

hosts for efficient diode pumping. So far Nd:YLiF 4 (YLF) and Nd:Y3AIs0 12 (YAG)

are the only commercially available crystals used in diode pumped lasers. Even though

YAG and YLF are both good hosts, they can not be doped with more than 1 at.%

Nd3+ and retain high optical quality. Such a limitation restricts the developments of

practical, compact, high power diode-pumped solid state lasers.

The limit on the Nd doping concentration in both YLF and YAG results from

the size mismatch of the Nd3+ ion and the y3+ ion in both crystals. To avoid this we

choose GdLiF 4 as a substitute host since the ionic radius of the Gd3+ ion is 1.06 A' [1]

and a much better match to Nd3+ (1.12 A0 (1]) than Y3+ (1.015 A* [1]). High optical
quality single crystals of Nd:GLF were grown by the modified Czochralski pulling

technique.

The room temperature polarized absorption spectra of a Nd:GLF sample are

shown in Fig. 1. For comparison, the absorption spectra of a 1.2 at. % Nd:YLF sample

are also given in Fig. 1. The absorption spectra of both samples are almost identical

except for the following facts: 1) the absorption coefficient of Nd:GLF is more than

three times higher than that of Nd:YLF due, in large part, to the higher Nd3+

concentration in GLF and 2) the existence of the absorption features in the region from

250 to 320 nm in the Nd:GLF spectra originating from absorption by the Gd3+ (8 S7/2

- 6 P3 /2 /2 , 617/217/2) of the host material. The similarity of the absorption spectra is

not surprising since GLF is isostructural with YLF. The actual Nd3 + concentration in

the GLF crystal is estimated to be about 4 at. % from the absorption data.

The polarized emission spectra in the 1 gim region of Nd:GLF at room

temperature are shown in Fig. 2 and are very similar to those of Nd:YLF. The main

peak is centered at 1.047 gim for x-polarization (El/C) and at 1.053 gim for a-
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polarization (El C). The fluorescent decay of the 4 F 3 /2 level of the 4 at. % Nd: GLF is

non-exponential with a l/e decay time about 248 gis, whereas the decay of a 1 at. %

Nd:GLF is given by a single, pure exponential function with a decay time of 495 11s.

A 1 mm thick, flat / flat (C-axis in plane), 4 at.% Nd:GLF sample was used to

demonstrate lasing. The initial test employed a concave (R = 50 cm) high reflector

(HR@1.05 gm, 90 % T @ - 800 nm) and a flat partial reflector (98.8% R @ 1.05 gm)

to form the laser cavity. Pulsed excitation was achieved with a long pulse LiSAF laser

tuned to 793 nm and focused with a 20 cm focal length lens. CW excitation employed a

Ti:sapphire laser at 797 nm focused with a 5 cm focal length lens. The cavity lengths

were 5 and 7 cm for the pulsed and CW tests, respectively. For comparison, a

commercial 1.2 at. % Nd:YLF crystal from Lightning Optics, Inc. (3 mm diameter x 6
mm long) was also tested in the same cavities.

The laser output as a function of the absorbed energy or power is given for

pulsed operation in Fig. 3(a) and CW operation in Fig. 3(b). The threshold is 180 PJ

and 85 mW for GLF, 40 pJ and 29 mW for YLF for pulsed and CW operation

respectively. The slope efficiency in pulsed operation is about the same, 58%, for GLF

and YLF. In CW operation the slope efficiency is 23 % for GLF and 30% for YLF.
Lasing from Nd:GLF is linear polarized along the C-axis (n-polarization) and occurs at

1.047 gm, the same wavelength as that of Nd:YLF. It is not surprising that the

threshold of 4 at. % Nd:GLF is higher than that of 1.2 at. % Nd:YLF, since the decay

time of the former is only 248 gs compared to 500 pis of the latter. The relatively low

slope efficiency for CW operation is most probably due to the mismatch of the pump

size and the cavity mode size. Improvements in the quality of the Nd:GLF and progress

towards optimizing the concentration is expected to result in improved laser

performance. Results obtained for more optimized crystals and resonator will be

reported.

In summary, we have identified a new laser host, Nd:GdLiF 4 , and for the first

time demonstrated the laser action with both pulsed and CW pumping. Our results

show that the spectroscopic and laser properties of Nd:GLF are very similar to those of

Nd:YLF, but Nd:GLF offers the possibility of accommodating higher concentration of

Nd3 + ions. As a result, this new material is very promising.

References:

1. D.R. Lide, ed., CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, CRC Press, Inc., 71th

edition, 4-126, 1990-91
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A frequency-shifted feedback Nd:YLF laser

M.W. Phillips, G.Y. Liang and J.R.M. Ban"

Optoelectronics Research Centre, Southampton University, SO9 5NH, U.K.
Tel + 44 703 $95000

The use of frequency-shifted feedback (FSF) in a laser cavity to obtain cw oscillation with a
broadband, modeless frequency spectrum has been investigated in a number of laser materials,
including DCM dye [I] and semiconductor diodes [2]. In this scheme, an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) imposes a discrete frequency shift on the intracavity field of the laser on each transit of the
cavity. This prevents the evolution of axial modes in the laser spectrum which arise through the
constructive interference between light of the same phase and frequency after successive cavity
transits. Furthermore, by satisfying a resonant condition between the frequency shift and the cavity
roundtrip frequency, pulses have been observed in an FSF Rh6G dye laser [3], with a repetition rate
equal to the modulator frequency. It should be emphasised, however, that the pulsed behaviour is
not the result of "mode-locking', and the resonant condition for stable pulsing in the FSF laser is
much more relaxed than in conventional mode-locked lasers.

The broadband nature of the FSF laser arises from the accumulative effect of regenerative
amplification and frequency shifting of broadband spontaneous noise across the gain bandwidth of the
laser [4]. If instead, the laser is seeded with a monochromatic source of sufficient power at an
appropriate frequency offset from the peak of the effective gain profile, then the seed, rather than the
spontaneous noise, will experience regenerative amplification and repeated frequency shifting. This
results in the generation of a comb of discrete frequency components in the laser spectrum, the
spacing of which is determined purely by the modulator frequency and not the length of the laser
cavity. Such seeding has been demonstrated successfully in an FSF DCM dye laser [5], generating
multi-frequency emission over a 30 GHz bandwidth.

In this paper, we describe the performance of a Nd:YLF laser incorporating frequency-shifted
feedback. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first report characterising the temporal
and spectral behaviour of a rare earth doped FSF laser. Since the dynamic behaviour of the FSF laser
results from the interplay between gain saturation and active frequency shifting, the relatively k, ng
upper state lifetime of the excited Nd ion of 430/tsec (in comparison to a few nanoseconds typically
in dye lasers), leads to oscillatory behaviour that has not previously been reported.

The cavity configuration is depicted in Fig. 1. The gain medium was a plane-Brewster Nd:YLF rod
cut for 1.047 pm oscillation. This was end-pumped with a cw Ti:sapphire laser operating at 802 nm.
The modulator was a Q-switch (Isle Optics model no. QS080) with a broad rf resonance response
centred at J,,f=80 MHz. This was oriented at Bragg angle to frequency upshift the intracavity field.
FSF operation was achieved by retroreflecting the first order diffraction beam from the modulator,
causing a roundtrip frequency shift of 2•,,f. The zeroth order beam provided the main output coupling
of the laser, the power in which was optimised for a diffraction efficiency of 55%. The cavity length
was 1.87 m, satisfying the cavity resonance condition for an applied rf frequency of a,,f=80 MHz.

The power performance of the free-running laser is illustrated in Fig. 2. This was obtained for 1.6
W of rf power applied to the AOM at a frequency of 80 MHz. The laser threshold was just 250 mW
and the power slope efficiency was 25%. These values are quite respectable for the Nd:YLF laser,
despite the poorer power performance predicted for FSF lasers in reference 4. Indeed, the
performance of the laser was considerably better than that reported previously in FSF dye lasers and
it would be well suited to optical pumping by moderately low power AIGaAs diode lasers.
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The temporal output of the free-running laser consisted of a driven relaxation oscillation of varying
amplitude depending on the pump power and cavity alignment. By sampling frequency components
across the laser spectrum we have observed a delay in the buildup of intensity between the high and
low wings of the spectrum during the oscillation spike. This suggests the oscillation was driven by
the frequency sweeping action of the modulator across the gain profile. Pulsed output at the cavity
roundtrip frequency was also noted when satisfying the cavity resonance condition. However, pulsing
was unstable with a typical pulse duration of 2 nsec.

The free-running bandwidth of the laser was 140 GHz. To ascertain the broadband nature of the
spectrum, the FSF laser was heterodyned with a single frequency Nd:YLF laser tuned to the centre
of the FSF laser spectrum. The resulting rf spectrum showed a broadband background with spikes
corresponding to amplitude fluctuations in the FSF laser periodic in the cavity roundtrip time. The
broad background component was indicative of modeless operation of the FSF laser.

The single frequency laser was also used to seed the FSF laser. Initially, the FSF laser bandwidth
was restricted to 1.9 GHz using an intracavity etalon. The optical spectrum could then be monitored
with a 3 GHz scanning confocal interferometer with a resolution of 30 MHz. Fig. 3(a) shows the
optical spectrum in the absence of a seed signal for a pump power of 2 W. The broadband nature
of the spectrum is clearly observed. On applying 5 1AW of seed signal at a frequency offset of -5 GHz
from the laser centre frequency (the modulator being set for frequency upshifting), the broadband
spectrum was replaced by a discrete multi-frequency spectrum as shown in Fig. 3(b), indicating
successful seeding over this laser bandwidth. By removing the intracavity etalon and monitoring the
output through a hierarchy of external etalons, seeding over the entire 140 GHz bandwidth could be
observed for a seed signal in excess of 20 jW.

Seeding the laser also has the benefit of stabilising the laser against relaxation oscillations. As a
result, on matching the cavity resonance condition, stable pulsing was observed at twice the modulator
drive frequency (160 MHz). The duration of these pulses is determined by the coherence across the
frequency comb and hence by the stability of the single frequency seed source. An autocorrelation
of these pulses is presently being carried out and the results of this measurement will be discussed
at the meeting.

The free-running laser has applications wherever a broadband spectrum is required, for example as
a source for optical gyroscopes, or perhaps for the optical cooling of atoms. The frequency comb
generated by the injection-seeded laser provides a convenient source for high resolution spectroscopic
measurements. Since comb generation in the FSF laser is non-resonant, the frequency spacing is
independent of the length of the resonator and may be tuned over the entire resonance bandwidth of
the modulator (typically a few tens of megahertz). This is in contrast to the more familiar frequency
comb generation in frequency-modulated (FM) lasers, where the resonant nature of the process
restricts frequency tuning to just a few tens of kilohertz [6]. A brief description of some of these
applications will be presented.
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Determination of the Effective Lower Level Lifetime for Nd:YLF and Nd:YAG
Through Experimental Measurement and Computer Modeling
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Indroduction

A lower level lifetime on the order of, or greater than, the extracting laser pulsewidth acts as a bottleneck
limiting the maximum extraction efficiency. We have modeled these effects for Nd:YAG and Nd:YLF
using a 2 dimensional, phase conjugated double pass amplifier code (DPAC). The amplifier module of this
code determines the temporal and spatial inversion or gain based upon a full four level rate equation model.
We have also performed experiments which determine the extraction efficiency versus input fluence, and
gain recovery versus time, for these two materials and correlated these results with the DPAC model for
various effective lower level lifetimes and material parameters. We report values for the effective lower
level lifetime of Nd:YLF and Nd:YAG based upon this work.

Measurement of the lower level lifetime is difficult directly because the necessary direct excitation
wavelength is infrared and is highly absorbed and the level relaxes nonradiatively. Indirect methods measure
the gain recovery time following Q-switching in an oscillator using a weak CW probe laser and correlate
these results with a full four level oscillator code (1,2,3) or in an amplifier by similarly measuring the gain
recovery following a short saturating pulse with similar correlation to a full four level amplifier code (3,4).
A third method is luminescence dumping where a sample is excited in the visible, and a short pulse laser
dumps the upper level rapidly. Again by comparison with a model the degree of luminescense dumping is
related to the material laser parameters.

Our results differ basically in that our DPAC model incorporates temporal and spatial profiles of the
saturating pulse, and distributed spatial gain and loss. Additionally, they differ in that the probe laser is
also a short pulse (as opposed to CW laser) spectrally matched to the probed amplifier. We compare two
laser materials under near identical experimental conditions and procedures.

The DPAC model used in the work was developed to determine the performance of advanced solid-state
lasers. It is used iteratively with a wave optics code to incorporate diffractive effects. If provides for full
four level rate equation modelling of laser media including Stark level splitting and occupancy factors of the
sublevels, cross relaxation between levels and sublevels and lower level relaxation. Spatial and temporal
characteristics of the input and output, as well as spatial characteristics of the gain, are incorporated. Losses
can be distributed or lumped.

Gain recovery versus time for Nd:YLF And Nd:YAG was measured in a single pass amplifier configuration.
The gain recovery time was investigated by probing the small signal gain remaining in a test amplifier at
various times following the traversal of a saturating pulse through the amplifier. A small probe pulse was
passed through the test amplifier following the saturating pulse, and its peak amplitude was used to measure
the remaining small signal gain in the test amplifier. A comparision of the probe pulse amplitude with the
test amplifier on and off provided the measurement of remaining small signal gain in the test amplifier.
Extraction efficiency versus input fluence was measured in both materials in the single pass amplifier
configuration. Energy stored in the amplifier was determined by a measurement of the small signal gain
(go). This value was then used in the relationship:

Estored=ln (go) * area * Esat
where Esat is the material effective saturation parameter. Energy extracted from the amplifier was then
measured for various input energies.
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Experimental Results

The test setup is shown in Figure 1. For measurement of gain recovery versus time the saturating pulse
was provided by a phase-conjugated MOPA, and a second oscillator provided the pulse.used to probe the
remaining small signal gain in the test amplifier. The probe pulse was directed through the test amplifier at
a small angle with respect to the saturating pulse. These two beams could then be spatially separated,
allowing the amplitude of the probe pulse to be measured at a high speed photodiode without being
swamped by the saturating pulse. Scatter from the saturating pulse reaching the photodiode provided a time
reference between the saturating and probe pulses. Q-switching control between the MOPA oscillator and
the probe oscillator allowed small signal gain to be probed at the desired times (from 15 to 100 nsec). For
measurement of the extraction efficiency versus input fluence a calorimeter was placed behind the test
amplifier to measure both input energy and extracted energy.

For correlation with experiments the DPAC model was implemented as a single pass amplifier using the
relevant measured experimental parameters (stored energy, effective area, distributed/end losses, gain and
pulsewidth). A long-pulse effective saturation fluence (at ambient) of 0.82 J/cm 2 for Nd:YLF and 0.58
J/cm2 for Nd:YAG was assumed. Input temporal pulse shapes, intensity profiles and stored energy profiles
closely matching experimental conditions were used. The time history of the laser rod gain is determined
by the DPAC model. These results, along with experimentally determined points, are presented in Figure 2
for Nd:YLF and in Figure 3 for Nd:YAG.

The extraction efficiency versus input fluence was determined using DPAC for various values of effective
lower level lifetime. The results are shown for Nd:YLF and Nd:YAG in Figures 4 and 5 respectively, along
with corresponding experimental data. For Nd:YLF a 20 nsec lower-level lifetime provides a best match
between boht gain recovery and energy extraction efficiency modeling and the experimental data. For
Nd:YAG the best match is found ai a 5 nsec lower level lifetime.

MO3PA Aupfx TV•

Ph-

Figure 1. Test setup for n'r'ksurements in the single pass amplifier configuration.
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Figure 2 Modeled Nd:YLF gain recovery and experimental Figure 3. The same information as in previous figure, for
results Nd:YAG.
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Figure 4 Modeled extraction efficiency versus input Figure 5. The same information as in previous figure. for
fluence for various lifetimes, with experimental results, for Nd:YAG.
NdYLF.

Summary

In conclusion, we have determined effective lower level lifetimes of approximately 20 nsec for Nd:YLF and
less than or equal to 5 nsec for Nd:YAG using experimental data and computer modeling. In a single pass
amplifier configuraiton comparison of DPAC computer modeling results with experimental data for small
signal gain recovery and exraction efficiency indicated these values.
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Direct Measurements of the Terminal-Level Lifetime
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Numerous investigations of nonradiative transitions in neodymium-doped laser

glass and crystalline media have been made over the last three decades. A direct

determination of the terminal-level lifetime for the 4I11/2 ---* 49/2 transition has been

particularly arduous due to the difficulty in generating the infrared wavelengths and

short pulse lengths necessary to probe the lower levels. The Nd terminal-level lifetime is
nevertheless an important optical parameter for the design and performance

specifications of many pulsed laser systems. The value of the terminal lifetime relative

to the laser pulsewidth determines whether the laser will operate as a three or four level

system. For the condition of the terminal lifetime being greater than that of the
pulsewidth, the metastable neodymium population will be bottlenecked, and the

saturation fluence, and thus extraction efficiency, will be lower than expected. In this

abstract we describe a method to directly measure the 4I11/2 lifetime for neodymium in

a variety of host media.

The pump and probe technique is shown in Figure 1. A 2.41 g.m beam will pump

population from the 419/2 ground state to the 4113/2 level. A weak 1.06 pum beam,

delayed with respect to the pump beam, will then probe the population at the 4I11/2

level by exciting a fraction of those ions to the 4 F3 /2 level. The excited ions will

subsequently emit radiation at 0.88 pm with a signal strength that is proportional to the

population residing at the terminal level. So, as the population at the 4111/2 terminal

level drains into the ground state, the 0.88 pm emission should decrease and a temporal

history of the terminal-level population will evolve. As also shown in Figure 1, for some

materials there exists the possibility of a second resonance condition that would add an

additional contribution to the temporal profile. The resulting profile would then be an

overlap of the 4113/2 and 41 1/2 lifetimes. Through theoretical calculations, the overlap

can be unfolded and the terminal-level lifetime resolved.

The experimental scheme is shown in Figure 2. A high pressure Raman cell filled

with diatomic hydrogen gas is used to generate the 1.91 pm (Stokes shifted) light. The

1.91 pm light and the 1.06 pm amplified output of a Nd:YAG oscillator is combined in a
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mixing crystal to produce 2.41 gm (4155 cm-1) radiation. The sample is then pumped
with the 2.41 g~m pulse and probed with the 1.06 gm pulse while the 0.88 g~m emission is

recorded as a function of the time delay between pulses. Thi pulse lengths are

approximately 100 ps at the FWHM.

The data for a phosphate glass sample with 1% neodymium doping is shown in
Figure 3. We measured the terminal lifetime to be -500 ps with an error of 300 ps.
Further modeling and improved experimental conditions are expected to enhance the

accuracy of this result in the near future. We find that this is in agreement with two
independent theoretical calculations. One calculation, in which the reduced saturation
fluence is fitted to several extraction efficiency data, predicts a terminal-level lifetime of

-674 ps.1 An independent formulation which describes the exponential dependence of

the transition rate on energy gap to the next lowest level predicts a lifetime of -1 ns for
a -1700 cm-1 energy gap.2 We have also made measurements for LG-660, a silicate glass

with results that yield a lifetime of >1.5 ± .6 ns. These experiments will be extended to

include numerous hosts such as oxide, fluoride and vanadate crystals, and phosphate,

silicate and fluoride glasses.

In summary, we have made direct measurements of the population decrease in the
4113/2 and 4I11/2 levels of several neodymium doped hosts.
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EFFICIENT SURFACE EMITTING LASER DIODES
MATRICES SIDE-PUMPED Nd:YAG SLAB

C. LARAT, M. SCHWARZ, G. FEUGNET, J.P.POCHOLLE
Thomson-CSF, Laboratoire Central de Recherche, Domaine de Corbeville,

F-91404 ORSAY, FRANCE.
Tel. : 33 1 60197000 ; Fax : 33 1 60197416.

Optical pumping of Nd:YAG by laser diodes (single laser diode, arrays or bar-
stacks) has already been demonstrated in various experiments. We report the use of
new high power Surface Emitting Laser Diodes (SELDs) matrices to achieve
Nd:YAG slab optical pumping [1]. The SELD is a promising monolithic alternative
to the stacking of diode arrays in order to get high pump power density [2,3].

The SELD's basic structure uses cleaved laser facets and 450 angle etched mirrors to
reflect the output laser beam normally to the epitaxial plane. A duplication of this
basic structure in the two directions of this plane result in a monolithic 2D laser
diode matrix. Four 3.0*3.4 mm2 SELDs (120 laser diodes each) were used in our
experiments. The 808 nm emission wavelength is achieved with a 25°C temperature
operation and the spectral width is about 4.5 nm. With an 100 A current control and
a repetition rate of 100 Hz, one SELD delivers 7 mJ energy per pulse (35 W peak
power, 200 ps long). The optical divergence of the beam is about 20' (full width at
half maximum) in each direction. A small concavity of the integrated reflecting
mirrors induces the reduction of the usually observed large divergence (500) in the
direction perpendicular to the epitaxial plane. A more complete technical description
of the SELD and up-to-date results shall be found in reference [4].

Rc = 60 cm Top view
Rmax

=

T = 4,25%

SELD -.--.--.--.--.--.--.

Nd:YAG

Figure I Laser cavity layout (not to scale).
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Figure 1 shows the cavity lay out. The gain medium is a Brewster cut Nd:YAG
zigzag slab (2 mm thick). The SELD are located in front of each total internal
reflection in the slab. No additional optical coupling element is used. The SELD to
slab distance is as short as possible (about 1.5 mm). The single pass absorption of
the pumping beam is about 40%, corrections from the 8% Fresnel reflection on each
face included. The unabsorbed pump power of each SELD is re injected in the
Nd:YAG by reflectors (R) placed on the opposite side of the pumped surface.

The optical cavity is a stable planoconcave resonator. Total intracavity losses of 5%
are estimated by the determination of the laser threshold for various output coupler.
Free running results are reported in figure 2. The repetition rate is 30 Hz and the
output pulse width is 150 ps long. As the repetiticn rate increases up to 100 Hz, the
output energy level decreases of about 5%. This reduction is mainly due to both a
little decrease of the pumping energy level and a broadening of its spectral width.

Output

Energy (mJ)

6 slope efficiency = 26%

4-

2 °

O. . .. . . . . . . . . .I I I 1 1.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Input Energy (mJ)

Figigre 2 Output energy versus incident energy in free running mode.
Output coupler:• T = 4.25%. ROC = 60 cm. Cavity length = 14 cm.

The best results in Q-switch mode are obtained with a double pass cavity (figure 3)
which reduces the width of the highly multimode transverse emission in the vertical
direction. In that configuration, the laser delivers .' mJ in the free running mode
(acousto-optic cell included) and 60 kW peak power in Q-switch mode (figure 4).

We have demonstrated the laser action of Nd:YAG zigzag slab pumped by a high
power monolithic Surface Emitting Laser diodes. Laser performances were explored
both in free running mode and in Q-switch mode These results might be improved
by matching the SELD emitting area geometry and the laser mode.
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Figure 3: laser cavity layout for Q-switch operation (not to scale).
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Figure 4 . Peak power versus SELD input current in a Q-switch mode.
Output coupler.: T = 18%. ROC = 4 m. Total cavity length = 30 cm.
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Modeling of High Power End-pumped Solid-State Lasers.
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Longitudinally pumped geometries have proven to be the optimal
design for low to medium power (0.01 W to 1 W) TEM0 Q, diode-pumped,
solid-state lasers. Scaling to higher pump levels is thought to be
hindered by the presence of significant thermal gradients in the
active medium giving rise to phase aberration of the resonator
eigenmode. Initial experimental results appeared to support this
conclusion in diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers. [1,2] In this paper we
describe experimental results and theoretical models of high power,
end-pumped, Nd:YLF and Nd:YV04 lasers which include the effects of
thermally induced aberrations of the eigenmode. The model is in
good agreement with experiment, predicting highly efficient
fundamental mode operation with close to diffraction limited
performance (MA2<1.1).

In order to calculate the eigenmode of a resonator including
phase aberrating elements a numerical approach is necessary since
analytical solutions for these types of resonators do not currently
exist. We have chosen to use a full two dimensional diffraction
algorithm employing Fast Fourier Transform propagation techniques.
The laser mode is represented as a two dimensional complex field
which is propagated through multiple round trips within the
resonator. The effects of mirrors, apertures, mode-matched -ain
and saturation, and thermally induced phase aberrations are all
included as amplitude or phase operators acting on the field matrix
at appropriate positions within the laser resonator. After
propagating the field matrix 50 to 100 round trips through the
laser resonator the spatial structure and energy no longer changes
and the field matrix becomes an accurate approximation to the
eigenmode of the resonator.

The accuracy of a numerical solution for the eigenmode depends
critically on the model describing the pump induced aberration.
Several analytical models for the aberrations have been discussed
previously. [2,3] In contrast, we have chosen to measure the
aberration directly using interferometric techniques. The active
medium is placed in one arm of an interferometer and is end-pumped
just as it would be in the laser system. A HeNe probe beam
double passes through the pumped region of the active medium and
experiences the same phase aberrations as the laser eigenmode. An
unaberrated portion of the probe interferes with the aberrated beam
and creates a fringe pattern on a vidicon camera. The resulting
fringe pattern is analyzed using standard fringe capture and
analysis techniques and the phase front of the aberrated probe beam
is computed. The measured phase front is least squares fit to a 15
term Zernicke polynomial. The Zernicke series includes terms
representing the focusing power, spherical aberration, astigmatism,
coma and higher order phase terms contained in the thermal
aberration. The phase aberration effecting the laser eigenmode is
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calculated by multiplying the Zernicke polynomial coefficients by
an appropriate wavelength scaling factor. The resulting phase
operator is a radially dependent phase multiplier that operates on
the field matrix once per resonator round trip, thus modeling the
effect of the thermal aberration.

In general there are two components to the measured thermal
phase aberrations: distortions in the surface of the active medium
and index variation due to temperature gradients. Using the
interferometer described above we can measure directly the
distortion of the surface of the active medium and separate these
effects. In transversely pumped systems the surface distortion
effects are usually small enough to be ignored. However, in end-
pumped Nd:YLF and Nd:YVO4 we measure these effects to be roughly
the same size as the temperature-gradient-induced index of
refraction variations! (The analytical models in references 2 and
3 do not include these surface effects and are more appropriate for
Nd:YAG systems where the surface distortion is negligible.) We
want to stress that our approach, actually measuring the phase
aberrations, includes both surface and index aberrations, since the
interferometer measures the total phase change on the probe beam.

Figures 1 and 2 contain plots of the equiphase surfaces of the
interferometer probe beam for both Nd:YVO4 and Nd:YLF pumped at
approximately 9 W of incident power from a diode bar coupled to a
fiber bundle. [4] The diameter of the pump volume in the active
medium is approximately 0.6 mm. The thermal aberration in Nd:YVO4
is an order of magnitude greater than Nd:YLF. The thermal
aberrations in both media cannot be represented accurately by a
simple lens or even a spherically aberrated lens. Mode-matched
pumping causes significant radial variations in temperature of the
active medium creating high order radial phase aberrations which
require including at least 15 terms in a Zernicke series or, in
other words, phase variations varying up to the sixth power in
radius.

Figure 3 contains a plot of the mode radius versus position for
the Nd:YLF and Nd:YVO4 lasers and a comparison with the results of
the numerical calculation described above. The theory is in very
good agreement with the experiment. The theoretical model predicts
an M2 of less than 1.1 for both of these laser systems and this is
confirmed by our experimental results. The TEM0 slope efficiency
for these lasers systems at high pump levels is 45%, close to that
observed at low pump powers, indicating that thermal aberrations do
not appear to limit TEM00 power extraction. In both cases the
numerical results accurately predict the measured mode parameters.
In spite of the presence of a large thermal aberration in Nd:YVO4
(which includes significant spherical aberration and higher order
aberration terms) the fundamental mode has a smooth Gaussian
profile and an excellent M2 .

The results of the model and the supporting experiments
indicate that phase aberrations induced by mode-matched pumping do
not appear to limit the TEM00 power. The ultimate limit to scaling
these end-pumped systems appears to be determined by either the
stability range of the resonator (which can be limited by the added
focusing power of the thermal aberration) or the fracture limit of
the active medium.
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The generation of high energy, diffraction limited laser beams from solid-state laser is of
primary interest to the scientific community. Such lasers are suitable for injection seeding,
therefore offering single transverse and longitudinal mode emission. They are for instance
particularly adapted to the pumping of Optical Parametric Oscillators. An early approach for
achieving this goal was the use of unstable resonators, which provided high energy, diffraction
limited laser emission. However, the hard-edged output couplers traditionnaly used strongly
affects the spatial intensity profile of the laser beam. The development of output couplers with a
variable reflectivity profile has greatly improved the spatial repartition of the beam, since they
avoid shadowing and diffraction caused by the hard-edged output coupler. However, residual
diffraction effects can still lead to serious intensity modulations during propagation. Diffraction
of the laser beam through the active medium (usually crystalline rod) is especially important on
this regard.
We have developed a numerical model based on the Beam Propagation Method. This model takes
into account diffraction effects, thermal lensing in the active medium, gain saturation and
depletion of the stored energy. It is used to predict the actual size and profile of the emitted beam at
different distances of propagation. We applied this model to three resonators, using different
variable reflectivity output couplers.
The configuration of each resonator is described in figure 1. It consists of a high reflectivity
concave mirror M1, a variable reflectivity output coupler M2 (National Optics Institute, Quebec).
The pumping head PH (model TY-714 from B.M.Industries) consists of a YAG rod, diameter 7
mm and length 100 mm, pumped by one linear flashlamp in a diffuse cavity. The electrical pump
energy is 20 J, and the repetition rate is 10 Hz. The oscillator is Q-switched by an electro-optic Q-
switch, consisting of a Pockels cell PC, a quarter-wave plate WP and a Glan-Taylor polarizer
GP. The resonator length is 50 cm. The reflectivity profile of the output coupler is defined by:

R (r) = R exp( 2r

The output beam profile depends on three parameters, which are summed up in the following table.
They are the peak reflectivity R0 of the variable reflectivity output coupler, the order n of the
reflectivity profile and the filling ratio f, defined as the ratio between the beam size in the
Nd:YAG rod and the rod diameter:

f_ - =-- ; _
d d

where M is the geometrical magnification of the resonator.

Resonator Rf n

resonator # 1 0.11 0.28 3
resonator # 2 0.23 0.45 3
resonator # 3 0.20 0.45 2
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The beam intensity profiles are measured with a CCD camera coupled to a beam analysing
system (Excitech model PROF256). In order to realize a true near-field measurement, the output of
the laser is imaged onto the surface of the camera with a magnification of 112. Intermediate field
measurement are realized after a converging lens, and far field measurement are realized at the
focus of a converging lens, with a 4 meter focal length. In order to provide data for the computer
model, the small signal gain of the pumping head has been determined by probing the pumped
YAG rod with the low intensity beam from a CW diode-pumped laser. The thermal lensing has
been measured by sending an expansed collimated HeNe beam into the YAG rod with different
thermal loads, and extrapolating the data to the low average power where the oscillator is operated.
Figure 2 shows the calculated and measured near-field profiles for the three different output
couplers. The agreement with the numerical model is very good, qualitatively and
quantitatively. The dip at the center of the profiles associated to resonator #2 and resonator #3 is
due to the high value of the reflexion coefficient. Figure 3 shows the calculated and measured far-
field profiles. Here again, the agreement with the numerical model is very good. These results
demonstrate the high beam quality achievable with variable reflectivity resonators. The beam
divergence is close to 0.35 mrad (full energy, full angle) which indicates quasi-diffraction
limited beams.
A important feature of variable reflectivity resonators is the beam profile in the intermediate
field, i.e. after a the beam has propagated for a few meters in the free space. This analysis has
generally been overlooked, although it points out critical parameters for the design of variable
reflectivity resonators. Figure 4 shows the intermediate field beam profiles for the three different
resonators compared here. These profiles have been recorded after a converging lens, in order to
simulate propagation at different distances. The results presented here correspond to & free space
propagation of about three meters. They are in good agreement with the numerical simulations.
These profiles underline the importance of residual diffraction effects in variable reflectivity
resonators. The crystalline cylindrical Nd:YAG rod is the primary source for these residual
diffraction effects. Even a small truncature of the intra-cavity gaussian beam by the rod edges
can cause intensity modulations in the intermediate field. Two important effects are noticeable
in the results presented in figure 4. The first intensity profile exhibits no high frequency
modulations; this profile corresponds to the resonator with the smallest filling ratio, defined as
the ratio between the beam size in the near field and the Nd:YAG rod diameter. Secondly, one can
see that the intensity profile associated to the gaussian mirror (resonator #3) is far more
modulated than the profile associated to the supergaussian mirror (resonator #2). This is due to
the fact that a gaussian profile has a longer "tail" than a supergaussian profile, and therefore
diffraction effects in the YAG rod are more pronounced. The previous results points out the fact
that a smooth profile in the near and far fields is fairly easy to achieve. However, for
intermediate field profiles, which are the most commonly used in practical situation, there is a
trade-off in the design of the resonator between the output energy, which requires large mode
volume to be maximized, and smoothness of the beam profile, which requires small mode volume
to avoid diffraction in the YAG rod. On this regard, supergaussian profiles are to be preferred,
because of their sharp drop in reflectivity.

M1 PC WP GP PH M2

Fig. 1. Variable-reflectivity resonator layout
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Power Scaling and Wavelength Conversion of CW Diode-Pumped Lasers
Larry R. Marshall, Alex Kaz, and Horatio R. Verdun

Fibertek, Inc. 510 Herndon Pky., Hemdon VA, 22070.

End pumping has long been regarded the most efficient means of pumping solid state lasers. High
gain is essential for efficient CW and Q-switched laser operation, and this is achieved in end
pumping by tightly focusing the diode pump light. Power scaling of end pumped devices is limited
by two factors. Firstly, higher-wattage pump powers can only be obtained from distributed diode
sources such as fibre-coupled or linear arrays. This necessarily enlarges the minimum spot size to
which the output of the array can be focused and reduces the confocal length; thus decreasing gain.
Secondly, thermal stresses induce lensing and birefringence which reduce beam quality (and even
destroy the crystal). At high pump power densities, we have found that upconversion (where the
population is depleted from the upper laser level) poses a third limitation, by reducing the gain.
Side pumping, on the other hand, can be scaled without the latter limitations because the pump

energy can be distributed over a larger volume for the same mode size, but at the cost of reduced
efficiency. The goal of this work was to simultaneously achieve efficient TEMoo power scaling,
high gain, and short-pulse Q-switched operation; thus bringing CW lasers into the same arena as
pulsed lasers, for pumping non-linear optical processes for wavelength conversion.

We report here, novel end-pumping configurations producing up to 3.3 W of linearly polarised
TEMoo output, with an electrical efficiency of 7.3 %. In contrast, new side-pumping geometries
produce up to 6 W of linearly polarised TEMoo output, with an electrical efficiency of 6.8 %; only
slightly lower than for end pumping. We are currently scaling the side-pumped device, by the
addition of a second gain module which should raise the TEMoo power above the 10 W level.

The end-pumped laser configuration is shown in figure 1. The gain medium is a trapezoid of
Nd:YLF, with the focused diode output passing through its back surface. The gain medium acts as

an intracavity mirror, so that the laser beam is reflected off its back surface, thus matching the
cavity mode to the gain volume.

pump volume

lens L
assembly

Figure 1: End pumped laser configuration.

Various crystal-axis orientations were investigated, to maximise gain and minimise thermal
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lensing. In the optimum orientation, the laser produced 4.1 W of multimode output and 3.3 W of
TEMoo output, at 1047 nm, for 16.2 W of pump power. Although the TEMoo output was
elliptical, the axes diverged at 1.05 ± 0.05 (major) and 1.1 ± 0.05 (minor) times the diffraction

limit. At this pump power, the thermal lensing was astigmatic, with focal lengths of - 0.8 m in the

c-plane and+ 2.15 m in the a-plane (for c-polarised light). This astigmatism in lensing is a serious

limitation to power scaling of end-pumped, TEMoo, Nd:YLF lasers (and explains the ellipticity).
Furthermore, the large spot size needed to match the focused diode output gives a rather low
single-pass gain, of 7 %. Upconversion effects became noticeable at pump powers exceeding 5 W,
and for the maximum pump power of 16.2 W, caused severe thermal distortion and gain reduction.

Upconversion losses scale with excited-state population, and so are especially degrading to
repetitive Q-switching, where they deplete the population inversion stored during the Q-spoiled
cycle. We observed up to 50% reduction in Q-switched power, as a result of this effect.

The side-pumped laser configuration is shown in figure 2. When pumped at 16.5 W, this device
produced 4.5 W of multimode output and 3.1 W of TEMoo output. Thermal lensing was also

astigmatic for this pump geometry, with focal lengths of - 1.6 m (c-plane) and + 2.5 m (a-plane),
which is significantly less than was observed for end pumping. The electrical efficiency for
TEMoo operation was 6.8 %. When the pump power was increased to 28 W by multiplexing two

diode outputs, 8.5 W of multimode and 6 W of TEMoo output were obtained at 1047 nm in linear
polarisation. The divergence of the TEMoo output was 1.1 ± 0.05 times the diffraction limit. We

also demonstrated 6 W of polarised TEMoo output, by placing a second 15 mm length of Nd:YLF
in the cavity and pumping it with a separate 15 W diode array. Thus power scaling is relatively

simple for this pump geometry, using a combination of diode multiplexing and additional gain

elements. We are currently scaling the system by the addition of a second gain element and pair of
multiplexed diodes, which should give over 10 W of TEMoo output.

01

I_-_ LF _ _ depleted pump

lens TEMoo mode

diode distance across chip

Figure 2: Side Pumped Laser. Figure 3: Absorbed power & TEMoo overlap.

The key to the efficient TEMoo performance of the side pumped laser is illustrated in figure 3,

which shows the pump absorption in the crystal, and its depletion by TEMoo mode operation. By

maximising the absorption near the surface of the Nd:YLF crystal, we obtained a high degree of
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overlap between the TEMoo mode and gain volume. The edge of the crystal acts as the limiting
aperture for TEMoo mode size, and has lower diffraction loss than a conventional circular aperture,
thus allowing the mode to lase closer to the edge of the gain medium where the gain is highest. The
single pass gain of this device, when pumped at 16 W, was 25 %. Thus gains as high as those for
end-pumped systems are obtained, but at pump-power densities an order-of-magnitude lower than
for end pumping. This lower pump-power density reduces the thermal effects described above,
and also eliminates the upconversion problems seen in the end-pumped laser. This leads to the key
result of this work; namely, that CW diode pumped lasers can be efficiently scaled in power, to
produce high beam quality Q-switched output, suitable for pumping non-linear optical processes.

7 1047nm, end pumped, 1 diodeo 1047nm, side pumped, 1 diode 32%
6 o 1047nm, side pumped, 2 diodes

* 523nm SHG, side pumped, 2 diodes
5 A 1540nm OPO, side pumped, 2 diodes

S4 32% 28%
0 16%

3-
0
LU 2-/t 8%

I-

0
0 10 20 30

Diode Power (W)

Figure 4: Summary of output powers obtained from the various laser configurations investigated.
The linear fits are labeled with optical slope efficiencies.

In Q-switched operation, the high gain produced by the side pumped laser gave pulses as short as
30-40 ns, at repetition rates of 10-20 kHz and output power of 5.1-5.5 W. In this configuration,
we obtain 3.1 W of second harmonic output using a 10 mm length of KTP cut for SHG at 1047
nm. Also, we have demonstrated 1.5 W of output at 1.54 gm at 15 kHz, using a non-critically
phase matched KTP optical parametric oscillators. The conversion efficiency of these devices was
30 % to the signal alone, which is quite comparable to the 35 % efficiencies typically observed
with pulse DPLs, in our earlier work. We will report detailed measurements of thermal lensing,
and the upconversion phenomena, previously thought to be insignificant in Nd:YLF. As well as
further power-scaling results. We will also detail the new non-Iiiea wavelength-conversion
techniques developed for this device.
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The Application of Four-Wave Mixing by Gain Saturation

for the Control of Solid-State Laser Systems

M.J.Damzen, G.J.Crofts and R.P.M.Green
Laser Optics Section, The Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College,

London SW7 2BZ, U.K.
Tele.No.: 071 589 5111

Summary

Gain saturation is a nonlinear optical process in which the gain
coefficient of the medium (a(cm-1)) has the intensity-dependent form a
= aEo/(1-1/Is), under steady-state conditions, where I is the laser
intensity, Is is the saturation intensity of the medium and ao is the
small-signal gain coefficient. When two or more coherent beams are
incident on the gain medium their interference induces gain gratings
that can result in efficient beam diffraction. Such nonlinear gain
gratings can produce strong beam interaction effects and in particular
we show in this work that high-efficiency four-wave mixing can be
achieved in solid-state gain media. We show that such dynamic gain
gratings are a potential technology for the nonlinear optical control of
solid-state laser systems.

An early attempt to demonstrate phase conjugation by gain saturation in
a solid-state gain medium (Nd:YAG) by Tomita1 achieved only poor
efficiency ( reflectivity of 0.1% and lpJ of conjugate energy ). In
recent experiments we have however demonstrated the ability to
perform high-efficiency four-wave mixing in Nd:YAG ( reflectivity of
2500 - (250000%) - and conjugate energy of 50mJ ). We have also
utilised this technique to form a novel phase conjugate Nd:YAG laser
system in which a single Nd:YAG rod acts simultaneously as both the
gain medium and phase conjugator.

Using a conventional four-wave-mixing geometry in a flashlamp-
pumped Nd:YAG rod (diameter 9.5mm, length 78mm) with
counterpropagating pump beams (El and E2 ) from a Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser with pulse duration l6nsec, conjugate reflectivity of
-10% is achieved. However, by using two-pass and four-pass schemes
(see Figure 1) conjugate reflectivity is enhanced to -200% and
-250000%, respectively 2 . A significant feature of the four-pass
geometry is that the energy in the conjugate beam (50mJ) can be greater
than the input four-wave mixing pump beam energy. Figure 2 shows
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the energy of the conjugate beam as a function of the input energy of
the signal beam.

As well as operation with short pulses (16nsec), four-wave mixing is
also achieved when the pump beams are operated in a long-pulse mode
(-100Osec relaxation oscillation period). Conjugate energy reflectivity
of -30 is achieved for the long-pulse mode in the four-pass geometry.

We have also used the four-wave mixing gain device as an amplifying
phase conjugate mirror which together with a conventional mirror
(R=50%) angled in the probe beam direction (the probe input beam was
blocked in this arrangement) formed a phase conjugate Nd:YAG laser
resonator3 . This is the first operation, to our knowledge, in which a
solid-state gain medium is simultaneously the gain and the phase
conjugator in the laser system. Operation of this laser system in both
the Q-switched and long-pulse four-wave mixing pump beam modes has
been achieved and its operational characteristics will be presented,
including the production of diffraction-limited TEMoo operation.

We conclude by noting that saturable gain four-wave mixing in
Nd:YAG can be very efficient and is shown to be competitive with other
phase conjugation techniques. Phase conjugate laser resonators based on
this technology may have a role to play in spatial control of laser
systems, especially for scaling to high average powers. The writing of
dynamic gain gratings may also have potential applications for the
coherent coupling of laser beams and laser cavities in both flashlamp-
pumped and diode-pumped laser systems.

1. A.Tomita, Appl.Phys Lett., 34, 463 (1979)

2. G.J.Crofts, R.P.M.Green, M.J.Danizen,"An investigation of multipass
geometries for efficient DFWM in Nd:YAG",Opt.Lett., 17, 920 (1992)

3. M.J.Damzen, R.P.M.Green and G.J.Crofts, "High-efficiency four-
wave mixing by gain saturation of nanosecond and microsecond
radiation in Nd:YAG", Opt.Lett., to be published 1st Oct., vol.17
(1992)
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Figure 1. Two-pass (without mirror M2) and four-pass (with mirror M2)
four-wave-mixing schemes. The shaded area represents the
region filled by the counterpropagating pump beams (EI and E2).
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Figure 2. Energy of the conjugate beam as a function of the probe energy for
different values of the pump beam energy fluence (Uprop)
normalised to the saturation fluence (Usat) of Nd:YAG.
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Ultra-High Sensitivity Measurement of Doppler-Shift with a Microchip Solid-State Laser

Kenju Otsuka
NT7' Basic Rsesrcin La, horatories, Musashivno-shl, Tokyo, 180 JAPAN

Telephone +RI 422 59 3367
Light-injection-induced phenomena in lasers, such as injection locking") and return-light-

induced instabilities,2 ) are of profound interest because of the basic properties of laser dynamics
as well as their practical importance. Microchip lasers with low external Q cavity manifest the
effect of external light. In an early experiment using Nd stoichiometric lasers, the author found the
resonant excitation of relaxation oscillations, resulting from Doppler-shifted light injection from a
moving light-scattering object.3) In this paper, the application of this phenomenon to ultra-high
sensitivity Doppler-shift measurements in wide velocity regions is demonstrated experimentally. A
theoretical model that includes muitimode effects and successfully explains experimental results is
given.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The LiNdP 40 12 (LNP) crystal was I mm
thick and both ends of the crystal were coated with dielectric mirrors (transmission at 1.32 p m
of 0.1 and 1 percent). An argon laser served as a pump. The oscillation threshold was 130 mW
and the slope efficiency was 13 percent. The LNP laser radiation was linearly polariz-1! along the
pseudoorthorhonbic c axis. Two-longitudinal-mode oscillation was obtained above w = P/Pgh =
1.09 (P: threshold pump power), three-longitudinal-mode oscillation was observed above w = 1.7
and so on. Part of the output light was used for monitoring output waveforms and power spectra
with an InGaAs photodiode having a 120 MHz bandwidth. The main beam was focused on a
rotating circular paper sheet stuck to a metal plate which was attached to the rotating arm. The
laser power impinging on the paper sheet was changed by a variable attenuator. The following
injection-induced modulation was clearly observed even if the impinging light was attenuated by
greater than -30 dB. On the basis of the measured intensity of scattering light along the strongest
direction, the intensity of scattered light injected back into the LNP laser is estimated to be < -100
dB weaker than the lasing intensity!

Figure 2 show power spectra as a function of the angular velocity v when w = 1.43 and
the impinging light was attenuated by -7 dB. The spectral peaks fp in power spectra were found
to coincide exactly with the Doppler-shift frequency fD = v cosO,/A (A: oscillation wavelength),
where 0, is the angle between the laser axis and the velocity vector. Output waveforms are shown
in Fig. 3, where WI, = 1.64 and the impinging light power was attenuated by -30 dB. This implies
that the spectral peaks in the power spectra are not simple "beat notes" between lasing field and
Doppler-shifted scattered light field.

The observed phenomenon can be understood in terms of injection-induced intensity modula-
tion resulting from interference between oscillating field k, and Doppler-shifted field E,,, injected
into the laser cavity, where i denotes the modal index. The light-injection model equations for
rotating-wave approximation fields in spatially-hole-burned lasers like LNP are given as follows:

N

dNo/dt = P- No/r - 1 BkSk(No - Nk/2), (1)
k=1

N

dN,/dt -N/, + B, NOS, - N, BkSk, (2)
k=1

dF,/dIt = [B,(No - N,12) - +/rp](E,/2) + + (3)

du,/dt = w, - w, - (K/rt)(E,./E, )sin(*,(t) + 0,,(t)), i = 1,2,...N (4)
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where No is the space average of population inversion density, N, is the first spatial Fourier compo-
nent of population inversion for the i-th imode, P is the pump power, S, = E,2, E,,(e) o. E,(t -t
(td: delay time), r is the population lifetime, rp is the photon lifetime, K is the effective ampli-
tude transmission coefficient of the output mirror, rt is the roundtrip tilit. in the cavity, *, is
the phase difference between the two fields and q5,.• expresses phase fluctuations of scattered light,
whose frequency spectrum has a Gaussian frequency dependence. 4 )The summation terms express
the cross-saturation of population inversion among oscillating modes. The sinsoidal functions in
the equations express the interference effect of the lasing field E, and the corresponding scattered
field E,.,. Eqs. (1)-(4) imply that individual modes are modulated by injected light at Doppler-shift
frequency wp w, - w,., I independently of N and this local interaction affects the whole system
dynamics through the cross-saturation.

The intensity modulations were completely suppressed when the polarization direction of the
return-beam was rotated 90 degrees by a Faraday rotator and an analyzer inserted between the
laser and the scattering object, and the interference between the two beams was suppressed. This
provides clear evidence that the interference between the two fields is essential for the observed
intensity modulations.

The crucial point for intensity modulation is the external Q factor .x rt. An equivalent
parameter is K = r/rp since rp, is proportional to r7. In the present microchip LNP laser, r = 120js
and K is extremely large, on the order of 105 - 106. In general, the sensitivity of lasers to external
light injection increases with decreasing the size of lasers, i.e., increasing K value.') Therefore,
the effective modulation index becomes very large even if the scattered light intensity is extremely
small. In usual solid state lasers, K = 103 . The key for sensitive detection of the Doppler-shift
resulting from injected scattered-light-induced intensity modulation is a large K number in the
microchip laser. Intensity modulations at the Doppler-shift frequency fI like those in Fig. 3 were
reproduced quite well by numerical simulations in wide velocity regions, assuming an extremely
small q = E,,,/E, (< 10--r). The corresponding intensity of scattered light injected back into the
laser is -100 dB weaker than lasing intensity. The modulation depth of the output decreases as
the rotation speed increases, reflecting the frequency response characteristics of the laser.

These observations indicate the possible application of this phenomenon to ultra-high sensi-
tivity velocity meters. In the experiments, a Doppler-shift was clearly detected in the region of 30
kHz < fl, < 30 MHz (e.g., velocity along the laser axis = 3.9 cm/s - 39 m/s) at w = 1.05 with
-30 dB attenuation. The dynamic range of velocity measurements can be increased by increasing
w, since the modulation bandwidth increases with w.') (In this particular experiment, the upper
velocity limit was imposed by the rotation speed of the rotating arm). The present scheme enables
us to measure different velocities simultaneously. An example of simultaneous measurements is
shown in Fig. 4, where tie main beam was divided into three beams and they were impinged on
different positions of the rotating paper sheet with different 0,, where the main beam intensity was
attenuated by -25 d.,. From this power spectrum peaks fD,y, fv,2 and fD,3, we can determine
velocities along the laser axis simultaneously. In the proposed system, the laser itself acts as a
highly-sensitive "detector" of beat signals resulting from the large lifetime ratio K, and has an
intensity modulated output corresponding to the velocity of the light-scattering object, yielding an
easy measurement of Doppler shift. In conventional laser Doppler velocity meters, on the other
hand, the beat signal between a laser light field and a weak Doppler-shifted scattered field is de-
tected as a basic quantity. This requires sophisticated optics and highly-sensitive electronics. The
present phenomenon, which is expected in general micro-cavity lasers, could be also applied to
measure diffusive motion of Brownian particles4' and scattering spectroscopy.
References
1) C. J. Buczek, R. .J. Freiberg, and M. L. Skolnick: Proc. IEEE 61 (1973) 1411.
2) For a review, see K. Otsuka: SPIE Nonlinvar Optics and Materials, 1497 (1991) 432 and
references therein.
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High Duty-Cycle Diode-Pumped Nd:YLF Slab Laser

A.D.Hays and R. Burnham
Fibertek, Inc.

ph. (703) 471-7671

We have demonstrated 10 W multimode and 6.5 W TEMoo average power from
a side-pumped Nd:YLF solid state laser operated at 1 kHz repetition rate. The laser
slab was transversely pumped using four 1 cm long by GaAIAs linear arrays. The
optical path of the laser beam was straight through the crystal.

Pump arrays used for this experiment %.'ere manufactured by Spectra Diode
Laboratories and mounted on impingement coolers for efficient heat transfer. The
quasi-cw laser diode were driven with pulse lengths of 200 psec for a duty-cycle of
20%. None of the diode arrays showed any signs of degradation due to the high duty-
cycle operation. Center wavelength of the diodes was 806 nm with a FWHM linewidth
of = 4 nm at 80 A drive current. The laser slab utilized in our experiment had a 3 x 4
cross section and was 50 mm long. The crystal was a-axis with its c-axis parallel to the
pump direction. The crystal face opposite the pump face was HR coated to provide
two-pass absorption in the gain medium. This arrangement allowed for approximately
74% absorption over the 8 mm path length. A high index glass rod lens was used to
collimate the pump liaht and produce a thin gain stripe in the crystal. To improve mode
overlap for TEMoo operation two pair of anamorphic prisms were employed to ellipsize
the gaussian mode inside the laser crystal.

Thermal lensing within the laser slab was highly astigmatic for it-polarization
with focal lengths of 150 cm and -50 cm for lensing parallel (ff1 ) and perpendicular
(f I. L) respectively to the c-axis. Thermal lensing for a - polarization was considerably
less than for x-polanzation and measure to be 400 cm and less than -750 cm for f 0,1
and f a.. These focal lengths are not consistent with results reported'12 for uniformed
pumping which indicates the importance of pump geometry and heat removal when
using laser diodes as a pump source. The temperature gradients, due to the narrow
pump volume within the slab, produced a greater dn/dt along the c-axis than for
uniform pump distributions. We attribute the difference in thermal lensing observed
here, compared to those of previous investigators, to our pump geometry. Thermal
lensing for n - polarization was strong enough, that when placed within a near-
hemispherical cavity without polarizing elements, the laser was unstable at 1.047 gn
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and operated on the lower gain 1.053 gim line. When used with a polarizer to control
transition selection in the multimode configuration both transitions produced similar
output energies. Results given here are for 1.053 gim operation. Laser performance for
both multimode and TEMoo operation is shown in figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Output of Nd:YLF slab laser verses laser diode input current.

Currently the system is being tested by Intelligent Surgical Lasers, Inc. in a
regenerative amplifier for ophthalmic surgery. As a regenerative amplifier the system
was reduced to a drive current of 65 ampere ior an output energy of 1 mJ when
seeded by a 45 psec diode-pumped mode-locked Nd:YLF laser. The laser module is
under development as an alternative to a 4000 W arc-la np system currently
employed. The diode-pumped laser module requires only 200 W of electrical power
with significant lifetime improvements over acr-lamp systems.
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0-Switching of a Nd:YAG Phase Conjugate Laser Using External Stimulated
Brillouin Scattering.

R.A. Lamb Defence Research Agency, Fort Halstead,
Sevenoaks, Kent. TN14 7BP. UK.

M.J. Damzen The Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College
of Science and Technology, Prince Consort
Road, London. SW7 2BZ. UK.

Phase conjugate laser resonators using stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) have been the subject
of numerous investigations. The approach usually adopted is to include the SBS medium inside a
laser cavity with a conventional back mirror initiating laser oscillations and triggering SBS [1].
Although workers employing this type of resonator have reported some success the high intra-
cavity intensities experienced by the SBS medium will limit the average power, peak power and
repetition rate of the output.

Recently Pashinin et al [2] have reported an alternative cavity configuration in which the SBS
medium resides outside the conventional cavity. Pashinin et al used a Li:F 2+ colour-centre saturable
absorber to Q-switch the cavity and provide the high peak power required to initiate Brillouin
scattering. The output beam was found to have a TEMW mode and efficient energy extraction at
high repetition rates using high purity SBS media.

We have investigated a similar resonator configuration with a view to further simplify the cavity
design. In this investigation we have found it possible to obtain reliable lasing action without the
necessity for intra-cavity Q-switching.

Experiment.

The laser cavity is as shown in figure 1. The two plane mirrors R1=30% and R2=20%, the
Nd:YAG rod with a diameter of 9.5mm, and a small-signal single pass gain of 10, define a
conventional laser cavity whose optical length was 0.94m. This cavity length gives an axial mode
spacing equal to the frequency shift of C2F6 which was taken to be ve=l6OMHz [3].

Lcavity C

2VB

The beam quality was controlled by the use of a weak negative lens of focal length -4m positioned
5cm from R2, which forces the cavity to operate in an unstable regime and helps discriminate
against higher transverse modes. Also the increase in the TEM00 mode volume increases the
energy extraction efficiency from the rod.

A gas cell containing the SBS medium C2F6 at a pressure of 30 atmospheres was positioned 10cm
from the mirror R2. This cell acts as both a phase conjugate mirror and as a Q-switch. When SBS
is triggered the cavity losses are reduced because of the higher reflectivity and reduced diffraction
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losses of the phase conjugate oscillations. The mirror R1 becomes the output coupler. The
repetition rate was variable between 1 to 10 Hz with most of the data taken at 2Hz.

With the SBS cell blocked the output through R 2 consisted of a series of relaxation oscillations
with a typical duration of 400ns FWHM, and separated by about 2.5 11s. The total output lasted for
a duration of about 80pgs. The energy transmitted through R2 was 620mJ and the output through
R1 was 340mJ. From these measurements the average power of a single relaxation spike
transmitted through R2, and incident on the SBS cell was calculated to be about 56kW. A simple
calculation using Gaussian beam optics yields a value of about 6kW for the SBS threshold.

Hence the average power of a relaxation spike is about 10 times threshold, and SBS should be
readily achieved. This is what is observed with Q-switched outputs in excess of 230mJ and of
duration 40ns- see figure 2. Temporal modulation of the pulse with a period equal to the round trip
time of the conventional cavity is also evident.

A bandwidth of 1GHz was measured for the SBS Q-switched resonator, and for the conventional
resonator with the SBS cell removed. Hence, the presence of the SBS cell does not reduce the
bandwidth of the output. With a mode spacing of 160MHz, the number of axial cavity modes was
about 7.

We also observed a double Q-switched output due to gain recovery in the Nd:YAG rod. This
occurred about 45-551is after the first Q-switch, and had an energy comparable to that of the first.
By angle tuning one of the cavity mirrors the relaxation oscillation could be delayed resulting ii, a
single powerful Q-switched pulse.

The far field spatial beam pattern had the appearance of a central lobe with a surrounding ring
structure as expected from a unstable resonator -figure 3. The full angular beam divergence was
measured to be 1.8mrads -less than two times the diffraction limit.

Another version of the laser has been investigated in which the mirror R2 is replaced by a curved
Gaussian profiled mirror, and with the negative lens removed. Q-switched outputs in excess of
500mJ have been obtained to date. Further investigations aimed at improving the beam quality and
reducing the temporal modulation are continuing.
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Compact, tunable, CW laser sources operating in the spectral region between

2.5 jim and 3.5 gim are needed for spectroscopy, remote sensing, pollution

analysis, and medicine. While Pb-salt diodes are capable of generating output

over a broad spectral region, they are quite expensive and the tuning range of

any particular diode is limited. Nonlinear difference frequency generation is an

alternative method of generating output in this spectral region. In this paper we

describe the results of initial experiments in which a 0.78 gim input beam was

mixed with the intracavity field of a diode-laser-pumped 1.06-jim laser to

generate difference frequency output at 2.9 jim.
All-solid-state blue sources, based on intracavity sum frequency generation

between the intracavity field of a 1.064 jim Nd:YAG laser and an 0.81 0-Wn input
beam have been described by a number of authors1 ,2. In these devices,

noncritical, Type II phase matching in y-axis KTP was used to generate the sum

frequency. Although the output efficiencies of early devices were quite low,

resonant enhancement of the signal input inside the laser cavity has recently led

to substantial increases in output efficiency. 3

Y-axis KTP can also be used to generate the 2.9 pm difference frequency

between an intracavity 1.064-jim field and a 0.780-jim input. The z-polarized

difference frequency output is generated when both input fields are polarized

along the x-axis of the crystal. Shorter wavelengths can be generated by

changing the angle of the KTP and the wavelength of the input. Figure 1 shows

the output wavelength and phase matching angle in the y-z plane as a function of
input wavelength, computed from the Sellmeier equations for KTP 4 . Of particular

interest is the fact that output wavelengths spanning the range between 2.5 jim

and 2.9 jim can be generated with a 0.030 pm variation in input wavelength.
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Most of this range could be swept out by heating and cooling a 0.770 lim GaAIAs

diode laser.

The cavity configuration used for our experiment is shown schematically in
Figure 2. The 1.064 AIm laser is pumped by a 1 -watt broad-area diode that is

imaged into a 5mm-long Nd:YAG crystal with a GRIN lens. The 0.78 Aim input

from a Ti:sapphire laser was focused into the cavity through the curved mirror

and mixed with the intracavity field in a 5-mm long, y-cut KTP crystal positioned

near the flat, CaF2 output mirror. A Faraday isolator placed between the

Ti:sapphire laser and the 1.064 jim cavity eliminated feedback-induced

instabilities in the Ti:sapphire laser.

By changing the polarization and wavelength of the input source it was possible

to generate either 0.459 Aim or 2.9 jim. With the input polarized along the z axis

and the input tuned to 0.809 jim, approximately 1.3 mW of 0.459 jim output was

produced at an input power of 500 mW. When the input was polarized along the

x axis and tuned to 0.78 jm, approximately 25 gIW of 2.95 jim output was

generated at the same input power.The theoretical conversion efficiency ratio for

the two cases is proportional to the inverse ratio of the two output wavelengths 5

and is equal to 41. The measured ratio of 52 is somewhat lower due to

absorption in the KTP crystal that begins to increase at 2.8 jIm.

Recent work with signal-resonant sum frequency lasers 6 indicates that

resonantly enhancing a 0.78pm input from a 50 mW diode laser inside the laser

resonator should yield CW output powers exceeding 250 jIW.
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Figure 2- Optical schematic of intracavity difference frequency mixer.
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Figure 1 - Phase matching curves for difference frequency
generation in KTP between a variable wavelength input and 1.064 gm.
Output wavelength and phase matching angle are shown as a function of
input pump wavelength. The input and the 1.06 gm beams are polarized
along the x axis while the output is polarized in the y-z plane. The
angle shown in the figure is between the direction of propagation and the y
axis in the y-z plane.
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For almost two decades unexplained optical damage has limited the performance
of high power solid state laser systems. The syndrome is characterized by damaged
components in the highest flux regions of laser systems during shots for which the
anticipated average irradiances experienced by these damaged optics should have been
several times lower than typical damage thresholds. The observed damage has generally
been associated with small-scale self-focusing, but the prevailing wisdom has not, until
now, provided a specific mechanism. Occasionally, damaged components have displayed
a curious pattern: damage sites appear on alternating optics in periodic trains such
as are common in solid-state lasers made up of numerous Brewster-angled glass disk
amplifiers. It is hard to imagine a mechanism by which contamination could skip every
other optic. The damage has all the earmarks of small-scale self-focusing-it is only
apparent on the highest power laser shots, it often leaves enough damage to force the
replacement of several expensive optics, and it effectively erases its own tracks making
the original causes difficult to diagnose.

Scatterer Conjugate ImagePlane.Pln Nonlinear Plane

stuff

I I

I I

I I

:F, I,

01 = Wr2 zl/A = 7r02

Figure 1. Propagating left to right, first through a vacuum following an obscuration, then
through some nonlinear stuff, then through another vacuum region.

A simple example, sketched in Figure 1, illustrates our explanation for this type of
phenomenon. The interaction of a wave scattered from an obscuration with a strong
background wave in a nonlinear medium will produce a volume phase hologram that,
like a Fresnel zone phase lens, focuses some of the strong background wave downstream.
In a thin slab of homogeneous material-thickness d, refractive index n, and nonlinear
index n 2-light of wavelength A and initial irradiance I0 will experience a constant
phase push-back provided by

B = kdIln2_ 27rd1on 2
n An

which we call the B-integral accumulated in this slab. For an opaque scatterer giving
rise to a pure-real scattered field, the on-axis intensity in the conjugate plane at Z2 = ZI
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following such a slab is given by

I0Io =1+B 2; (2)

For a translucent or transmitting scatterer which provides some phase to the scattered
field, we find the on-axis, conjugate-image intensity

T= (1 + B (3)I0

Since it is often the case that high power laser systems are designed for B t 2, there
is potential for five- to nine-times the background irradiance in planes which satisfy
the conditions represented in Figure 1. Even an ideal hard edged circular block can
not produce a Poisson bright spot more than four times as intense as the background
wave. Such a nonlinear mechanism can cause optical damage well downstream from an
obscuration.

Under suitable assumptions that lead to a linearized diffraction theory', the Fourier
decomposition of the scalar field for a scattered wave in the wake of an obscuration,
0, = Io • ai(z)ei(x,y), can be obtained within any medium of uniform refractive
index from a compact matrix procedure that recovers the Fourier coefficients from
initial conditions:

(u(z)) ( coshOS -sinhOS/S u(O)
V(z) -SsinhOS coshOS v(0) )M(u( 0 )) (4)

where the various quantities used are:

k02z _ro
2z /2B1

0 -2- A' (5)

If the "nonlinear stuff" in Figure 1 is some arbitrary collection of slabs and vacuum
regions, we simply multiply individual matrix representations to obtain an overall trans-
formation for the Fourier coefficients from scatterer plane to conjugate image plane.
With the help of the following vacuum translation matrix,

T(O)= Cos sinO ose) (6)

the overall transformation can be written in operator notation as:

T = T(O2)MT(el)
•" 1[T('), ] T2)T(,- 2),(7)

= (M - 1 [T(•'), M] T(2) T(6 1 + 0 2 )+ [T(7r),M]T(7)T(e 1  02),

which can be compactly expressed as the sum of two waves:

T= (M - W) T(0, + 0 2) + WT(Ei- 02),

DiveringWave ConvergingWave

where (8)
1 [T(•'), M] T(2).
2W2
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It is safe to ignore the diverging wave arising from the scatterer because of the usual
amplitude decrease provided by the diffractive term T(el + 02). But the converging, or
conjugate, wave will add coherently in the plane 0 2 = 0 1 with an amplitude determined
by W. In that plane, for a slab of arbitrary thickness,

w = 1 sinhOS +Ssinh ] (0 -1) ()W 2 [ S s InhOS 1 0(9

which leads to a power gain for a scattered wave which may be written

B2 sinh 2 V/2BO -E0

G 1= I + 2BO-0 2 - (10)

If the slab is thin, the result in Equation (2) is obtained. In a periodic train of slabs,
alternate slabs following an obscuration experience high fields. For combinations of
slabs, numerical results are easily generated for certain classic obscuration shapes.
Figure 2 shows the expected peak-to-background on-axis intensity for a series of 10
evenly spaced, thin, slabs, when the initial obscuration is a circular opaque scatterer.

Circular Scatterer
25[ B= . ....

. .......... B = 2.5
~2S20 B = 2.0

0

'I.

£*PL Tar.

15

Sv

10 p-m- -

5

0!

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10

Radius of Obacuration (cm)

Figure 2. For 10 equally spaced slabs, expected peak variation of axial intensity in conju-
gate plane of a scatterer.

The results in this figure have been confirmed by experimental evidence. Since
computation of the transform represented in Equation (7) is quite simple for arbitrary
arrangements of slabs representing optical elements in a laser chain, this formalism is
helpful for staging considerations where high peak irradiances and insufficient spatial
filtering conspire to produce hot spots fax upstream of any obscuration.
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The 2-gjm holmium laser is an exciting candidate for many applications
including coherent laser radar. It is efficient, relatively eyesafe, and has good

atmospheric transmission. However, at moderate to high average power, the
material exhibits strong thermal lensing, 1 which adversely affects laser

efficiency and beam quality. It is expected that stimulated Brillouin scattering
(SBS) phase conjugation techniques can be used to correct the detrimental

effects of thermal lensing.
At last year's meeting we reported 2 SBS with the holmium laser in CC14

using a ring threshold reduction technique.3 However, the results showed poor
reflection efficiency and were not easily reproducible. Subsequent Fabry-Perot

(F-P) measurements showed that the bandwidth of the laser was quite broad
-100 GHz, so that the short laser coherence length (-3 mm) not only severely
restricted the effective SBS interaction length, but also made correct

adjustment of the ring optical path extremely critical.
The laser used in the current experiments was Q-switched, room-

temperature, flashlamp-pumped Cr,Tm,Hc.YAG 4 tuned to 2.1207 Am with a
birefringent filter. This wavelength was chosen because it gave tl e narrowest
linewidth -30 GHz. The linewidth was narrowed to -600 MHz by the addition of
2 low-loss intracavity etalons. This assured that the coherence length -50 cm
would not limit the SBS interaction length. The temporal profile of the laser

showed significant modulation due to axial mode beating. Fast Fourier
transforms of temporal profiles indicated 4 to 6 axial modes separated by c/(2LJ
= 167 MHz consistent with the F-P measurements. The laser produced up to

-25 mJ in a -200-ns pulse fwhm and was restricted by an intracavity iris to a
TEM0 0 mode as determined with a linear pyroelectric array. The pulse

repetition rate was 1 Hz.
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With this frequency narrowed laser it was straightforward to obtain
consistent single-focus SBS in liquid CS 2 . The threshold energy required for

SBS was - 11 mJ. This is the first SBS demonstration to our knowledge with Ho
laser radiation using a simple single-focus geometry. By use of a second focus

in the same medium the energy threshold was reduced to -8.5 mJ. The

threshold was further reduced to -5 mJ by use of two foci plus a loop 5 which
fed back the beam passing through the SBS cell and refocused it to overlap the
input beam at an angle. The feedback beam allows a four wave mixing

interaction in addition to the normal Brillouin interaction and thus provides a
degree of positive feedback which lets the conjugate beam build up to high
intensity. With the loop scheme, the SBS energy efficiency was >60% with a
slope efficiency >80%.

We have also investigated the phase conjugation fidelity of the scattered
light. With the loop the reflected light nearly reproduced the input beam in both

the near and the far fields indicating excellent fidelity. However, the reflected
light from single-focus SBS showed that both near and far-field beam diameters

increased to -125% those of the input beam indicating less than perfect
conjugation. This may be due to lack of speckle structure in the input beam,
the fact that the SBS was very close to threshold, 6 or possibly competing effects

such as thermal heating or self-focusing in the SBS medium.
When a phase aberrator plate was placed in the input beam increasing

the divergence by a factor -5, it was found that -80% of the loop SBS energy
was in a Gaussian beam profile only slightly larger than the original. The

results indicated that the fidelity was -65%. The distortions due to the

aberrator prevented single-focus SBS.
In future experiments, we will investigate ring threshold reduction and a

master oscillator power amplifier configuration.
We thank Michael T. Duignan of Potomac Photonics, Inc. for assistance

with this work and Steven Bowman for useful discussions and use of

equipment.
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Many important applications like LIDAR or remote sensing rely on the
availability of I.R. tunable laser sources in the transparency range of the
atmosphere. To produce the adequate wavelength, a solution is to use an
Optical Parametric Oscillator (O.P.O.) . The main advantages of O.P.O.'s are
to provide a wide!y tunable output wavelength and to use solid state
technology. An adequate non-linear crystal is AgGaSe 2 l. Unfortunately,
phase-matching can not be obtained using a pump wavelength of 1.064 Am
emitted by the widely used Nd:YAG laser. We have thus used a pump
wavelength at about 2 Am produced by an other O.P.O 2 based on a LiNbO 3
crystal3 itself pumped by a Nd:YAG laser (figure 1).

Nd: YAG 1.0641 O.P. O. O.P.O.
LASER LiNbO 3  AgGaSe 2

Figure 1: Synoptic scheme of the experiment
Xs is the signal beam of the first OPO
Xi is the idler beam of the second OPO

The Nd:YAG source is a Q-Switch laser producing pulses with a FWHM of
20 ns at a repetition rate of 50 Hz. The laser oscillates in a single spatial
mode with a beam waist of 1.6 mm. The first O.P.O. uses a 5 cm long
LiNbO 3 crystal. It is cut to be phase-matched at degeneracy (0 = 470), i.e
to produce 2.12 Alm beams. The threshold measured experimentally is 8
mJ, what is in good agreement with theory4.
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The maximum pump energy per pulse is 40 mJ. At this pumping level, a
depletion of 54 % is measured (figure 2). The maximum available energy in
the signal is then 10 mJ.

\ ~I'
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Figure 2: Depletion of the pump Figure 3: Depletion of the pump

through the first O.P.O. through the second O.P.O.

A tunability has been observed between 1.44 and 4.1 g~m .The
limitation comes from the lack of transparency of the crystal for
wavelengths exceeding 4.1 gtm. The spectrum of the signal has a FWHM of
2.7 nm. The time duration of the outcoming pulse is 15 ns.

The AgGaSe2 crystal used in the second O.P.O. has a length of 25 mam.
One major advantage of pumping with an O.P.O. is that the wavelength of
the pump can be tuned to optimize the efficiency conversion at the
desired wavelength. This optimum pump wavelength has been found to be
1.82 gm.

The maximum energy obtained from the second O.P.O. is 600 lgJ (signal
and idler) at X.s=2.6 lam and k.i=6 g~m for a pump energy of 10 mJ at 1.82 lam
.This corresponds to a conversion efficiency of 6%. The pump depletion

(figure 3) is found to be 27%. The energy in the Nd:YAG pulse is 40 mJ
giving an overall efficiency of 1.5%.

One possible development of this device is to make it single-mode
using injection techniques for example. A single-mode, tunable laser
source could find important applications in spectroscopy. Another
improvement is to replace the standard Nd:YAG laser we have used by a
diode pumped Nd:YAG laser since these latter can now produce high energy
pulses [5],[6].
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We have produced a tunable red laser emission using SFM to combine
the output of an OPO with the residual Nd:YAG pump beam.
The KTP OPO is pumped by an electro-optically 0 switched multimode diode

array pumped NdYAG oscillator. The pump laser operated at 2Hz with an output
energy up to 11 OmJ. The output pulse had a FWHM duration of 13ns and a
divergence of 2mR in a 5x5 mm beam. The beam area was reduced using a x2
reduction scope to increase the intensity to the +1 0OMWcm- 2 level.

The KTP OPO was an x-axis cut, 0 =90 0, (P =0 0 which we'll call an xz cut
(0 , p( is angle to z and x axis respectively).The xz cut crystal provided a

NonCritical Phasematch (NCPM) condition with broad angular and thermal
acceptance bandwidths for the device. This cut also has a high effective
nonlinear coefficient (dent) providing a low threshold energy, in our case 48mJ.
We achieved 25mJ output at 1.57um with 105 mJ input at 120 MWcm-2 , which is

24% conversion efficiency. The OPO output had a pulse width of 1 Ons FWHM.
The output shot to shot stability was +-10% at these pump levels. The line width

was -3nm FWHM.
The output from the OPO consisted of both 1.57um and 1.064um energy

in the same polarization state. Waveplates were used to make these
polarizations orthogonal before pumping the SFM crystal. We had predicted a
type II phase match condition in KTP at 0 =630,(p =00 which provides a deft

comparable with Type II SHG for 1.064nm. The crystal was 14.5 mm in length
and uncoated leading to high Fresnel losses. We have calculated an optimum
length of 5mm to minimize phase effects with our pump beam conditions. The
deff is high enough that efficient conversion can still be obtained with this length

of crystal. The other factor that determines the efficiency of the process is the
photon ratio between the 1.57 and 1.064 um beams, ideally we want a photon
ratio of 1:1. However as these photons are of different frequencies we require
more energy in the 1.064 um beam. We have calculated that a 65% to 35%/6

energy ratio for the 1.064 and 1.57 um beams respectively gives a good photon
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ratio. We have demonstrated 31% conversion efficiency in our 1.57um
monolithic OPO which approaches the ideal photon ratio.

In our initial experiment we have only a 24% conversion efficiency in the
OPO leading to a large photon imbalance. Due to our input divergence of 4mR
we also had a crystal which is longer than its' coherence length. Under these
conditions we observed an output energy of 9.6 mJ from an initial 1.064um
energy of 105mJ. After accounting for Fresnel losses we had an internal
conversion efficiency of 11.2%. The output was temporally stable with a FWHM
pulse width of 1 Ons.

We have calculated that with a low photon imbalance and our current

beam divergence that with a 5 or 6mm long crystal pumped at 150 MWcm-2

conversion efficiencies of 40% can be expected.
The OPO output is tunable and we can tune the output from the Sum

Frequency Mixer in the red, the tuning range will be small, around 1Onm, but this
may be useful for certain applications.

Diagram of KTP SFM crystal

x axis
z axis • 7

7 0
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SCHEMATIC OF LAYOUT FOR SUM FREQUENCY MIXING IN KTP
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2/ 1064nm 1/2 WAVEPLATE
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5/ -50%R 1.54-1.57um AR 1064nm MIRROR

6/ KTP OPO CRYSTAL CUT FOR 1.57 OR 1.54um OPERATION

7/ WAVPLATES 1/2 WAVE@ 1.54&1.57um 1/4 WAVE @ 1064nm

8/ KTP CRYSTAL CUT PHI=0 THETA = 63 DEGREES
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A new technique for generating high-power ultra- Previous analysist of the performance of this
violet radiation from a cw mode-locked Nd laser was scheme has shown that by circulating high power levels of
proposed1 and recently demonstrated in our laboratory for green fight in the ring, UV radiation can be generated with
the first time. In this scheme, the infrared radiation is high efficiency. This analysis assumed that the laser beams
frequency doubled in a nonlinear crystal placed in a ring are flat in space and time so that the efficiency of the
cavity that resonantly enhances the generated green light process can be calculated by following single rays. How-
(see Fig. 1). Within the ring, a second nonlinear doubling ever, in reality the beams must be tightly focussed into the
crystal converts some of the green light into the UV. The nonlinear crystals, and therefore, one would expect that
remaining green light continues to propagate around the diffraction in the second harmonic generation process and
ring where it enhances IR to green conversion provided ring propagation effects are important in determining the
that the ring length is adjusted to allow the waves to add buildup of the green light in the ring and the sensitivity of
coherently. This technique promises to provide much the ring to various parameters, such as IR spot size versus
higher UV power levels than have previously been avail- the green cavity mode size, cavity length, and UV doubling
able in commercial cw lasers and may have a far-reaching crystal nonlinear drive.
impact on many applications including basic research,
photolithography, and material processing.

V UV~~I DOUBLER JVI U

FOCUSING FOCUSINGOPTICS OPTICS

OP~iCGREEN DOUBLER

IR OUT IR IN

Figure 1. Schematic of the resonant ring for converting IR light into the UV. The green light generated internal to the

ring is resonated.
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In this paper, we describe a model for the external is shown as a function of the number of round trips in the
resonant ring which includes diffraction and depletion in ring for different values of the ratio of the IR input beam
the SHG process, and theeffectsof propagating around the spot size to the green beam bare cavity mode size. The
ring. The calculations start with a Gaussian IR beam cavity length for each case was adjusted for maximum
introduced into the doubler, and the generated green beam efficiency and a 10% passive loss per round trip was
is computed taking into account diffraction and depletion. assumed. The UV crystal was detuned so that no UV was
The generated green is then propagated to the UV gener- being generated. For all three IR beam sizes, the ring came
ating crystal using knowledge of the ABCD matrix ele- to a steady state, which means that the resonated green
ments for the propagation. The doubling of the green toUV beam settled into a single transverse mode which reproduced
is then computed, again with full diffraction and depletion, itself on successive round trips. The highest IR depletion
and the residual green is thenpropagatedaroundback to the is obtained when the IR spot size is matched to the green
green doubling crystal. The green beam is then adjusted for cavity mode size. When the IR spot size is increased or
passivecavity lossesandmultipliedbyaphaseshift(e-ikL) decreased by a factor of 2, the IR depletion is much lower.
for propagating through the ring length L. This green beam Examination of the resultant steady-state green beam shows
is then combined with the next IR pulse in the green that it is nearly Gaussian in all cases with a spot size nearly
doubling crystal and new green is generated. If the phases the same as the bare cavity mode of the ring. This is
of the IR and green which enter the doubling crystal are because the fundamental Gaussian mode of the ring reso-
properly matched, this process will generate more green nator is more closely phasematched to the input IR beam
light which is again propagated to the UV crystal. This which is also Gaussian. Thus, the SHG process discrimi-
process of propagating the green light around the ring is nates extremely well against higher-order transverse modes
iterated to simulate the buildup of the green beam in the of the ring cavity.
ring. The recirculating green wavefront must have the

Sample results from the computer simulation are correct phase relationship with the IR beam to maximize
shown inFigs.2and3. In Fig. 2, the IR depletion efficiency the green enhancement. If the two wavefronts are out of

0.8 [fi/t/ 1] [aR/o 1% 21
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Number of Round Trips

Figure 2. IR depletion efficiency for different ratios of the IR beam size to the green cavity mode size (olR/tog). The

ring parameters and crystal lengths are kept jixed.
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phase from the optimum, back conversion of the green to In conclusion, a model for an external resonant
the IR will occur in the SHG process. The amount of ring for quadrupling Nd laser radiation, which includes
tolerable dephasingof the cavity length fordifferent values diffraction, depletion, and ring propagation effects, has
of the single-pass ring loss is shown in Fig. 3. Even with been developed. The model shows that the process is stable
20% cavity loss, the length of the ring must be controlled and can lead to extremely high IR to UV conversion
to within a few hundredths of the green wavelength, which efficiencies, even with short UV crystals.
will require some active feedback stabilization. Assuming
the proper phase relationships are maintained, the model
predicts that IR to UV efficiencies as high as 75% can be 1. G. Giordano and G. Matone, Nuovo Cimento 12,
achieved with 3% passive ring losses and 15% single-pass 927(1990).
conversion of the green to UV. For this case, the circulating
green power is quite large (-75 W), and since the single-
pass conversion into the UV can be low short (i.e. 1-2 mm)
UV generating crystals can be employed. The use of short
crystals should reduce UV absorption and heating diffi-
culties.

1.0

0. =30%. //'' ""--.-.,,"

0.6 /// ,

RLoss - 20%

0.26

0.0 I I I I

-0.04 -0.02 0.00 0.02 0.04

Cavity Length Detuning (Waves)

Figure 3. IR depletion is extremely sensitive to small changes in the cavity length.
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Tunable solid state laser technology is making rapid progress. Development of
tunable solid state materials such as Ti:sapphire and Cr:LiSAF/LiCAF combined with
new broad band nonlinear materials such as BBO and LBO enable wavelength
tunability from the UV to the IR.

Tuning a tunable laser from one wavelength to another requires adjustment of an
intracavity filter either by electronics or mechanical means. In order to obtain the
higher harmonics output, the nonlinear crystal requires proper adjustment of angle,
temperature, or electrical field to meet the phase match conditions. Such adjustment
require an operator or a sophisticated control system.

We have demonstrated a concept that provides harmonic generation without the need
for any adjustment.

The concept for harmonic generation of wide band tunable lasers is based on the fact
that the laser beam wavelength changes. By utilizing wavelength dispersing elements,
the different wavelengths will have different angles, and since phase matching in
nonlinear crystals can be done by angle tuning, all we have to do is match the
wavelength dispersion of the dispersive optics to the angular wavelength dependence
of the nonlinear crystal.

As an example, the angular tuning of a BBO type I doubler for phase matching
between 900-1000nm is 2.2 deg. in the crystal; dispersive optics that provide such
angular dispersion between 900 and 1000nm would eliminate the need for
adjustment.

The angular dispersive element can be prisms or diffraction gratings. Gratings are
relatively inefficient and may not have the required threshold damage for some laser
beams, unless the beam was expanded. Prisms on the other hand can have very high
damage threshold and high throughput especially at Brewster angle.
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Different optical substrates have different indices of refraction dependence on
wavelength. Most commercially available isosceles Brewster prisms would not provide
sufficient angular dispersion. The options are: 1) using nonconventional materials with
high index of refraction dependence on wavelength such as rutile TiO 2(1 ), 2) using
sufficient number of prisms in series, or 3) magnifying the angular dispersion of
commercially available prisms.

Figure 1 shows the optical set up that accomplishes proper angular magnification so
that no adjustment is required for harmonic generation of a tunable pulsed Ti:S laser.

From pulsed Ti:S laser dispersing

900 tol000nm prisms

BBO type I

, zero order
-• - half waveplate

convex
morror

Figure 1 - Experimental set-up for tunable
SHG without any adjustments

Three fused silica isosceles Brewster prisms in series provide only -0.5 deg.
dispersion between 900 and 1000nm, compared to the -3 deg. required for the BBO
crystal (including the air interface). An angular magnification of -6 is required to
eliminate any adjustments. The angular magnification is accomplished by the cnvex
mirror. The laser beam will hit a different point on the mirror at different wavelengths. A
flat mirror will give a magnification of 1 at any distance from the prisms, larger
magnification is obtained by smaller radius of curvature and/or larger distance from the
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prisms. The fine adjustment of the magnification is made by adjusting the distance
between the convex mirror and the prisms set. The convex mirror will also diverge the
laser beam. The focusing lens will compensate for the divergence by the convex mirror
to produce a collimated beam going into the BBO crystal. To minimize losses in the
prisms, the beam polarization should be in the plane of the prisms, but in order to
project the proper angle in the BBO type I crystal a zero-order (broad band) half
waveplate is required to rotate the polarization by 90 deg.. One more issue must be
considered; the aperture of the BBO must be sufficient to accommodate for the range
of wavelengths ( a practical system will require only few millimeters of aperture).

The pointing of the harmonic beam will vary with wavelength. For those applications
that require pointing accuracy, a reverse process can be implemented to eliminate
any angular variation with wavelength.

Efficient harmonic generation requires very well collimated and near diffraction limited
beam, in addition to narrow linewidth. The above described set up can obtain efficient
harmonics generation even for broad band beam since the spectrum angular
divergence in the nonlinear crystal will meet the phase matching conditions of the
entire beam bandwidth(2).
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INTRODUCTION:

Since its first demonstration [1], the Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) has proved to be a very

attractive tunable infrared source. Using Potassium Titanyl Phosphate (KTP) as nonlinear crystal, the Nd'YAG

laser operating at 1.064 I= can be frequency shifted to eye safe wavelengths near 1.55 urn.

The operation of the OPO is described by a set of three nonlinear, coupled differential equations [2].

These equations cannot be litteraly solved except for the threshold and the efficiency [3-5].

We have numerically solved coupled equations for a KTP OPO in the dynamic regime. Theoretical

predictions are in very good agreement with experimental results.

SIMULATION :

In order to simplify the problem, we have assumed that:

- the pump, signal and idler beams are spectrally single mode,

- the intensity profile of the pump beam is uniform,

- the phase matching condition A = 0 is satisfied.

As initial conditions for the signal and idler beams, we have used the quantum fluctuations of the electric

field in the vacuum [6]. For an OPO using a single crystal of KTP, 4x4x16 mm 3 in size and X cut for non critical

type !1 phase-matching, inside a resonator consisting of two plane parallel mirrors, we have calculated the mirrors

reflectivities at the three wavelengths of interest in order to optimize the output energy of the signal.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

We have used a flashlamp pumped Q-switch Nd.YAG laser as a pump source, supplied by BML This

laser delivers 12.5 ns - 50 mJ pulses at a repetition rate of 50 Hz, in a quasi gaussian beam. The input mirror

is AR at 1.064 pm, HR at 1.579 gm, and 50 % reflective at 3.262 am. The output mirror is HR at 1.064 sm,

83 % reflective at 1.579 gm, and 60 % reflective at 3.262 tan. Such values are close to the cakulated

reflectivities. For a pump power of 40 mW, the OPO delivers more than 10 mJ at 1.579 pm, which corresponds

to an efficiency greater than 25 % and a slope treater than 33 %. The threshold is dose to 10 mJ.

DISCUSSION:

The parameters which appeared to i- ve.-v ,•itical are:

- the KTP absorption at the three wavelengths of interest, which needed to be carefully measured for each

crysal,
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- the effective nonlinear coefficient d,. Theoretical and experimental investigations [7) have led to a value of

1.52 pm/V.

It should be noted that this simulation works without any adjustment parameter.

In figu,• 1, signa1 oncrgy has bccn plotted versus pump energy, both for theoretical and experimental

results. In figure 2 (resp3), the pump and the transmitted pump (resp.the transmitted pump and the signal) are

superimposed both for theoretical and experimental results. It can be seen that theoretical predictions are very

dose to experimental results.

CONCLUSION:

A numerical simulation of a KTP OPO has been developped. Predictions are in very good agreement

with experimental results. It allows us :

- to predict the performances of the OPO in the dynamic regime (ie the temporal profiles and energies for signal

and idler waves). This is the first time to our knowledge.

- to optimize the main parameters of the OPO.

We will report further results of these calculations, together with more experimental data.
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Figure 1: signal energy vs. pump energy.
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A number of requirements have been observed in recent years which require a laser source that
exhibits either wavelength diversity or wavelength agility. Wavelength diversity may be defined as
a multiple wavelength output derived from a single laser source. Wavelength agility, on the other
hand, is the ability of a single wavelength source to change its output wavelength by a significant
amount. Both of these features are suitable for diverse applications such as spectroscopy, remote
sensing, speckle suppression, and laser countermeasures. We have previously used stimulated
rotational Raman conversion of a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser to demonstrate a broad
wavelength output ranging from the green to the red portions of the visible spectrum. 1-3 This
paper reports a patented technique 4 which demonstrates both wavelength diversity and agility in a
single device, using stimulated Raman conversion of a 532 nm frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser.

The basis for the device utilizes the polarization dependence of the rotational Raman gain. For
a gaseous Raman medium such as hydrogen, at relatively low pressures of a few atmospheres, the
stimulated rotational Raman gain is higher for circularly polarized pump light than for linearly
polarized pumps. By optimizing the gas pressure and pump intensity, the pump polarization can
be used to determine whether stimulated rotational or vibrational Raman will dominate the
conversion process. With the appropriate choice of pump conditions, circularly polarized pump
light will cause rotational Raman to dominate, while linearly polarized pump light will result in
vibrational Raman scattering. Using a double pass Raman configuration provides higher efficiency
of conversion and more flexibility in the choice of wavelengths produced. By adjusting the input
pump polarization in the first pass, either rotational or vibrational Raman will occur. The
polarization can then be changed between the first and second passes through the Raman medium.
This allows the choice of producing only rotational Raman in both passes, only vibrational Raman
in both passes or producing rotational scattering in one pass and vibrational scattering in the other.

The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1. Two Raman cells filled with low pressure
hydrogen (H2) gas were used in tandem. A rotatable waveplate prior to each cell controlled the
polarization within that cell. The high intensities required to achieve Raman conversion within the
cells were achieved by focussing the energy within each cell. The linearly polarized 532 nm pump
radiation was first passed through a rotatable X4 plate, and focussed into the first Raman cell with
a spherical lens. The energy was then re-collimated with an identical lens. It then passed through
a second rotatable X/4 plate, and was focussed into the second Raman cell. After passing through
this cell the beam was re-collimated again prior to being analyzed. Analysis of the wavelengths
produced was performed with an Optical Multichannel Analyzer (OMA) consisting of a diffraction
grating spectrograph which is used to illuminate a linear detector array.

The pump laser used in this work was a Nd:YAG phase-conjugated, master oscillator power
amplifier (MOPA). The output of this laser is TEMOO and is multi-longitudinal mode (consisting
of approximately 5 modes). The 1064 nm output was frequency doubled to provide approximately
350 mJ at 532 nm with a 25 nsec FWHM pulse and approximately 1.5 times diffraction limited
beam divergence.
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Figure 1. A continuously variable wavelength distribution was achieved by individually varying the polarization of
the input to two Raman cells in a tandem configuration.

Pressure of the H2 gas within the two Raman cells was optimized to produce the desired
wavelength ranges. To achieve rotational Raman conversion the pressure in the Raman cells must
be low, less than several atmospheres. At higher pressures, some vibrational Raman conversion
occurs even with a circularly polarized input. To achieve purely rotational Raman conversion, the
pressure in both cells was optimized such that it was as high as possible (for maximum gain),
without creating significant vibrational Raman conversion for a circularly polarized pump. In this
manner purely rotational conversion could be achieved with circular polarization, and good
vibrational conversion could be achieved with linear polarization. The F# of the focussing lenses
was optimized for high conversion efficiency and to avoid optical breakdown within the cells.

A continuously variable wavelength distribution was achieved by rotating the V/4 plates prior to
each cell, generating variable polarization conditions within the cells. Differing amounts of
rotational and vibrational Raman conversion occurred for each polarization condition, thus
generating the variable wavelength distribution. Table 1 shows the percentage of energy (in terms
of % of input pump energy) present in each of the Raman lines. RSx represents the "x"th
rotational Stokes line, VSy the "y"th vibrational line, and VSy+RSx the "x"th rotational shift of the"y" vibrational Stokes line. In each case the total equals approximately 85% of the input pump
energy, since 15% of the energy is lost due to heating of the Raman medium and large angle
scattering. In the first row of each column the polarization present in the first and then the second
cell is indicated. The distributions in Table I are representative of what can be achieved with this
method. By using various degrees of ellipticity of polarization, many more such distributions can
be achieved. Figure 2 shows an example of the wavelength distribution for linear polarization in
the first cell and circular polarization in the second cell. Figure 3 shows a distribution for elliptical
polarization in the first cell and linear polarization in the second cell.

With circular polarization in the first cell, the output of that cell is primarily first, second and
third rotational Stokes lines with some residual pump energy, although small amounts of higher
order rotational lines are present. When the polarization in the second cell is also circular, further
rotational conversion of these lines occurs, seeded by the small amounts of higher order lines.
This allows greater conversion to higher orders, and a more uniform distribution over a broad
wavelength range. When linear polarization is present in the first cell, the output of that cell
consists of residual pump and first vibrational Stokes. Linear polarization in the second cell
generates significant second vibrational Stokes, while circular polarization in the second cell allows
some rotational conversion of the residual pump and first vibrational Stokes.
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Table 1. Wavelength distributions achieved for several polarizations conditions. Energy is expressed as a percentage
of the input pump energy. The first row of each column indicates the respective polarization conditions in the first
and second cells which achieved the distribution shown.

% of pump % of pump % of pump % of pump % of pump
Raman Wavelength Circular Circular Linear Linear Elliptical
Line (nm) Circular Linear Circular Linear Linear
ASI 516 0 0 0 0 1.8

Pump 532 9.9 13 18.6 22.5 16.0
RS1 549 19 17.3 19.8 0 21.4
RS2 567 16.2 14.9 2.4 0 7.7
RS3 587 13.7 13.4 0 0 2.0
RS4 608 12.1 10.6 0 0 0.5
RS5 630 6.8 5.3 0 0 0.3
RS6 655 1.3 1.4 0 0 1.5
VSI 683 0.5 1.0 20.4 50 9.0

VS1+RS1 711 1.3 1.4 22.7 0 17.8
VSI+RS2 743 1.8 2.9 1.2 0 6.5
VSI+RS3 776 2.5 3.8 0 0
VS1+RS4 813 0 0 0 0

VS2 954 0 0 0 12.5
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Figure 2. Wavelength distribution achieved with linear Figure 3. The wavelength distribution with ellptical
polarization in the first cell and circular polarization in the polarization in the first cell and linear polarization in
second cefl. the second cell.
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Optical parametric oscillator (OPO) devices, pumped by ns-pulsed lasers and based
on gain media such as P-barium borate (BBO), enable coherent wavelength
generation with high efficiency over a broad spectral range. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 1, which shows the fundamental tuning range (0.41 - 2-6 pm) of a BBO
OPO pumped by 355-nm pulsed laser radiation. Also shown in Fig. I is the
extended ultraviolet tuning range (- 0.2 - 0.4 gim) attainable1 by nonlinear-optical
second-harmonic generation (SHG) or sum-frequency generation (SFG) in BBO,
KDP, or KD*P. Difference-frequency generation (DFG) experiments in LiIO 3 are
also in progress, aiming to extend the infrared tuning range out to -5 rim.
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Figure 1: Tuning curves of a BBO OPO, with observed output energies displayed on logarithmic
scales. The OPO signal and idler outputs are shown in the right-hand section, obtained with 355-
nm, 5 315-mJ, 5-ns pulsed pump radiation and yielding tens of mJ of OCPO output for the fundamental
tuning range (0.41 - 2.6 pzm); these results were recorded in collaboration with A. Fix, T. Schr~der,
and R. Wallenstein of Universitit Kaiserslautern, Germany. The left-hand section shows ultra-
violet wavelength extension (0.2 - OA pro) by SHG or SKG, with output energies in the mJ range
obtained with an OPO slgnal pulse energy of -10 mJ.
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Many potential OPO applications require continuous narrowband tunability,
which is typically achieved by a combination of active wavelength selection and
cavity control. A straightforward alternative entails injection seeding of a singly-
resonant OPO cavity, at either the signal or idler wavelength, with narrowband
radiation from a low-intensity tunable laser, such as a dye laser2 or a diode laser.
The possibility that injection seeding might enable continuous narrowband
tuning of the OPO signal and idler wavelengths has long been anticipated,3 but
only recently realised. 2 This approach provides narrowband (- 0.1 cmn1 ) signal
and idler outputs which can be scanned continuously in photoacoustic-
absorption2 and coherent-Raman4 spectroscopic experiments, without relying on
intracavity etalons or gratings. An OPO-based apparatus for coherent anti-Stokes
Raman spectroscopy (CARS) is shown schematically in Fig. 2. This can be used4

either for scanned CARS experiments, employing the injection-seeding method
of OPO wavelength control, or for multiplex CARS experiments, relying on the
intrinsically broad bandwidth of signal radiation from a free-running OPO.

Figure 2: Schematic of a spectroscopic
DETECTION system for CARS measurements, using a

(PMT or array) MONOCHROMATOR tunable BBO OPO. A single-mode Nd:
& DISPLAY YAG laser generates both 355-nm OPO

pump radiation and 532-nm Raman pump
5&2 nmSale CARSbradiation. Visible OPO signal radiation
Pur2mp SA e (wavelength Isionad) is the Raman

Stokes beam, combined with the 532-nm
Beam Raman pump beam and focused into the

"Sk dumip sample zone, while the accompanying
OPO idler radiation (Nidler) is rejected.
The anti-Stokes beam generated by the

T UNABL CARS process is detected by a mono-
B LE SEED LASER chromator and a photomultiplier (for

BBO OPO )" (dye or diode) scanned CARS) or a photodiode array
ow L - - - (for multiplex CARS). In scanned CARS,

the BBO output wavelengths are con-
355 nm OPO PUMP trolled (see dashed portion) by injection

seeding at either the signal or idler
INJECTION-SEEDED SINGLE-MODE Nd:YAG LASER wavelength, with narrowband radiation

(Xsw) from a tunable seed laser.

Detailed theoretical and experimental investigations of the mode of operation of
an injection-seeded BBO OPO are also underway. Computer simulation of a
pulsed, injection-seeded OPO, based on an earlier CW model,5 reproduces much
of the observed performance of our BBO OPO. The model numerically solves a
set of coupled first-order rate equations depicting the time evolution of all fields
(single-mode pump, multimode signal and idler) in the OPO cavity. It
satisfactorily simulates phenomena such as pump depletion, OPO output pulse
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shapes and seed-induced spectral narrowing. As anticipated, 3 injection seeding
lowers the threshold for OPO operation and reduces the output pulse build-up
time, causing the OPO wavelength to favor the cavity mode(s) closest to the seed
wavelength. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the model indicates how the OPO signal or
idler wavelength follows that of a continuously scanned seed source, with

minimal adjustment of BBO crystal angle. It also guides optimisation of
injection-seeding parameters, such as choice of seed power and temporal overlap
of the seed pulse with the pump pulse, and allows examination of the interesting
intermediate regime between strong seeding and free-running OPO operation.

Figure 3: Model-based tuning curves for
an injection-seeded OPO, showing output
intensity (on a logarithmic scale) as seed

ci, wavelength is scanned. Pump and seed
"C pulses have 6-ns-FWHM gaussian time-
--3 profiles and peak intensities 4.0 and 0.035
Stimes the OPO threshold, respectively.

Bandwidths of the seed radiation and the
.• OPO gain profile are 0.20 and 2.5 cm"1

ci, FWHM, respectively; the OPO cavity has
a longitudinal mode spacing of 0.12 cm"1

.C and plane-waves are assumed. When the
"V seed is tuned to the centre of the OPO gain
cc profile, as in the bottom trace, strong

seeding results and 100% of the OPO
D •output is narrowband. Tuning the seed 4.0

cm"1 away from gain centre, as in the
middle trace, causes 10% of the OPO

9 __ ___ ___ __ output to be broadband. With a frequency
- 8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 separation of 7.2 cm-1, as in the top trace,

"99.8% of the OPO output is broadband.
Relative Frequency (cm1) These results are sensitive to various

operating parameters, and effectively
emulate the performance of our BBO OPO.
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There are a number of applications, including a mirror which transmits 84% of the IR beam and reflects
photolithography, materialsprocessing,and basic research, greater than 99.7% of the circulating green beam. Within
which would benefit from the development of a reliable the 3.95-m ring the doubling and quadrupling crystals are
high-power LV source. The objective of the current work both located between pairs of 25-cm ROC mirrors. The
is to develop an efficient all-solid-state UV source which waist sizes for the IR and green beams in the LBO crystal
produces over5 W using acommercial Nd:host drive laser. and the green beam in the UV crystal are all 40 pim. The

LBOcrystalis 15 mm in length and cutfortype I noncritical
Previous workers have used two external cavities phase matching at 166*C. Experinients have been done

in series to obtain the fourth-harmonic of high-power cw with AR-coated and Brewster's angle KDP and BBO
[l and mode-locked Nd lasers [2]. Although very high crystals for generating the UV lighL The results reported
efficiencies have been obtained in the first SHG cavity here were obtained with an AR-coated BBO crystal 2 mm
overall IR to UV conversion efficiencies have been less thick. The UV light is transmitted through a dichroic
than 1% due to losses between cavities and in the UV mirror (T," > 90%) and the green light is reflected back to
conversion cavity. the input coupler to combine with the next IR input pulse.

A new approach was recently proposed for gener- Round-trip cavity losses are approximately 3% for the

ating forth-harmonic light which uses two nonlinear crys- green light.

talsin asingle-resonantcavity [3]. A mode-lockediR laser Initial attempts to lock the length of the external
is used to produce the second-harmonic light in a single ring to the Antares resonator using an amplitude modula-

pass through the first doubling crystal. The green light is tion technique have been unsuccessful due to the high
then resonated in the external cavity and the residual IR bandwidth (approx. 10 kHz) required for the servo. We
light is discarded. The length of the resonant ring is such believe that this ring can be successfully locked using the
that the resonated pulse overlaps the next IR pulse in the Pound-Drever method although interesting differences
mode-locked train. The presence of circulating green light result from the fact that we do not resonate the injected
which is in phase with the IR drive pulse greatly enhances light. Our data has been acquired during free-ninning
the conversion of IR to green. In our experiments, the SHG operation, when the two cavities are drifting in and out of
efficiency increases from approximately 17% to greater phase with respect to one another at random. Figure 2
than 70% when the green power is resonant. The forth- shows signals from detectors monitoring the depleted IR,
harmonic is then generated in a second crystal in the cavity circulating green, and output UV powers as the cavities
and immediately coupled out. drifts through resonance. It is evident that the cavity

The experimental setup we use is shown sche- reaches steady state because the pulses have flat tops and

matically in Figure 1. The drive laser is a mode-locked alsobecauetheduratiouoftheflatregion(alppx'600ps)
Antares Nd:YLF laser which produces 15 W with a wave- is much longer than the cavity buildup time (approx. 300

length of 1.053 mun, a repetition frequency of 76 MHz, and ns).
a pulse length of 50 ps. Mode-matching optics are used to The efficiency of converting the IR to UV is the
spatially overlap the IR beam with the cavity mode in the pmrodctofthe lR input efficiency, the JR depletion, and the
LBO crystal. The IR beam is injected into the ring through
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INTRODUCTION
ZnGeP is currently one of the most promising nonlinear

optical materials for efficient frequency conversion into the mid-
IR spectral region'. Because of its exceptionally high thermal
conductivity2 and virtual absence of thermal lensing3 , ZnGeP 2 is a
viable material choice for many applications requiring high average
powers and high pulse repetition frequencies. In the past,
applications involving 2-pm pumping have been hampered by the
presence of a large stoichiometry-related absorption near the band
edge. Recently however, an intensive effort in ZnGeP crystal
growth has produced large, crack-free crystals with sufficiently
low 2-pm absorption (-0.25 cm") to allow efficient oVeration as a
2-pm pumped OPO at uncontrolled ambient temperature. The present
experiments demonstrate higher slope (37%) and overall (26%)
conversion efficiencies using a low loss crystal at ambient
temperature. We also show that by cooling, comparable efficiencies
can be achieved in crystals having substantially higher near band
edge absorptions.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The two ZnGeP 2 crystals used in these experiments were grown

at Lockheed Sanders'; cut to 6x6x11 mm3 and 4.5x4.5x14.6 mm3 ,
oriented at 8=550 for Type I phasematching near degeneracy with
2.05 pm pumping. After the final anneal, the 2.05 pm absorption
coefficients as determined by polarized spectro~hotometry were:
(a 0=0.26; a*=0.58) cm-' and (a 0=0.38; a,=0.77) cm , respectively.
(Note that since ZnGeP 2 is a positive uniaxial crystal the 2.05 pm
pump beam for a Type I OPO is o-polarized.) Both crystals were
commercially polished and coated (AR @ 2.05pm and 3.5-5.0 pm); no
laser damage was observed for pump fluences as high as -1.2 J/cm2

(the maximum fluence used in our experiments).
The pump laser was a diode-pumped A/O Q-switched Tm;Ho:YLF

oscillator operated at 77K. Its output characteristics for all the
experiments were: wavelength = 2.05 pm, TEMO mode, linearly
polarized, Q-switched pulse width = 18±1 nsec (FWHM), pulse
repetition frequency = 1500 Hz, total output power = 3.0 watts.
Prior to entering the OPO, the pump beam was passed through optics
which permitted control and monitoring of the power and
polarization of the pump radiation incident on the OPO crystal, and
then through a focusing lens which produced a beam waist having a
1/e 2 diameter of 0.57 mm at the center of the crystal, with a
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confocal region extending over about 15 cm. Using this arrangement,
with the laser output power held constant at 3.0 watts, the pump
power incident on the OPO could be varied continuously up to a
maximum of 2.3 watts.

The OPO was collinearly pumped and doubly resonant, with a 5
meter high reflector and a flat output coupler. The two output
couplers we used had transmissions of 20% and 40% between 3.6 pm
and 4.7 pm. All optics were AR coated at 2.05 pm.

The ambient temperature (RT) OPO performance of both crystals
was evaluated with a 20 mm long cavity; the crystals were mounted
on a 1/2" stainless steel post without temperature control. For
evaluation at cryogenic temperature (77 K; LNT) the higher loss
crystal was attached to the cold finger of a small dewar, and
enclosed by AR coated ZnSe windows. This configuration necessitated
the use of a longer OPO resonator (37mm).

Figure 1 illustrates the OPO efficiencies obtained in the RT
(curves A and B) and LNT experiments (curve C). Curve A shows data
for the low loss (0.26 cm"1) crystal using a 40% transmissive output
coupler. We achieved total power conversion efficiency of 26% (679
mW threshold, 37% slope). The maximum sustained power output was
585 mW, at a pump fluence -1.2 J/cm2 . The OPO output beam appeared
as a single circular spot when viewed on fluorescent cards. Curve
B shows similar data for the higher loss (0.38 cm"1) crystal at RT
using a 20% transmissive output coupler. The threshold was 520 mW,
and the slope was -6%. Insertion of this crystal into the dewar
raised the RT threshold to -i watt, but had little effect on the
slope efficiency.

Introduction of liquid nitrogen into the coolant reservoir
lowered the threshold to -400 mW and raised the slope efficiency to
-25%, with no adjustments having been made to the cavity alignment.
The LNT data shown in curve C were taken after making minor
alignment corrections to compensate for mechanical movement which
occurs during cool down. With this optimized alignment the OPO
threshold at LNT was 295 mW, and the slope efficiency was 27%.
Pumping with 2.3 watts we obtained 552 mW of OPO output, an
absolute power conversion efficiency of 24%. The mechanism by which
the enhancement of the efficiency occurs appears to be partially,
but not totally, explained by the dependence of the pump wave
absorption on temperature.

In addition to the OPO experiments we also determined the
absorption coefficients for the pump radiation at RT and LNT, and
the spectral composition of the OPO outputs. The e-wave and o-wave
absorption coefficients at 2.05 pm were determined from the pump
beam transmission of the crystal mounted in the cryostat before and
after cooling. We found that at RT, a,(2.05 pm) = 0.36±0.01 cm"1 and
a*(2.05 pm) = 0.78±0.01 cm"1 , in agreement with spectrophotometric
data. At LNT we found that a (2.05 pm) = 0.17±0.01 cm"1, reduced by
a factor of 2 from its RT value; but a (2.05 pm) = 0.77±0.01 cm-I,
essentially the same as the RT value.

OPO output wavelengths were measured using a 0.5 m
monochromator. At RT the OPO operated around degeneracy, emitting
throughout the region between 3.9-4.3 pm. At LNT the signal and
idler peak wavelengths were found to be 3.62 pm and 4.72 pm
respectively. The corresponding signal and idler bandwidths were
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approximately 0.12 pm and 0.18 pm (FWHM). The observed spectral
shift is well outside the range of small angular deviations which
could occur upon cooling, and it is qualitatively consistent with
phase matching calculations for ZnGeP 2 at low temperatures.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated 37% slope (26% overall) conversion

efficiency from a 2 pm pumped room temperature ZnGeP OPO with
sustained output power of 585 mW at a pump fluence -1.2 J/cm2 . By
cooling a higher loss (a 0=0.38 cm-") ZnGeP crystal we have achieved
OPO operation comparable to that obtained with a low loss crystal.
Our results suggest that low temperature OPO operation in ZnGeP 2
may provide an additional approach to mid-IR frequency conversion,
particularly if adequate efficiencies can be achieved using TE
coolers.
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Optical parametric oscillators (OPO) have estab- The OPO tuning curves for KTA pumped at 1.064 un
lished themselves as efficient, reliable, solid-state sources and 532 rni were measured by observing sum frequency
of tunable radiation that can operate in many regions of the generation in the KTA of the signal and idler waves from
spectrum where no viable laser sources exist. One such the output of a KTP OPO pumped at the above two
region, 3 - 5 jun, is particularly interesting for many spec- wavelengths. The KTP signal wavelength was measured
troscopic and remote sensing applications. Using other with a monochromator, and the KTA was angle tuned on a
established nonlinear optical materials such as BBO, KTP, calibrated rotation mount to give the largestsum frequency
LBO, lithium niobate, AgGaS 2 , AgGaSe2 , and ZnGeP2 to output. The results are shown in Figures I and 2. A single
obtain light in this spectral region has proven impractical smooth phase matching peak was observed for each'of the
due to their lack of transmission and/or their low optical data points in Figures I and 2 indicating no evidence of
damage thresholds. Recently, large single domain crystals multi-domaining in the KTA crystals. The solid lines in the
of potassium titanyl arsenate (KTiOAsO 4, KTA) havebeen figures are the calculated tuning curves based on the
grown.!'] This material is similar in many ways to its following Sellmeier equations:
isomorph, the more well-known material, KTP, but has (X in microns)
better transmission at infrared wavelengths (JR cutoff is -5 2 2
gm). Here, experimental results are presented demonstrat- nx2 = 2.1189+ 0.0318/I-(0.2309M)2] - 0.009 X2
ing the utility of KTA for generating tunable radiationinthe ny2 2.3889 + 0.7790/[I-(0.2374A)2 ]-- 0.0105 2
infrared. nz . - 0.0141 [2

Inclusion-free KTA crystal boules of up to 35 x 31 x 58 These Sellmeier equations are obtained from a best fit
mm 3 were grown by flux techniques using either the tung. of the refractive index data measured with undoped KTA
state or pure arsenate flux similar to what has been previ- in the spectral region of 0.45 - 1.5 pim.11' The infrared
ously reported.[2] To promote the formation of single coefficient (the coefficient of the last term in each equa-
domain crystal, a trivalent oxide of In (dopant level -0.2 wt tion) was then adjusted to best fit the OPO tuning curve
%) was added into the melt and the crystal growth was from this study.

carried out below the Curie temperature ofKTA (tc -880C). Crystals 2 and 3 were also used in an OPO confiqwa-
From these boules three single domain KTA crystals were tion to measure oscillation thresholds relative to KTP when
fabricated suitable foroptical parametric frequencyconver- pumped by 1.064 jm radiation. The OPO configuration
sion. Crystal I was cut at0 = 490, -= 0 (x-z plane) and was was the standard two mirror flat-flat cavity. The input
4.8 x 3 x 8.3 mm 3 (x-zj y, lenth) in size. Crystals 2 and 3 coupler was highly reflecting (R > 98%) at the signal
were both cut at 0 = 90 ,•=0 (x-axis). Crystal2was4x wavelength and highly transmitting (R -10%) at bth the

3 x 10 mm3 (y, z, length), while Crystal 3 was 5.9 x 6.8 x pump and idler wavelengths. The output coupler had
10.7 mm 3 (y, z, length). Crystal 2 wa grown using a reflectivitiesofR=98%atthepumpwavelength, R= 10%
K5As3 O 10 flux whileCrystals I and3 weregrown from the at the signal wavelength and R-10% at the idler wave-
tungstate flux.[2] To varying degrees, refractive index length. The KTP crystal used as a comparison is cut the
striations were observed in all three crystals. same (0 = 900, 00 ) but is 15 mm in length. These results
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ame summarized in Table 1. Although the KTP has a lower KTP. KTA is a very promising material for optical para-
threshold energy and intensity, this is mainly due to the metric frequency generation in the important 3 -5 pmn
longer length of the KT? crystal as aUl crystals have similar region of the spectrum.
threshold nonlineardrives. Ile KTA#2crystal waspumped
up to 2.6 times above ftheshold obtaning a total conver- REFERENCES
sion efficiency (signal + idler) of -20%. Pumping was
limited by damage to the input coupler. Ths OPO wa no . L.K. Cheng, L.T. Cheng, J.D. Bierlein,
optimized in any wily; it only shows that KTA oprates F.Z Zumnsteg, and A.A. Ballman, submit-
similarly to KTP as an OPO material. ted for publication in Appl. Phys. Lett.,

Sept 1992.

Table 1. OPO Parameters for noncritical phase matching along the x-axis for KTA and KTP.

__________ KTA#2 KTA #3 KTP
Crystal Length (mm) 10 10.7 15
Wavelength signal 1.520 1.524 1.572
(jim) idler 3.547 3.525 3.292
Threshold Energy 21 23 10

(mJ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Threshold Intensity 210 230 100
(MW/cm 2)__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Nonlinear Drive 2.4 3.0 2.5
(C 2 L2 1) @ threshold ______ ____ ________

Slope Efficiency 38 40 53
M% I _____ I_____ _____

In summary, the optical parametric phase matching 2. L.K. Cheng, J.D. Bierlein, and AA
behaviorof thenew material KTAhasbeen experimentally Balhnan, J. Crystal Growth 110, 697
measured for pump wavelengths of 532 nim and 1.064 pim. (1991).
Some OPO oscillation Jlreshold and conversion efficiency
data has been obtained for comparison of this material to
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Cw mode locked optical parametric oscillators (OPO) are very efficient tunable ligth sources for
the generation of pico- and femtosecond pulses in the near infrared spectral region. KTiPO4
(KTP) has turned out to be an extremely efficient material for the realisation of OPOs in this spec-
tral range. Using an x-z-plane crystal cut for critical phase matching ps and fs pulses were genera-
ted around 1.3 gm [1,2,31.

In this contribution we report on a noncritically phase matched KTP OPO pumped by a Ti:Sapphi-
re laser.The KTP crystal was cut for type HI phase matching in dhe xy-plane (e - e + o) so that for the
pump wave length used noncritical phase matching becomes possible (ý = 00, 0 = 900).

The noncritical phase matching arrangement offers some important advantages compared to a criti-
cally phasematched OPO:

- no beam walk off between pump, idler and signal wave
- highest possible effective nonlinear coefficient
- easy tuning by tuning the pump wavelength (no realignment required)
- crystal length limited only by the difference in group velocity between pump, idler and

signal wave
- easy alignment of the OPO cavity

A comparison between a x-y-cut and a x-z-cut OGPO pumped by a Ti:Sapphire laser is given in table
L The tuning range of a x-z-cut critically phase matched OPO is larger compared to a x-y-cut OPO.
In particular, there is no gap between 1.6 gm and 2.2 pim.

For the operation of the OPO the KTP crystal (3x3x6 mmrn 3) is placed in the waist of a 4-mirror
ring cavity. The pump beam is focussed collinearly through one of the spherical mirrors with len-
ses of different focal length (75 mm < f < 150 mm). The cavity length was matched to the length of
the pump laser as required for synchronous pumping. The accuracy of'the OPO cavity length de-
pends on the pump pulse length. In the case of ps pump pulses (At - 1.5 ps) stable operation with
constant pulse length and small peak-to-peak amplitude fluctuations (< 10%) was obtained within
a resonator length intervall of approximately 5 gm. This behavior is in contrast to synchronously
pumped lasers. Owing to the lifetime in the upper laser level the gain medium provides gain also for
a finite cavity mismatch between pump and laser pulses resulting in a distorted pulse shape. In the
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x-y-plane x-z-plane

deff (pm/V) 7.6 max. 6.4

FOM ((pm/V)2) 10.6 max. 7.4

Phase match angle
t 00 00
0 900 450

Walk off angle 00 2.50

Tuning range
signal (gim) 1.03 - 1.64 0.83 - 2.2

(jim) 2.16 - 3.34 2.2 - 4.5

Table I: Comparison between x-y-cut and x-z-cut KTP crystal. The figure of merit (FOM) is
defined as FOM = (deff)2/npnsni. The tuning range corresponds to a pump wavelength range
from 700 nm to 1100 nm.

case of an OPO there will be no oscillation outside a small length intervall given, in principle, by the
pump pulse length. For precision adjustment of the cavity length the plane high reflector was
mounted on an piezoelectric transducer and a precision translation stage. Even with such stringent
requirements for the accuracy of the resonator length no active stabilisation of the OPO resonator
length was necessary to guarantee stable OPO operation.

For fs pump pulses (At - 130 fs) OPO operation was obtained over a similar cavity mismatch ran-
ge, however, stable operation with short pulses was achieved only within ±1 lmi. Therefore for
fs-OPO-operation a cavity length stabilisation is of advantage.

The crystal length of 6 nmm was optimized for ps pulses by calculating the differences in group ve-
locity for pump, signal and idler wave. For longer crystals the overlap between pump signal and
idler wave will considerably decrease after a few round trips in the resonator.

Tuning was accomplished, both for the ps- and fs-OPO, by tuning the pump wavelength. Due to
the noncritcal phase match arrangement no realignement during tuning is required except for the
wings of the tuning range caused by the change of index of refraction. With the Ti:Sapphire laser
used in these experiments a tuning range from 1.052 jim to 1.214 pm and from 2.286 pm to 2.871
pm was achieved for the signal and idler wave, respectively, for the ps-OPO.The fs-OPO was tu-
ned from 1.05 pm to 1.15 pm (signal wave) and from 2.2 4"tm to 2.7 Pm (idler wave). Both tuning
ranges were only limited by the tuning ranges of the pump lasers. A typical tuning cuve for the ps-
OPO is shown in figure 1. Maximum signal wave output powers of 510 mW were obtained around
1.14 pm corresponding to a total power efficiency as defined by 11 = (Ps + Pi)/Pp of 40 %. The ma-
ximum average power of the fs-OPO was 300 mW for the signal wave at 1.1 nm.
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The pulse width was determined with an intensity autocorrelation measurement. Assuming a
sech1 pulse shape the pulse length was 1.15 ps at the center of the tuning range of the ps-OK). The
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Fig. 1: Ps-OPO tuning curve for idler and signal wave.

spectral bandwidth of 303 GHz as measured with a monochromator resulted in a time-bandwidth
product Av At = 0.35 clearly indicating transform limited pulses. An interferometric autocorrelati-
on measurement supported this assumption.

In the cage of the fs-OPO, however, (tic pulse icngth was L-icreased to 386 fs compared to the 130 fs
pump pulses. In addition, the pulses were strongly chirped with a total bandwidth of approximate-
ly 20 nm. No compensation of the group velocity dispersion in the OPO resonator was applied yet.
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External frequency conversion of cw mode locked Ti:Sapphire radiation in Is-Barium Borate
(BBO) and Lithium-Triborat (LBO) crystals has ttuned out to be a very efficient method to genera-
te bandwidth limited picosecond pulses in the wavelength range from 190 nm to 520 rn [1, 2]. For
pulse lengths down to 1.3 ps and crystal lengths up to 8 mm no pulse lengthening was observed
and power efficiencies up to 38 % have been obtained. In the case of femtosecond pulses ( 150 fs),
however, such crystal length will lead to a substantial increase in pulse length and much shorter
crystals have to be used to maintain the original pulse lenght of the fundamental radiation.

In this contribution we report on a detailed investigation of the generation of second, third and
fourth harmonic of fs cw mode locked Ti:Sapphire radiation. In particular, the influence of diffe-
rent crystal lengths of two nonlinear materials, LBO and BBO, on the pulse length, the time-band-
width product and a possible frequency chirp of the harmonic pulses was investigated.

The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 1. The TiA120 3 laser used in these experiments produ-
ced a maximum average power (repetition rate 76 MHz) of 1.45 W at 785 nm, the tuning range ex-
tended from 710 nm to 805 nm and the pulse length was between 120 fs and 150 fs. Assuming a
sech2 pulse shape the time-bandwidth product of Av At - 0.5 indicates almost transform limited
pulses. After frequency doubling radiation at frequency wo and 2w is separated, the polarization of
co is rotated by 900 for type I phase matching to generate 3R and the temporal delay between o and
2o) induced in the doubling crystals as a result of the different group velocities is compensated in an
optical delay line for (a The third harmoic is tunable from 236nm to 268 nm limited by the tuning
range of our TiA120 3 laser. The generated radiation at 3 ow is then seperated from the fiudaenntal,
polarization and temporal delay between co and 3o are adjusted, and both beams at woand 3co are fo-
cussed into a BBO crystal for sum frequency generation. Fundamental and fourth harmonic are se-
perated by a quartz prism.

A characterization of the generated pulses was obtained by means of an intensity auto- or crosscor-
relation and a measurement of the spectral bandwidth at co, 2wo, and 3wo. In particular, the pulse
width of the third harmonic was obtained by a crosscorrelation measurement between wo and 3o in
a 2 mm long BBO crystal where the difference frequency was generated. Typical data are shown in
table I for different crystal lengths and crystal combinations to generate 2w, 3o, and 4o) All trip-
ling experiments were performed with a 1 nun long BBO crystal.
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It is obvious from this table that for bandwidth limited pulses at pulse lengths of around 150 fs cry-
stal lengths of approximately 1 mm have to be chosen. With a 1 mm LBO crystal for frequency
doubling we have obtained 420 mW average power at 2 ow corresponding to an efficiency of 30 %.
Subsequent frequency tripling in a 1 mm BBO crystal resulted in 195 mW average power at 3w

cw modelocked
Ti: A120 3

(0)

Figure I: Experimental set up
4w

with a pulsewidth of 180 fs and a time bandwidth product of 0.75, comparable to the original pul-
ses.

Although the conversion efficiency for frequency doubling in BBO is higher compared to LBO
(P~av( 2(o) = 780 moW) the poor beam profile at 2ow caused by the larger walk off angle did not allow
for higher conversion efficiencies at 3w0. In addition the pulse length at 2wc was increased resulting
in a time bandwidth product of 1.16. Therefore for bandwidth limited pulses and for further fre-
quency conversion processes LBO has to be used as the doubling crystal.

The fourth harmonic was generated in a BBO crystal which is the only crystal to allow phase mat-
ched sum frequency generation between woand 3wc. The only crystal available was 6.85 mm long
which is not well suited for the sum frequency generation of fs pulses. In first experiments we did
observe the fourth harmonic around 195 nm, but the output power was less than 1 moW. Improved
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results with shorter crystals will be presented at the conference.

LBO (1 mm) LBO (8 mm) BBO (2 mm)

P(W) 1.45 1.45 1.45

0 At(fs) 142 132 140

AtAv 0.5 0.5 0.5

P(mW) 400 670 780

1 27.6% 46.2% 54%

20o At(fs) 150 380 280

AtAv 0.62 1.12 1.16

P(mW) 195 110 80

TI 36.4% 21.4% 14.5%

3o At(fs) 180 -

AtAv 0.75 -

P(mW) < I

4o) 11 -_-_-

Table I: Typical data for the generation of 2wa 3wo and 4(o for different crystal lengths. The third
harmonic was generated in a I mm long BBO crystal, the fourth harmonic in a 6.85 mm long BBO
crystal.

All these results are in reasonable agreement with calculations of the pulse lengths of 2o, 3 co and
4(o considering the difference in group velocity between the various harmonics. In LBO the diffe-
rence is in general smaller, so that longer crystals can be used. For the third and fourth harmonic,
however, only BBO allows for phase matching over the total tuning range of the ThiSapphire laser.
Owing to the high peak power of the fs fundamental pulses the conversion efficiencies are still
comparable to or ever larger compared to ps frequency conversion where longer crystals can be
used.

In summary we have shown that external frequency conversion in LBO and BBO crystals is an ef-
ficient method to generate tunable femtosecond pulses down into the deep ultraviolet spectral regi-
on. Nearly transform limited pulses with pulse lengths of 150 fs and average powers of 420 mW
and 195 mW were obtained at 390 nm and 260 nim, respectivly. With longer crystals the efficien-
cies can be increased at the expense of the pulse length. Sum frequency generation between (o and
3wo allows for the generation of femtosecond pulses down to 190 nm. The whole possible tuning
range of the Ti:Sapphire laser can, in principle, be utilized to generate femtosecond pulses from
190 nm to 520 nm.
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The use of solid state materials for stimulated Raman
scattering (SRS) can result in high gain, reliable, small
dimension devices for shifting laser output frequencies. However,
few crystals have been identified that possess narrow, isolated
intensive Raman active vibronic modes necessary to produce
efficient scattering [1]. Normally, these intense modes can be
attributed to strong internal symmetrical vibrations within
covalent ion complexes, such as (CO 3 )-,, (NO3 F- and (W04 )- . It
was suggested earlier by Eckhardt [1] that molecular crystals
containing these complexes should exhibit strong SRS.

SRS in Ba(NO3 )2 crystals has been demonstrated previously
using nanosecond excitation pulses [2,3]. The SRS gain at 532 nm
was measured by Karpukhin et al. [2] to be 47±5 cm/GW. Ba(NO3) 2
crystals were also used to shift the radiation of a tunable
LiF:F 2 - color center laser (A=1.1-1.25pm) to near IR spectral
region of 1.2 to 1.6 pm[3]. The maximum SRS efficiencies of the
first and second Stokes components in this configuration were
quoted as being 60% and 18%, respectively.

In this paper we present the first demonstration of SRS with
picosecond pulses in Ba(N0 3 ) 2 crystals. The transverse relaxation
time T3 of the vl(A 1') Raman active vibronic mode was estimated
to be •5 ps [3]. The excitation pulses in our experiments were
measured to be 22±2 ps. Therefore, the experiments discussed
were performed in the transient SRS regime.

The theory of SRS has been extensively developed previously
[4,5]. In the approximation of a plane, nondepleted pump wave the
intensity of the first Stokes component is defined by

Is(L) = Is(0) exp( G ). (1)

In the steady state region the gain exponent is defined as

G = gss Ip L (2)
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where gss is the steady state Raman gain, I is the pump
intensity and L is the length of the nonlinear Ram&n media.

In the transient case, where T < T2, the transient growth
of the molecular vibration wave mustpbe considered. Carman et al.
[5] performed a detailed numerical analysis of the transient SRS.
Following ref. [6], the main result that we want to extract from
this analysis is the factor F. This is the factor by which the
pump intensity under transient conditions must be increased as
compared to steady state to reach the threshold for SRS. In our
experiment we have the ratio T2 /T - 1.1. For a Gaussian shaped
pump pulse under threshold conditigns, the analysis of ref. [5,6]
yields the factor F-10. Thus the threshold conditions for SRS in
our giriental case should be obtained, when the gain exponent
Gtr (nte is ten times greater than G5 5 (tnresh).

In the experimental setup used for this work, the second
harmonic output of a mode locked Nd-YAG laser was used as a pump
source. The output energy and pulse duration of this laser was
measured to be 2 mJ/pulse and 22±2 ps, respectively. We used two
methods to measure the parameters of the scattered light. One was
composed of a monochromator, photomultiplier tube and digital
oscilloscope. This system was used to measure SRS efficiency from
a single laser pulse. The other system was composed of a 600
glass prism, aperture and energy meter. This system was used to
measure the absolute SRS efficiency.

The barium nitrate samples were cut along the [110]
crystallographic axis. These samples were 50 and 40 mm long with
the apertures 9x9 and 12x15 mm, respectively. Ba(NO3)2 crystals
are transparent in the wide spectral region from 340 to 1800 nm.

In the forward scattered radiation direction, the first (563
nm), second (599 nm) and third (639 nm) Stokes, and first
antistokes (504 nm) components of the illuminating 532 nm pump
beam were present. Figure 1(a) shows the dependence of the
forward sr ttered (inside 1.50 cone) first Stokes efficiency on
the input pump intensity for crystals of lengths 50 mm and 40 mm.
The t hreshold intensities were measured to be 1.1 and 1.45
GW/cm , respectively. These are in good agreement with the
exponential dependence of the SRS intensities on the crystal
length as predicted by Eqs. (1) and (2).

The threshold gain obtained from our exgrimmeptal data and
steady state Raman gain g 5 , gives us G tnresn)=26p+30. -Asu .... f fTnresn)
predicted this value is a actor of 10 larger than Gss re
that is commonly defined to be 25.

Figure l(b) shows the overall efficiency of the first and
second Stokes SRS in the 50 mm long Ba(NO ) crystal. It can be
seen that a first Stokes efficiency of 151 and second Stokes
effic ency of 5% can be obtained at the input pump intensity of 2
GW/cm . A further increase of the pump intensity leads to
saturation of the SRS efficiencies.

The anqular dependences of the SRS radiation for different
pump intensities were also investigated. The divergence of the
first Stokes radiation increases with the input pump intensity
from 10 to 40. This blooming of the first Stokes radiation can be
attributed to the onset of the threshold for off-axis SRS. That
is, as the pump intensity increases it becomes possible for off-
axis spontaneously scattered first Stokes radiation to be
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amplified. Likewise, the second Stokes radiation, created by
cascading SRS of the first Stokes component, displays an
analogous distribution at small angles. We observed an absorption
cone in the first Stokes radiation and intense cones of both
second and third Stokes components, at angles 1.90, 3.60 and
5.50, respectively. The appearance of this cones is ascribed to
the four photon mixing processes [7].

In summary, we have demonstrated that Ba(NO3 )2 crystals can
be used as a high gain Raman media with picosecond pulses. The
results obtained in these experiments are in agreement with the
theoretical predictions for transient SRS. The results show the
feasibility of using solid state Raman shifters for producing
frequency shifts in the output of picosecond pulse lasers.
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Ever since the discovery of solid state lasers, host material selection has been confined to
congruent melting compounds. This is because the Czochralski pulling is the only technique
capable to produce large size high quality single crystals with reasonable amount of time. The
conventional lamp pumped system requres large size single crystal rods as lasing medium.

The availability of high power laser diodes changes the whole thinking of solid state laser
design. Not only we do not need large rods as lasing medium, the tolerance of thermal mechanical
strength of the host materials is also somewhat relaxed. Moreover, because of the intrinsic low
peak power of these laser diodes, it is desirable to select material with long fluorescence lifetime
and low non-radiative losses. Fluoride compounds, in general, fit these criteria well.

So far all the known fluoride laser hosts either melt congruently or are very close to it.
These include MgF2, ZnF2 , CaF2, SrF2 , LaF3 , LiYF 4 , BaY2F8 , KY3F1 0, KMgF 3 , KZnF 3,
SrAIF 5, Na3Ga2Li3F12 , and more recently LiCaAlF 6 , LiSrAlF 6. Among them, only four (LaF3,
LiYF4 , BaY2F8 , KY 3F10 ) are capable for rare earth doping and LiYF4 is the only compound that
has been extensively studied.

Clearly, in order to optimize lasing properties, we should consider the structural criteria
first rather than congruent melting as basis for material selection. This means that in case we find
a desirable structure but incongruent melting, we must be able to overcome the problem. This is
indeed the case. We report here our effort to grow three new laser host crystals from peritectic
melts. They are KYF4, LiGdF 4 and KLiYF5 . We are able to grow these crystals using the same
equipment and technique that we normally do for congruent melting compounds. Although the
pull rate is slower around 0.3 to 0.5 mm per hour, it is significantly faster than normal flux growth
method. The key of this success is the high sensitivity of an improved computer controlled weight
feed back system.

In all cases, we have to either construct our own phase diagram or correct the existing
ones based on our growth data. Among them, KYF4 was most extensively investigated. The
peritectic composition is located at 43% YF3 + 57% KF. The crystal is hexagonal and the
preferred growth direction is c-axis. We are able to grow high quality crystals using the entire
peritectic region until reaching the eutectic point. LiGdF4 has the largest shift of peritectic point
away from the stoichiometric composition and is, thus, most difficult to grow. The peritectic
composition is located at 29% YF3 +71% LiF. The growth rate is down to 0.3 mm per hour and
the yield is low. We can only use a small portion of the peritectic curve before the constitutional
supercool overwhelms. The peritectic point of KLiYF5 is near 43% YF 3 + 57% KF + 57% LiF.
It has the lowest growth temperature around 6000 C. The crystal is monoclinic and has an excellent
(010) cleavage plane. Although the growth is not difficult, the crystal does cleave and crack badly
during cooling. Moreover, the crystal also contains a lot of inclusions. We have not yet fully
optimize the growth condition yet.

We have demonstrated here that the current weight-feed-back controlled Czochralski puller
can be used to pull high quality crystals from an incongruent, peritectic melt. The growth rate is
slower but still quite adequate. This approach opens new opportunities to search for better laser
hosts.
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SUMMARY

The interest in diode pumped solid state lasers in the 2 Am
region in recent years has been well documented. The need for
compact, highly efficient sources has led to the increased study of
new laser hosts which may improve upon the current state of the
art. We have grown and analyzed the spectroscopic properties of
two Tmh-doped silicate oxyapatite hosts and one orthosilicate.
These hosts are CaY (SiO4 ) 30 [CaYSOAP], CaLa4 (SiO4 )30 [CaLaSOAP],
and Y2Sio5 [YOS]. We shiall compare the spectroscopic properties of
these new hosts with those of Tmh-doped YAG and show that these
new hosts may offer improvements to Th :YAG in minimizing
upconversion, increasing tunability in the 2 Am region, and
improving laser performance for the 2.3 Am transition.

All crystals examined in this paper were grown by the
Czochralski technique. CaYSOAP and CaLaSOAP are uniaxial crystals
in which Tmh is directly substituted for either Y or La without
need for charge compensation. As seen in Steinbruegge, et al.,'
these hosts readily accept trivalent rare earths, with distribution
coefficients near unity. YOS is a biaxial crystal, making
polarized absorption measurements quite difficult.

SPECTROSCOPY

The focus of the spectroscopic measurements centered around
the absorption of Tm3÷ in the near infrared region for eventual
pumping with GaAlAs diodes. All absorption spectra were measured
with Glan-Thompson polarizers and a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9
Spectrophotometer at room temperature. Lifetime measurements were
also taken at the appropriate wavelengths by using a Nd:YAG pulsed
dye laser pump source (8 ns pulsewidth). Lifetimes of the 2 Am
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transition were measured with an InSb detector, and a S1 response
photomultiplier tube detected near infrared lifetimes. All
lifetime measurements were taken at room temperature.

A complete set of spectroscoic results can be seen in Table
1. This data shows that both Tm :CaYSOAP and Tmh:CaLaSOAP have
significantly stronger absorption coefficients at the 790 nm diode
pumping region when compared to a Tm3÷:YAG sample of equal
concentration. The 3H4 absorption peak for 6%Tm:CaYSOAP is 5 to 6
times stronger than that for 6%Tm:YAG. Also of interest is the
shift in absorption strength from the 3F3 transition to the 3H4
transition. At 680 nm the absorption in Tm:YAG is 3 times stronger
than the 785 nm absorption, whereas in Tm:CaYSOAP the reverse is
true. The comparative absorption spectra of Tm:CaYSOAP and Tm:YAG
can be seen in figure 1.

From the spectroscopic data, Tm:CaLaSOAP and especially
Tm:CaYSOAP appear to be excellent candidates for improved 2 Am
solid state lasers. Increased absorption at 790 nm can allow for
a reduction in Tm3÷ dopant concentration, which would help decrease
the amount of detrimental ground state absorption in the 2 Am
lasing region, as well as minimize the upconversion processes which
lower the efficiency of higher concentration TmO lasers. A
reduction in ground state absorption could create a broader tuning
range in the shorter wavelength region. The increased 790 nm
absorption would also allow for very short laser crystal lengths,
promoting better mode matching possibilities for diode pumped
lasers. Another Tm3÷ laser transition, the 3H4 to 3H5 2.3 Am laser,
may be better suited for a Tm3÷-doped silicate oxyapatite because
a very low concentration Tm crystal is needed to eliminate the 2
for 1 process of the 2 Am transition. Concerning the lifetime
data, the shortening of the 3F4 2 Am transition from 10 ms in Tm:YAG
to 1.6 ms in Tm:CaLaSOAP and 0.59 ms in Tm:CaYSOAP should not
affect quasi-cw diode pumped operation, since the diode pulses are
on the order of 1 ms.

In summary, Tm3÷-doped oxyapatites appear to be excellent
candidates for diode pumped 2 Am lasers: they are not difficult to
grow, and they offer stronger absorption linewidths in the near
infrared wavelength region.
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Ion 3H4 Abs. H4 Abs. 3F3 Abs. 3F3  Abs. -
Nominal Density peak & coeff. peak & coot . H H 3

Crystal (#/cm 3) FWHM (nm) (cm -1) FWHM(nm) (cm -1) 4

6% Tm: 20 E C E//C
CaYSOAP 9.4x1- 0 790 nm 33.5 682.2 nm 6 15 p. s 585 IL S

(3.2 nm) (10 nm)

6% Tm: E//C E//C
CaLaSOAP 8.4x1020 791 nm 6.9 682.6 nm 2.9 70.5 s 1.63 ms

(5 nm) (10 nm)

679.2 nm 9.8
6% Tm:YOS 1.1x10 2 1 790. nm 7.6 (-~4 nm) 8.5 ILS 1.72ms(2.1nm)675.7 nm(-2 nm) 10.1

6% Tm:YAG 8.3x10 20 785.4 nm 681 nm

6T:AG(3 nm) 5.4(3 nm) 15.1 2 0 p.s l0ins

Table 1. All measurements taken at room temperature. Polarized absorption data is indicated.
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Figure 1. Room temperature absorption spectra of 6% Tm:YAG vs. 6% Tm:CaYSOAP
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Solid state lasers based on Yb-doped media can be efficiently pumped by strained-layer InGaAs
diodes.1 For several reasons, such a system offers an attractive alternative to the AIGaAs diode-pumped
Nd 3+-iaser widely employed in science and industry. First, recent data suggest that the InGaAs diode
lasers may provide advantages of longer operating lifetimes and lower degradation rates as compared
with the AIGaAs diode lasers.2,3 Second, the Yb3+ ion has three to four times longer energy storage
lifetime than does Nd3+ for the same host. In this paper we report our investigations of Yb-doped crystals
with the apatite structure as a promising class for InGaAs diode-pumpable media.

A study of several Yb-doped crystalline media identified fluorapatite, Ca5(PO4)3F, or FAP, to
possess a more favorable crystal field environment for Yb than many oxide and fluoride hosts.4 Strongly
polarized absorption and emission features give rise to a large pump cross section at 905 ram and a large
extraction cross section at 1043 nim with a lifetime comparable to those found in oxide crystals (Tem =
1.1 msec). Moreover, the laser performance of a Ti:sapphire pumped Yb:FAP crystal was investigated and
slope efficiencies as high as 79% were measured. 5

The fluorapatite structure is well-known for its diverse crystal chemistry such that an efficient
Yb:FAP laser readily suggest the investigation of chemical analogs for similar applications. Such an
investigation is twofold in its potential benefits: 1) a superior or complementary Yb-laser may be
identified, and 2) an understanding may be gained of the physics producing the favorable spectroscopic
properties. To this intent, we have grown and characterized Yb-doped crystals of Sr5(PO4)3F, Ba5(PO4)3F
and Ca5(PO4)3C! to compare with Ca5(PO4)3F properties.

Our studies of the FAP analogs reveal similar physical and optical properties. Most important, the
Yb spectroscopy reveals the same anisotropic features which dominate the absorption and emission
spectra in FAP, and the measured Yb3+ lifetimes are all within ±20%. Among these crystals, the most
promising new laser candidate is Sr5(PO4)3F, or S-FAP, which yields the longest Yb3+ lifetime among the
apatites studied, Tern =1.26 msec, and the highest extraction cross section observed for Yb, oem = 7.3 x
10-20 cm2. Consequently, Yb:S-FAP has been investigated as a laser pumped by a Ti:sapphire laser
operating at 899 nm. Figure 1 shows measured slope efficiencies as high as 71% for the Yb.'S-FAP data
shown. The favorable spectroscopic properties for Yb in S-FAP and the overall laser performance suggest
Yb:S-FAP should, like Yb:FAP, serve usefully as an InGaAs diode-pumpable medium.

Although the other analogs are not observed to have any significant advantages as laser media,
they contribute to our overall understanding of the Yb spectroscopy in these materials. To this end, we
have measured unpolarized low temperature (-20 K) emission spectra of Yb in the various apatite
crystals and observe both electronic and vibrational lines. Figure 2 is a plot of low temperature emission
for the different apatite hosts. The x-axis is in wavenumbers where 0 cm-1 is defined to be the "zero-line"
energy. Arrows mark where we observe the four electronic levels (e) which are expected for the Yb3+ ion
and additional levels arising from (PO4) group vibrations (vp) and lattice vibrations (vl).6 It is evident in
the region of the laser line for these materials, 500-700 cm"1, significant interactions of electronic and
phosphate vibrational energies are occurring. In fact, the level of electronic-vibrational coupling increases
as the divalent metal cation changes from Ca < Sr < Ba and as the halogen ion changes from CI < F. The
significance of the Ca5(PO4)3C1 sample is the conspicuous absence of the phosphate vibrational levels in
the vicinity of the local electronic state. Where the phosphate vibration energies are sufficiently close to
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the electronic energy, a resonant enhancement of the vibronic level leads to increased transition strength
to the vibrational level. Interestingly, it is this resonant electronic-vibrational interaction between Yb 3+

and the (PO4) groups which give rise to the laser line of the Yb:FAP and Yb:S-FAP lasers.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under contract no. W-7405-Eng-48.
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Determination of %jo, Intrinsic slope efficiency,
and Ld, double-pass loss for Yb: S-FAP
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Fig. 1. Efficiency data acquired for the Yb:S-FAP laser crystal. Measurements were made for the three
output couplers (O.C.) indicated.
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Fig. 2. Low temperature (-20 K) emission spectra for the Yb-doped apatite hosts. The abcissa is in
wavenumbers where 0 cm"1 is the "zero-line" energy. Energy levels are marked by an arrow and
"e" for electronic, "Vp" for phosphate vibration, and "vi" for lattice vibration.
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High Power Ytterbium-doped Fibre Laser operating around 1.11 um

C. J. Mackechnie, W. L. Barnes, D. C. Hanna, J. E. Townsend

Optoelectronics Research Centre,

University of Southampton,

Southampton,

S09 5NH,
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Trivalent Ytterbium in glass fibres is well known for having a very broad emission

band in the lm region, and in various glass hosts stimulated emission has been achieved

from 974nm to 1170nm[1],[2]. So far, the powers reported for the long wavelength end of

this range, above 1 00nm, have been rather low. We can now report greater than 500mW

of CW output power at 11 15nm. This is achieved by pumping an Yb3+ doped silica fibre at

a much longer wavelength than is normally used. Whereas in previous reports pump

wavelengths have centred around 850nm, we have used both a Nd:YLF TFR laser operating

at 1.047Im and a Nd:YAG, at 1.06414m to excite the system. Thus the potential problems

of ASE at 974nm and lasing operation in the middle peak of the emission band at 1.040jm

are automatically excluded since net gain is only available at longer wavelengths than the
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pump. Lasing operation can then occur in the tail of the emission spectrum at around

11 l5nm. At this wavelength, using 100m of Yb 3+ doped silica, (concentration: 700ppm,

radius: 6Am, NA: 0.17) we have measured 600mW of CW output, where feedback was

provided by the 4% reflection from the bare fibre output end and a high reflector at the

launch end of the fibre. With an estimated launch efficiency of 45% this implies a slope

efficiency with respect to absorbed power of 62 %. The gain in this system was actually high

enough that with only the two cleaved ends lasing emission was still observed in this case

at 1. 106/Am. The longest wavelength reached, with a high reflector butted to each end of the

fibre, was 1134nm, but our calculations indicate that by using appropriate mirrors or by

using fibre gratings it should be possible to achieve significant output powers at even longer

wavelengths.

The achievement of high powers at these wavelengths fills a gap in the spectrum of

available lasers. The Yb 31 fibre source also has the possibility of being tuned over a range

of some 50nm above 1 100nm, making it a very flexible and convenient alternative to present

sources in this region such as a Nd: YAG operating at 1 123nm. This is of particular relevance

in view of recent results reported by Grubb et al.[3], who used a Nd:YAG laser operating

at 1123nm to produce the first-single-wavelength pumped, CW, room temperature, blue up-

conversion laser. In fact we have now used the Yb3 + fibre described here, operating at

1.1141Am, to pump a Tm3 + doped ZBLAN fibre and have obtained lasing emission at 480nm.

Thus the Yb 3 doped silica fibre laser pumped by a Nd:YAG or Nd:YLF laser offers

a simple and convenient route to efficient CW operation in the infra-red region beyond

- 1.081 tm where few convenient sources are available. Performance achieved to date has

been with unoptimised fibres. Efforts are now directed at optimised operation and longer

wavelength operation and results of these efforts will be reported.
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EXCITED STATE ABSORPTION IN Nd 3 + DOPED LASER CRYSTALS

Y. GUYOT, R. MONCORGE

Universit6 de Lyon I, URA 442 CNRS, 69622 Villeurbanne, France

Different causes were invoked recently 1'2 '3 to account for the laser

performance of Nd3+ doped laser crystals such as Y3A150 12 (YAG), YLiF4 (YLF), or
LaMgA111019(LMA).

CW laser measurements showed, for example, in case of diode pumping

around 800 nm, laser slope efficiencies above threshold well below the quantum

defect-limited value (% 75 percent), and it was demonstrated then3 that a more

or less adequate overlap of the pump beam and cavity waists within the laser

crystal and/or the possibility of having inhomogeneously broadened emission

lines could be responsible for that.

Other authors1,4,5, 6  also invoked pumping of "dead sites", energy

transfer of pump radiation to "poison centers" and/or excited-state absorption

(ESA) both in the pumping and in the laser emission wavelength domains, but

these conclusions, especially in the case of ESA, were often speculative, if

plausible, and not baked up by definitive and clear spectroscopic

measurements.

Thus, to clarify the situation and, more particularly, to estimate the

real contribution of ESA, we report here direct measurements of excited-state

excitation (ESE) spectra and of ESA cross sections. These measurements were

made in Nd:YAG, Nd:YLF and Nd:LMA (LNA) in their laser emission domains around

1.06 and 1.32 g±m and in various pumping regions of interest for flash-lamp and

diode laser excitations as well, in the visible and in the near infrared.

The ESA data in the emission domains were collected with the aid of

two-beam experiments, one laser beam to populate the Nd3+ emitting level 41F3/2

and another beam to probe ESA.

As an example, we show in Figs I and 2 the ESE spectra recorded around
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1.06 and 1.32 gtm in the case of Nd:YAG. This original results are very

important since they show definitively that in Nd:YAG, no ESA is predicted

-from the energy level scale of Nd3+ in this material- and is actually

observed at the laser wavelengths of 1.06415 and 1.3187 pJm.

The situation in Nd:YLF and in Nd'LMA is more complex since the spectra

are strongly polarized. It is found for example that prediction of ESA in

Nd:LMA was not so straightforward as expected before

In the end our presentation on that matter will be completed by an

analysis of the possible effect of ESA on the thermooptical (thermal lensing.

birefringence) properties of these Nd doped laser materials and, more

particularly, in a flash-lamp pumped Nd:YAG laser rod, since big changes were

observed when such a rod was lasing or not.

More details will be presented at the conference. A discussion will be

developed too concerning the use of the Judd-Ofelt formalism to derive

theoretically the ESA cross-sections obtained in the pump-probe experiments.
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ACTIVE MEDIUM FOR ALL-SOLID-STATE TUNABLE UV LASER

Mark A.Dubinskii, Vadim V.Semashko, Alexander K.Naumov,

Ravil" Yu.Abdulsabirov, Stella L.Korableva.

Kazan State University; 18 Lenin Str., 420088 Kazan, Russia

Since 1979 /1/, Ce 3 ÷-activated dielectric crystals are

the most attractive candidates for the application as an UV tu-

nable solid-state laser active media. However, only three laser

media of such kind have been discovered (YLF:Ce3/1/, LaFz:Ce3 -

/2/, and LiLuF*sCe•÷/3/) despite the large amount of other

Ce=3-activated crystals-candidates studied so far (e.g., /4,

5/). So, the search for new Ce-activated media is of great im-

portance. And the most attractive would be the medium suitable

for pumping by the UV harmonics of commercially available so-

lid-state lasers, in contrast to known excimer-pumped media /1-

-3/, to realize the all-solid-state tunable laser source.

Here we report the results of spectroscopic studies, tuna-

ble gain features and lasing from the first medium of such kind

-Ceý÷-activated LiCaAlF. single crystal pumped by the quad-

rupled output of a 0-switched Nd-YAG laser at 266 nm.

LiCaAIF&:Cez- (LiCAFtCe) fluorescence spectra obtained

display nearly double-humped shape characteristic of Cez÷ ion

in most of the hosts /1-3,5/. The main peak positions are al-out

287 and 309 nm. The spectra also give an indication of multisi-

te character of the Ce3 activation which is concentrational-
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ly dependent. The fluorescence lifetime was found to be of 5f±

5 ns, the quantum yield - about 90%. The pump-probe experiments

with the 266 nm pumping gave the evidence of significant tunab-

le single-pass gain. The gain vs wavelength dependence is shown

in Fig. 1. The gain curve shape follows the fluorescence spect-

2.0 0

0

0

280 300 320 .2,nm

Figure 1. LiCAF:Ce gain spectrum.

rum, which means qualitatively the absence of significant ESA

in the gain region.

Laser action at 288 nm from LiCAF:Ce sample has been obser-

ved as well. The threshold pumping energy flux in nonselective

cavity with highly reflecting mirrors was found to be as low as

32 mJ/cm= and is the lowest among the known Ce-activated la-

ser media /1-3/. Spectral bandwidth of the radiation emitted in

this case was about 2 nm, output pulse duration - 5 ns (pumping

pulse duration - 8 ns). Using the nonselective cavity with the

plane-parallel mirrors, the output mirror transmission of 68%,
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the slope efficiency of 6.5% was reached in this first experi-

ments without any optimization of the device. No visible sample

coloration appeared after more than 3 hours irradiation by the

pumping source at 12.5 Hz repetition rate. No change in the

conversion efficiency was observed with pumping pulse repetiti-

tion rate.

As the crystals studied did not display any evidence of the

ESA in the region of tunable gain, and stable or transient co-

lor centers formation under the pumping did not take place, our

findings promise the creation of reliable, all-solid-state tu-

nable UV laser source in the nearest future. A careful spec-

troscopic examination of polarization effects, multisite acti-

vation peculiarities of Ce-activated LiCaAlFo and its single

crystal homologues, as well as detailed tunability studies of

the first all-solid-state UV laser, based on rare-earth ion

d-f-transitions, are now in progress.
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Summary

The interest in solid state lasers based on Pr 3+ is due to the fact, that Pr 3+

offers many transitions in the visible and near infrared spectral region. The
first pulsed 77 K -laser operation of Pr+ was demonstrated in CaWO 4 by
Yariv et al. in 1962 [1]. In the meantime, pulsed 300 K stimulated emission
of Pr3+ has been reported at several wavelengths in different host crystals
[2, 3, 4]. In all these measurements pulsed laser pumping or flashlamp pum-
ping was used. In this paper we demonstrate, that in YA10 3 from both
metastable levels, that is 3P0 and 1D2, cw laser operation is possible under
Argon laser excitation.

In our laser experiments we have chosen the host lattice YA10 3 because these
crystals exhibit rather small phonons and can be grown in good laser quality.
Furthermore the anisotropy of Pr3+:YA10 3 crystals allows high cross sections
in special orientations. As shown in Figure 1 and 2 the absorption and emis-
sion spectra depend strongly on the orientation of the crystal. The strongest
absorption for argon laser excitation at 476.5 am is given for EI 1 C with an
effective absorption cross section of 1.4-10-' cm 2 (doping level 2 .102° cm 3 ).

Laser emission of Pr:YAIO 3 could be obtained at 662.4 nm for E II a, at
613.9 nm and at 753.7 nm for E I g and finally at 621.6 nm, 719.5 nm, 746.9
nm and 996.0 nm for E 11 C- This shows the great influence of the orientation
upon the possible laserwavelengths of the crystal.
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The experimental data have shown slope efficiencies between 1 % and 5 %.
In Figure 3 for example the input-output diagram is shown for the 3Po - 3F4

transition at 746.9 nm after excitation with an argon-ion laser operating at
476.5 nm. The first results of our measurements have been 230 mW for the
pump power threshold, 12 mW for the maximum output power and 1.1 %
for the slope efficiency using mirrors with a transmission of T = 1.0 %.

After optimizing the crystal to a length of 5 mm and a doping level of 1.5-1020

cm- 3 we obtained a maximum output power of 30 mW for T = 10 % and a
slope efficiency of almost 5 % which holds about for all observed laser lines.
Further optimization is in progress.
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Figure 3.
Input-Output diagram of Pr:YAl0 3 after excitation with an Argon-ion laser
operating at 476.5 nm. Laser emission at 746.9 nm.
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Relative Upconversion Rates in Tm-Ho doped crystals.
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Introduction 3H4 I

A series of experiments has been -01%
conducted in order to compare the potential A n4 4

- --10000 2nn

of different hosts for use in room- 3H5

temperature Tm-Ho 2 g.m laser systems. The 6

efficient operation of this system depends 3F4

upon a number of host dependent -3

parameters. One of the main loss

mechanisms of the Tm-Ho 2 gim laser has

been identified as 3 F4=* 3 H 6 , 517=ý I5 - Al n ln3 A3n3
upconversion (See, for example, [1]). This

mechanism acts as a loss by draining the I K5Pn

excitations from the upper laser level at high Figure 1. Simplified model for the
excitation densities. This loss mechanism Tm-Ho 2 gam system. Spontaneousemission decays omitted.
can be partially offset by the reverse process In this model, 1" is the effective

of cross-relaxation. A simple model which pumping efficiency of the 3F4 level of Tm;

incorporates these as well as other this can be calculated for 790 nm diode

parameters of importance has been used to pumping from the cross-relaxation rate of

describe the system and is illustrated in Fig. the 3 H4 level of Tm. x I and a 1I' are,

1. Using this model, we have been able to respectively, the parameters for transfer and

extract from experimental data approximate back-transfer from Tm(3F4) to Ho( 517), a2 is

relative values of the upconversion and the upconvc, sion parameter for 3F4=, 3 H6 ,

cross-relaxation coefficients for YLF, 517=* 515 upconversion, and oE2' is the

BaY2F8, and NaYF4 . parameter for cross-relaxation. AI, A3 , and
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A4 are the total relaxation rates for singly- loss due to upconversion. It can be seen that

doped crystals. a high cross-relaxation rate coupled with a

The parameter which we first will low decay rate can largely offset the loss due

discuss in evaluating the potential efficiency to upconversion.

of the 2 gtm laser is the 5I5 cross-relaxation
rate (a2' no). In singly-doped Ho hosts, the Cross-relaxation
primary channel Of 515 decay is non- The cross-relaxation rate can be

radiative relaxation to 5I6, while in co-doped measured by observing the shortening of the

materials, other channels become available. Ho 515 lifetime when Tm is co-doped with

Of primary interest is the 515== 5I6, 3H 6=ý Ho in the material. The lifetimes are
3 F4 cross-relaxation that occurs when Ho measured by directly pumping the 5

and Tm are codoped in a material. multiplet with a pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser.

Upconversion acts as a loss by promoting an Table presents the results of these

excitation from the Ho 5I7 level to the 515 measurements.

level by accepting energy from an excitation Lifetime Appr. cross-
in the Tm 3F4 level, which drops to the 3H6  Material (initial decay) relax. rate
state. Thus, two excitations are lost from the I%Ho:YLF 18+2 jxs 0
upper laser level (the Tm 3F4 level acts as a

10%Ho'YLF 18+_2 uts 0
reservoir of excitations for the 517 level).

Any excitation that returns from 515 via 6%Tm,1.2%Ho:YLF 7±2 ps ( 8.U104 s
6%Tm,0.6%Ho:YLF 7±_2 uas (-.4) 8.7x i04 s"1

cross-relaxation does not act as loss on the
50%Er,6.7%Tm, <1 pts >9.4x105s" 1

system as this process essentially reverses
1.7%Ho:YLF

the upconversion. Excitations which do not I%Ho:BYF 50+-4 pls 0
return to the 517 -3F4 manifolds via cross- 5%Tm,Il%Ho:BYF 19±-2 js (-8.5) 3.2x104s-1

relaxation return either by non-radiative 8%Tm,O.8%Ho:BYF 8±_3 ts (-5.5) 1.05xlO5 s"1

relaxation and energy-transfer or by 0.5%Ho:NY 130±5ps 0
spontaneous emission and are responsible 5%Tm,0.5%Ho:NYF 58±5 gs (??) 9.U10 3 '
for the loss experienced by the system as, at Table 1. 515 Cross-relaxation rates for various
most, only one excitation returns to the materials.

upper level. These processes are described The time-dependent fluorescence of

in Fig. 1 by the term A4 n4 . Therefore, to the co-doped materials was non-linear in

assess the potential loss due to 5I5 upcon- nature, with a fast initial decay which

version on the system we can measure the quickly (-< one time constant) became

singly-doped decay rate (A4 ) and the cross- approximately linear. The above reported

relaxation rate. The competition between lifetimes represent the time-constants mea-

these two rates will determine the potential sured in the linear (singly-doped) or nearly-
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linear (co-doped) portion of the decays; the Relative Upconversion Rates

initial slope of the fluorescent decay is Using the cross-relaxation rate and a

reported in parentheses for the decays that few assumptions, an approximate

display a resolvable non-linear decay, with measurement of the relative upconversion

the exception of NaYF4, for which no rates can be made by measuring the 5I5 and

numbers were obtained. What inferences 517 emission intensities as a function of

can be drawn from these initial slope pump power. These measurements are

numbers is not clear at this time; however, currently underway and the results will be

they most likely represent an effective cross- presented at the conference. Preliminary

relaxation rate for near neighbor pairs (when results indicate that the upconversion rate is

a Tm ion is nearly adjacent to a Ho ion). lower in NaYF4 than in the other two hosts.
This may be of significance in that the 517=ý In fact, it appears that the upconversion
515, 3F4=* 3H6 upconversion process is most parameter varies from host to host in the

likely to occur when the Tm ions are same manner as the cross-relaxation

adjacent to the Ho; therefore, it may be that parameter. This is expected from simple

the cross-relaxation process may be more Forster-Dexter theory as both processes arise
efficient (i.e. have a higher rate) for ions from the same mechanism, with some

pumped by upconversion than would be quantitative differences due to the position

predicted from measurements made with of the energy levels [2].

simple experiments. As the lifetimes To extract the absolute value of the
reported represent the nearly-linear portion upconversion coefficient for a material, a

of the decay, the cross-relaxation rates detailed knowledge of either the 3F4 -517

derived from them (Col. 3, Table 1) population distribution or of the 3F4- 517

represent the cross-relaxation rates as seen transfer coefficients (al and ail') is required.

by Ho ions in many different environments Measurements to determine this information

and therefore serve as a lower limit on the are currently being planned.

cross-relaxation rate that could be expected References
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Tunable fiber lasers have been made by many techniques, including the use of fiber
Fabry-Perot etalon filters [1]-[3], liquid crystal etalon filters [4], fiber grating reflectors [5],
external gratings [6], and acousto-optic modulation [7]. Recently, uncontrolled wavelength
changes were observed [8] in the output of fiber lasers containing intracavity polarizers during
adjustment of intracavity polarization controllers. We report on a simple new technique to
controllably tune a fiber laser and we provide a graphical illustration of the tuning process. The
method is generally analogous to that used in some tunable Lyot-type filters [9]. A schematic
diagram of the laser is shown in Fig. 1. The state of polarization (SOP) at points a-f in Fig. 1 is
depicted in the Poincare spheres of Fig. 2(a)-(f) as a function of wavelength.

Recall that on the Poincare sphere, the SOP with azimuth * and ellipticity Vy=arctan(b/a) is
represented as a point with longitude 2, and latitude 2 xV. The effect of a retardance r on the SOP
of the light passing through it is to rotate the SOP on the Poincare sphere about the axis through
the points corresponding to the fast and slow axes of the retardance. The SOP is rotated through
an angle equal to r, in a CCW sense looking from the fast axis SOP to the slow axis SOP. Linear
retarders may be implemented in fiber through the use of controlled bends. A coil of fiber acts as
a linear retarder having its fast axis in the plane of the coil.

Let us now consider the effect of the wavelength dependence of the linear retardance.
For clarity of explanation we will neglect the wavelength dependence of the refractive index,
Poisson's ratio, and the strain-optic coefficients. Then the retardance is inversely proportional to
the wavelength, such that longer wavelengths experience less retardance, and thus less rotation
on the Poincare sphere, than shorter wavelengths. When a broadband input signal with a linear
SOP passes through a linear retarder with its fast axis at 450 to the linear polarization, the output
SOP will have constant azimuth but a wavelength-dependent ellipticity. We represent this SOP
by a locus of points on the Poincare sphere with constant longitude but wavelength-dependent
latitude [10].

We will need to know the amount of retardance r(ko) required to transform an incident
linear SOP with spectral width AX = + - _. into a locus of points extending all the way around the
sphere so that it closes on itself. Using the simple wavelength dependence described above, we
may write the retardance as F(k) = r(Xo) (X•/X). We let Xo represent the center of the wavelength
range AX of interest, such that Xo = 0.5 (X+ - X_). Finally, we equate the difference in retardance
between the extremes of the wavelength range to 2nt, representing a complete rotation on the
Poincare sphere: 2n = r(X+) - r(X_). Solving for Xo, we find r(XO) = 2n (Wo/AX). In other words,
the order of the waveplate required is given by XO/AX. For X0 = 1550 nm and AX = 50nm, a 31-
wave plate is required.

The general method of the tuning is as follows:
"* Pass the light leaving the polarizing isolator through a linear retardance r with its fast

axis at 45' to the linear polarization and magnitude r(4o) = 2n (oWAX).
"• Use two quarterwave coils of fiber to move the SOP locus to the equator.
"• Tune the laser by rotating a halfwave fiber coil to bring the SOP of the desired output

wavelength nearest to the SOP passed by the input polarizer of the polarizing isolator.
Figure 2 shows the SOP locus as a function of wavelength for each step in this tuning

process. In the figures, H and D represent horizontal and diagonal linear polarizations, while R
represents right-circularly polarized light. The symbol F is nearest the fast axis end of the axis of
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rotation. The SOP locus was plotted for a 45-nm wavelength range, from 1527.5 nm to
1572.5 nm, to approximate the maximum gain bandwidth that might be expected for erbium-
doped fiber (EDF).

In Fig. 2(a) the SOP is linear horizontal as the light leaves the polarizing isolator and
enters the 31-wave plate provided by the EDF coil oriented at 450. Fig. 2(b) shows the SOP
locus of the light leaving the EDF coil. A random shift is introduced between Fig. 2(b) and Fig.
2(c) to account for uncontrolled bends between the exit of the EDF coil and entrance of the first
quarterwave coil. Fig. 2(c) shows the SOP locus as it enters the first quarterwave coil, which is
oriented to bring one of the two points where the SOP locus crosses the equator to a pole, such
that the locus is again in a polar plane. Fig. 2(d) shows the SOP locus as it enters the second
quarterwave coil, which is oriented to bring the polar plane containing the SOP locus to the
equatorial plane by rotating about the axis containing the two points where the SOP locus crosses
the equator. Fig. 2(e) shows the SOP locus as it enters the halfwave plate, which is used to rotate
the SOP of the desired wavelength to the diagonal linear SOP of the input polarizer of the
polarizing isolator. The axis of the halfwave rotation is placed such that it bisects the angle
between the diagonal linear SOP and the SOP of the desired wavelength. Finally, Fig. 2(f)
shows the SOP locus as it enters the polarizing isolator.

A 10-m length of EDF with a core diameter of 3-jim and a 1-imn cutoff wavelength was
used. Its erbium concentration is estimated to be 440 ppm. The EDF was wound (taking care not
to twist the fiber) on a 25-mm diameter rod, introducing an estimated 25-wave retardance. The
EDF was reverse pumped by a 30-mW, 1480-nm laser diode. The 10% output coupler provided
a slope efficiency of 2%. The laser operated multimode, although one might expect that it
would lase in a single longitudinal mode because the effect of spatial hole burning is eliminated
in traveling wave operation [6]. The longitudinal mode spacing was 10 MHz.

An optical spectrum analyzer with a 0.1-nm resolution bandwidth was used to measure
the laser tuning. A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. The linewidth of the laser was less than
0.1 nm. The tuning curve of output power versus wavelength of operation with constant pump
power is shown in Fig. 4. This data was taken with a preliminary laser cavity using a polarizing
beamsplitter and a wavelength-independent isolator in place of the polarizing isolator. When the
quarterwave coils were optimally positioned, the output wavelength was a monotonic function of
the position of the halfwave fiber coil. The optimum quarterwave coil positions were determined
through a process of trail and error.

In conclusion, a new method of tuning fiber lasers over a wide range is explained and
demonstrated. The laser was tuned from over a 33-nm range by rotation of the halfwave coil.
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LASER DAMAGE RESISTANCE AND PHOTOCHEMICAL STABILITY
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68 K.Marx St., 420015 Kazan, Russia

M.A.Dubinskii, A.K.Naumov, V.V.Vemashko

Kazan State University; 18 Lenin St., 420008 Kazan, Russia

Dye-doped polymers (DDP) are the cheapest solid-state acti-

ve media of tunable lasers and have considerable advantages in

comparison with a dye solutions /1,2/. Unfortunately, as compa-

red to solid-state crystalline media they have insufficient la-

ser damage resistance (LDR) and photochemical stability. Hence,

the search for new polymer laser materials with the advanced

operational characteristics is of great importance.

The subjects of our studies were metacrylic copolymers of

different chemical composition and structure doped by some Rho-

damine dyes. Different modifying additions. such as organic and

inorganic acid salts of metals, and P-, N-, S- and 0- contai-

ning organic compounds have been used. The influence of chemi-

cal composition, sub- and supermolecular structure of metacry-

lic copolymers and the nature of modifying additions on the LDR,

photochemical stability (under the pumping conditions) and the

efficiency of DDP active elements have been studied. The fre-

quency-doubled radiation of single-mode YAG3Nd 0-switched laser
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has been used for pumping.

It was shown that the LDR of widely used for DDP-lasers co-

A'
3500 4 Pump flux 8.5 J/cm=

2500
2

4500

0 0.25 05.0 0.$ V f00 CoN rTIr,

Fig. 1. 1- Erz(CQ3 )!; 2- Er-metacrylate; 3- Ce(NOz)z.

polymer of methylmetacrylate with metacrylic acid (MMA-IA) /3/

can be improved by their physical and chemical modifying. In

Fig. 1 the dependences of number of laser pumping pulses prece-

ding the first MMA-MA damage (N) on the modifier content are

shown. The addition of 0.15 - 0.25 wt% Erz(CO:3 ) or Er-MA

improves the LDR more than 7 times. It was revealed also that

the LDR of given copolymer can be improved even much more (abo-

ut 60 times) by adding some N-, S- an 0- containing organic mo-

difiers (NSO).

Essential index of practical value for DDP is its photoche-

mical stability under the pumping conditions, defined as a pum-

ping pulse number (N') preceding the twofold drop of DDP-la-

ser output energy. The corresponding dependence for Rhodamine-
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-66 doped copolymer MMA-MA on the WSO-modifyer content is shown

in Fig. 2. It is evident that NSO-adding makes it possible more

than 10-fold increase of DDP active element photochemical sta-

bility. The efficiency of DDP-lasers with the modified media is

at an average 1.2 times as high as with the initial ones and

reaches 32-35%.

Thus, the new DDP active media with advanced LDR and photo-

chemical stability have been obtained and the possibility to

increase significantly the operational characteristics of DDP -

based tunable solid-state lasers is demonstrated.
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Abstract
We report the first demonstration of Ultra Broad Band Thin Film Plate Polarizers (UBB-TFP) for

femtosecond (fs) / wide band tunable solid-state lasers. By increasing the angle of incidence from the Brewster's
angle, we were able to produce very efficient TFPs. Such polarizers dramatically improve the tunability of
fcmtosecond regenerative amplifiers.

Introduction bandwidth and their damage threshold to meet the
Compact solid-state femtosecond amplifiers chirped-pulse amplification requirements.

presently rely on chirped pulse amplification
techniques to safely extract the stored energy from Overview of various polarizers
the gain media. This technique consists of Broad band plate polarizers are difficult to
temporally stretching or chirping the pulse prior to fabricate, especially when high power is requested.
amplification, and rccompressing to the fourrier The most common polarizers are cubes1' 2 (Mac-
transform limit post amplification. The most efficient Neille or Glan-Thomson and Glan-Taylor) and
amplifier for these purposes is a regenerative Brewster's angle plate polarizers. The cubes produce
amplifier. This configuration allows the injected high extinction ratios (Tp/Ts) for wider bandwidth.
pulse to make any arbitrary number of passes But, they are limited to low energy lasers because of
through the gain media in order to fully deplete the the inherent vulnerability of their optical cement to
stored energy. The most difficult aspect of the laser damage. One of the best cubes is the Glan-lascr
regerative amplifier is that broad band intracavity polarizing prism which is air spaced, and has an exit
elements are required to minimize spectral port for the reflected polarization state. Therefore,
narrowing. The first limiting element is the the power handling ability of these polarizers is
intracavity polarizer, and care must be taken to determined by the damage resistance of the crystal
ensure that it is appropriately broad. Previous (calcite). Unfortunately, calcite contains impurities
polarizers limited the tunability (for 100 fs pulses) to within the crystal. The average power it can handle
-20 nm, and the minimum achievable pulsewidth to is around 500 MW/cm 2 at 1.064 gim, 10-20 ns
-50 fs. At Alpine Research Optics (ARO), we have pulse, which in general is too low for chirped-pulse
developed ultra broad band plate polarizer thin films amplification. TFPs can withstand higher power
that are improved upon the best currently available laser fluxes and are easier to use. In general, they
for chirped-pulse amplification. This paper work at Brewster's angle so that die P-polarization is
addresses questions regarding the performance of totally transmitted and the S-polarization totally
these TFPs, how to improve their efficiency, their reflected. However, at this angle of incidence, only
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one wavelength can be selected and polarized. This

is where our TFPs make the difference.

Principles
The reflectance of a beam on a dielectric on --,ASg---"

multilayer coating at a skew angle of incidence
changes with the S and P vibration. One can find 01s, , I0.

geometrical configurations for which Rs - 1 and Tp/
- 1, R. being the reflectance for the S-vibration and ,

Tp being the transmission of the P-vibration. Thc -'.

base pcriod of ihecCoating is forinulatcd by (HL)N 1Ior (LI)No.1.1 mJ

or (LlI)NL composcd with a stack of two well 10o ts1.1-7 kHz oo-01
chosen dielectrics L and 11, of low and high indices ,,zV

nL and nil repeated N times. The design here,
consists of making a table of P and S reflectivities as Fig. 1: Experimental set-up of the chirped-
a function of the layer thicknesses. Those pulse amplification (after ref. 3).
combinations that give the best split of S and P
components at a given angle of incidence solve a S-Polarization
particular problem.

TFPs at Brewster's angle of incidence are
used to separate the S and P planes of polarizaion of
an incident beam. Every interface of the ultra hard S and/or P
multi layer dielectric coating reflects a percentage of Polarization
the S and transmits the P planes of polarization so

that as light passes through the resonant coating
stack it becomes progressively polarized. An anti-
reflection coating is not necessary as it is already
optimized for transmission at Brewster's angle. Results and Discussions

In order to fully exploit the bandwidth of a The following performance curves (Fig.3)
tunable Ti-Sapphire (Ti-S) laser and its chirped illustrate the typical spectral range for 2 of our type
pulsel' 4. 1 ability (Fig. 1), we designed a wider of polarizers. The ultra-broadband series offer an
angle of incidence (68-72*) thin film plate polarizers, efficient transmission (Tp >98% average) of the P-
which requires an anti-reflection coating on the plane of polarization meanwhile the S-plane is
second side of the plate as the P Plane of polarization reflected (Rs > 85%) for the entire bandwidth of the
reflects up to 4.5% on a fused silica substrate (Fig. Ti-S laser. The broadband scries offer a greater
2). Very good polarizing effects are obtained when extinction ratio (95:1) for an average bandwidth of
the Banning1 conditions are satisfied. 50 nm. Both series handle power levels up to

5GW/Cm2 (Ti-S) without damage. A comparison
between the broadband and the ultra-broadband
mounted intracavity is shown on the figure (FIG.4).
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Summary

Miniature unidirectional quasi-monolithic diode laser pumped

ring oscillators are fast frequency tunable sources of stable

single frequency output.

The quasi-monolithic system with a dimension of 3x8xlOmm

consists of two Nd:YAG and two LiTaO3 crystals. The design is

based on the monolithic unidirectional nonplanar ring laser

first reported by T. J. Kane and R. L. Byer (1). Part of the

Nd:YAG laser material is replaced by two 2x3x4mm blocks of LiTaO3

(see figure next page). The beam path inside the crystals is

similar to that of the monolithic design. The laser radiation is

reflected at the center of the front surface, at the two tilted

side surfaces and at the top surface. The plane front surface is

coated for a reflectivity of 98% for the s-polarized component

of the 1064nm laser radiation and for high transmission of the

pump radiation at 809nm. The beam enters and leaves the crystals

at 8 surfaces each round trip. To reduce reflection losses this
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surfaces are antireflection coated for the laser wavelength of

1064nm. Orientation of the LiTaO3 crystal c-axis along the

direction of the beam path eliminates birefringence.

As in monolithic nonplanar ring lasers an optical diode forces

unidirectional and hence single frequency oscillation of the

system (2).

Two electrodes made of 351m thick copper foils are placed

between the Nd:YAG and LiTaO3 crystals (see figure). An applied

3f~~ 1O84nimH9 ~Lase radiaton

Nd:YAG

+ Fe~ctrode

UTaO3A!--
Nd:YAG

electrical field generates a change of the refractive index

inside the LiTaO3 crystals by the longitudinal electrooptical

effect and tunes the laser frequency at a rate of 0.1MHz/V. The

measured linewidth is less than 10kHz/100msec with good

frequency stability. With a diode laser pump power of 1.7W the

output power exceeds 400mW. Conversion efficiency from

electrical input power to laser output power is 7%. Further
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improvements, especially in tuning coefficient, will be reported

with different geometries using the transverse electrooptical

effect. Birefringence in LiTaO3 is small compared to other

modulator crystals (for example: 1/20 of LiNbO3 ). First

investigations showed that the optical diode can tolerate for

this residual birefringence. This allows to orientate the c-axis

of the modulator crystals perpendicular to the beam direction,

which gives a much larger electrooptical coefficient. In

addition this coefficient is proportional to the thickness of

the crystal and hence could be easily increased by choosing a

thicker modulator. Finally only one LiTaO3 crystal is necessary,

leading to a reduction of components.

With improvements presently in progress this miniature

unidirectional quasi-monolithic diode laser pumped ring laser is

an attractive source of fast tunable single frequency radiation.
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The multisite nature of disordered laser host crystals may play a significant role in enhancing
the efficiency and tunability of rare earth ion-doped solid state lasers. Trivalent thulium-doped
yttrium scandium gallium garnet (Tm3+:YSGG), for which tunable 2-Arm laser operation has
been reported', is characterized as a disordered laser crystal because of the occupation of both
octahedral and dodecahedral sites in the crystal lattice by Sc 3+ ions, and the mixed occupancy
of octahedral sites by both Sc ' and Ga + ions. Disorder observed in YSGG is consistent with
the crystal composition derived from X-ray diffraction studies: 2

{Y 2.9SCO0 7) ScI.36GO.6(Ga3)O, 2

where the braces indicate dodecahedral sites, the brackets octahedral sites, and the parentheses
tetrahedral sites. In garnets, rare-earth ions preferentially substitute for y3+ ions in dodecahe-
dral sites normally characterized by D2 symmetry which we shall henceforth refer to as regular
D2 sites. Some dodecahedral sites having symmetry lower than D2 as a result of mixed occu-
pancy of neighboring octahedral sites may also be occupied by rare-earth ions. These sites
shall be referred to as disturbed regular sites. The present paper reports in addition to the
optical spectra and energy levels of Tm3+ ions in regular D2 sites in YSGG, spectroscopic
evidence from laser excitation experiments that substantiates the presence of Tm3 + ions in
disturbed regular sites and Tm3 ÷ ions in octahedral sites of C_, symmetry.

The disorder of the YSGG host and subsequent presence of significant numbers of Tm3+ ions
in sites of other than D2 symmetry account for absorption spectra with features that are consid-
erably broader than those previously observed in this laboratory in yttrium aluminum garnet
(YAG) and similar to those observed in yttrium scandium aluminum garnet (YSAG) hosts. In
many instances we observe shoulders on one or both sides of many absorption bands which are
due to Tm3̀  ions in disturbed regular sites as demonstrated in a later section that interprets ob-
served site-selective excitation spectra.
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Figure 1 shows the 4 K fluorescence spectrum correspi to trsitions from the 3H4

manifold to the 3H6 manifold. We observe that the number of peaks in Fig. I exceeds the
number of transition -dlowed by selection -rules from the lowest Stark level in the 3H4 mani-
fold to the 2J,+ 1 S+irk levels of the 3H6 ground state manifold. This observation suggests that
the spectra sh, n in Fig. 1 are not exclusively due to fluorescence of Tm 3 + ions in regular D2

sites alone.

oQ xl _b
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Figure 1. Fluorescence from 3H4 Figure 2. Site-selective excitation of the
manifold to 3H manifold at 4 K. 3F manifold at 4 K: a. Tm3 + ions in6 4K 31regular D2 sites; b. Tm3 + ions in disturbed

regular sites; c. Tm3+ ions in C sites.

The inference that Tm3+ ions occupy at least three different sites in YSGG can be made
from a detailed examination of both the absorption and fluorescence spectra obtained at 4 K.

For example, in absorption, transitions from the ground state (OH., level ZI) to the lowest

Stark level (WI) in 3H4 appear as a band containing two peaks (7937.8 A and 7942.2 A) and a

shoulder at 7932 A. Three adjacent peaks observed in fluorescence (Fig. 1) are found to

match these wavelengths. To establish individual characteristic spectra for Tm3+ ions in each

site, site-selective excitation scans between 678 and 690 nm were obtained at 4 K and 25 K for

the 3F3 manifold. High-resolution fluorescence detection was carried out successively at
7937.8, 7931.3, and 7943.6 A and fluorescence intensity was recorded as a function of excita-

tion wavelength as shown in Fig. 2. The figure provides a direct comparison between excita-

tion spectra of Tm3+ ions in three distinctly different sites. The relative fluorescence intensi-
ties of each scan are also indicated in the figure.
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The 4 K excitation spectrum shown in Fig. 2a agrees with the main features of the 3F3

absorption spectrum obtained over the same wavelength region and is associated with Tm3 +

ions in regular D2 sites since the corresponding transitions and those similarly observed at 25 K
obey D2 symmetry selection rules. The excitation spectrum shown in Fig. 2b includes a great-
er number of peaks than Fig. 2a. For Tm3+ ions in sites with symmetry lower than D2) all
transitions are allowed and therefore more peaks are expected. The abundance of Tm3+ ions
in disturbed regular sites reflects the disordered nature of YSGG and is consistent with the
extensive mixed occupancy of octahedral sites by Sc 3+ and Ga3+ reported in Ref. 2. The
excitation spectrum shown in Fig. 2c shows fluorescence that is approximately one twenty-fifth
as intense as that shown in Fig. 2a. The relatively short lifetime (r=78 Ls) associated with
fluorescence depicted in Fig. 2c suggests that the emitting Tm3+ ions occupy sites that are
entirely different from those associated with Figs. 2a and 2b (r= 1.5 ms). Most notable in Fig.
2c is structure indicative of vibronic coupling between Tm3+ ions in octahedral C3 i sites and
the crystal lattice.

The remaining question concerning the disturbed regular sites occupied by a large fraction of
the Tm3+ ions in Tm3+:YSGG is their exact nature and symmetry. For Tm3+ ions in dode-

cahedral sites, a range of symmetry possibilities exists depending on the homogeneity of Sc 3 +

ion occupation of neighboring octahedral sites. As a condition for D2 symmetry, a given
dodecahedral site must have its four neighboring octahedral sites occupied exclusively by Sc 3 +

ions. However, where local mixed occupancy of octahedral sites occurs, some of the symme-
try operations that define the D2 point group are precluded for the associated dodecahedral site
and therefore its symmetry can be no greater than C2.

The spectra and energy levels of Tm3+ ions in D2 sites in YSGG have been analyzed. The

levels were used in a crystal-field splitting calculation, the results of which indicated a reason-

able agreement between experiment and theory. Spectroscopic evidence from site-selective
excitation experiments suggests the presence of a large fraction of Tm31 ions in disturbed
regular sites. The abundance of disturbed regular sites is consistent with the intrinsic disorder
characteristic of the YSGG host.
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Because of the increasing demand for long-lived space qualified optical devices, there

is a need to understand the impact of the ambient radiation environment upon solid state

laser performance. Exposure to radiation can damage the laser material either by ionizing

constituent atoms in the lattice or (in the case of particle radiation) by becoming trapped,

thereby disrupting the lattice. In our earlier workl, it was shown that 60Co gamma rays

(ionizing radiation) degrade laser performance of diode pumped Nd:YAG by creating color

centers in the material; the decrease in efficiency was specifically attributed to the increase

in absorptive loss at the lasing wavelength. Furthermore, it was found that the loss in the

material saturated at a value of -. 02 cm"1 after an accumulated dose of 100 krad indicating

that only certain sites in the lattice are prone to induced defect structures. It was also

pointed out that within certain system design criteria, Nd:YAG could effectively perform as

a radiation hard laser material, such as Nd:Cr:GSGG. Preliminary results for Nd:YLF

indicated a higher susceptibility for radiation induced damage/loss than observed for

Nd:YAG. Current work on Nd:YLF indicates that the induced loss does not readily

saturate as in Nd:YAG; however the gamma induced damage in Nd:YLF can be annealed at

significantly lower temperatures. Some annealing is even observed to occur from the heat

deposited when the pump power reaches the level of 2 Watts.

In the past, gamma rays were commonly used to understand radiation effects since

they are conveniently obtained from relatively simple sources. While gamma radiation may

serve as a good starting point from which to assess the effect of induced ionization effects,
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gamma rays are not typically encountered in the ambient space environment. Of more

concern are charged particles such as protons, which are mainly derived from solar flares,

and electrons which are constituents of the Van Allen belts. It is for this reason that we

have continued our studies to include the effect of high energy protons on the performance

of longitudinally pumped Nd:YAG, Nd:YLF and Nd:Cr:GSGG. In this current effort we

have measured the degradation of the cw performance of longitudinally pumped (at 0.8

gm) Nd:YAG, Nd:YLF and Nd:Cr:GSGG laser crystals upon exposure to relatively high

energy protons (49 MeV), in order to assess the ionization damage incurred by the passing

of these particle through the material. Proton fluences of 1010 (-1.5 krad) and 1012 cm-2

(-150 krad) were chosen to simulate exposure levels expected for a I and 100 year period

in geosynchronous orbit. While no effect was seen for the lower fluence level, exposure to

1012 cm 2 resulted in ionization damage causing a 20% degradation for both Nd:YAG and

Nd:YLF, whereas as Nd:Cr:GSGG remained unaffected. These results are similar to those

obtained previously from gamma irradiated samples. A link between the effects of gamma

and proton radiation was realized upon the observance of similar color center formation in

undoped material via transmission spectra. We are attempting to further correlate the

damage induced by the two types of radiation by accurately identifying the color center sites

in these materials through electron paramagnetic resonance techniques.

Additionally, we have begun to evaluate the impact of lattice distortions which can be

caused by lower energy protons which become trapped in the material. A Nd:YAG crystal

was sideways exposed to -21 MeV protons at a fluence level of 1012 cm"2 So that the

protons came to rest midway through the material. Fig. I shows the output power of a

Nd:YAG sample pumped with 1 Watt of 808 nm light as a function of the transverse

position. Aside from the low performance experienced at the very edges of the crystal

(resulting from beam clipping and coating nonuniformity), the transverse performance

profile clearly depicts a uniform decrease in output across two-thirds of the crystal, with no

anomaloisly large effects occurring in the region where the protons came to rest. While no
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distinct damage resulting from trapped protons (as opposed to ionization processes) in

Nd:YAG is evident at the current time, further studies regarding this issue are still being

pursued.

I T.S. Rose, C.L. Fincher, D. Chen, and R.A. Fields, "Laser Performance of Gamma Irradiated Nd

Doped Materials Longitudinally Pumped at 0.8 pm", OSA Proc. on Adv. S.S. Lasers 13, Santa
Fe, NM, 1992, p. 285.
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Fig. 1 Output power vs. transverse position of proton irradiated Nd:YAG.
The 808 nm Ti:sapphire pump power was held fixed at 1W.
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Recently, there has been a renewal of interest in Yb-lasers and in particular, with Yb:YAG,
since the development of strained-layer InGaAs laser diodes operating in the 0.9 - 1.1 pm range 111. This
interest has been sparked by the fact that the Yb ion's absorption characteristics are well matched for
this type of diode pumping. Furthermore, Yb offers several advantages over Nd, with longer emission
lifetimes and the absence of higher-lying excited states that could lead to cross relaxation and
upconversion losses. Although the existence of only two electronic states in Yb simplifies our
understanding of the system, it suggests, however, that a single group of crystal field-split lines must be
used for efficiently pumping and extracting energy from the Yb-doped medium. In order to obtain an
efficient laser, we must find a Yb-doped material where the emission cross section is as large as
possible, while the pump saturation intensity and thermal population of the lower laser level are
minimized.

We have identified three Yb-doped crystals of the apatite structure which possess the
characteristics advantageous for laser action [2). Shown in Table I along with Yb:YAG (for comparison)
are Ca5(PO4)3F or C-FAP, Sr5(P04)3F (S-FAP), and Sr2Ca3(PO4)3F (SC-FAP). All three of these
crystals have advantages over Yb:YAG in terms of pump cross section (in units of 10-2 0 cm2 , >3.0 for all
apatites and 0.7 for YAG), and emission cross section (>5.0 versus 2.0). They also satisfy the
requirements for low pump saturation intensity (lsat < 10.0 KW/cm2 ) and a low absorbed pump

intensity required to achieve net gain (Imin < 0.5 KW/cm 2 ). Both of these values are at least 4 times
lower than Yb:YAG, the present state of the art. Based on the high cross sections and low lmin values
characterizing Yb:FAP, we would expect these crystals to serve as useful laser media.

In order to verify this assertion, we set up a laser-pumped laser experiment to measure the
actual laser performance of the FAP crystals. Figure I shows a CW Ti:sapphire laser tuned to a
wavelength between 899 and 905 nm and chopped to a 25% duty cycle to end pump the apatite crystal
located at the center of a 10 cm long concentric laser cavity. A 10 cm focal length lens was employed to
focus the pump light into the crystal. Several values of output coupling are available to quantify the
laser performance of the crystal.

Due to the low pump saturation intensity, we would expect a sizable fraction of the ground state
Yb ions to be promoted to the excited state. As a result, the excited state population becomes "clamped"
and cannot increase any further, once laser action is initiated in the cavity, as expected on the basis of
the principles of fundamental laser physics.. This bleaching effect is observed for all the apatite
crystals we have studied and serves to complicate the determination of absorbed pump light, which in
its simplest form, is a comparison of the pump light incident and transmitted through the crystal. Since
we want to determine the fraction of pump light absorbed by the FAP crystal while laser action is
occurring in the cavity, we must multiply the fraction transmitted while not lasing, 1-Fnl, by the ratio
of the pump power levels leaking through the output coupler with, 1l, and without, Pnl, Yb:FAP laser
action occurring (accomplished by aligning, then misaligning the output coupler)13]:

(l-Fnl)(PI/Pnl) = 1-FI (1)
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The values for FnI and Fl at several input power levels are displayed for a data set of C-FAP taken
with 9.5% output coupling in Figure 2. The fraction absorbed while not lasing varies from 86% at very
low pump intensity, to 21% at 1.4 W of pump power. The fraction absorbed while lasing, however,
corrected for the bleaching effect, is shown to be constant at 80% for this crystal above the laser
threshold.

Typical examples of the efficiency results are shown in Figure 3, where one data set obtained
for each crystal using the 19.8% output coupling is plotted. The slope efficiency values for the data
displayed are noted in the upper corner. The slope efficiencies are rather high (55 to 79%), and the
thresholds for laser action are nearly the same [2,31.

In conclusion, spectroscopic studies of crystals of the apatite-structure suggest that they are
useful laser media, and laser experiments confirm this to be the case. A total of three apatite-structure
crystals doped with Yb have been lased to date. To account for the bleaching effect due to low pump
saturation intensity, we have developed methods to determine the fraction of pump light absorbed
during lasing. Due to the high efficiencies seen in our experiments, we anticipate that the development
of efficient, InGaAs diode laser pumped Yb:FAP laser systems is a reasonable expectation.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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Table I. Spectroscopic and laser properties of Yb-doped apatite structure crystals.

Crystal Yb:C-FAP Yb:S-FAP Yb:SC-FAP Yb:YAG

Pump Properties
".pump (nm) 905 899 902 942

Opump (10-2 0cm 2 ) 10.0 8.6 3.1 0.8

Imin (KW/cm 2 ) 0.08 0.09 0.39 1.53

'sat (KW/cm2 ) 2.0 2.0 7.5 28

Extraction Properties
X•ext (nm) 1043 1047 1046 1031

arext (10-2 0 cm 2 ) 5.9 7.3 3-5.2 2.03
Tem (msec) 1.10 1.26 0.95 1.08
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Fig.l. The set up employed to characterize laser performance of the apatite-structure crystals. An
Argon laser-pumped Ti:sapphire laser is used to end pump the apatite laser cavity.

Fig. 2. Plot of absorbed fraction of pump l versus input power. Due to bleaching, the absorbed

fraction appears to decrease with increasing input for the non-lasing condition.
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Fig. 3. Examples of typical slope efficiency plots obtained for apatite crystals. These data were
obtained with 19.8% output coupling.
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Summary

Energy transfer is a virtual necessity for Lanthanide series lasers such as
Ho, Er, and Tm. WitH the use of energy transfer, these lasers can be pumped by
laser diodes in the visible, and consequently, lase efficiently in the 1.5 to 2.1 pm
region. However, energy transfer processes can also lead to deleterious effects
which can detract from the efficiency. One such effect in Ho and Tm lasers is
commonly referred to as up conversion. On the other hand, up conversion can be
used to advantage to create visible solid-state lasers. To accurately model these
lasers requires a knowledge of the energy transfer rates. Measurement of the
energy transfer rates is complicated by the necessity to accurately determine the
excitation density of the various manifolds, especially when laser sources with
nonuniform spatial profiles are employed. To obviate these problems, energy
transfer rates are calculated using information on the energy levels and the
branching ratios. While calculations presented here used a quantum mechanical
model to predict these quantities, measured energy levels and branching ratios
could be used equally as well.

Results obtained here are significantly different from those obtained using
the commonly employed Dexter formalism. In the Dexter formalism, the energy
transfer process was averaged over the relative orientation of the participating
atoms with respect to each other. Furthermore, an average over the orientation of
the individual atoms was also performed. While such an averaging process is a
good approximation for liquids, the calculations presented here do not employ this
orientational averaging process. As another contrast, the Dexter formalism
integrates over the emission and absorption spectra. While this can be done in a
straightforward manner for isotropic materials, the process becomes more
complicated in birefringent laser materials. Calculations presented here replace
the integration process with a sum over the energy levels of the participating
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atoms. Polarization properties of the transitions can be taken into account by
utilizing branching ratios which have polarization properties built into their
definition. As a third contrast, Dexter utilizes an integration over distance to
account for the distance between the participating atoms. In this work, to obtain
the total energy transfer rate, the calculations include a summation over nearest
neighbors, next nearest neighbors, and so forth. In practice, the sum over atoms
at various distances converges very rapidly. Because of these differences, the
energy transfer rates can be significantly different.

Several general benefits accrue from this process, including a facile method
of calculating any energy transfer rate, including~rates which are difficult to
measure, bidirectional energy transfer rates, and energy transfer rates as a
function of temperature. Calculation of any energy transfer rate can be
accomplished once the energy levels and branching ratios are known. Even if the
branching ratios are not known, they could be roughly approximated with the
knowledge of the lifetime of the participating manifolds. For every energy
transfer process there is a reverse process; that is, the energy transfer process is
bidirectional. Using the theory developed here, the ratio of the energy transfer
rates can be readily calculated using a temperature dependent factor. In
addition, all energy transfer rates can be readily calculated as a function of
temperature. As will be shown, these energy transfer rates can vary widely as a
function of temperature. Using this formalism, energy transfer rates are
calculated for several laser materials such as Ho:Tm:YAG. General and specific
results will be presented.
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Due to their high efficiency and compact size, diode laser-pumped solid state lasers
have attracted increasing interest for applications such as micro-machining, remote
sensing, micro-surgery, and nonlinear optics. For many of these applications, high peak
power, short duration pulses from 0-switched lasers are required. Pulse durations
longer than about 4 ns can be obtained by conventional PRM (pulse-reflection mode)
Q-switching [1], whereas pulse-transmission mode (PTM) Q-switching is required for
pulse durations between about 1 and 10 ns [2]. In the latter mode of operation, the
duration of the (trapezoidal) pulse is given by the resonator round-trip time and can so
be varied simply by adjusting the resonator length. PTM pulse durations as short as
1 ns can be expected, if the resonator length can be reduced to below -15 cm. In this
work, we report on a diode laser-pumped, PTM 0-switched Nd:YLF laser oscillator pro-
ducing 1047-nm laser pulses with a variable duration of 2.4 - 8.4 ns and an energy of
about 0.1 mJ, corresponding to -40 kW of maximum peak power. The laser was also
operated in the conventional PRM mode, where it produced 3-mJ/14-ns pulses (210
kW of peak power) at an optical efficiency of 15.5% and a (optical) slope efficiency of
18%. To our knowledge, this is the highest peak power and efficiency for end-pumped
systems and TEMoo operation reported to date.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup used for PTM operation. In con-
trast to resonators with conventional output coupling, the PTM laser resonator consists
of two highly reflective mirrors (Ml/M 1 ' and M2). End-pumping is achieved through the
50-cm radius-of-curvature end of the Nd:YLF rod (AR coated at 800 nm, HR at
1050 nm). For short pulse generation with resonator lengths below about 30 cm, a
plane mirror was chosen as M1. For long pulses, M1' was replaced by a 100-cm con-
cave mirror. In order to allow end-pumping of the rod from both sides, a folded resona-
tor was designed. An acousto-optic Q-switch and a LiNbO 3 Pockels cell, driven by a
subnanosecond-rise time pulser, serve to produce the PTM pulse. A Fabry-Perot etalon
was inserted for partial stabilization of the pulse amplitude.

The Nd:YLF rod is pumped by a 50-W, quasi-cw (400 ps) diode laser bar at a maximum
energy of 20 mJ. A close-coupled fiber-optic cross section transformer (CST) made up
of 118, 80/84 gm diameter, step-index fibers of 0.65 numerical aperture (N.A.) adapts
the 1-pm by 1-cm diode laser emission area to the TEMoo mode of the resonator. The
TEMoo mode diameters were calculated to be 1.1 mm (36-cm resonator) and 0.8 mm
(120-cm resonator) at the pumped end of the YLF rod. In order to improve the overlap
of the pump light distribution and the TEM~o mode as compared to previous work [3],
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the CST has been divided into two bundles of 0.72 mm diameter each. The transmis-
sion of the CST is 69% without AR coatings. The output from the two CST arms is lens-
coupled to the ends of the Nd:YLF rod using commercially available focusing lenses
having a N.A. of 0.61. When adjusted for maximum laser output, the losses in the coup-
ling lens were measured to be 26%. This is readily explained by aperture losses due to
the insufficient N.A. of the available lenses.

M I: MR lOS0rvn

M3: HR Is 1050m
SAR L 800rm

R**• arm of CSTEP " nM -HR@ Srv

Laser bar ,di

NdYLF rod PbusAO PTh pulse

M M'.: MR @ Oxam
SAR @ eoom

Left arm of CST

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for PTM operation.

Figure 2 shows the temporal profiles of the PTM pulses as recorded with a PIN photo-
diode and a 1-GHz oscilloscope with a measured risetime of 400 ps. The duration of
the short pulse in Figure 2a) agrees very well with the theoretical FWHM value of 2.4 ns
for an optical resonator length of 36 cm. Figure 2b) shows the pulse obtained with the
long (120 cm) resonator. The measured pulse duration is 8.4 ns, again in very good
agreement with the calculated value.

Fig. 2. Oscilloscope traces of the PTM pulse for an optical resonator length of
a) 36 cm and b) 120 cm
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The plateau seen on the trailing edge of the pulse is caused by imperfect dumping of
the intracavity energy in combination with reflections of the high-voltage pulse at the
(high-impedance) Pockels cell. Due to laser-induced damage to the LiNbO 3 Pockels
cell, the pump energy had to be limited to 7.5 mJ. Under this condition, a pulse energy
of 0.1 mJ was measured, corresponding to a peak power of -40 kW and an optical
efficiency of 1.3%.

A marked improvement in optical efficiency was achieved by reducing the N.A. of the
diode laser emission. Using a piece of our 84-jim diameter fibers as a collimating
microlens between the diode laser bar and the CST, the divergence of the emission
from the diode laser could be reduced to a N.A. equivalent of about 0.1. A new, single-
arm version of the CST was built using 80/84-pm fibers with a N.A. of 0.14 (see Fig. 3).
The measured transmission of this CST/microlens combination was 67% (uncoated).
Using the new coupling optics, an electrooptically (EO) Q-switched Nd:YLF laser was
set up. With the reflectivity of the output coupler optimized for maximum peak power
(R=80%), a TEMpo output pulse energy of 3 mJ was obtained at 19 mJ of pump energy
from the diode laser, corresponding to an optical efficiency of 15.5%. The optical slope
efficiency was 18%. The measured pulse duration was 14 ns, yielding a peak power of
210 kW. These values were obtained at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The diode laser
could be operated at repetition rates of up to 100 Hz, at which value the pulse energy
was found to decrease to about 80%.

Cylindrical

microlens I i:
0=84 lRm

Diode..
laser Fiber array
bar NA=0.14

Fig. 3 Schematic of microlens coupling of the diode laser emission into the low-N.A.
fiber array
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Erbium glass lasers operate at the "eye-safe" wavelength of 1.54 urn. This makes them
attractive candidates as alternative sources for any Nd:YAG laser-based equipment, which
currently suffers restrictions on use due to being hazardous to the eye.

However, Erbium glass lasers are well known to suffer thermal problems1 '2 . This is primarily
due to the high pump input required by three level systems combined with the low thermal
conductivity of the glass host. The difficulty of extracting the absorbed heat has so far made
practical flashlamp-pumped Er:glass lasers inherently low repetition rate devices. Figure 1
shows the behaviour of the laser output with rod temperature, as it heats up when running
uncooled at maximum input (34 J). This is virtually independent of repetition rate.

The work described in this paper explores the relative importance of the various thermally
induced effects; lensing, birefringence, rod deformation and gain reduction. These factors
have a significant impact on the design of such lasers, and on the potential for improved

performance.

The laser consisted of a Kigre QE-7S rod3 , 3 mm in diameter x 76 mm long, a concave output
coupler and rotating Porro prism Q-switch, which could be replaced with a flat mirror for
free running operation. Throughout, the temperature of the rod was varied by changing the
amount of cooling applied and/or the repetition rate, and measured using a thermocouple
junction in contact with the surface of the rod. Cooling was applied by forcing air through
1.2 mm gaps between the two halves of the pumping enclosure.

Rod deformation was measured by observing the angular deviation of a probe beam reflected
from one end of the rod. While bending of up to 1 mrad was observed, it was relatively
straightforward to realign the laser to compensate, so this is not a serious limitation for such
lasers.

Thermally induced birefringence was measured by passing a probe beam from a plane
polarised HeNe laser (543 nm) through the rod and an analyser. Any transmitted signal was
monitored using a CCD camera, which allowed the spatial behaviour to be examined. The
temporal behaviour of the total signal was also monitored.

Birefringence has a major impact on the Q-switching techniques that can be used. A number
of polarisation insensitive techniques are currently in use4 '5 , so birefringence will not be a
fundamental limitation of Er:glass laser performance, but there is considerable interest in the
use of electro-optic Q-switching techniques, most of which rely on polarisation for their
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operation.

Spatially and temporally resolved birefringence measurements revealed the dynamics of heat
flow within the rod; in single shot mode, the birefringence is initially small, then peaks 0.3
seconds after the flash pulse, due to the large thermal gradient between the hot outer surface
and cool centre of the rod. However, after running repetitively (uncooled) for a time, the
laser reaches a quasi-equilibrium state, and in this mode, the birefringence is initially large,
due to a hot centre and cool outer surface, but falls to almost zero 0.4 seconds after the flash,
as the thermal gradient is reduced by heating of the outer part of the rod.

This opens up the possibility of effective polarisation based 0-switching in a repetitive,
uncooled Er:glass laser. Several problems would have to be addressed, such as the large time
difference between the optimum Q-switch delay and the time of minimum birefringence, but
careful design may be able to overcome this.

Thermal lensing was measured by two methods. In one, a 543 nm HeNe probe beam was
passed through the rod, and changes in the divergence monitored using a CCD camera and
laser beam analyser. This allowed calculation of the power of the induced lens as a function
of temperature/repetition rate. The greatest lensing observed had an equivalent power of 0.7
Dioptres, equivalent to a focal length of 1.4 metres. This would not be enough to cause the
output to drop to zero in a laser such as this, with a cavity length of only 150 mm. Morishige
et a16 also found thermal lensing to be unimportant, but that was in the case of liquid cooled,
athermalised glass.

The other method involved operating the laser without 0 switching, and varying the length of
the cavity. If lensing were a serious problem, the behaviour of laser output with temperature
would be significantly different for different cavity lengths. This is not observed in practice.
The distance between rod and rear mirror was varied from 5 to 240 mm, and any variation in
output is accounted for through the different mode volumes, and the amount of lensing
measured using the technique above.

Thermal gain reduction was measured indirectly, as it was not possible to probe the laser
medium with a pulse from another Er:glass laser. The fluorescence at 1.54 um was measured
as a function of temperature, and the result shown in figure 2. From figure 1 we see that the
lasing ceases around 170 - 175 C, when pumped with 34 J, uncooled. It can be seen that the
fluorescence yield at this temperature has decreased to a level some 85% of the ambient
temperature level. If we examine the variation of fluorescence yield with input energy at
ambient temperature, we find the 85% level to be equivalent to an input of 25 - 26 J. This is
close to the threshold input for this laser at ambient of 23 Joules, suggesting that the change
in fluorescence yield with temperature is enough to account for most of the change in output.

Spring et a12 found that gain reduction was important in liquid cooled Er:YAG. That taken
with this evidence, along with the insufficiency of any of the other effects to explain the
observed behaviour, leads to the conclusion that thermal gain reduction is the dominant factor
limiting the performance of uncooled, or ineffectively cooled, flashlamp pumped Erbium
glass lasers.

In order to attain higher repetition rates from lamp pumped Er:glass lasers without increasing
the cooling system to a cumbersome level, efforts must be directed at minimising the heat
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absorbed by the glass, for example by filtering and tailoring the flashlamp output. Use of
additional claddings and sensitisers to convert otherwise wasted flashlamp energy into the
pump bands will also help. Polarisation based 0 switching may be possible even in such a
highly birefringent system, by allowing the birefringence to build up in such a way that
energy input from the lamp causes a decrease rather than an increase.
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Summary

The technique of additive-pulse mode-locking has recently become well-established for
the generation of ultrashort pulses from solid state lasers'. By combining this technique with
laser-diode-pumping, highly efficient, reliable, compact and robust sources of mode-locked
pulses have been realised2'3. We have previously reported the generation of sub-picosecond
mode-locked pulses from a Ti:AI20 3 laser pumped Laj,.Nd,,MgAlj Oj9 (Nd:LMA, or LNA)
laser 4. In this paper we report the generation of 750 fsec pulses from a self-starting additive-
pulse mode-lcked laser-diode-pumped Nd:LMA laser. This laser is currently being assessed as
a seed source for a chirped pulse amplification Nd:glass laser under development at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. Nd:LMA is of great interest for this application, since its
emission wavelength (1.054 jim) matches that of the amplifier chain, and its gain bandwidth of
1.3 THz means that it is capable of supporting sub-picosecond pulses. In addition, it has an
important advantage over the Nd:glass laser, which is clearly another candidate to be used for
the system described above. Although the laser-diode-pumped Nd:glass laser has been shown
to be a source of sub-picosecond pulses via additive-pulse mode-locking 5, it is difficult to scale
to higher powers due to its relatively low melting point. Nd:LMA has shown no such
catastrophic thermal problems.

The experimental apparatus is shown in figure 1. The pump source was a 3 W laser diode
array (SDL 2482). Its output was collimated by the compound collimating lens (LI) and a 15
cm cylindrical lens (L2). The beam was then split into two before being recombined, and
focused into the crystal by the lens L3 (focal length 3.2 cm). This splitting and recombination
was done in an attempt to improve the quality of the pump beam near the focus, by reducing its
divergence in the horizontal plane by a factor of 2 whilst maintaining the horizontal spot size.
This brightness enhancing procedure is only possible since the laser diode array is a partially
coherent source. The laser medium was a 9 mm long, 5 mm diameter plane-Brewster rod of
Nd:LMA with a 9% doping level of Nd ions. The plane surface was coated to give high
reflectivity at the lasing wavelength, and high transmission at the pump wavelength. The cavity,
which was designed to compensate for the astigmatism caused by the Brewster angle of the laser
rod was completed with a 30 cm ROC turning mirror, a plane folding mirror, and an output
coupler of 90% reflectivity. A pair of Brewster angled SF10 prisms separated by 92 cm was
inserted into the cavity to compensate for the net positive dispersion of the coupled cavity
configuration. The total cavity length was 1.4 m. With this arrangement (with the prisms in the
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cavity), the maximum output power obtained from the laser was 280 mW for an incident pump
power of 2.1 W, a reduction of 12% from the case when the prisms were not included. The
output of the laser was at all times single transverse mode.

To Locking

LNA Electronics
3W Laser CrystalDiode

L2 SF10
LlPBC P i m

SL3
Waveplate 30 cm

GL ROC

HR optical

on PZT Fibre GL
10% Output

S~Coupler
a_ 95% R

Laser Bearnsplitter

Output

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus

The coupled cavity was formed using a 95% reflectivity beamsplitter to direct a portion
of the laser output into a single mode optical fibre of length 1.55 m. Coupling into and out of
the fibre was accomplished using the GRIN lenses GL, and launch efficiencies in the region of
64-70% were readily achieved. The coupled cavity was completed with a HR mirror mounted
on a piezoelectric stack. The total length of the coupled cavity was twice that of the main laser
cavity. It should be noted that the parameters used in the coupled cavity (high beamsplitter
reflectivity, long fibre length) were originally chosen to facilitate self-starting mode-locked
operation, and are not optimized.

When the cavity lengths were correctly matched, mode-locked operation was readily
achieved. With a pump power of 2.1 W incident on the crystal, 165 mW was launched into the
fibre. At this level, the usable output power was 18 mW. The relative phases of the two cavities
were locked using the technique of Mitschke and Mollenauer 6, and stable mode-locked operation
was observed at the cavity round trip frequency of 107 MHz. The threshold for self-starting
operation was as low as 36 mW launched into the optical fibre. A typical real-time
interferometric autocorrelation trace is shown in figure 2. The pulse duration corresponding to
this trace was 750 fsec assuming a hyperbolic secant temporal profile. The high fringe visibility
into the wings of the trace indicates that the pulses were not chirped. The optical spectrum
corresponding to this autocorrelation trace is shown in figure 3, and has a FWHM of 430 GHz.
The time-bandwidth product is thus 0.32. Without the prisms in the cavity, heavily chirped
pulses of 1-2 psec duration were obtained, indicating clearly the necessity for intracavity
dispersion compensation. Future work will focus on increasing the useful output power from the
system and reducing the mode-locked pulse duration to a figure closer to the bandwidth limit of
350 fsec.
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Figure 2: Interferometric autocorrelation trace. Time Delay: 660 fsec/div

Figure 3: The optical spectrum of the mode-locked laser. Horizontal Scale: 150 GHz/div
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Recently a lot of research efforts were applied to the development and improvement

of the new neodymium-doped materials, suitable for diode-pumping. The requirements

to the spectroscopic properties of laser materials for diode-pumping are well known:

absorption bands should be broad enough to bypass problems with thermal drift of

laser diode emission wavelength, while emission lines should be narrow enough to allow

higher peak gain. Widely used nearly homogeneously broadened hosts like YAG and

YLF have narrow emission and absorption lines. Recently, attention was drawn to a

variety of disordered crystalline hosts with the inhomogeneously broadened spectral lines

[1], which are suitable for ultrashort-pulse generation as well [2), however at the expense

of lower output power and efficiency. We have carried out both spectroscopic and lasing

investigatiohs of a new laser material Nd 3+:GdVO 4 (0.9 at. % Nd), which is a Gd analog

to an YV0 4 crystal and posesses a unique combination of broad (-, 10 nm) intensive

absorption band at 810 nm combined with relatively narrow (,- 1.2 nm) emission line

at 1065 nm. In comparison to YV0 4 the new crystal posesses better growth properties

and close to unity Nd 3+ distribution coefficient due to the larger ionic radius of Gd 3+.

In this paper we report the first demonstration of a thin-plate Nd3+ :GdVO4 passively

mode-locked laser, pumped by a Kr+-laser (A = 799 and 752 nm) to simulate diode-

pumping. The cavity design is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The active medium was

a 1-mm-thick plate, cooled through its side surfaces. The waist diameters inside the

crystal were 15prm for resonator beam and - 23Am for pump beam. To characterize

TEM~o-mode CW laser performance, a short cavity, consisting of mirrors M1, M2, M3

and an output coupler at the place of beamsplitter BS was used. The lasing data are

summarized in the Table 1.

At maximum available pump power of 2.15 W (1.6 W absorbed), output power of
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Table 1:
Output coupling Pot Slope efficiency

3.5% 565 mW 41%
5% 615 mW 45 %
10% 645 mW 48%
16% 660 mW 51%

690 mW was obtained without beam profile or efficiency degrading.

For mode-locking experiments a full version of the cavity was used, as shown in Fig. 1.

To stabilize interferometrically two arms of a nonlinear interferometer mirror M4 was

mounted on a piezoelelectrical translator (PZT), controlled by a servo loop. At 1.75 W

of pump power (1.3 W absorbed) the laser produced stable train of pulses with -r ; 2.4

ps (Fig. 2) with output power of 300 mW. The spectral width of the mode-locked laser

output was z 0.6 nm (Fig. 3), yielding time-bandwidth product ArAv • 0.36. This

value is close to that of a transform-limited pulse, indicating that the pulse is almost

free of frequncy chirp. This can be also seen from an interferometric autocorrelation

trace in Fig. 2. These data are obtained without optimization of the fiber length in the

nonlinear arm of the resonator, which gives us hope to produce pulses of even shorter

duration, utilizing full 1.2-nm-wide linewidth of the material.

In conclusion, we obtained efficient mode-locked operation of the new Nd 3+:GdVO 4

laser material, yielding stable 5 nJ pulses with 2.4 ps duration, which is comparable to

that of YAG and YLF. Spectral properties favourable for diode pumping and good CW

lasing performance make this new material highly attractive for all-solid-state ultrashort-

pulse laser systems.
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Introduction

Solid state lasers with diode laser pumping are very attractive for producing compact

systems with powerful and stable laser emission. In this regard, the disordered gehlenite host
Ca2Al2SiO7 (or CASIO) represents a viable candidate material. This paper reviews our work
on the optical properties and laser characteristics of Nd3+:Ca2A12SiO 7. Laser diode pumping of

this material has been achieved and a slope efficiency of nearly 40% has been obtained.
Gehlenite possesses a tetragonal crystal cell; A13+ and Si3+ statistically occupy tetrahedral sites
leading to a structural disorder. The material is readily doped with Nd3+ and Cal.xNdxAl2SiO'

single crystals with 0 < x ,< 0.4 have been grown by the Czochralski process at a relatively low
temperature (Tf=1580*C). The growth axis is perpendicular to the c-axis direction of the
structure and laser quality crystals have been prepared. In these samples, the Nd 3+ distribution
is homogeneous and no segregation has been observed.

Optical Properties
Nd3+:Ca2Al2SiO7 crystals exhibit broader absorption lines (46A for the

419/2->4F5/2,2H9/2 transition at 300K) than the more ordered structures activated by Nd3+
(5-20,). Thus the variation of pumping efficiency with respect to the wavelength shift of the

laser diode is not as sensitive for CASIO as it is for Nd3+:YAG. At 805nm, the oscillator
strengths are stronger for the a orientation (8.1x10-6) than for the nr orientation (3.3x10-6).

The a orientation E .! c is therefore more favorable for diode laser pumping.

From absorption measurements, the Judd-Ofelt parameters have been calculated for

Nd3+:Ca2Al2SiO7 gehlenite and compared to various Nd3+ doped oxide matrices in the table I
Table 1: Judd-Ofelt parameters for Nd3a doped oxide laser hosts

Laser Host 2l0 20cm2  f'x 1020 rcm2  .n6x1020cm2  X=_.4__ .

Ca2Al2SiO 7  2.19 2.85 6.77 0.42

Ca2Ga2SiO7 0.82 2.41 6.44 0.37

YAG 2  0.2 2.7 5.0 0.54
YAIO- 3 1.24 4.68 5.85 0.80

LaMgAl 1]O194 1.23 1.75 2.24 0.78
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For diode pumping 06 is the most important of the three phenomenological Ct

parameters. The absorption in the red and near I.R. range depend mainly on this parameter and
absorption is enhanced as the value of 06 increases. The K.4Al2 ratio governs the branching
ratio, the lower the value of the D.4 /", ratio, the stronger the 4F3/2-> 4 11/2 emission around
1.06um 4. The corresponding fluorescence spectrum for Nd:CASIO exhibits a broad and
intensive emission from 1.06gm to beyond 1.10lmr (Fig 1-a). In contrast, the Nd3+:YAG

emission spectrum under the same experimental conditions consists of narrow lines (Fig 1-b).
To our knowledge, Nd3+:Ca2Al2SiO7 gehlenite possesses one of the broadest emission bands
in this spectral range and offers considerable potential for wavelength tunability.

(a)

(b)

1 g I I I

1030 1050 1070 1090 MOm)
Fig) : Emission spectra of(a): gehlenite and (b): YAG doped Nd3+ laser hosts

The lifetime measurements of the 4F3/2 level are in good agreement with the radiative
lifetime calculated from the Judd-Ofelt parameters. At low concentration the measured lifetime
was 275J.s (x=0.005) with the same value for the calculated radiadve lifetime. Furthermore, in
Cal.xNdxAl2SiO7 crystals for x ., 0.03 ( or,< 2.2x1020 Nd3+ cm-3), no cross-relaxation was
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evident as the fluorescence decay is exponential with a time constant value of 270s. At higher

concentration Nd3+-Nd3+ interactions occur leading to shorter lifetimes and non-exponantial
decay profiles. For x = 0.3, the lifetime is estimated to be around 20s.

Laser Characteristics

Laser tests have been performed on a 5mm long laser rod of Cal.9gNd0.02A12.02 Si0.98O7 .
The laser diode pump was horizontally polarized emitting at 805nm, the maximum of the Nd3+
absorption. Several laser tests were performed using different output coupling mirrors. The
results are shown in Table 2.

Table2: Laser tests on Cal,N .02A12.0 2Si0.9807

Output Mirror Slope Efficiency Pmax(IR) (mw)
Reflectivity (%) M.L (%)

98.4 24.2 120

97.5 34 148.5

95.9 35.4 150
94 32.2 122.1

92 39.5 91.6

PR The

The efficiencies are calculated according to the formula: g.t = Pabs-Pabs thr

values reported in Table 2 are for (Y polarization (E-lc) (i.e., the favorable orientation).
The threshold is around 180mW (abs) for Rout=98.5%. For Rout=95.9% the extracted
IR laser oscillation is 150mW for a 600mW pump. The optical slope efficiency
corresponds to around 35%.

These initial laser tests are extremely encouraging as the crystal growth of the
gehlenite has yet to be optimized. Moreover, the prospects of achieving tunability of the
laser emission over the range 1.061am-1.lO.tim are very promising.

This research was supported by the DRET (contract number 90/1202A).
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The development of diode laser pump sources has renewed
interest in rare earth ion-doped calcium fluorophosphate
[Ca 5 (P0 4 ) 3 F or FAP] crystals as a host for stimulated emission in
the infrared. For instance, Payne et 1. have recently
demonstrated efficienpt laser performance of Yb3 :FAP at 1.04 pm.
We believe that Er +:FAP has many desirable properties as an
eyesafe laser material at 1.5 pm. 1 First, FAP possesses high
frequency phonons (up to 3,600 cm- )2 which should yield rapid
nonradiative relaxation processes. Thif will reduce
up~onversion and maximize population in the 113/2 level for
Er +. Secondly, the rare-earth site has demonstrated a large
crystal-field splitting for the 2F5/2 stte of Yb3+ which should
enhance the activation of the 41ll/2 Er3+ manifold by interionic
energy transfer. In addition, FAt contains a P04  tetrahedral
site which can accept a transition metal such as Cr, and
potentially sensitize Er 3 + directly. Finally, the crystal growth
of FAP has beep well characterized and lengths up to 25 cm have
been obtained. To date, we have grown a-axis FAP boules up to
2.5 cm in diameter and > 10 cm in length. i this paper we
discuss the spectroscopic analysis of Er :FAP and the
sensitization of Er with either Yb or Cr.

We have obtained and analyzed the polarized absorption,
fluorescence, and site-selective excitation spectra of Er +:FAP
at 4K and higher temperatures Figure 1 shows the fluorescence
spectrum from the I13/2 to AI15/2 states for 1% Er:FAP. The
fluorescence lifetime of the 4I13/2 state was measured to be 10.5
ms. Er + ions are occupy three sites, resulting in the observed
inhomogeneous broadening. Site-selective polarized excitati n
was used to establish the spectral features associated with ErW
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in a given site, and the symmetry of that site. Analysis of the
vibronic spectra leads to the conclusion that phonon energies
larger than those observed in Er 3 +:YAG are involved. The overall
crstal field splilijing of the individual multiplet manifolds
(+ Lj) of Er3 (4f ) is larger than the splitting observed in
Er 3 +:YAG for at least two of the sites.

jhe fluorescence quantum efficiency from manifolds higher
than I13/2 (such as S3/2) appears to be less than observed in
other laser host crystals. As in the case oi emission, most of
the absorption intensity associated with the 113/2 multiplet is
confined to only one or two transitions out of a p~ssible J + 1/2
transitions associated with each of the three Er~t sites. Hot
bands do not appear until the crystal temperature is nearly 100K
indicating the splitting (l100cm- 1 ) between the ground Stark
level (Z1 ) and the first excited Stark level (Z2 ) is much larger
than has been reported for Er3+ in any host crystal.

We are currently studyiq the effects of different
sensitizers on ErýFAP. Since YbT has been used as an efficient
sensitizer for Er +, we have studied the transfer process for 1-
2% Yb, codoped with Er concentrations ranging from 0.1-1.0% in
FAP. This energy trans er process in FAP appears promising. In
thj++pesence of 0.5% r the fluorescence lifetime of the (2%)
Yb F5/2 state is reduced by half to 0.6 ins.

For a 0.5% Cr, 1.0% Er sample, the polarized absorption
spectrum is shown in Figure 2. This spectrum, with broad
spectral features at visible and NIR wavelengthjs is
characteristic of Cr 4 + in a distorted tetrahedril field.* The
fluorescence spectrum of 0.5% Cr:FAP, r4ithout Er +, is given in
Figure 3. The fluorescence of the Cr is seen to o erlap the
Erg+ absorption at 1.5 pm. Fluorescence from Er3+ 113/2 has
been observed subsequent to optical excitation of the Cr ion, and
the excitation spectra appears •n Figgre 4. The broad peak
centered at 600 nm may be the A2 - T1 transition of Cr+,I
another oxidation state of Cr or a Cr-related color center.
Quantum efficiency measurements will be discus:Ad.
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Figure Captions.

Fi ure 1. Polarized room temperature fluorescence spectra of
Er V :FAP.

Figure 2. Polarized room temperature absorption spectra of
Cr(O.5%),Er(l.0%) :FAP.

Figure 3. Unpolarized fluorescence spectrum of Cr:FAP, excited
at 620nm.

Figure 4. Excitation spectrum of Cr:Er:FAP, emission at 1560 nm.
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1. Introduction
Nd3* phosphate glass LHG-8 and HAP-4 are well known for nuclear fusion

laser glass. But the life time of Nd glasses is about 300us and too short for
economical nuclear fusion system. According to Naito'" (Osaka Univ.), new solid
state laser material for nuclear fusion should have the following properties:
(a) a thermal shock parameter lager than 3w/cm, (b) saturation parameter of -
IOJ/cm2 , (c) a fluorescence life time longer than 4ms, (d) a non-linear index of
refractive smaller than 3x10-'3esu.

We examined the rare earth elements except Nd3 +, ie, Yb3 ÷, Er 3, Tm3* and
Ho2 +. The laser wavelength of Tm3, and Ho03 are 1.9u and 2U, respectively
and very long. Even if we used sensitizer, the emission intensities of Yb-Tm,
Er-Tm-Ho and Yb-Tm-Ho doped glasses are too small. 0.8 U2) emission of TM3 ÷-

doped glass is very strong but the stimulated emission cross section is too
small. Yb3 + and Er3+ ions satisfy the conditions suggested by Naito.

We calculated the radiative transition probability of Yb÷3 and Er 3 ÷ from
absorption spectrum. Next, we used the sensitizers Nd3 ÷ to Yb1, and Yb 3 to
Er 3 ÷. In order to increase thermal shock resistance, we used low expansion
laser glasses such as an aluminate glass or HAP-4 base glass.

2. Experimental
Glass compositions used are shown in Table 1. Nd3 ÷ 0.3, Yb3÷ 2 and Er 3 ÷

lcat% were doped.

Table 1 Compositions of glasses (in cat%)

Silicate 49.8SiO2 -4.8A10,. s-36(LiOe. s+NaO., s)-9.4SrO
Altminate 47.9A10,. s-36.1Ca0-8MgD-8BaO
Germanate 57.4Ge0 2 -26.1KO,. s-16.5BaO
Phosphate 65.2PO2 . s-8.6A1O,. s-7.5(BaO+MgO)-18.7KO. s
Fluorophosphate 10O,. s-33AIF,-3.8YF2-48.2(MgF,+CaF 2+SrF2 +BaF,)-5NaF

Aluminate glass was melted at 1500"C, for one hour using Pt crucible.
Fluorophosphate glass was melted at 900'C for an hour in N2 atmosphere.
Silicate, germanate and phosphate glasses were melted at 1380"C, 1300"C and
1250"C for 2 hours in Pt crucible.

Absorption spectrum was measured with HITACHI-330 spectrophotometer.
Emission spectrum was measured with Ge detector or R-2228 photomultiplier for
the sample excited with LD 800nm, 980nm or Xe lamp. Life time was measured S-1
photomultiplier or InAs detector for the sample excited with dye laser pumped
with YAG laser.

3. Results and discussions
3.1 Nd'*, YbW+, Er'+ singly doped glass

We measured the absorption and emission spectra and life time for the Nd'÷,
Yb2 " and Er=÷ separately doped glasses. We calculated A-coefficients from
absorption spectrum due to Judd-Ofelt treatment using matrix element derived by
CarnallPl for Nd3 +, Weber 4l for Er3+ and using Fuchtbauer-Ladenburgs" equation
for Yb3 +. The results are shown in Table 2, 3 and 4.
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"fablhe 2 Caoqari.son of laser SlcAtroScopic properties or Nd" ', ., level
in various glasses

,.(cmC) N(i-0"a) A,(sec-1) rM(/sec) A A- Tnm) _U(10"m)

Aliuninate 11274 0.97 3452 292 41 2.33
:h, Io iophospha le 11521 0.71 871 5z? 24 1.42
Gerf.giate 11364 0.76 1283 348 24 1.46
Silicate 11377 1.07 1807 248 23 2.54
Phosphate 11455 0.72 2846 255 22 4.37

Table 3 Comparison or laser spectroscopic properties of Yb 'F l:s/, level
in various glasses

z,(m-r-]q(•--)A,(sec-I ) r(,u sec) A A(rim) u Ul OW-7 W)r-T

Aluminate 10225 6.3 1309 1030 64 1.07
Fluorophosphate 10267 4.7 667 2120 67 0.64
Germanate 10267 5.1 750 1190 64 0.58
Silicate 10256 7.1 629 1040 63 0.56
Phosphate 10256 4.9 913 532 66 0.79

'able 4 toqiarison of laser spectroscopic properties or lIr2" ',1,,? level
in various glasses

t/.(em-') N(101*o,') -A.(see-1) r (,usec) 10nm o -(10 c-=° )

Aluminate 6506 3.15 117 13.1 33 0.92
F I uorophospha te 6536 2.35 139 12.4 55 0.88
Germinate 6515 2.53 95 7.0 23 1.09
Silicate 6510 3.57 98 5.5 28 1.044
Phosphate 6532 2.41 138 0.9 35 1.224

From the tables, A-coefficient or (o value decreases in the order of Nd3
+

>Yb 3 *>Er 3  and life time increases in the order of Nd'÷<Yb 3 ÷<Er 3 ÷. Change is
very remarkable. Therefore, high cross section for stimulated emission will be
obtained from Nd3 ÷ ion and long life time is given by Yb3  or Er3+. Phosphate
or aluminate glass gives high a values.

3.2 Nd3 ÷-Yb 3 ÷ codoped glasses.
As shown in Table 2 and 3, A-coefficient of Nd3 ÷ is larger than that of Yb3 ÷.

Accordingly, it is very useful to use Nd 3 ion as a sensitizer for Yb3 ÷ active
ion. The energy level of Nd 3, IF3,2 and Yb3 ÷ 2 Fs5 , 2 exist at 0.8811 and 0. 9 7 U
respectively and therefore there is a possibility for overlapping of Nd 3

emission and YbI÷ absorption spectra.
Fig.1 shows the Nd3 + emission and Yb3  absorption spectra in phosphate and

aluminate glasses. There is an overlapping between emission and absorption
spectra. This means there is an energy transfer"• between them. We calculated
the energy transfer efficiency"1 measuring Nd 3  life time which is give by
equation 77--1-(r N,-,,)/Td. The result is shown in Table 5.

We obtained an aluminate glass doped by sensitizer Nd3 ÷ and activator Ybl÷,
which has higher emission intensity than LHG-8(Fig.2), expansion coefficient
83x10- 7 , life time 1.04ms and almost satisfies the Naito's requirements.

Table 5 Nd's Iliretime (l. 06 /uu) for Nd and
Nd*Yb doped glasses

Glass Nd3* lifetime MdI* Yb'° lifetime 17

(us) (us) (M)
Aluminate 0.3 292 0.3 2 17.2 94
Silicate 0.3 248 0.3 2 40 83
Germanate 0.3 348 0.3 2 80 80
Fluorophosphate 0.3 552 0.3 2 149 73
Phosphate 0.3 252 0.3 2 69 72
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3.3 Yb3÷-Er 3  codoped glasses.
Er 3 " ions give small A-coefficient and longer life time. In order to make up

for small absorption capability, Nd32 or Yb 3 which has strong absorption
coefficient should be doped. As Er 3a makes 3-level laser, wavelength
difference between emission and absorption is small, accordingly self-
absorption might occur. Therefore, we should use sensitizer. But to use Nd3+
is not desirable because of back transfer. Thus, we obtained the glass with
high emission intensity by selecting the suitable ratio Nd3 ÷:Ybl+:Er 3+=0.5:7.
5:0.5" (Fig.3).

In the range of Er3* 0 - 0.5 cat%, almost 100% energy transfer occurs from
Yb3 + to Er 3 ÷ and the back transfer is negligible. In the range of over 0.5%
Er 3 *, the back transfer begins and increases". The reason the Yb-Er
phosphate glass shows the highest emission intensity is that the back transfer
is negligible.

But we found that Yb3 *-Er'÷ codoped glass pumped by 0.98ULD gives the
stronger emission intensity than Nd3 *-Yb3 +-Er 3 ÷ codoped glass pumped by 0.8,a
LD and by changing the base glass composition to HAP-4 we succeeded to make
expansion coefficient smaller.

Table 6 Yb3*'s lifetime (at 1.03,Um) for Yb÷Er doped glasses

Glass Yb'* (+Ndl*) lifetime Yb'° Er3' lifetime 17
()uI) (ju a) (%)

Silicate 2 0.3 1040 2 1 91 91
Fluorophosphate 2 0.3 2120 2 1 338 84
Aluminate 2 0.3 1030 2 1 248 74
Germanate 2 0.3 1190 2 1 320 73
Phosphate 2 0.3 532 2 1 27 72

Thus, the new glass with Yb 3 l0cat% and Er3' O.05cat% shows u:1.65x10- 20cm2'

= =lOms, absorption coefficient 0.04cm-' at 1. 5 4 u (Fig.4) and expansion
coefficient 80.6x10- 7 and satisfies Naito requirement.
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150 fs, LS TW, 10 Hz Ti:A1203 Laser System

P.H Chiu, Art Magana, Koichi Yamakawa and John Davis

Continuum (408 727-3240)

and

J.D. Kmetec
Lightwave Electronics (415 962-0755)

We have designed, assembled, and operated The stretched pulse was then injected

a complete solid-state terawatt femtosecond laser into a regenerative amplifier (RA) through a

system producing 10 Hz pulsed, tunable radia- Faraday isolator. The regenerative amplifier was

tion from 740 to 870 nm. The laser system is a TEMw design with cavity length of approxi-

similar in design to that described by Kmetec et mately 1.6 meters. The Brewster cut Ti:Ai20,

al. (1). A schematic diagram of the laser system crystal (7 x 15 mm , 0.15% doping) was end

is shown in Fig. 1. pumpedat 10Hzby 6-7 ns pulses froma Q-

switched Nd:YAG laser (NY82-10, Continuum)

The system was designed to amplify the with a pump fluence of 1.5 J/cm2 at 532 nm.

output pulse from a mode-locked Ti:A1.03 laser The Pockels cell was coated with a sol-gel

and based on regenerative/multi-pass amplifiers material to avoid bandwidth narrowing due to

using the technique of chirped pulse amplifica- etalon effects and the polarizer coating was

tion (2). The low energy seed pulses were specially designed to provide bandwidth of 130

obtained fromn a self mode-locked Ti:A1203 laser nm (1). A thyratron generator capable of pro-

(Mira, Coherent) producing 1 nJ, 120 fs irans- ducing 7 KV, 5 ns pulses was used to switch the

form limited pulses at 76 MHz repetition rate. Pockels cell. Both pulse injection and cavity

These pulses were stretched more than a factor dumping were carried out by the same half-wave

of 1500 by a quadruple pass grating stretcher electrical pulse by passing it through a delay

assembly to approximately 200 ps. The stretcher line. Output energy of 10-12 mJ was observed

assembly, consisting of a single 1800 lines/mm with seed pulse energies of 0.5 nJ after 12 round

holographic grating, a 750 mm focal length trips. The double-pass small signal gain was

achromatic lens, and two 0V gold mirrors, had an estimated to be 4.2. Special protection circuitry

effective length of 220 cm and overall through- built into the synchronizing electronics pre-

put efficiency of greater than 50%. vented the regenerative amplifier from damage if
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Figure 1. Qpdcal ka of 1501,. 1. 7W, 10 Hz Ti:A1203 lar ays•,m

the self mode-locked laser reverted to CW mode. optics were used to provide spatial uniform
By positioning a dual photo-diode inside the pump beams at both faces of the amplifiers. The

stretcher, the expanded spectrum of the mode- power amplifier Ti:A½03 crystal was 18 mm in
locked beam was monitored through the zero- diameter and 15 mm long (0.1% doping) with

order of the grating. If the mode-locked laser AR coatings on both faces. Output energies as
ran in CW mode, its spectral bandwidth de- high as 430 mJ have been generated with input

creased substantially, and triggered shut-off of 532 nm pump energies of 550 mJ and 650 mJ for
the complete laser system. the first and second arm respectively. The single

pass gain is then calculated to be 3.
The output from regenerative amplifier

was then expanded by a 4 x Galilean telescope to The amplified output from the power

8-9 mm in diameter before further amplification amplifier was enlarged in a 8 x Galilean tele-
by a quadruple pass "I Ai20, power amplifier. scope to 70-80 mm diameter and the polarization
This was pumped by two synchronized high of the beam converted to vertical by a periscope.
emegy 10 Hz Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers. Each The expanded pulse was then double-passed
pump laser (NY82- 10, Continuum) delivered through a grating compressor to remove the

>750 mJ, 7 ns pulses at 532 nm. Image relay positive frequency chirp imposed by the
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stretcher. The compressor grating was identical for our regenerative amplifier, which is greater
to the expander grating except the ruled area was than 25 nim, the regenerative amplifier can easily
110 x 110 mm. The final compressed pulse had support pulses as short as 25 fs at 750 nm. By
energy greater than 230 mJ and the pulsewidth utilizing the shorter input pulse and a higher
measured with a scanning autocorrelator, gave energy frequency doubled Nd:YAG pump, we
minimum pulsewidiL, of 150 fs, assuming a do not anticipate significant technical difficulties

sech2 pulse. This corresponds to 1.5 TW peak in demonstrating >5 TW from a laser system
power. To our best knowledge, this is the with slight modifications to our existing design.
highest power reported of any Ti:A½03 CPA Preliminary results indicate the laser system can
laser system operating at 10 Hz repetition rate. be tuned from 740 nm to 870 nm by using three
Contrast ratio of 10: 1 (between the main and sets of mirrors in the regenerative amplifier.

pre-pulse) was achieved by placing a pulse slicer

at the output of regenerative amplifier.

Further efforts will focus on the

tunability of the system, as well as increasing the 1. J.D. Kmetec, J.J. Mackiin, and J.F.
output peak power by utilizing a shorter mode- Young, Opt. Lett. 12, 1001 (1991).
locked seed pulse which is now available. Ac- 2. D. Strickland and G. Mourou, Opt.

cording to the measured free running bandwidth Commun. 56, 219 (1985)
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High power, gain guided ThAL03 Iaser.

theory and expenmnt

F. Salin, F. Estable, E. Mottay and L. Brunel *

B.M. Industries
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CE 2901 LISSES
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Gain guiding is an old concept, widely used in gas and semi-conductor lasers. The idea is to
used the gain gradient obtained for example when a laser medium is pumped by another laser, to
concentrate the energy on the resonator axis. This guiding effect can be used in conjonction with an
unstable resonator to fill the gain region, and, then efficiently extract the energy, while keeping a
good beam quality since no hard aperture is used. This type of resonator is very similar to unstable
resonators using a VRM, with the difference that the gain medium is the gaussian aperture which
size can be adjusted by changing the pump beam diameter.

We used a code based on the beam propagation method including spatially dependent gain
saturation and gain depletion to theoretically study the build-up of the beam in the resonator. We
considered a flat-flat resonator containing a Ti:AI2 0 3  rod pumped by a pulsed laser beam
(diameter 2wp=2mm). We assumed 40% output coupling and 5% passive loss. For gaussian pump
beams we obtained near gaussian output beams which size follows the pump beam size. But,
conversely to what was predicted by the ABCD matrix model, we found that the output beam size
increases with increasing pump power. This is a clear manifestation of gain saturation wich
decreases the "gain focusing " effect predicted in a first approximation. We found that the output
beam area roughly corresponds to the part of the excited region which is above threshold and then
increases with the pump power. We also computed the extraction efficiency defined as the fraction of
the energy stored in the excited state which can be extracted. We found that above 4 times threshold
(i.e. 1J/cm 2 of stored pump fluence or about 1.7 J/cm2 of pump fluence incident on the Ti'A203 rod
for our resonator) the extraction efficiency is better than 80%, reaching 90% at 8 times the threshold.
This means that virtually all the energy absorbed in the crystal is transfered to the output pulse. Note
that this result is independent of the pump beam size and clearly demonstrates the power of gain
guiding.

We also tried more sofisticated pump beam profiles. In particular most of the high power Q-
switched Nd:YAG lasers (even those using VRM) exhibits modulated beam profile due to diffraction
on the YAG rod edges. Figure 1 shows the output beam profile obtained when the Ti'A1203 laser is
pumped by a modulated pump beam. The combined effects of diffraction and gain aperturing
actually smooth out most of the modulation leading to a diffraction limited gaussian beam while
keeping the extraction efficiency above 80%.

We used gain guiding to obtain tunable high energy pulses in a diffraction limited gaussian
beam from a Ti:A1203 laser. The experimental set-up consisted of a lxlxl.5 cm3 Ti:A1203 crystal
surrounded by to flat mirrors. The crystal was pumped from both sides by up to 500 mJ, 532 nm pulses
from a B.M. Industries Q-switched Nd:YAG laser model 502 DNS. The gain profile was recorded by
imaging the TiA1203 fluorescence on a CCD camera and was approximatively flat-top. With 40%
output coupling a maximum of 150 mJ was obtained at 410 mJ of pump energy. The laser was tunable
from 690 nm using two prisms in the cavity and a single set of mirrors. More than 100 mJ was
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obtained from 720 to 850 nm. Some saturation of the output energy was observed at high pump fluence
(fig.2). This saturation can be explained by taking into account the absorption saturation of
Ti:sapphire. Using published values of Ti:A1203 absorption saturation fluence3 ( 8 J/cm2 ) plus the
small signal absorption of our cristal (92 %) and taking into account the quantum defect (pump
wavelength/laser wavelength) we replotted the output energy at 800 nm versus the energy actually
stored in the crystal. The curve is given in Fig. 3 and exhibits an slope efficiency of 98 %. Such a high
number shows that virtually all the energy stored is actually transfered in the laser beam which
means that the mode matching between the pump and laser beam is almost perfect. This is a
consequence of gain guiding, since the laser mode "self-adapts" its shape to that of the gain.

The output beam shape was recorded at about 1m from the output coupler using a CCD camera
(see Fig.4). As expected the beam is near gaussian despite the non-gaussian nature of the pump. The
far field was measured at the focus of a 1 m focal length lens and was gaussian and within about 1.2 x
the diffraction limit.

In summary we show both theoretically and experimentally that gain guiding is a very
powerful concept. It is presently the simplest way to get high power, high quality beams from laser
pumped solid-state lasers. Since the output beam is much smoother than the pump beam, it should be of
particular interest in high power diode pumped solid-state lasers.
* L. Brunel was with the Institut d'Optique Thdorique et Appliqude. Unith de Recherche Associde au
CNRS, Unrversit6 Paris-Sud, Orsay, France.

1. F. Salin and J. Squier, Opt. Lett., to be published on Sept.15, 1992.
2. F. Estable, E. Mottay and F. Salin, "High energy gain guided Ti:A1203 oscillator", submitted to
Opt. Lett.
3. L.G. DeShazer, J.M. Eggleston and K.W. Kangas, Opt. Lett. 5, 363 (1988).
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Ti:chrysoberyl as a High-Saturation-Fluence Amplification Medium
for Ti:sapphire Lasers

Nobuhiko SARUKURA and Yusaburo SEGAWA
Photodynamics Research Center,

The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN),
Minamiyoshinari 6-6-3, Aoba-ku, Sendai, Miyagi 989-32, Japan
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Kiyoshi YAMAGISHI
Corporate R&D Center,
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Rapid progress of Ti:sapphire lasers has enabled a corpact
tunable high-pulse-energy and high-peak-power laser system. The
achievable pulse energy in such systems is determined by the
characteristics of the amplification medium: saturation fluence,
non-linear reflective index, tuning range matching with the
Ti:sapphire, possible pumping methods, and available crystal size
and quality. Ti:chrysoberyl is known as a tunable laser
material. Recent efforts have made it possible to fabricate
large size (1.5-cm diameter and 7-cm length) and high FOM (-100O
crystal, and it can be used even for cw-laser operation.
However, its use as an amplification medium was not studied
before. In this presentation, we will describe the high-gain
saturation nature of Ti:chrysoberyJ, and its application to high
gain confocal multi-pass amplifiers.

In order to evaluate its basic properties, the gain for
various wavelength and saturation fluence were measured, using
10-nsec, 532-nm pulses from a YAG laser as a pumping source. The
gain as wide as that of Ti:sapphire was confirmed at least over
700 nm to 1064 nm, and the gain peak wavelength was 780 nm (Fig.
1). Using a 20-nsec Ti:sapphire laser pulse as a probe, the
saturation fluence was evaluated to be 1.6 J/cm at 776 nm, under
the assumption of a Frantz-Nodvik relat IfnA(Fig. 2), and was
higher than that of Ti:sapphire (1.2 Jjcm ).s The corresponding
emission cross section was 1.6X10- cm . This results shows that
Ti:chrysoberyl promises to be a high-energy amplification medium
for Ti:sapphire lasers. Furthermore, ability to use a common
pumping source with Ti:sapphire and Its well-fitted gain curve
are the advantage compared with Cr:LiSAF and LICAF.

For practical application as a tunable amplifier, we adopted
a multi-Pass scheme with a confocal lens pair and turning
prisms, which was well-studied as6 a pre-amplifier in a
terawatt-class Ti:sapphire laser system. The advantages of this
confocal multi-pass scheme, compared with a regenerative
amplification scheme, are the ease of tuning and operation due to
its construction from entirely passive optical components, and no
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strict timing requirement for the gain extraction. In this
scheme, the following are necessary for high small-signal-gain
operation; maximization of the single-pass gain, improvement of
pass overlapping, and suppression of self-oscillation. Siigle-
pass gain (-9dB) at a damage-safe pumping level (-10 J/cm ) on
one side of the crystal in Ti:chrysoberyl was smaller than that
of Ti:sapphire (-15dB) due to its smaller gain cross section. The
single-pass gain was enhanced to -19dB, when 3.3-cm
Ti:chrysoberyl crystal (a 5 3.2-0 -09 cm- 1 ) was pumped on both side•
by 10-Hz, -35-mJ, 532-nm pulses. Unlike the case of Ti:sapphire,
6-pass amplification was possible without suffering from self-
oscillation due to Its smaller gain cross section. The amplifier
consisted of a gain medium located at the beam waist of a
confocal lens pair, two dichroic mirrors to overlap the input
beams with independently focused pumping beams, and three turning
prisms for small displacement of each amplification pass (Fig.
3). The confocal lens pair and the prisms allowed the passes to
overlap well in a small cylindrical pumped region, and resulted
in 52dB gain for the transmitted pulses (Fig. 4). 1.5-psec,
0.24-nJ single-pulse-selected pulses at 796 nm were amplified to
-40 PJ. It should also be noted the estimated beam breakup
parameter (0.6 rad) is small ePough for the reported non-linear
refractive index value (2x10- cm•/W). 7 Therefore, there is no
need to use chirped pulse amplification for this energy level.

In conclusion, Ti:chrysoberyl has a great potential as an
amplification material for Ti:sapphire lasers due to its higher
saturation fluence, ability to use a common pumping source, and
its well-fitted gain curve. Nevertheless, high gain
amplification (52dB) is also possible In a confocal multi-pass
configuration. Further research on Ti:chrysoberyl will lead to
the development of a compact tunable high energy amplifier.
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Summary

Kerr lens mode-locking (KLM) has become a standard method to produce femtosecond pulses
from tunable solid state lasers.1 High power inside the laser resonator propagating through the
laser medium with nonlinear index of refraction, coupled with the stability conditions of the laser
modes in the resonator result in a passive amplitude modulation which explains the mechanism for
pulse shortening. Pulses of 17 fs FWHM were generated using KLM from Ti:Sapphire laser.2

Pulses of 50 fs 3 and pulses of 150 fs 4 were also generated from Cr3+:LiSrSIF6 using KLM in
combination with a saturable absorber in the cavity and active mode locking, respectively.
Recently, chromium doped forsterite was shown to exhibit similar pulse behavior.5 Transform
limited 60 fs pulses were generated from an actively mode locked forsterite laser using intracavity
chirp compensation. The pulses were generated even when the active modulator was turned off,
suggesting that KLM technique was operative in the generation of femtosecond pulses from Cr:
forsterite laser.

In this presentation, we report on the first successful attempt to generate femtosecond
pulses from a synchronously pumped chromium-doped forsterite laser with intracavity dispersion
compensation. Stable, transform limited pulses with duration of 105 fs were routinely generated,
tunable between 1240 to 1270 nm.

AUTOCORREýLATOR 
/ -

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the synchronously pumped mode-locked operation of the Cr[forswrite laser
1/2, half-wave plate for 1064 nm; L, focusing lens; Ml, output mirror, M2 , M3, 10-cm-radius
folding mirrors; M4 , back mirror; BS, beam splitter, PI and P2, Schott SF14 glass prisms.
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The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The Brewster-angle-cut forsterite crystal
was placed in a four-mirror, Z-fold astigmatically compensated cavity. The combination of mirrors
used was: a flat back mirror, two 10-cm-radius folding mirrors, and a flat output coupler. The
transmission of the output coupler was 1% at the lasing wavelength, while the folding mirrors and
the back mirror had reflectivity R=99.9% for the 1200-1300 nm range. The length of the sample
was 1.2 cm with absorption coefficient at the pump wavelength of 1064 nm of cc=l.l cm-1 . The
laser crystal was mounted in a copper block and was cooled by a single-stage thermoelectric
cooler. The Cr:forsterite crystal was pumped by an actively mode-locked Nd:YAG laser (82 MHz).
The pump beam was focused by a 7.5-cm lens through the 10-cm-radius folding mirror into the
crystal. The 1064-nm pump power incident on the forsterite crystal was 5.3 W, of which 3.9 W
was absorbed by the crystal. The output of the forsterite laser was monitored with a fast
germanium detector and an oscilloscope. The pulsewidth was measured with a noncollinear
background free real-time intensity autocorrelator. A collinear interferometric autocorrelator was
also used to determine the chirp characteristics of the output pulses. The bandwidth of the mode-
locked forsterite laser was measured using a PbS detector coupled to a 50-cm Jarrel Ash
monochromator, equipped with variable aperture slits.

Mode locking was observed when the length of the cavity was matched to the length of the
mode locked Nd:YAG laser. Once mode-locking was achieved two regimes were observed. In the
first we observe long duration pulses (200-300 ps FWHM). By further alignment of the cavity and
slightly changing the position of the laser crystal and the distance between mirrors M2 and M3 the
pulsewidth was reduced down to 105 fs with a spectral width of the order of 20 nm. The output
power of the forsterite laser when femtosecond pulses were generated was 45 mW. An intensity
autocorrelation trace and the corresponding spectrum of a typical pulse are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and
(b). The pulsewidth shown is 105 fs and the bandwidth is 16 nm. The pulsewidth-bandwidth
product AtpAv = 0.32, indicating transform-limited pulses for a sech2 pulse. Fig. 3 shows a
picture of the interferometric autocorrelation trace of the output pulses. Since there is good
visibility of the fringes at the winds of the pulse it is evident from this picture that the pair of
prisms compensated for the nonlinear chirp introduced by the forsterite crystal.6
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Fig. 2. An autocorrelation trace (a) aad spectrum (b,) of 105-fs pulses obtained from a Z cavity with glass
prisms for chirp compensation. Circles represent experimental data and the solid line is the best fit.
sech 2 pulse shape was assumed for fitting. The pulsewidth-bandwidth product ArpAv = 0.32.
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The pair of prisms used in the cavity was made of SF14 Schott optical glass. The optical
characteristics of this type of glass for 1250 nm are n = 1.729, dn/dX = -0.02017, d2n/dx 2 =

0.02262, and d3n/dX3= -0.0999.7 The optimum distance between the two prisms when stable
105-fs pulses were obtained, was determined to be 35 cm. Carrying out the calculation for the
phase derivatives with respect to frequency we get a2ý/&)c02= -3273 fsec 2 and a30/a,'3= -2170
fsec3.8 ,9 This indicates that SF14 is not the most appropriate glass for pulse shortening in this
wavelength region since it introduces a large cubic phase term. This suggests that by using material
which will introduce less cubic phase, shorted pulses will be generated as is the case with
Ti:Sapphire. Different types of glass prisms will be discussed which minimize the effect of the
cubic phase term.

The passively mode-locked forsterite laser was tuned using an aperture between prism P2
and mirror M4 . We were able to continuously tune the laser between 1240 and 1270 nm. The
duration of pulses did not vary much throughout the whole tuning range.

Fig. 4. Interferometric autocorrelation of the output pulses of the forsterite laser

In conclusion, transform-limited femtosecond pulses were generated from a
synchronously pumped chromium-doped forsterite laser. Stable 105 femtosecond pulses in TEMO0
mode were obtained. The tuning range was of the order of 30 nm, limited only by the coating of
the mirrors used and the available pump power.

This research is supported in part by NSF, NASA and ARO.
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Femtosecond laser physics has been transformed by the advent of the Titanium-doped
sapphire laser which has been mode-locked by conventional and novel means [e.g. 1-5],
yielding pulses as short as 15 fs [5] from laser oscillators which are stable and can produce
several watts of average output power. These mode-locking techniques have been successfully
applied to other new laser media including Cr3+:LiSAF [6,7] which has the potential to be
diode-pumped - thus producing a relatively convenient and compact femtosecond laser system.
Consequently the dye laser will be largely superseded in ultrafast laser applications. Recently
this trend has been extended to the near infrared spectral region with the generation of
femtosecond pulses from Cr4+.Forsterite lasers using the techniques of Additive Pulse Mode-
Locking [8] and Kerr Lens Mode-Locking [9] previously demonstrated with Ti:sapphire lasers.
We anticipate that the demonstration of laser action with further vibronic media will extend the
spectral coverage of ultrafast solid-state lasers and note that the Cr4* ion will be of particular
interest in the region from 1 - 2 gim. In time, cryogenic colour-centre lasers may be replaced
by convenient room-temperature (diode-pumped) solid-state lasers. Cr4+:.YAG is a laser
medium providing gain from 1.34 - 1.56 gm which has been demonstrated as a cw laser at
room-temperature, pumped by a Nd:YAG laser in spite of significant excited state absorption
[10]. It has an upper state lifetime of -4 tps and a net peak gain cross-section of -4 x 10-19
cm2. These parameters are similar to Ti:sapphire and so one may expect that this medium will
deliver a similar laser performance. We report here the first mode-locked Cr4":YAG laser.
This spectral region is clearly of particular interest for optical communications and switching
and the potential for a compact diode-pumped laser system delivering tunable femtosecond
pulses with watts of average power makes this laser medium very exciting.

The laser crystal used in our experiments was grown at the IRE-POLUS Institute with the
optic axis corresponding to the [0,0,1] crystallographic axis and was 20 mm in length and 6
mm in diameter. The absorption coefficient was -2.5 cm-1 at 1.06 ttm corresponding to a Cr4 +
concentration of -5 x 1017 cm-3 and the laser polarisation was in the [0,1,0] plane. An
astigmatically-compensated cavity configuration, similar to that commonly used with
Ti:sapphire lasers, was adopted and the laser was pumped by the 1.064 tun output of a cw
Nd:YAG laser. Active mode-locking was achieved using a lead molybdate acousto-optic
modulator.
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The lasing threshold for the complete cavity was 4 W absorbed pump power and the
mode-locked laser was typically pumped with 7 W. With no output coupling, modulator or
tuning element, the laser threshold was as low as 1.6W absorbed pump power. A study was
made of the performance of the cw laser. A slope efficiency of -5% was observed for cw
pumping. This was thought to be limited by thermal lensing in the laser crystal and by the
large amount of scatter in the laser medium. The temperature dependence of the upper-state-
lifetime could also have been a contributing factor. When the pump beam was chopped by a
ratio of 50:1, the slope efficiency increased to -12%, suggesting that thermal effects were a
problem. We are confident that significantly improved laser efficiency and threshold can be
obtained with improved laser crystal quality and more efficient cooling. The laser was tuned
using a quartz birefringent tuning wedge and the output power with wavelength is shown in
figure 1. The demonstrated tuning range was limited by the dielectric coatings on the cavity
mirrors.
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Fig. I Variation of output power with Fig. 2 Autocorrelation trace of the shortest
wavelength for cw Cr4 +:YAG laser pulses obtained from the actively

mode-locked Cr4 +:YAG laser

In order to demonstrate ultrashort pulse generation, an acousto-optic modulator was
incorporated in the cavity. This was a high Q device with a 2 mm aperture which was operated
with modulation depths greater than 50%. The RF was applied at -250 MHz and the laser
cavity round-trip time was -8 ns. When the cavity length was set to the matching point,
picosecond pulses at a repetition rate of 125 MHz were observed from 1396 - 1482 nm. This
tuning range is reduced compared to the cw laser because of the high insertion loss of the
acousto-optic modulator. To generate stable mode-locked pulse trains, the cavity length had to

be maintained within -1 ttm of the matching point Pulses of less than 70 ps duration were
observed between 1396 nm and 1478 nm, this duration decreasing to -30 ps near the peak of
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the gain around 1440 nm. Figure 2 shows an autocorrelation trace of the shortest pulses of 26
ps duration (assuming a Gaussian pulse profile) obtained. The pulse spectrum did not exhibit
any significant excess spectral broadening - the measured bandwidth being -0. 15 nm - close to
the resolution limit of our monochromator. Typical average output powers ranged up to 20
mW for 8 W pump power. This low figure is a consequence of the high insertion loss of the
modulator. With a larger aperture modulator and an improved laser crystal, average output
powers of 100's of mW should be achievable.

When the RF to the modulator was switched off, no mode-locking was observed. This
laser is clearly a candidate for KLM and for APM and should yield femtosecond pulses. Until
the crystal quality and therefore the intracavity power is improved, APM is likely to prove the
more successful approach. Some form of adjustable group velocity dispersion would be
desirable to optimise a femtosecond Cr4+:YAG laser. If a standard prism sequence is to be
employed, prisms of a transparent material of positive material dispersion around 1.4 ptm
would be required. Work is currently underway to develop a femtosecond Cr4+:YAG laser.
We speculate that the presence of excited state absorption, leading to an intensity-dependent
loss corresponding to an inverse saturable absorber, may have an impact on passive mode-
locking of Cr4':YAG lasers using the optical Kerr effect.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an actively mode-locked picosecond cw Cr4 t.YAG
laser tunable from 1.39 - 1.45 ptm. With further improvement in cavity design and laser crystal
quality, we anticipate that this laser medium will yield femtosecond pulses tunable from 1.35 to
1.55 ptm.
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Introduction

There has been considerable interest in materials doped with Cr 4 +
to obtain tunable laser operation around 1200 nm, but this ion's
room temperature fluorescence lifetime is typically only a few
microseconds, too short for practical pulsed operation under
diode pumping. 1 ,2  Recently Capobianco, et a1, pointed out that
the relative positions of the E and T2 states in the
isoelectronic ion Mn favor much longer lifetimes, and reported
single-pass gain in two Mn-doped physjhates whose spectroscopy
hag been analyzed by Borromei, et al. , We are studying several
Mn +-doped crystals, including Ca 5 (PO 4 ) 3 F, Sr 5 (PO4 ) 3 F and Y2 SiO5 .

We report here recent results on two Mn-doped orthovanadates:
Mn:Ba 3 (VO4 ) 2  (Mn:BOV) and Mn:Sr 3 (VO 4 ) 2  (Mn:SOV.) We have
succeeded in growing these crystals by two methods: laser heated
pedestal growth in a 20% oxygen atmosphere and the Czochralski
method in 1% oxygen. The nominal doping levels employed were 0.2
at.% for most boules. The crystals grown so far exhibit an
inhomogeneous distribution of Mn ions.

Spectroscopy

The room temperature absorption of Mn:BOV is shown in Figure 1.
That of Mn:SOV is very similar. The spectra are consistent with
absorption by an ion with d configuration in a very weakly
distorted tetrahedral crystal field. The band around 650 nm is
due to transitions to states deived from Td's 3 T1 , and the weak
shoulder around 900 nm to the T2 , which would be forbidden in
perfect Td symmetry. The sharp lire at 1181 nm Mn:BOV (1168 nm
in Mn:SOV) is attributable to the E state, and the feature at
772 nm to the A1 state. The polarization dependence is only
partly consistent with the 9eak C3v distortion reported for the
vanadium site in this host, but can be adequately explained by
either spin-orbit or vibronic coupling in Td symmetry.

The fluorescence spectra of both materials, presented in Figure
2, ale nearly unpolarized. The dominant peak corresponds well to
the E absorption. Comparison of its side peaks in Fig's. 1 and
2 with vibrational analysis of the hosts indicates that they are
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of vibronic origin. 5 For 970 nm excitation the 1E peak exhibits
structure, so that at least two sites must be present.

The fluorescence decay of Mn:BOV is dominated by a single
exponential, although at low temperatures a weak faster decay
component is discernable. The dominant component's dIcay rate
increases ?oughly linearly with temperature from 790 s- at 10 K
to 2150 s- at 300 K. The temperature dependence of integrated
fluorescence intensity, normalized by the absorbed pump energy,
is shown in Figure 3. Simultaneous fitting of the lifetime and
intensity data requires the assumption that thermally activated
radiative and nonradiative decay processes are both present.

Lacking data on the actual Mn concentration or quantum efficiency
in our samples, the spectroscopic stimulated emission cross
section cannot be accurately determined. However, saturation of
the ground state absorption at 590 nm has bee used to estimate
the absorption cross section. From this the E peak imuiated
emission cross section is estimated to be roughly lx10 cm'.

Laser Experiments

Laser-pumped laser experiments have been carried out on both 0.2%
Mn:BOV and 0.2% Mn:SOV. The laser cavity consisted of a flat
high reflector and an output coupler with 5 cm radius of
curvature and 99.0-99.5% reflectivity. The uncoated samples were
pumped through the h.gh reflector at 800 nm by a beam of about
0.05 cm radius at e-P intensity, five times the nominal cavity
mode radius. The latter was kept so small to facilitate the
search for sample regions of satisfactory optical quality. Laser
oscillation was observed at room temperature in bot• materials,
with output wavelengths which corresponded to the E emission.
As seen in Figure 4, the threshold energies incident on the
samples were 1.9 mJ for Mn:BOV and 2.6 mJ for Mn:SOV. Their
slope efficiencies were 0.0005 and 0.0008, respectively.

Conclusions

Laser operation on the long-lived Mn5+ 1 E emission has been
demonstrated. The observed laser slope efficiencies are quite
low, even after correction for the mismatch of mode sizes. This
issue requires further study. The absorption spectra and
lifetimes of Mn in BOY and SOV are quite attractive for diode or
flashlamp pumping. We hope, however, to identify hosts in which
the emission has a greater degree of T2 vibronic character, if
the cost in reduced lifetime is no worse than a factor of two or
three. Such hosts would permit four-level, tunable operation.
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The demonstration of laser operation1 of chromium-doped forsterite (Cr:Mg2 SiO4 ) and subsequent
identification of the lasing ion as tetravalent chromium (Ci4+) residing in tetraheral eauvionment,2 8 have generated
growing interest in this material, as well as other crystals that may accommodate Cr4 + in their structure. When
potential crystals are considered for the incorporation of Cr4 + ions into tetrahedral sites, the following conditions
should be satisfied by the potential crystal hosts: (1) a tetrahedral site exists containing a tetravalent cation; (2) the
ionic size of the site is close to that of Cr4 +; and (3) a good site does not exist for the competing Cr3 + ion.

During the past few years several crystals of melilite structure which satisfy the above requirements were
grown and investigated for potential laser applications. 9 -1 1 Unfortunately, none of these efforts have produced a new
laser material. All the materials that were developed clearly show presence of tetrahedral Cr4+ in their absorption
spectra. However, the luminescence in these materials is either very weak or nonexistent, due to strong nonradiative
relaxation. Most recently, low-temperature laser operation of Cr4 +:Y2 SiO5 has been reported, 12 but its usefulness
may be limited since laser operation above 77 K is severely affected by nonradiative processes.

In this paper, we present preliminary results in the development of two new Cr4+-based laser crystals. We
have attempted growth of Cr.Mg2GeO4 , a germanium analog to forsterite, 13 and monticellite (CrCaMgSiO4 ),
another end member of the olivine group of crystals, 14 primarily because of the similarity of their crystal structure
to the structure of forsterite, although neither of the crystals satisfies all the criteria listed above. In particular, both
Mg2 GeO4 and CaMgSiO4 have, as forsterite, in their crystal structure sites that may be occupied by the Cr3 + ion.
In Mg2GeO4, Mg2+ ions occupy two distinct octahedrally coordinated sites, Ml with inversion (Ci) and M2 with
mirror (Cs) point symmetry, while Ge4 + is tetrahedrally coordinated. 15 In CaMgSiO4 , Mg2 + and Ca2 + ions are
ordered in the MI and M2 sites respectively, and Si& occupies the tetrahedral site.14,16

The attempt to grow large single crystal of Cr:Mg2GeO4 using the Czochralski method was unsuccessful
due to volatility of GeO2 at high temperatures (Mg2 GeO4 melts congruently at 1855o0C). 13 However, small single
crystals were salvaged from the crucible and fabricated into samples suitable for basic spectroscopic measurements.
The Cr.CaMgSiO4 sample was prepared by melting the stoichiometric proportions of oxides in an iridium crucible,
followed by slow cooling to produce polycrystalline material which was later cut into slices and polished.

The preliminary measurements of the absorption spectra of Cr:Mg 2GeO4 for three different crystal
orientations, presented in Figure 1, show features that are strikingly similar to those observed in the absorption
spectra of chromium-doped forsterite, the only difference being slight red shift. We attribute the dominant absorption
bands observed in the spectra to the transitions of the Cr4 + ion.

The emission spectra of Cr.Mg2GeO4 and Cr:CaMgSiO4 were measured for 625-nm excitation at room
temperature and at liquid nitrogen temperature. Both results were compared with the emission of a laser-quality
Cr~forsterite crystal for same level of excitation. The measured spectra are shown in Fijure 2. All three spectra
consist of two broad emission bands, one in the 700-1000 nm region, attributed to the Cr+ ion, and a band due to
Cr4+ spanning the 1000-1500-nm range. Low temperature emission spectrum of Cr:Mg2GeO 4 is characterized by a
sharp zero-phonon line followed by a vibrational sideband very similar to the low-temperature spectrum of
Cr:forsterite. Zero-phonon line has been shifted -20 nm towards the infrared when compared to Cr.forsterite, as
expected, due to larger size of the GeO4 tetrahedron and consequently lower crystal field at the Ge site. Low
temperature emission spectrum of Cr:CaMgSiO4 did not reveal any sharp line structure, with only a hint of a zero-
phonon line appearing at -1125 nm. It is important to note that although of inferior optical quality, both new
materials exhibit emission at least as strong as that of Crforsterite, for similar pump powers.
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Fluorescence lifetime has been measured for Cr:Mg2GeO4 and Cr:CaMgSiO 4 for 532- and 1064-nm
excitation, as a function of temperature. Under 532-nm excitation, in the 800-900-nm range, a lifetime of -30 pis,
corresponding to Cr3+ emission, was measured at room temperature for both materials. These values did not change
significantly when the samples were cooled down to 77 K. In Figure 3, fluorescence lifetimes of the Cr4+ ion,
measured at 1175 nm for 1064-nm pump are presented. In Figure 3(a) the temperature dependence of the Cr4+
emission lifetime of Cr.Mg2GeO4 is compared to the lifetime dependence of Cr4+ in forsterite. Both curves show
similar behavior. However, the room temperature fluorescence lifetime of Cr.Mg2GeO 4 is a factor of two longer
than that of Cr-forsterite, indicating that potential room temperature laser operation of this new material may be less
affected by nonradiative processes. Temperature dependence of the Cr4+ emission lifetime in Cr.CaMgSiO4 at 1175
nm is compared to the emission lifetime of Cr4+ in forsterite in Figure 31(b). The measured lifetime changes from
-16 ps at 77 K to -5 pjs at 300 K, again indicating that this material has a potential for efficient room-temperature
laser operation.

In conclusion, basic spectroscopic properties of two crystals, Cr:Mg2 GeO 4 and Cr:monticellite
(Cr.CaMgSiO4 ) were measured and compared with those of Cr:forsterite. In both crystals the optically active centers
were identified as Cr3+ and Cr4+, the latter being responsible for the near-infrared emission in the 1100-1500-nm
spectral range. Based on the preliminary measurements, we conclude that Cr:Mg 2GeO4 and Cr-CaMgSiO4 represent
two promising tunable solid-state laser materials based on the Cr4 + ion. Monticellite (Cr:CaMgSiO4) looks
particularly promising since it has emission properties similar to those of Cr:Mg2 GeO4 and significant advantage
that its growth does not require special techniques, since none of the oxide compounds are volatile.

This research is supported by NSF, NASA and ARO.
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Transition-metal ions with the d2 electronic configuration and in the tetrahedral
coordination environment have very special characteristics that make them interesting as
potential active centers for solid-state lasers. If the ion is located in a tetrahedral site with
Td point symmetry, the first excited triplet state, 3T2, is metastable because electric-dipole
transitions between thc 3A2 (ground state) and the 3T2 state, is symmetry forbidden despite
"he lack of inversion symmetry. Also, the 1E state (first excited singlet state), which in the
systems investigated so far appears to have about the same excitation energy as the 3T2 state,
is also metastable because electric-dipole transitions to or from the ground state are spin
forbidden.

Chromium-doped forsterite is the first d2-ion system in which laser action was
observed due to the 3T2-'3A2 transition of Cr4+,1• which shows quasi-four-level characteristics
due to strong coupling of the 3T2 electronic state with the lattice. Very recently, Merkle, et
al.,3 observed three-level laser action in manganese-doped Ba3(VO4) 2 [barium ortho-
vanadate (BOV)] and in the isostructural crystal Sr3(V0 4)2 (SOV) due to the 1E-3A2

transition of Mn5+. At difference with Cr4+ in forsterite, in the MnW+ center in BOV, the
1E energy level appears to lie below the relaxed 3T2 level. These two examples illustrate a
well-known relationship between relative energy level positions with ionic valence, similar

to the one observed in d3 ions in octahedral sites such as Cr3+ and V2+.

One of the frequent causes of poor laser performance of some systems is due to
excited state absorption. This effect degrades the performance of Cr:forsterite in the gain-
switched mode,4 and it may also explain why other ('_r+" systems have not shown laser action.
Whether or not this effect would elso spoil the laser performance of the Mn5+ center is one
of the issues that would be interesting to investigate. The other important subject is the
effect of the host composition and crystalline structure on the coordination environment
(anions nature, covalence effects, site configuration and symmetry), which determines the
relative position of the energy levels. In particular, it is of interest to investigate if it is
possi'ble to find hosts for Mn5+ in which the 3T2 level is the lowest excited state of this
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center. Finally, the effect of codopants, which in some hosts may be needed for charge
compensation, and other crystal defects on the optical characteristics of the center needs to
be understood.

The crystals used in this studied were grown either by the laser-heated pedestal
growth (LHPG) method or by the Czochralski method, and in same cases by both. Growth
atmospheres contained 1% 02 for crystals grown by the Czochralski method and up to 20%
02 for crystals grown by the LHPG method. The hosts that were investigated included
crystals with the apatite structure: Ca5(PO4)3F [calcium-phosphor fluorapatite (CPFAP)] and
Sr,(P0 4) 3F (SPFAP); crystals with the palmierite structure: Sr 3(VO 4) 2 (SOV) and Ba3(VO4)2
(BOV). In all these compounds manganese substitutes for either phosphorus or vanadium,
all having the same 5-plus ionic valence, and consequently there is no need for charge
compensation. Substitution of manganese for silicon with charge compensation was tried in
forsterite and yttrium ortho-silicate (YOS). In forsterite, aluminum was used as charge
compensator (aluminum substitutes for silicon) and we did not observed spectroscopic
evidence of Mn5+ presence, even irt crystals grown in highly oxidizing atmospheres. In this
crystal, manganese is incorporated mostly as Mn 2+ substituting for Mg2 + in octahedral sites.
Two charge compensation schemes were used for Mn+ in YOS: aluminum substituting for
silicon and calcium substituting for yttrium. Both cases yielded YOS crystals with the
characteristic blue hue of MnW+. The absorption spectra of Mn5 + in all these hosts are very
similar. Figure 1 shows the absorption spectra obtained for YOS:Mn,Ca. The emission
spectra for a few Mns+-doped crystals are shown in Figure 2. With the exception of
CPFAP:Mn, for which we did not see any measurable emission a room temperature, all the
materials studied show characteristics attributable to an overlap of the emission from the
triplet and the singlet states, with the emission from the singlet dominating over the emission
from the triplet in different degrees. The system YOS:Mn,Ca shows the strongest triplet
emission and the shortest fluorescence lifetime.
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In this paper we report on -saturation of absorption and

excited state absorption measurements and ultrafast relaxati-

on processes in excited states of transition-metal-ion doped

crystals of laser interest.

The kinetics of nonradiative transitions between the pump

level 4T2 and storage level 2E for Cr3+ ion was investigated

in a number of laser crystals [1]. The nonradiative relaxa-

tion times for intra 4T 2 state vibrational transition and for
4T 2  electronic transition were measured.

In recent years laser action in near infrared was reali-

zed on Cr4+-doped YAG [2] and forsterite [3] crystals. We

carried out the saturation of absorption and time-resolved

excite-and-probe relaxation measurements on Cr 4 + ion in a num-

ber of crystals, such as Mg2SiO4 , YAG, GSGG, GSAG. The pico-

second spectrometer based on passively mode-locked Nd-YAlO3

laser was used for this study. Nonlinear transmission of 1.08

pm 20 ps pump pulses was observed. Absorption cross section

of approximately 5 x 10-18 cm2 in garnets and 2.3 x 10-18 cm2

in forsterite is estimated for 3A -

hedral Cr 4 +. An upper limit of 8 ps in garnets and 15 ps in

forsterite is estimated for intra 3T2 state vibrational rela-
xation time. Excited state absorption spectra in visible and

near infrared are obtained for Cr 4 + in garnets. Q-switched
and mode-locked neodymium laser action is realized using chro-

mium-doped crystals as the saturable absorbers. The shortest

pulses of 80 ps in duration were observed for Nd-YAlO laser
with Cr4+:GSGG absorber.

Trivalent vanadium ion has the same 3d 2 electron configu-
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ration as tetravalent chromium. Vanadium doped YAG, which

contain tetrahedrally coordinated V3+, has two broad absor-
ption bands in near infrared with peaks at 1.3 PM and 0.83

fm assotiated with 3A2 - 3T2 and 3 A2 - 3T 1 electronic tra-
nsitions, respectively. In our measurements saturation of
absorption was observed for both these transitions. Absorp-

tion cross sections and nonradiative relaxation rates are

estimated. Mode-locking of Nd-YAG laser at 1.06 jIm, Nd-YALO

laser at 1.34pm and Ti-A12 03 laser at 780 nm was realized

using V3 +:YAG crystal as a saturable absorber. The shortest

pulses were of about 100 ps at 1.34pm.
The terahedral Co2 + ion in a number of spinels is cha-

racterized by a strong luminescence in visible and near in-

frared with extremely short radiative lifetime and is sug-

gested to be a possible active ion for laser materials r4].
We investigated excited state dynamics in Co2+:GSGG crystal

using pump-probe transmission measurements. Broad absorpti-

on bands of tetrahedral Co2+ were observed at about 2.3ým,
1.45,pm and 625 nm and were assigned to transitions from
4 A2 to 4 T2 , 4 T1 and 4 T,( 4 P) states, respectively. Optical
gain followed by excited state transient absorption of 1.06
pm probe pulse was observed after 532 rim pump excitation.

The nonradiative lifetime of 4 T1 and 4T,(4P) excited states

was estimated to be of about 15 ± 5 ps and 35 ± 5 ps, respe-
ctively, while an upper limit for intra 4 T ( 4 P) state vibra-

tional relaxation time does not exceed 5 ps.

We are grateful to Prof. R.R.Alfano and Prof. J.M.Buchert

for cooperation in Co2 +:GSGG crystal study.
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Cr 4 -doped garnets with additional absorption band, which peaks near
1.06 jpm, are of interest as passive Q-switches for Nd-lasers (1). High
photochemical stability with predictable behavior, good mechanical properties,
high thermal conductivity and well-developed inexpensive crystal growth and
processing technologies give them considerable advantages as compared with
traditional passive Q-switches for Nd-lasers, such as dye cell, acetate films
and color-center LIF:FE crystals. These advantages are especially important
for the work at high repetition rates and high light exposures.

Besides, such a modulator allows to realize not only monopulse, but also
stable multispikes output at high pumping energies and repetition rates. This
regime is interesting from the standpoint of the increase of passive Q-swltch
laser efficiency and the development of lasers with high both peak and
average power.

The multispikes generation using auto-Q-switch mode was demonstrated
in [2,3]. Active rods, such as Cr,Nd:GSGG, Cr,Nd:YSGG, Cr,Nd:GSAG containing
sensitizer Cr"l, active Nd"* and absorption Cr4' centers were used in these
papers. But additional absorption in the active rod increases its thermoloading
and therefore makes the spatial characteristics of the output beam worse.

The subject of this paper is the study of multispikes Q-switch mode
using laser cavity scheme with the active rod without Cr4-absorption centers
and a separate Cr4°:YSGG passive modulator.

The uncoated Cr4*:YSGG rod (0 9.3x6Omm) grown by the czochralski
method was placed in plane-plane resonator. Three types of active laser rods,
such as Nd:YAG (0 6.3x70), Cr,Nd:YSGG (0 6x70), Cr,Nd:GSAG (0 3.7x70) were
used in the experiments. The modulator was cooled by distilled water step-by-
step with the active crystal. Q-switch initial transmittance To - 60% allowed to
obtain stable multispikes output with any active rods employed.

oscillograms of the obtained output trains of pulses are shown in Fig. 1.
Fig.2. represents the relation between repetition rate of the output spikes
and pumping energy. Strong dependence of output repetition rates on the
used active crystal hosts is quite evident. The stimulated emission cross-
sections G for transition 4F3/2---'I4i/z (1.06jum) in the selected active rods,
as well as the obtained average output laser parameters are shown in Table 1.

Date of the output characteristics Table 1.

Active rod 6 Output eo." lope (mi) E (mJ)
(relat. rep.rate spike duration
to Nd:YAG) (kHz) (ns)

Nd:YAG 1 -300 ~80-100 -10 -350

Cr,Nd:YSOG 0.43 -140 ~60-90 -70 -720

Cr,Nd:GSAG 0.26 ~50 ~30-60 not measured not measured

where Epop- 70 J, r, .p - 150jus, Low" - I m, pump rep.rate- 25 Hz.
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The relation between the values of output repetition rate are well
correlated with the relation between the used crystals cross-section values.
The dependence Output rep.rate/Epusp for the concrete active rod hosts
seems to be root and proportional to G and the initial transmittance To of Q-
switch (the results of experiments with other values of To are not presented
here). Energy of train of pulses reached 57% of free-running mode energy
due to multispikes regime. The used uncoated crystal did not permit to make
sharper quantitative estimations. The application of such crystals requires
sufficiently high accuracy of their mounting, but AR coating eliminates this
problem. Due to polarizing Insensitivity of Cr'*-Q-switch the polarizing
properties of the resonator are not important. In fact, such a Q-switch can be
easily placed In any type of Nd-laser cavity without its special preparation.
No changes in Q-switch properties have been observed during more than one
year of strong use.
Conclusion

we Investigated multispikes Q-switch mode for different types of pulsed
Nd-lasers using the water-cooled Cr 4":YSGG-passive modulator. The
dependence of output spikes repetition rates on pumping pulse energy was
studied for three Nd-laser hosts. Due to high stability of the properties and
polarizing insensitivity of this modulator, the compact and reliable Q-switch
multispikes Nd-laser with high both average and peak power can be
constructed. Such lasers could be interesting for application in industry,
laser medicine and lidar systems.

We wish to thank P.A.Studenikin, Yu.D.Zavartsev (General Physics
Institute, Moscow, Russia) and Dr. I.A.Ivanov ("ELMA", Zelenograd, Russia) for
giving Cr 4

4:YSGG and Cr,Nd:YSGG-crystals, accordingly, at our disposal.
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Since the early reports on the Cr:forsterite laser,' 2 a significant amount of work has
been done to further investigate, characterize and improve its performance. The
Cr:forsterite laser has been shown to be a promising solid state laser, tunable in the
1.18-1.35 Am region 3 and optically pumpable by 1 pam Nd lasers, currently the most efficient
and most advanced solid-state lasers. For applications demanding efficient, compact and
reliable laser systems, diode-pumped lasers have been increasingly chosen. It is therefore of
interest to develop a forsterite laser system that uses diode-laser arrays as the pumping
source for the Nd laser used to pump the Cr:forsterite crystal. We refer to this system as
being "all solid-state". In what follows, we report on the performance of what we believe is
the first such "all solid-state" Cr:forsterite laser system.

The source of pump radiation chosen for the Cr:forsterite laser was a diode-pumped,
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser employing a three-bar high-power diode laser array with coupling
optics designed for end-pumping of the Nd:YAG crystal It is based upon our early work on
this type of pumping configuration 4 with only slight modifications for optimal performance.
It uses a 5 cm convex output coupler (OC1) coated for 85% reflection at 1.06 Wim, and a
KD'P Q-switch (QS). When operated at 50 Hz repetition rate, this laser is capable of
delivering more than 2 mJ per pulse at a beam divergence of about two-time diffraction limit
and a pulselength shorter than 20 ns.

The resonator for the Cr:forsterite laser consists of a flat end mirror (M) and a 30
cm concave output coupler (0C2), as shown in Fig. 1. The flat mirror is dielectric coated
for high transmission at 1.06 jm and high reflection at 1.22 •m. Two output couplers were
used, one coated for 85% and the other for 96% reflection at 1.22 Pam. For mode matching
between the Nd:YAG pumping laser beam and the TEMoo mode of the Cr:forsterite laser
resonator, a lens (L) of 50 mm focal length is positioned 7 cm away from the output coupler
of the Nd:YAG laser, and the flat mirror of the Cr:forsterite laser is 17 cm from this lens.
The forsterite crystal (FC) is about 10 mm long and has a diameter of - 1.5 mm. Both ends
of this crystal were anti-reflection coated for 1.22 ;ma. The Cr:forsterite crystal used in this
laser was grown using the laser-heated pedestal growth method in 8% 02 atmosphere, and
was codoped with aluminum. Codoping with aluminum seems to increase the incorporation
of chromium into the silicon site. The growth axis was oriented along the crystallographic
c axis (space group Pbnm). The crystal was oriented with this axis parallel to the resonator
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axis. The polarization of the pump radiation coincided with the b axis of the crystal, which
is the orientation for which the absorption at 1.064 jum is a maximum. Approximately 70%
of the pump radiation was absorbed by the crystal. The cavity length was - 40 mm. The
spacing between the flat mirror and the Cr:forsterite crystal is - 5 mm. The laser
performance of this forsterite laser is shown in Fig.2, in which data for the two output
couplers tested in this laser are presented.

Since this Cr:forsterite laser is operated in the gain-switched mode, and the pulse
formation time is much shorter than the fluorescence lifetime, the asymptote of the input-
output curve of the Cr:forsterite laser should pass through the origin.5 According to this
principle, we extracted the slope efficiencies for two data sets shown in Fig. 2. The slope
efficiency is 19.5% for the 85% OC and is 12.5% for the 98% OC. Both data sets in Fig.
2 exhibit the saturation behavior at high absorbed pump energy. This is the result of excited
state absorption of the pump radiation, an effect that was studied before.6 The temporal
profile for the 85% OC is given in Fig. 3, where the small peak is the signal of the residual
Nd:YAG laser pump beam. This trace was taken for an absorbed pump energy of about
1.5 mJ. The pulsewidth of the Cr:forsterite laser is - 5.6 ns. The delay time between the
pumping laser and the Cr:forsterite laser is approximately 25 ns, which suggests a quite small
cavity loss.

We believe an "all solid-state" Cr:forsterite laser system like the one described here
will demonstrate its potential in systems requiring tunable pulsed lasers for lidar systems.
By tuning the Cr:forsterite laser, and by frequency doubling or tripling its output, several
Fraunhofer lines can be reached, allowing the detection of lidar pulses at these wavelengths
to be free of the degrading effect of solar background on detector sensitivity.

This work was supported by Fibertek, Inc. through its IR&D program.
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In the last years intensive research was made on new tunable solid state lasers. In the

infrared spectral region between 1.1 and 1.6 pm the Cr 4 --ion seems to be the most

promising laser-ion. Until now, laser action at room-temperature could be achieved in

Forsterite (Mg 2SiO 4) [1] and YAG (Y3A150 2) [2]; however, at liquid nitrogen

temperature also Y 2SiOs is lasing [3]. In all these materials the Cr 4 -ion occupies the

tetrahedrally coordinated lattice site.

The absorption and excitation spectra of Cr4c-doped garnet crystals show three broad

bands, fitting excellent to the ds Tanabe-Sugano diagram. The resulting crystal field
parameters are compared with those obtained from AOM calculations. The fluorescence

is due to the transition 3T2- 3A2 and shifts to longer wavelengthb for lower crystal fields.

At the same time the roomtemperature lifetime decreases from 3.4 Psec for YAG down

to 1.0 psec for YSGG. This decrease is caused by higher nonradiative transition rates at

low crystal fields.

The low temperature absorption and emission spectra of all Cr 4 -doped garnet crystals

show a very complicated structure [Fig. 1 and 2]. We have not been able to find a zero

phonon line, because the transition between the 3T2 and 3A2 states is symmetry

forbidden and a large Stokes shift occurs. So the spectra consist of coupling phonon

modes, i.e. a promoting mode, which makes the transition allowed and an accepting

mode, which is responsible for the observed progression (see for example the 300cm-1

progression of Cr 4 ÷:GGG in Fig.2).

We also have measured the temperature dependence of the fluorescence lifetime for

several Cr 4 *--doped garnets. The fluorescence decay is single exponential in the whole

temperature range from 4 K to 300 K. From these data the quantum efficiency was

calculated using the theory of Struck & Fonger and adding a temperature dependence of
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the radiative lifetime. As expected, the best value of nearly 40 % was obtained for

Cr4*:YAG assuming a purely radiative lifetime at 4 K.

Until now laser action was achieved only with Cr4*:YAG. With a flashlamp-pumped

Cr;Nd:GSGG laser (pulse duration 200 psec) we obtained a slope efficiency of 10.3 % and

a threshold of 30 mJ. The laser output strongly depends on the polarization of the pump

laser. Best results were obtained for Epump 11 <100>. This strange behaviour for a cubic

crystal like YAG is - in our opinion - due to excited state absorption. The tuning range

extends from 1.32 to 1.46 /m and from 1.49 to 1.51 an. The lack of laser action between

these two regions might also be due to ESA-processes. To check this hypothesis

polarized excited state absorption spectra will also be presented.

Another promising host material for Cr 4+-ions is Y2SiO 5 because of its tetravalent and

tetrahedrally coordinated Si--site; therefore codoping for charge compensation is not

required. Furthermore no Cr3 * is incorporated, due to the unsuitable octahedral sites.

Because Y2SiOs is a monoclinic crystal with spacegroup C2/c, the absorption spectrum

shows strong polarization effects. The Cr4--ion emits in the spectral region between 1.1

and 1.6 um, i.e. at shorter wavelengths than YAG. The lifetime decreases from 11.6 psec

at 4 K down to 1.1 psec at 300 K; the decay is single exponential. The Struck & Fonger

fit yields a quantum efficiency of about 30 %. In comparison with YAG this lower value

is caused by the higher phonon energies of the Si-tetrahedra, which leads to higher

non-radiative transition rates. As expected from group-theoretical considerations, the

low temperature spectra show dearly zero phonon lines similar to those of CrO-doped

Forsterite.
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YAlQ 3:Ti3* (YAP:Ti3,) crystals attract attention as an interesting candidate for

short-wavelength tunable solid state lasers. Unfortunately, the lasing properties of

YAP:Ti appeared to be poor because of the negative role of excited state absorption

(ESA) in the spectral range of pumping [1]. In the present work it is directly shown

that ESA in YAP:Ti3a is accompanied by the appearence of electric current - this result

is significant for the understanding of the nature of electronic transitions i, ESA

processes.

In our experiments we studied single crystals YAP:0.2%Ti (A) and

YAP:0.2%Ti,0.1%Mn (B) having the same (0.2 %) Ti3÷ concentration but different Ti4*

concentrations (A - 4.9.101s cm-3 , B - 1.1.1019 cm-3 ) as well as a YAP:Ti3* crystal (C)

grown in J. Kvapil's group at Turnov, Chechoslovakia. At T = 77 K the stationary

photoconductivity was studied in thin crystalline wafers with high electric fields E

applied by transparent electrodes on the surfaces.

It is found that in YAP:Ti under excitation with cw Ar-laser lines into 2T -# 2E band a

photocurrent appears which depends quadratically on the pumping intensity P (Fig. 1).

It shows that visible light causes the photoionization of Ti34 by a two--step process via

the intermediate metastable 2E-state of TiJn. A similar two--step Ti3* photoionization

was observed earlier for AlO 3 :Ti3* %nd YAG:Ti3* [2]. In the case of two--step

excitation the photocurrent excited by light frequency v is
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where o,,SA(v) is the cross-section of ground state absorption (GSA) T - E, which

populates the 2E level and 'pi(v') is the cross-section of the transition from 2E into the

high-lying photonionization state. By parallel measurements of the photocurrent and of

the spectral behaviour of UGSA(V) (by observation of TiJ3 fluorescence excitation

spectrum) opi(v) was obtained (Fig. 2). In the long-wavelength spectral region api(v)

has the same shape for the three samples and exhibits some structure; the long-

wavelength api decrease is analogous to that of ESA in the 450 - 500 nm region [1].

This demonstrates the connection of the higher ESA state with strongly delocalized

(band or weakly coupled) states allowing the spatial charge transport (via a band or

tunneling-type respectively) from TiV. The experimental result that the photocurrent in

sample B (with high Ti4* concentration) is much less than in sample A (Fig. 1) shows

that the transfer of an electron released from the step-wise excited Ti3÷ ion takes place

with another Ti4" ion. Indeed, for both mechanisms (band and tunneling) of transport

the stationary photocurrent is proportional to the shift I of an electron from its

generation point (from Ti3+) to a recombination point e- + Ti4"., Ti3÷) and thus in

inversely proportional to the Ti"+ concentration c. From the experimental J - p2

dependence it follows that c is determined by this inital Ti4" concentration in the sample

and does not change much under optical excitation of the sample.

The extrapolation of o'pi(v) into the "red direction" (Fig. 2) as well as the shape of

aGSA(L') (Fig. 5 in [1]) shows that ESA resulting in photoionization begins at energies

slightly less than the zero-phonon line energy (540 nm, 18530 cm- 1, an arrow in Fig. 2).

This might give the possibility of two-step "self-gated" hole burning [3] inside the

inhomogeneously broadened zero-phonon line contour in YAP:Ti3* due to selective

phonoionization of Ti3÷ ions.
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The discovery of the chromium-doped forsterite Mg2 SiO4 :Cr and yttrium

aluminum garnet Y3AI 5 0 12 :Cr single crystals as tunable solid-state laser

materials in the 1.15 - 1.45 gtm range has motivated a great number of studies

both in the spectroscopist and laser physicist communities. In particular,

though strong presumption exists to assign the lasing center to a Cr4+ ion in
a tetrahedral environment, some questions still remain unsolved concerning the

chemistry as well as the spectroscopy of these systems. That is the reason why

many efforts continue to be devoted to that matter either by studying more

deeply the above systems or by extending the search to new ones which could

bring complementary information and/or better laser properties.

The purpose of this work is precisely to report on the spectroscopic

characteristics - absorption, emission, laser excitation, excited-state

absorption and fluorescence decay - of the recently discovered LiNbGeO5 :Cr

laser crystal and to compare these propertise with those of the other Cr(4+)

doped crystalline materials.

LiNbGeO 5 is orthorhombic - space group D - Th e crystal is biaxial and
the Ge4 + ions, for which the chromium dopants can substitute, are located on

mirror planes in 4c positions (Wyckoff notation), as the Si4+ ions in Mg2 SiO 4,

i.e. in distorted tetrahedral sites of Cs symmetry.
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We summarize the general optical properties of this Cr doped crystal in

the figures 1 and 2 and the temperature variation of the emission intensity

and of the infrared fluorescence lifetime in figure 3.

The absorption spectra are strongly polarized and they are very similar

to that found in Cr doped Mg2 SiO 4 . The emission spectrum extends from about

1100 to 1700 nm providing the possibility of a very broad wavelength

tunability.

The fluorescence decays are exponential and they do not vary across the

emission band, suggesting the existence of only one kind of emitting center.

More details will be presented at the conference.
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Introduction

The chromium doped colquiriites have received considerable attention due to their potential as
efficient tunable laser sources in the near-IR which could be frequency doubled into the blue-
green spectral region. There is particular interest in the long wavelength tunability of these
materials which might allow a single frequency doubled laser to operate in the ocean water
transmission window from 450 nm to 500 nm. There are, however, some critical issues which
may limit their usefulness in certain applications. Excited state absorption (esa) is present to
some degree in all Cr3+ based laser materials. RapoportI has measured significant esa in
Cr.LiSrAIF 6 which effectively reduces the cross section by -40% at 850 nm and indicates that the
long wavelength gain may be even more strongly reduced. Excited state upconversion can also
reduce efficiency in situations of very strong pumping.1 In spite of these effects, very efficient
Cr-.LiSrAIF 6 lasers have been demonstrated. A more serious problem is the limitation of average
power due to the poor thermal conductivity and fracture toughness of this class of materials.2

In a flashlamp pumped rod-geometry we have measured gain for CrLiSrAIF 6
(Cr.LiSAF) and CrLi(Srl.x,Cax)AIF 6 (CrLiSCAF) over a substantially larger wavelength range
than has been reported earlier.', 3 We also have found a slight gain decrease with flashlamp
repetition rate up to the point where thermal fracture occurs. Similar measurements with
Cr.LiSrGaF6 will also be discussed.

Experiment

The gain measurements were made with a tunable cw ThSapphire probe laser using long
wavelength mirrors which allowed operation out to 1000 nm. The 3 x 1/4 inch CrULiSAF and
Cr:LiSCAF a-axis laser rods were pumped in a dual lamp diffuse reflecting Kigre pump head.
The optical layout is shown in Fig. 1. A nominal half-wave plate was used to rotate the
polarization of the cw probe beam and a Glan-Thompson broad-band polarizer gave the desired
linear polarization, either parallel or perpendicular to the crystal c-axis. The probe beam was
TEMoo with a waist diameter of- 3 mm. An integrating sphere and silicon photodiode were
placed -1.5 meter from the laser rod and an aperture and long wave pass f!ter were used to
reduce unwanted light from the flashlamp and fluorescence.

The flashlamps were driven at 40 Joules total energy in -70 is long pulses (FWUM) at 4
Hz repetition rate. The relevant signals were averaged on a digital oscilloscope. At each
wavelength the cw probe signal intensity was recorded without flashlamp pulses, and the signal
during the flashlamp pulse was recorded with and without the probe beam. All signals were
averaged for several seconds and peak intensities during the flashlamp pulses were recorded.
The flashlamp component was subtracted from the amplified signal and the single pass gain
shown in Fig. 2 was obtained.
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Figure 2. Single pass small signal gain at 40J lamp energy.

It is apparent that substantial gain for n-polarization exists out to beyond 1 gIm. For
Cr:LiSAF, go = N(anc - cresa) at 1 jim is 25% of the peak value at 840 nm. This implies that
the esa spectrum is not substantially broader than the emission cross section spectrum. 4 The
Cr:LiSCAF material gave similar results although the gain was considerably less because of
lower doping. This particular crystal had a high Sr/Ca ratio. Further measurements with
Cr:LiSrGaF6 will be reported.

Thermal issues with flashlamp pumped CrLiSAF were examined by measuring small
signal gain vs. flashlamp repetition rate. A similar experiment was performed except that a
collimated laser diode emitting at 830 nm was used as the signal probe. The flashlamps were run
at 40 J and the water/ethylene glycol coolant was maintained at 20C. The measured gain shown
in Fig. 3 decreases slightly with average flashlamp power up to the point of rod fracture which
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occurred at 18 Hz. These results are consistent with the known fluorescence quenching with
temperature of Cr:LiSAF and the general material properties of the colquiriites.2
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Figure 3. Gain vs. flashlamp repetition rate at 40J lamp energy. Fracture occurred at 18

Hz.

Conclusion

Long wavelength operation of Cr:LiSAF should not be a problem if sufficiently low loss
material is used. On the other hand, the problem of thermal fracture effectively limits
conventional flashlamp pumped rod geometries to relatively low repetition rates. Alternative
geometries using thin slabs would allow higher average power and additional work in this area
will be discussed.
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Many applications of pulsed Ti:A1203 laser, e.g. coherent remote sensing such as DIAL
or wavelength conversion by nonlinear processes, always require high spectral brightness. A
single-lingitudinal-mode pulsed Ti:A120 3 oscillator has been developed by using a pulsed
laser pumping [1]. However, higher outputs of laser pumped Ti:A1203 require multiple pump
sources and the use of several laser-pumped amplification stages. In contrast, flashlamp-
pumped Ti:A120 3 lasers can be scaled to high energieswith less difficulty while maintaining
a relatively compact and simple system [2, 3] . Moreover, a longer pumping pulsewidth of
a flashlamp-pumping than a laser build-up time allows more cavity round trips and easily
attains the narrow linewidth operatin compared with the laser pumping where lasers are
operated in gain swithing.

Our studies are directed towards the direct oscillation of a narrow linewidth , tunable,
pulsed high power Ti:A120 3 laser with > 100nJ energy level. The same technologies devel-
oped for the Ti:A120 3 material are applicable to Cr:LiSAF or Cr:LiCAF materials that can
exhibit more efficient operation with the flashlamp-pumping.

First, we attemped to use a grazing-incident grating cavity with a small incident angle.
The grazing-incident grating is usually used at -89 degree of incident angle[1] to obtain
a large angular dispersion. However, such a large incident angle results in a small cavity
feedback -4% . Since a gain-length product of a flashlamnp-pumped Ti:A12 03 laser is low
gol-,2[3], -4% feedback is too small to obtain the efficient laser. Therefore, in our Ti:A120 3
oscillator a 50-mm wide, 1800 grooves/nun holographic grating is applied with a relatively
small incident angle of 82 degree, which gives -,25% feedback. The decrease of the angular
dispersion at the small incident angle can be compensated by many round-trips allowed in
the flash-lamp pumping. The laser output is coupled in zeroth order diffraction because
amplified spontaneous emission is still low in our oscillator.

In our flashlamp-pumped Ti:A120 3 oscillator, a 6.35-mm dia., 7.66-cm long(active length
of 6.8-cm),[Ti]=0.1wt.%, FOM=90(nominal) Ti:A120 3 rod (Union Carbide) is pumped by
six Xe-flashlamps with a 5-mm bore dia., 10.2-cm arc length(ILC model 5D4). The pump
cavity is a close-coupled type with diffuse reflectors made of PTFE located closely around
each lamp. The distance between the lamp and the laser rod is 21 mm. An ethanol solution
of laser dye LD490 at 1.0x 10-3 mol/l is flowed in the space between the diffuse reflector and
the rod as a fluorescence converter to shift part of the ultra-violet emission of the flashlamps
into the absorption band of Ti:A1203 . The flashlamp excitation circuit consists of a low
energy predischarge circuit with a 10.2 nF capacitor charged at 18 kV and a main discharge
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curcuit with a 1 pF capacitor chrged at 6-10 kV, one connected to each lamp. All six main
dischrge capacitor are discharged by one common spark gap with a few microsecond delay
relative to the predischarge.

A small-signal net gain was measured to gl,,,1.75 at charging voltage of 10 kV by using
a diode laser prove at 789 nm. Employing a stable resonator consisting of a 5-m curvature
concave total reflector and a 70 % reflectivity plain output coupler with a cavity length of
40 cm, the maximum laser output of 290 mJ at 300 J input energy to the flashlamps. The
corresponding slope efficiency 0.1 % was obtained.

In the narrow linewidth operation by using the reduced angle grazing incidence grating,
a 5-m curvature concave total reflector was located 60 cm apart from the grating mirror.
When the laser was tuned at A=794.2 nm, the maximum laser output energy of 120 mJ with
the slope efficiency of 0.06 % was obtained. At reduced input energy of 192 J, the spectral
linewidth less than 0.2 nm that is a instrument limit of our spectrometer was obtained.

the theoretical linewidth AA is obtained for the grazing incident grating cavity as [4]:

1A= (dcosa\
A W 2 m

Here, R is the number of cavity round trips before saturation, d is the groove spacing of
grating, a is the incident angle, m is the diffraction order, AO is the beam divergence.
Applying our cavity parameters together with a measured beam divergence of 3.6 mrad, the
theoretical linewidth of 0.14/R nm is estimated. The relatively large beam divergence that
is ten times larger than the diffraction limit was resulted from the 5-m curvature of the total
reflector.

We have also applied an integrated MOPA-type cavity to the flashlamp pumped Ti:Al20 3
laser to obtain efficient spectral selection with keeping the high output laser energy. In this
system, a central part of the laser rod act as a master oscillator with a convex mirror and
a grazing incident grating mirror coupled through a hole opened in a concave total reflec-
tor, whereas the peripheral part of the laser rod with confocal mirrors forms an amplifier.
Experimental results of this hybrid cavity is also described.
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Saturation of near infrared absorption was investigated

recently in tetravalent chromium doped garnets [I] and for-

sterite [21. These systems were shown to be effective solid

state saturable absorbers for neodymium lasers. In this paper

we report on vanadium doped YAG as a new solid state passive

shutter for near infrared laser systems.

Tetrahedral V3+ ion which has 3d 2 electron configuration

is characterized by two strong broad absorption bands in near

infrared region with peaks at 1.3 pm and 0.83 ,m ( Fig.1 ).

These bands are assigned to transitions from 3A2 ground state

to the excited states 3T 2 and 3T1 , respectively. Saturation of

absorption was observed for both these transitions. The results

for crystal transmittance as a function of incident energy den-

sity of 20 ps mode-locked Nd-YA10 3 laser beam at 1.08 Pm is

depicted in Figure 2. The best fit of the theoretical curve

calculated from modified Frantz-Nodvik equation [3] to the ex-

perimental points was obtained for the saturation energy densi-

ty of about 0.024 ± 0.002 J/cm . This results in the absorpti-

on cross section value at 1.08 f m of about 8.2 t 0.8 x 10-18

An upper limit for intra 3 T2 state vibrational relaxation
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time was estimated to be 10 ± 5 ps from picosecond pump-and-

probe relaxation measurements.

Mode-locked and Q-switched laser operations were obtai-

ned using V3+:YAG as a saturable absorber for Ti-A1 2 03 laser

at 770 nm and Pr-YAIO3 laser at 747 nm. 3A2 - 3T1 transition

of the absorber was excited by the emission of these lasers.

Ultrashort pulses observed were 0.3 - 0.5 ns in duration and

0.5 mJ in energy for both these lasers. Q-switched pulses

with energy up to 5 mJ were 50 - 80 ns in duration for Pr-

YAlO3 laser and of about 300 ns for Ti-A1 2 0 3 laser.

Mode-locked laser operation was realised also for 1.34

fm Nd-YAIO3 and 1.06 jm Nd-YAG las-rs. Train of ultrashort

pulses with total energy of about 8 mJ was observed at 30 J

pump energy for Nd-YAlO3 laser. Single pulses were 0.1 -

0.3 ns in duration.
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Summary

The development of the new solid state laser material, Cr:LiSAF 1, offers
an important alternative for short pulse laser applications. Like Ti:Sapphire,
LiSAF exhibits a broad bandwidth, and is tunable from 760 to 950 nm. Unlike
Ti:Sapphire, it has a long upper state lifetime of approximately 60 psec and,
therefore, can be flashlamp pumped. This advantage, couple with the fact that
LiSAF has a low nonlinear refractive index and low thermal lensing, make it an
ideal candidate for high-power, femtosecond laser systems.

Using the technique of chirped pulse amplification we have developed a
one hundred femtosecond laser system capable of producing peak powers in
excess of a terawatt. Since the effective gain cross section is low, (3.3 x 10-20
cm 2 ), a multipass amplifier is required to achieve the gains necessary to raise
pulse energies to the multi- millijoule level. We have developed a Cr:LiSAF
regenerative amplifier that produces a pulse energy above 8 mJ at a repetition
rate of 5 Hz.3 These pulses are then further amplified at 1 Hz in two Cr:LiSAF
power amplifiers, yielding 300 mJ. Recompression produces a 150 mJ pulse with
a near transform limited pulsewidth of 135 fsec.

The optical layout of the LiSAF system is shown in Fig 1. We start with a
76 MHz pulse train of 100 fsec pulses from a self mode-locked Ti:Sapphire
oscillator pumped by 8W from an argon -ion laser. The oscillator is tuned to 825
rn, the gain peak of LiSAF. These 5 nJ pulses are four passed through an 1800
line/mm grating pair pulse stretcher. The stretcher produces a positively
chirped pulse close 400 psec in duration.

The beam then enters a TEMoo stable ring regenerative amplifier cavity.
The seed pulses enter the cavity through a brewster angle polarizer. A single

crystal X/2 Pockels cell acts as a pulse selector and also switches the pulse out of
the cavity after amplification. The stretched single pulse is amplified in a 4mm
diameter LiSAF rod which has a single pass small signal gain of 3.2. The pulse is
passed around the cavity 34 times bringing the energy to 8 mJ before cavity
dumped. At this level we remain well below the saturation fluence of LiSAF.
This is important so as to prevent pulse shape distortion resulting from gain
saturation which would result in a corresponding spectral distortion of the
temporally chirped pulse. Avoiding this is necessary to maintain a clean, high
contrast pulse form upon recompression. Gain narrowing in the LiSAF is
negligible for a net gain in the regenerative amplifier of 107.
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The pulse from the regenerative amplifier is then passed through a
serrated aperture which clips approximately 50% of the input energy. The image
of this aperture is then relayed with magnification through the remainder of the
amplifier system. This scheme permits us to amplify a near flattop beam in the
laser rods allowing a larger fill of the rod diameter and greater energy extraction.
After being clipped in the serrated aperture, the pulse passes through an air
spatial filter that expands the spatial profile of the pulse by a factor of 3. The
pulse is double passed through a 9.5 mm diameter LiSAF rod. A polarizer,
Faraday rotator, and half waveplate serve to extract the pulse after the second
pass.

This amplifier is pumped with four flashlamps by 600 J of electrical
energy. The flashlamp intensity pulse shape has been specifically tailored to thý
upper state lifetime of the Cr:LiSAF to give maximum energy extraction
efficiency. We achieve a double pass net gain of this amplifier of approximately
45. Pulse energies after this amplifier exceed 100 mJ. The pulse is then single
passed through another 9.5 mm LiSAF rod. Pumped in a two flashlamp pump
head by 180 J of electrical energy, this amplifier yields a single pass gain of 3.2.
Output energy after this amplifier is 300 mJ.

A vacuum spatial filter expands the pulse which is then injected into a
grating pair pulse compressor. A double pass through the 1800 lines/mm
grating pair has an energy efficiency of 55%. The result is recompressed pulse
energies of 150 mJ. Autocorrelation of the recompressed pulse, shown in figure
2, indicates a FWHM pulse width of 135 fsec. The amplified pulse spectrum is
shown in figure 3. The time bandwidth product of the amplified pulse is .36
indicating a transform-limited pulse. The system repetition rate is I Hz.

1 S. A. Payne, L.L. Chase, L. K. Smith, W.L. Kway, and H. W. Newkirk, J. Appl.

Phys. 66, 1051 (1989).

2 D. Strickland and G. Mourou, Opt. Commun. 56, 219 (1985).

3 M.D. Perry, D. Strickland, T. Ditmire, and F.G. Patterson, Opt. Lett. 17, 604
(1992).
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The recent demonstrations of femtosecond Titanium-doped sapphire lasers yielding pulses

as short as -15 fs [e.g. 1-4], fuel the excitement in the quest for new broadband solid-state

laser media. The dye laser will be largely superceded in ultrafast laser applications where, with

the same pump laser, the Ti:A120 3 laser offers superior performance in terms of convenience,

stability, pulse duration and energy.

Cr3+:LiSrAIF 6 is an attractive alternative to Ti:sapphire, lasing across almost the same

spectral range (760-920 nm) but exhibiting a longer upper-state lifetime and red-shifted

absorption profile, permitting it to be efficiently pumped by laser diodes at 670 nm and by

flash-lamps or arc-lamps. In principle, an all-solid-state diode-pumped tunable femtosecond

laser system could be realised - with Cr.LiSrAIF6 providing the gain media in both amplifiers

[5] and oscillators where the relatively long upperstate lifetime confer higher energy storage

and lower laser threshold than Ti:A120 3 . Mode-locked operation and intracavity frequency

doubling would permit the construction of a compact, diode-pumped efficient blue laser

source.

The observation of self-mode-locking in Ti:A1203 has led to the realisation that the

nonlinear refractive index of the laser medium can be used to provide both amplitude
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modulation, through self-focussing or "Kerr Lens Mode-locking" (KLM) [2], and phase

modulation which, together with group velocity dispersion, can lead to further pulse

compression. These mode-locking techniques are generally applicable to vibronic solid-state

laser media eg. krypton ion-pumped CrLiSrCaAIF6 [6].

Here we report on a c.w. Cr3÷:LiSrAIF6 laser pumped, for the first time, by the 488 nm

output from a low power argon ion laser. This laser was passively mode-locked through the

optical Kerr effect and the mode-locking was initiated using a dye jet stream of neocyanine.

For absorbed pump powers of only 500mW (within the reach of diode lasers), pulses of less

than 50 fs were routinely generated. The laser was self-starting and exhibited excellent

stability. After optimising the second and third order dispersion of the system, close-to-

transform-limited pulses as short as 33 fs duration, assuming a sech2 pulse profile, were

obtained. Figure 1 shows a typical interferometric autocorrelation trace. The Cr.LiSrAIF 6

laser rod used in these experiments was 20 mm long and doped to a molar Cr 3÷ concentration

of 1.5 %. We note that Cr:. LiSrAIF 6 does not exhibit concentration quenching and that doping

levels as high as 20 % are not unreasonable. This should permit our 20 mm long laser rod to

be replaced by a rod of -1 mm with the corresponding reduction in the net intracavity third

order dispersion [4]. Thus it should be possible to generate considerably shorter pulses using

this laser medium. What is more significant for most laser users, however, is that the

femtosecond pulses were generated for as little as 500 mW pump power - well within the range

of reported 670 rum diode lasers. [7]

In this Cr:LiSrAIF 6 laser, the saturable absorber in the laser cavity (which exhibits a low-

level absorption loss of only 1 %) appears to provide a weak modulation, sufficient to initiate

the pulse formation, and also tends to stabilize the laser by suppressing the evolution of

unwanted satellite structures. Using a fast saturable absorber, rather than relying only on

KLM, means that the laser is not critically sensitive to alignment and can be routinely switched

on with femtosecond pulse generation. Evidence of self-focussing acting to compress the

pulses, however, has been noted and this mechanism certainly plays a role in the generation of
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sub-100 fs pulses. We will describe the optimisation of this Cr:LiSrAIF 6 laser and will report

on our recent work with alternative Cr 3+-doped garents.
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Figure 1 Interferometric autocorrelation trace of 33 fs pulses obtained from the passively

mode-locked Cr. LiSrAIF6 laser
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Since its first demonstration by Payne et al at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
11 ], the Cr3': LiSrAlF 6 (LiSAF) crystal has proved to be a promising laser medium. This crystal

combines a large fluorescence bandwidth (750-950 nm) with an absorption band in the red between
600 and 700 nm making it particularly suitable for the development of an all solid state diode
pumped tunable laser. Due to its extremely large emission band, Cr:LiSAF is well suited to the
generation and amplification of ultrashort pulses. Self mode-locking to produce femtosecond pulses
has already been demonstrated in Cr:LiSAF [2,3]. Unlike Ti:Sapphire, the long upper state lifetime
(67 gs) enables flashlamp pumping and Cr:LiSAF regenerative amplifiers have been developed to
produce pulses of several millijoules at low repetition rates [4]. There is now great interest in
increasing the repetition rate from amplifier systems. Recently T. Norris demonstrated a
regenerative Ti:Sapphire amplifier working at a repetition rate up to 250 kHz and producing 2 IJ
amplified pulses [5]. Considering that the long upper state lifetime of the Cr:LiSAF allows a higher
energy storage compared to Ti:Sapphire, we have developed a Cr:LiSAF regenerative amplifier
pumped by a cw Krypton ion laser. This amplifier operates at 5 kHz and produces 11 pJ pulses.

The schematic of the amplifier is as follows (fig.l). A 15 mm long, Brewster angle cut
Cr:LiSAF crystal (from Lightning Optical Corporation) was used in a three mirror linear cavity.
These mirrors had a high reflective dielectric coating centered at 820 nm. The length of the cavity
was around 1 meter corresponding to a 7 ns cavity round trip time. The crystal was pumped by the
red lines of a cw Krypton ion laser and its absorption was around 97%. In order to reduce the
thermal load, the pump laser was chopped at 200 Hz with a 1/4 duty cycle. A Pockels cell and a
broadband polarizer were used to trap and dump the pulses. Without injection (i.e. in a free running
Q:switched configuration), the amplifier produced 11 I J, 7 ns pulses at 5 kHz and around 830 nm
for a pump power of 4 W on the Cr:LiSAF crystal. The spectrum of these pulses was 20 nm wide
indicating that the amplifier can support femtosecond pulses. Note that the repetition rate is limited
to 5 kHz by the Pockels cell and it should be possible to operate at 14 kHz (corresponding to the
inverse of the upper state lifetime) without any decrease in the pulse energy.
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Fig 1: Schematic of the regenerative amplifier.

We have tested the regenerative amplification by using a feetosecond Ti:Sapphire oscillator
(COHERENT MIRA 900) producing pulses around 100 fs at 830 nm. A fraction of the oscillatoroutput (around 0.2 nJ per pulse) was aligned through a Faraday isolator and injected into the
amplifier cavity by applying a quarter-wave voltage on the Pockels cell (Fig. 1). Initially the Pockels
cell was oriented to give a quarter wave of static birefringence in order to prevent any lasing effect
in the cavity. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the intracavity pulse energy with the number of
round trips in the cavity showing that the pulses made 70 round trips (500 ns) before reaching
saturation. The pulse was then extracted from the cavity by applying a second quarter wave voltage
on the Pockels cell (Fig.3). The energy of the dumped pulse was 11 I pJ after the Faraday rotator.

Fig.2: Evolution of the intracavity pulse energy Fig.3: Extraction of the pulse.
(the upper trace is the high voltage step applied
to the Pockels cell, 100 ns per scale).
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Fig.4: Output spectrum of the amplified pulses (upper curve) and initial pulses (lower curve).

Figure 4 shows that the amplified spectrum matched the spectrum of the MIRA laser pulses.
Due to group velocity dispersion in the intracavity elements, the pulses were streched to around
10 ps. We tried to compress the pulses back to their initial duration with a pair of gratings (2000
T/mm). We obtained a compression to 600 fs but it was not possible to reduce this duration due to
space problems between the two gratings. However, without recompression, the amplified beam
focused in a water cell can generate a white light continuum.

We observe that, at 4 W pump power the peak power density of the amplified pulses in the
LiSAF crystal was so high that the threshold for continuum generation was reached at the end of
the amplification. At higher pumping level it will be therefore necessary to increase the spot
diameter inside the crystal.

In conclusion, we believe that this high repetition rate Cr:LiSAF regenerative amplifier used
in combination with a self mode-locked Cr:LiSAF oscillator will lead in the future to an all solid
state (including the pump lasers) femtosecond system producing up to 5 PIJ pulses at around a 10
kHz repetition rate.
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Chromium doped LiSrAIF6 (LiSAF) 1 and LiSrGaF6 (LiSGaF) 2 , 3 are emerging new
materials for tunable lasers and lasers for ultra short pulses . In these materials the ground
state absorption also extends into the region where laser diode pumping is feasible. Strong
upconversion has been identified as a potential problem in achieving high inversion levels 4 ,5 ,
especially for the high Cr concentrations needed for laser diode wing pumping.

In the experiments described here, slab samples of Cr:LiSGaF (NCr=3 to 100%) and
Cr:LiSAF (NCr-7.4%) were excited with a chopped Ar laser beam (X-488 nm) at low duty
cycle. The maximum available power was equal to Qu2 W. The pulse duration was varied from
P,1 Ops (short pulse) to %v400ys (long pulse). The Ar laser emission was focused to pump the
crystal. The minimum spot size diameter was equal to su40pm. For low temperature
measurements the crystal was placed in a cryostat w lich allowed the temperature to vary in the
range of 77 to 300K.

The Cr luminescence decay curves for 10% and 100% Cr doped LiSGaF at T=300K are
shown in Fig. 1. At low excitation density (curves 1 and 4) the decays are exponential with life
times tt8Sijs and 7 0.5ps respectively. Curves 2, 5 and 3, 6 correspond to higher pump
density; pump pulse widths were equal to 11 lis and to 350 /s respectively. In both cases the
maximum Cr population was kept the same, v5s 1018 cm" 3 . The experimentally observed
shortening of the effective decay time is typical for systems with upconversion.

It has been shown 6 , that in the case of a static upconversion process (no energy migration)
a linear relationship should result when we plot:

no exp(-t PC) -1 vs erf(4t-) (1)

In the case of migration controlled upconversion a linear relationship results when we plot:
no exp(-t C v)

n(t) 1 vs l-exp(t/PO (2)

where r is the life time in the absence of upconversion; n0=n(0) is the population of excited
ions at the end of the pump pulse.

The results for the short pump pulse and moderately high excitation density (nom5.*1018
cm"3 ) are shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen in Fig. 2a we have a linear relationship for the 100%
Cr when the kinetics is plotted according to (2) and far from linear when plotted according to
(1). From this we can conclude that in this particular case the upconversion is the migration
controlled process, the rate of upconversion can be described in terms of an2 . The value of the
upconversion parameter a (obtained from the tangent of angle T in Fig. 2a) is equal to
,, 2.2* 10-15 cm 3 /s. This value is in good agreement with the value published in Ref. 5 (3*10-
1 5 cm 3 /s).
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In lower doped crystals the luminescence kinetics behave quite differently. Figure 1 shows
that in 10% Cr:LiSGaF crystal the luminescence kinetics after the short pump pulse (curve 5)
has a shorter effective decay time than the kinetics after the long pump pulse (curve 6). In this
case, as in the case of Cr(I 00%):LiSGaF, the initial population level no was kept the same for
both curves 5 and 6. Note that in this crystal the upconversion kinetics after the short pulse
does not give a linear relationship for either (1) nor (2) (Fig.2b). Thus, in this crystal we
have some intermediate case between static and migration controlled upconversion energy
transfer. For the range of Cr concentrations used it was found that the lower the concentration is
the further we move away from the migration controlled upconversion. The upconversion
constant a is only defined if we have a linear relationship when the kinetics is plotted according
to (2). Since the value of a is proportional to tan (p, we see from Fig. 2b (10% Cr) that we can
have an error of three times depending on how we fit the data to a straight line. The dependence
of the effective values of a, with the appropriate error bars, vs. Cr concentration in LiSGaF is
presented in Fig.3. The value of a we measured in Cr(7.4%):LiSAF, a=1 .1 * 10-15 cm 3 /s, is
comparable to, within the same error bars, the value in Refs. 4 and 5.

The value of the upconversion micro parameter Cda= 1.2*1 0-37 cm6 /s evaluated from the
luminescence kinetics (tan 8 in Fig. 2b) with the assumption of the dipole-dipole mechanism for
the energy transfer, seems to be unusually high. Nevertheless, this value is reasonable taking
into account the high value of the upconversion parameter a as measured in Cr:LiSGaF crystals.

Low temperature measurements of LiSCrF6 shows that the effect of upconversion
decreases with decreasing temperature. The low temperature luminescence kinetics plotted
according to (1) and (2) look more like the curves of Fig. 2.b than the curves of Fig 2.a.
Moreover, the measured values of the upconversion micro parameter Cda decrease with the
decrease of temperature, Fig. 4. Thus, apparently, both a decrease in the migration rate and a
decrease in Cda are responsible for the low efficiency of upconversion in the low temperature
case.

As it was stated above, at room temperature and at moderate levels of populations
(n0<1*101 9 cm- 3 ) the upconversion in the Cr(100%):LiSGaF is a migration controlled
process. Nevertheless, at higher excitation density (n0z2* 1019 cm- 3 ) the average distance
between excited ions becomes smaller, and the contribution from the direct upconversion to the
net kinetics becomes comparable with the migration one. This leads to the changing of the
luminescence decay curve shape: it looks similar to the case of Fig. 2.b but not to Fig. 2.a.

In conclusion we have shown that the use of an upconversion constant is not always valid.
In our case it is only valid for 100% Cr, for a moderate population density and at near room
temperature. In all other cases the upconversion rate can not be described by an 2 .

I S. A. Payne et al.IEEE I.Q.E. 24, 2243 (1988)
2 S.A.Payne,et al. in OSA Proceedings on Advanced Solid-State Lasers, 1991 Vol. 10, pp 14-17.
3 A. Cassanho et al. in OSA Proceedings on Advanced Solid-State Lasers,1992 Vol. 13, pp.2-4.
4 M. A. Noginov et et. al. in OSA Proceedings on Advanced Solid-State Lasers,1991 Vol. 10, pp.21-24.
5 W. R. Rapoport in OSA Proceedings on Advanced Solid-State Lasers,1992 Vol. 13, pp.21

6 D. A. Zubenko et. al., Laser Physics (to be published).
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Cr-doped LiSrAIF6, or Cr:LiSAF, has recently been demonstrated to serve usefully

in several types of laser technologies. While the early reports entailed assessments of the
laser- and flashlamp-pumped efficiencies and of tuning ranges,",2 researchers later
pursued both diode and alexandrite laser pumping schemes.3,4,5 Cr:LiSAF has also been

found to function usefully as an ultrashort pulse regenerative amplifier, and as a self-

starting mode-locked system.6,7 These efforts to deploy Cr:LiSAF in actual systems have
led, however, to the recognition of several limitations exhibited by this crystal. In order
to further develop the emerging technologies, it is necessary to understand and

characterize the phenomena responsible for these limitations. In particular, we have
pursued measurements of the thermomechanical properties, water durability, and

pump-induced upconversion losses.

The thermal and mechanical properties of Cr:LiSAF appear in Table I, including

the thermal conductivity (K), expansion coefficient (a), Young's modulus (E), fracture

toughness (KIc), and the overall figure-of-merit defined as

RT= KIc (1-v) (1)

where v is Poisson's ratio. The listed RT values of LiSAF, LiCAF (LiCaA1F 6), and YLF

(LiYF4 ), suggest that all three materials are much weaker than typical oxides (where

RT > 3), and that LiSAF is similar to LiCAF but somewhat weaker than YLF. It is

important to note that the actual heat loading that may be tolerated is strongly

dependent on both the surface finish, and on the cooling techniques employed. It is

therefore believed that all three materials listed in Table I can be successfully utilized in

appropriately engineered systems.

The durability results are listed in Table II, in terms of milligrams of material lost,

per cm 2 of surface area during one day. The measurements were all conducted under a

set of standard conditions, in which the sample was immersed in an unstirred beaker

of fluid held at 50*C. It is apparent that LiSAF is considerably less durable (Dw =

2.6 mg/cm 2 . day), than either LiCAF (0.22) or YLF (0.04). The substitution of Sr for Ca
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leads to higher solubility in water, as is also the case for CaF2 and SrF2. The replacement

of Ga for Al (LiSGAF) degrades the durability from 2.6 to 5.0 mg/cm2 -day. We also

found that the partial substitution of Ca for Sr (LiSCAF) did not improve the durability

significantly. We did notice, however, that lowering the temperature had a significant

impact (2.6 at 50'C versus 0.64 at 25QC), as did using a 50/50 ethylene glycol/water

mixture (0.20 mg/cm2 - day at 50 0C).

It has recently been reported that Cr-doped crystals suffer pump-induced losses,

as a consequence of Auger upconversion processes. 8 Here, two excited states of Cr

annihilate so as to promote one of the ions to a more highly excited state while

returning the other to the ground state, thereby leading to the loss of one quantum of

energy. This mechanism may be phenomenologically modeled with the equation:

dN/dt = -N/t --IN 2  (2)

where N is the excited state population, t is the emission lifetime, and y is the Auger

upconversion coefficient. The results of our analyses are plotted in Fig. 1, where it is

clear that y increases substantially, depending on the Cr atomic fraction, XCr, in the

crystal LiSrAlj-xCrxF6 . The fit to the data yields

"y = 0.8 x 10-15 cm 3 s-1 + (17 x 10-15 cm 3 s-1) XCr (3)

The dependence on XCr suggests that the upconversion process is strongly enhanced by

migration of the excited states among the Cr ions. A completely independent calculation

based on the spectral overlaps of the Cr emission band, with its ground and excited state

absorptions, provides a migration-assisted upconversion slope of 25 x 10-15 cm 3 s-1. This

value agrees reasonably with the slope of eq. (3), and provides evidence that the

mechanism of Auger upconversion is adequately understood.

In summary, we have measured and discussed the properties of Cr:LiSAF that

impact three important areas during actual laser operation, including the thermal

fracture limit, the durability, and the pump-induced Auger upconversion rates.

Appropriate consideration of these and other issues should aid in the design and

operation of useful Cr:LiSAF laser systems.
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Table I. Thermal and mechanical properties of several crystalline laser materials
(Eave = 1/3(2Cjj + C33 ); v - 0.3; K and a quantities listed for I k, then 0c)

Property Value
LiSAF LiCAF YLF

K, [W/(m°C)] 2.9 5.1,4.6 5.8, 7.2
at, (10-6/°C) -10, 19 3.6,22 8, 13
Eave, (GPa) 109 107 75
KIc, (MPa. nm1 / 2 ) 0.42 0.31 0.27

RT, (W/m 1/ 2) 0.41 0.42 1.1

Table II. Durability results for LiSAF and other fluoride crystals in water at 50'C
(unless otherwise noted)

Crystal Dw (mgl(day • cm2)
LiSAF 2.6
LiSAF 0.64 (25-C, H20)
LiSAF 0.20 (ethylene glycol/H20, 50°C)
LiCAF 0.22
LiSGAF (LiSrGaF6) 5.0
LiSCAF (LiSr.8Ca2AIF6) 2.3
YLF 0.04
CaF2 0.10
SrF2 0.29

-. 12 J I J i " /1- Plot of y vs. Xc,

10 for USrAl..xCrxF6 0

z 4
W Fit to the data yields:7 = 0.8 x 10-15cm 331-1 +

1. (17 x 10-15cm
3
s-1)Xcr
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Fig. 1: Plot of the Auger upconversion constant against the atomic fraction of chromium in LiSAF
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and Cr:LISGaF Pumped by Alexandrite

W. R. Rapoport
Allied-Signal Inc
Morristown, NJ

There has been significant interest in Cr:USAF 1,2 due to its high emission cross-section (Peak
.4.8e-20 cm2 ), relatively long fluorescence lifetime (-69 lpsec), broad tuning range (760-
1010 nm), high quality (scatter loss of -0.1%/cm in selected rods 3), and there is a very
small reduction in lifetime for Cr doping up to its stoichiometric limit. Cr:LiSGaF is similar to
Cr:LiSAF where gallium is 100% substituted for aluminum. The material exhibits a slightly
lower emission cross-section (Peak =3.3e-20 cm2 )4 , longer fluorescence lifetime(-88 Jisec),
similar tuning range (760->1000 nm), high quality (scatter loss of <0.05%/cm in selected
rods 5). The 4 T2 absorption band wing extends out beyond 800 nm making these materials

candidates for diode or red laser pumping 2 which is particularly useful because these
materials are not as robust as that of many oxide crystals so flashlamp pumping may have
significant limitations. An excellent laser pump for these materials is alexandrite which has a
significant overlap with the Cr:LiSAF and Cr:USGaF absorption wings.

Preliminary measurements of alexandrite pumped Cr:LiSAF produced slope efficiencies of
-50% in long pulse operation, with low loss material and near the peak of the emission cross-
section, indicating that Cr.USAF is one of the more efficient Cr doped lasers. Further testing
revealed the limitations imposed by the poor thermo mechanical behavior of both materials.
Thermal fracture limits the average power loading for a given size rod.

Several different heat exchanger systems were investigated. They consisted of traditional
water cooled geometries and modified conductively cooled methods. These geometries were
modeled by a finite element analysis routine, which indicated the areas under highest tensile
stress and the thermal fracture points. Modification of the heat exchanger geometry allowed
for significant average power loading increases in the material. Figure 1 shows 9.2 Watts
emitted from a 5 mm diameter system with a slope efficiency of 58%. This result was limited
by the amount of available pump power, not by the thermal loading on the material. Results
from the models and possible improvements will be presented.

Average power testing of Cr:USAF and Cr:LiSGaF showed that the failure point of Cr:.LiSGaF is
-75% that of Cr:USAF. The test was conducted with identically prepared samples of low
scatter material, and approximately the same absorption profiles. The Cr.USGaF showed a
marked increase in positive thermal lensing just prior to failure. The failure modes appear to
be thermal In nature and originate in the areas of highest tensile stress.

A 0-switched alexandrite laser was used to generate 125 ns pulses at 746 nm In a TEMoo
spatial profile with a maximum output energy of 120 mJ/pulse. The Cr:LiSAF (2.0% Cr, 5.9
cm length, 94% absorption) and Cr:LiSGaF (3% Cr, 2.9 cm length 75% absorption) crystals
were carefully oriented between crossed polarizers for maximum extinction (> 200:1) and
were excited In the x polarization. A cw Ti:Sapphire laser, tuned from 780-915 nm, served
as the probe. The polarization state of the mw source was rotated for probing the x and a
polarizations. Under low repetition rate conditions, so thermal effects could be neglected, the
gain (go0 xa) was measured for a constant pump input and is shown in Figure 2. The detector
was located far enough away so that the fluorescence signal was small. The gain is sometimes
negative in the a polarization Indicating the presence of excited state absorption (ESA). ESA
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cross-sections, oesa, are estimated from this data using the emission cross-sections, vex,G
(known from fluorescence data 1) and using goc,0=N*(0eXO-0esa) where N* is the average
excited state population density. In fact N* is a decreasing function of distance, x, into the
samples. In these experiments the probe beam sampled only the upper 85% intensity points of
the pumped area and the wings of the cw probe laser were clipped at the detector. N* is
obtained by measuring the spatial profile of the beam and the amount absorbed. For these
estimates, ESA of the pump and upconversion were neglected. Figures 3 a,b shows the
estimated values of aesa7,0 as well as oe', 0 . The error bars are ± 20% on the values of the
Gesa due to experimental inaccuracies in determining the true value of the excited state
density. The results, when correcting for the differences in absorption, indicate that the
relative emission cross-section of Cr:LiSGaF is - 70% that of Cr:LiSAF and that the emission
peak is slightly blue shifted.
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Compact blue-green lasers for future optical disk systems

Shigeo Kubota, Michio Oka and Hisashi Masuda

Kubota Opto-Electronics Laboratory

Corporate Research Laboratories, Sony Corporation

6-7-35, Kitashinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, 141 Tokyo, Japan

Tel: 81-3-3448-5621 Fax: 81-3-3448-5634

Summary

Diode-pumped, intracavity-doubled Nd:YAG, Nd:YVO4 green lasers, KTiOPO4

(KTP) sum frequency mixing, KNbO3 resonant ring doubler, periodically-poled KTP and

LiNbO3 waveguide blue lasers, and II-VI blue laser diodes are promising sources for

future 4 to 5 time pit density optical disks. Although the blue diode (460nm) is expected to

reduce the intersymbol interference in read out signal from higher density optical disks,

considering its probable beam aspect ratio, astigmatism, and the spectral sensitivity of a Si
PIN photodetector, at least 5mW room temperature cw output will be required for its future

application. Efficient blue harmonic generation of Ti:Sapphire lasers in a periodically-
poled LiNbO3 waveguide and in a Cerenkov-radiation mode Ta205/KTP waveguide were

also demonstrated. Their efficient stable coupling with a diode will be next key issue.

Only applications of bulk nonlinear frequency conversion to actual optical disk systems
have been demonstrated so far.

TEM00 mode 10mW cw output was obtained from a miniature-integrated SHG green

laser (mi-green laser) pumped by a 250mW Sony broad area diode (SLD302). The

retardation change with temperature in an intracavity 2.5mm-thick KTP allowed the low

noise operation (RIN= -140 dB/Hz at 5MHz) of the mi-green laser over a temperature

range of 3K. Separately we measured dN/dT of the KTP prism by minimum deviation

angle method, which well explained the retardation change observed. In read out of an

optical disk rotating at linear velocity of 8.3m/s by using a compact mi-green pickup,

carrier to noise ratio of 62 dB at 10MHz carrier frequency was obtained [1].

We have developed a variable length block coding called VFM, which is well suited
for 6 time areal bit density (6.9 bit /g.m2 ) recording on a 5 inch optical disk, where the

minimum pit length which corresponds to 2 bits, is 0.36.tm and track pitch is 0.8g.m.
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Using a pickup equipped with the mi-green laser and a glass biaspheric lens (NA=0.6),

one hour play back time at bit rate of 10 Mbit/s was achieved. Since the read out system is
well diffraction-limited and also disk-noise-limited by virtue of the aberration-free, low

noise laser, the optical frequency response of the pickup was effectively equalized by using

a transversal filter, which enabled data retrieval at symbol error rate of 10-6 [2]. Fourth

harmonic generation of a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser by using an external resonant BBO

ring doubler is a next generation source for such ultra high density master disk recording.
High speed (20kHz servo bandwidth), sub-angstrom positioning of a BBO cavity mirror

by a novel voice-coil-motor (VCM) realized far more than 100mW cw diffraction-limited

266nm generation [3,4].

Efficient 459nm generation by sum frequency mixing of a diode-pumped Nd:YAG
laser and a 808nm single-longitudinal mode diode laser in a flux-grown KTP as well as in

a hydro-thermally grown KTP was observed. Current modulation of the diode (150 mW)
allowed up to 50 Mbit/s modulation of 15 mW blue output. Combining the blue source
with a magnetically-induced super resolving disk (MSR), which realized a read out of
signal with bit length of 0.3.tm at byte error rate of 10-4 by using a 780nm diode [5], more

than 20 time enhancement of areal bit density is expected.

In summary, we described extra 1.5 time enhancement of bit density in a 5 inch high

density optical disk by using a novel coding scheme VFM and a waveform equalizer

combined with a miniature-integrated SHG green laser. According to Hartley and

Shannon's information theory which tells us that channel capacity is determined by the
signal to noise ratio and frequency bandwidth of the channel, this enhancement of bit

density originated mainly from improvement of the laser source in terms of aberration and

noise compared with conventional diode sources. We also reported direct modulation of

up to 50 Mbit/s of efficient sum frequency mixing in KTP.
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DISPLAYS. HIGH DEFINIMION TEIZVISION AND LASERS
Willam E. Glean

Director, Imaging Systems Laboratory. Florida Atlantic University. Boca Raton. Florida. USA

Intnriaduela

High definition television for both commercial and consumer use is critically dependent on
the development of new display technology that can be manufactured at a reasonable price.
There is a strong demand for new high definition displays for the theatre conference rooms
and for other commercial applications. These applications need inexpensive high resolution
projection displays with 3.000 to 10.000 lumens output. Only light-valve projectors have been
able to come close to the technical requirements - but at a very high cost.

All of the components needed for consumer distribution of high definition television are now
available except for an acceptable display. Most of the cost of a consumer HDTV installation is
i the cost of thee ;play because of the large size and high resolution.

If efficient solid-state lasers can be produced inexpensively in all three primary colors this
could lead to a solution to the display requirements for high definition television.

Requirments

First let us consider the requirements of a consumer HDTV display. HDTV was originally
designed to provide the same viewing experience (sharpness. contrast, field of view etc.) as the
motion-picture theatre9 -

When an observer is viewing a moving image, there is an optimum resolution on the viewer's
retina. The preferred viewing distance for standard or high definition television or the motion
picture has the limiting resolution of the system - about 22 cycles per degree on the viewer's
retina.

For an interlaced television system. the vertical resolution is determined by the scan line
spacing. As shown in Figure 1, at a given viewing distance, the scan line spacing (in
millimeters) will be the same. The HDTV Image will be larger simply because it has more lines.
HDTV is really the same resolution Image in the viewer's retina with a larger field of view.

The consequences of this fact are indicated in Figure 2. At a typical 9 foot viewing distance, a
24" diagonal display is optimum for 525 line television while a 63" display is optimum for
HDTV. It is obvious that the traditional shadow mask CRT will not meet the cost, size and
weight objectives for this application.

In addition to size, there are several other factors that need to be considered. Figure 3 shows the
other characteristics that a display should have.

Flicker is of particular concern for HDTV displays. Flicker perception Increases with
increased brightness and with increased eccentricity from the center of the field of view. For
displays such as CRrs or laser scanners there is a very high amplitude of brightness change at
the field rate of the scan. At an eccentricity of 150. the frequency at which flicker cannot be
detected is about 10% higher than on axis perception 2 .

Fortunately, matrix addressed light-valve displays (such as active-matrix liquid crystal
projectors) have a very low brightness variation at the field repetition rate. Consequently they
do not haw. visible flicker even with bright, wide field viewing.

Light-valve projectors, however, must be progressively addressed at 50 Hz or higher In order to
get good motion rendition and high efficiency.
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In satisfying the requirements for an HDTV display, one must consider the optical efficiency
that is achievable and the potential manufacturing cost in large quantities. Figure 4 gives a few
options that are in various stages of development. Figure 5 gives a few examples of light-valve
projectors that are either commercially available or have operating prototypes. If the
objectives of Figure 3 are to be met, the display needs an optical efficiency of over 3 lumens per
watt. All of the displays listed in Figure 5 fall short of that objective.

Projectors

In the near future, projectors promise to be the most attractive option for inexpensive large
displays. CRT projectors are available with a rather minimum light output. Light-valve
projectors, like the G.E. Talarta, 3,4 have adequate light output for consumer use but at too high
a price.

In the near term, the active-matrix LCD projector seems to be the most promising light-valve
technology for projectors. Current HDTV projectors of this technology have been able to get
efficiencies of about one lumen per watt.

Active-matrix transmission liquid crystal projectors have an advantage in that the
technology is heavily supported by the market for small direct-view active-matrix liquid
crystal displays, primarily laptop computers and small television sets. This high level of
technology support is a considerable advantage for this technology since it is relatively
competitive in other respects with the other light-valve options.

In the future one must consider the possibility of the solid-state laser as an attractive light
source for projectors. Their high efficiency in producing a coherent monochromatic light beam
is certainly very appealing. In recent years considerable progress has been made in achieving
good efficiency in all three primary colors. While there is more work to be done in this area,
this option looks very desirable. Solid state lasers are presently very expensive. However, in
quantity production there is no basic reason why this should remain the case.

Lasers can be used in laser scanners using a combination of mechanical and Bragg diffraction
scanning. They can also be used as light sources for active-matrix LCD projectors or
deformable light-valves. A coherent, efficient monochromatic light source would greatly
improve the performance and cost of the LCD projector.

Conclusion

In the near term, active-matrix LCD light-valve projectors with improved efficiency and
improved screen design promise to be the leading candidates for HDTV consumer and
commercial displays.

In the long term, projectors using solid-state lasers as a light source are an attractive option if
the present rate of improvement in performance and cost continues.
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Imaging and Analysis of Semiconductor Surfaces with
a Blue-Green Laser Scanning System

Bruce Worster
Ultrapointe Corporation

A system to provide 3-D images of submicron surface structure, composition, and
defects on semiconductor wafer surfaces using a multiwavelength blue-green laser is
described.
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The Use of Air-Cooled Argon Ion Lasers in Automated Genetic Analysis

Mel N. Kronick, Applied Biosystems, Inc., Foster City, CA 94404, (415)-570-6667

Significant advances in our understanding of biological function and dysfunction have

been made possible over the last several years by the development of techniques to

sequence and analyze DNA. Automation has been introduced to increase the speed and

accuracy of such sequencing and analysis and to make the processes less laborious and

less costly. Today, the method of choice of such automation utilizes laser excitation to

detect, in real time, fluorescently labeled DNA fragments as they are electrophoretically

driven through a separating gel medium (1). The fluorescence-based technology for

analysis has been applied to many current problems in medical and biological research

with great success. It is now routinely used in hundreds of laboratories worldwide to

sequence DNA in a wide variety of biotechnology research projects including programs

such as the Human Genome Initiative. Applications to the mapping and diagnosis of

genetic disorders as well as to the use of DNA for forensic purposes have also been amply

demonstrated (2,3). An even wider acceptance of the technology has unfortunately been

significantly inhibited by its high price.

Primarily because of its modest size, output power and output wavelength, the air-

cooled argon ion laser has been the laser source of choice. The cost, finite tube life,

large power supply and high power consumption of such lasers are viewed, however, as

significant liabilities. In fact, the laser itself represents the most significant cost

component of the automated systems. Further developments in blue-green laser

technology which could lower the price of available lasers while improving efficiency

and reliability have the potential to increase dramatically the utilization of these

fluorescence-based analyses. The output wavelengths of such lasers must, however, take

into account the desirable features of and the technology investment in the fluorescent
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dyes employed today. Years of chemical research have gone into the development of

highly fluorescent dye derivatives that are compatible with the very few naturally

occuring enzymes that can be used for genetic analysis (4). Both at present and in the

future, the dependence of automated genetic analysis upon blue-green lasers can thus not

be underestimated.
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Short Wavelength Gas Lasers - Future and Applications

William T. Silfvast
CREOL-University of Central Florida
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Orlando, FL 32826

An overview of short wavelength gas lasers will be presented including a summary of
their characteristics, new developments in the field, and existing and potential future
applications.
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Introduction

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a rapid and efficient separation technique for small volume samples,
which has attracted much attention. Combined with laser induced fluorescence (LI) detection,
extraordinary sensitivity can be achieved. Lasers, emitting light in the visible as well and in the UV
have been used in recent studies to detect biomolecules, e.g., amino acids, DNAt or proteins2.
Compared to classical electrophoresis, CE offers better possibilities for automated analysis where a
compact and reliable detection unit is necessary. An all solid state laser for LIF would be the ideal
light source. Compared to gas lasers, which have been employed, the solid state laser is more
compact, stable and has a lower power consumption. Moreover, the reliability and the minimum
maintenance requirement of a solid state laser would be an important advantage3. Frequency doubled
diode lasers using quasi-phase matching (QPM) waveguides are interesting candidates as light
sources for LIF, as the output wavelength could be chosen to match the absorption band of the
fluorescing analyte. Also, sufficient power (in the order of mW) in the blue light region could be
generated 4.

In this report we describe a CE system, with LIF detection using frequency doubled blue light
generated in a segmented KTP waveguide, which was used to separate NDA-labeled amino acids. An
absolute detection limit of 4.10-17 mol was achieved with a signal to noise ratio of 3:1. This concept
is a promising candidate for compact automated capillary electrophoretic systems with high
sensitivity.

Instrumentation

A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in rig.I. The light source consisted of a cw
Ti:sapphire laser endfire coupled to a KTP waveguide and tuned to phase matching. At the output of
the waveguide the blue light was collimated and the remaining fundamental radiation was absorbed in
two IR filters. The blue beam was reflected by a dichroic beamsplitter and focused on the capillary by
a 60 X 0.8 NA microscope objective. Fluorescent light was collected by the same objective and passed
through the dichroic beamsplitter5. Standard spatial and spectral filters were used to eliminate stray
light and remnant pump light. The signal light was finally collected by a PMT (Hamamatsu, R4220).
The capillary could be translated in three dimensions to adjust for maximum signal while the other
parts of the optical system were not altered after initial alignment. The blue light beam was chopped
and the signal from the PMT was connected to a phase-locked amplifier (PLA) to obtain an improved
signal to noise ratio at low light levels. The PLA signal was recorded on a Chromatointegrator
(Hitachi).

Three criteria decided the choice of wavelength of the frequency doubler, 1) absorption bands of the
suitable fluorophores, 2) available wavelengths for high power diode lasers, and 3) possible
wavelengths in existing KTP waveguides. In this work we decided to build our system for a 424 am
fluorophore pump wavelength; the wavelength corresponding to frequency doubling in KITP QPM
wavegnides with a 4 pin QPM period. For the fundamental wavelength (848 nm) high power
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frequency diode lasers are commercially available. The waveguides on the 5 mm long KTP sample
were fabricated by standard ion-exchange procedure described by van der Poel et a16 .

The CE unit was built in-house and consisted of a high voltage d.c. power supply (Model 225, +/- 30
kV, Bertan) and a custom made timer controlled injector. Fused-silica capillary tubing (360 tim O.D.
and 50 pim I.D., total length 64 cm, distance between injector and detector 57 cm) was obtained from
Polymicro Technologies (Phoenix, AZ, USA). The detector end was modified to accommodate the on-
column laser detection set-up. The electrophoresis run buffer consisted of 100 mM H3 BO 3 pH 9.3.
The amino acids Arginine-DL, Methionine-DL, Alanine-DL and Glutamic acid-DL and KCN (used
in the derivatisation) were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis).

Experiments

The fluorophore, naphthalene-2,3-dicarboxaldehyde (NDA, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA)
was used to tag the amino acids7 . The ratio of NDA to total amount of amino acid content was 12.5.
The original concentration of each amino acid was 71 pJM. Reactions were carried out with the
NDA/KCN solution (ca 0.5 h) and serially diluted in times of 10 to 7 nM with H3 BO 3 buffer. NDA
attached to primary amines have a strong absorption band in the 400-450 nm region and a broad
fluorescence around 450-525 nm. The products were electrokinetically injected into the capillary
column (4 sec. at an injection voltage of 6 kV). Next, the capillary was placed in the run buffer vial
and a high voltage (typically 30 kV) was applied for the electrophoretical run. Due to their difference
in migration and the high field strengths applied (470 Volts/cm) a fast separation was accomplished.
170 mW of IR was used to excite the KTP waveguide, resulting in 1.2 mW of blue light which was
focused on the capillary. A typical electropherogram is shown in fig. 2. With the present set-up, the
concentration detection limit proved to be 6 nl injection of a 7 nM sample, i.e., an absolute detection
limit of 4.10-17 mol. In this case the signal to noise ratio was 3:1.

Conclusions

ACE system with blue light LIF detection has been constructed. It was possible to detect 4.10-17 mol
of analyte. Orders of magnitude improvement in detection sensitivity are expected with more carefully
designed optical and electrical detection system. Work is now in progress to replace the Ti-sapphire
laser by a diode laser to obtain a compact light source for the detection system.
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For decades, wide gap 11-VI semiconductors have been intensively studied for application to visible

light emitting devices. Recently some research groups have fabricated laser diodes that emit blue-

green light from a ZnCdSe/ZnSSe single and multi quantum well active layer1. However, emission

of genuinely blue light can not be obtained from these type of structures. When we use Zn(S)Se as

an active layer material, blue light can be obtained. But there have not been candidates for a cladding

layer material, that is lattice-matched to the substrate and has sufficient band-gap energy. In this

paper, we firstly propose a new material, ZnMgSSe. This material meets the requirements of the

cladding layer of Zn(S)Se for fabricating a blue laser diodes. Secondly, we report the successful CW

operation of ZnSe/ZnMgSSe multi quantum well and double-heterostructure blue lasers at 77K for

the first time.

ZnMgSSe films were grown on (100)GaAs substrate by molecular beam epitaxy. The source

materials were elemental Zn(6N), Se(6N), Mg(4N) and a compound ZnS(6N). The growth

temperature was 240 C. Composition x and y of ZnxMglxSySel y were determined by electron-

probe microanalysis. The lattice constant was determined from X-ray diffraction (400) peaks. The

band-gap energy was estimated from the band-edge emission in the photoluminescence spectrum at

77K.

In the X-ray diffraction pattern, tetrahedral (400) reflection was observed. The pattern showed that

ZnMgSSe has a zincblende structure. Although the lattice constants of MgS and MgSe (NaCI

structure) have been reported, the lattice constants of the zincblende structure have not. Figure I

shows the relationship between band-gap energy and lattice constant of various 11-VI semiconductors

containing MgS and MgSe. It can be seen that band-gap energy of ZnMgSSe can be varied from 2.8

eV to near 4 eV, maintaining lattice-matching to a (100)GaAs substrate2 .

Based on the discussion of common cation and common anion rule, the heterostructure of
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efficiently. The refractive index of ZnMgSSe is smaller than that of Zn(S)Se, and decreases as the

band-gap energy increases. It is expected that light confinement is possible in this double

heterostructure. Thus far, Zn(S)Se/ZnMgSSe meets the requirements of a double heterostructure of

blue-light laser diodes.

To fabricate a blue laser diodes, we studied n- and p-type doping into ZnMgSSe and the design of

an optimised laser structure. The n-type doping into ZnMgSSe was carried out using ZnCI2 as a

dopant source. The carrier concentration was controlled from 1016 am- 3 to 1018 an"3. The p-type

doping was achieved using nitrogen plasma, which was produced by electron cyclotron resonance.

The schematic structure of the blue laser diode is shown in Fig. 2. The active layer of multi

quantum well was composed of six quantum well (ZnSe, 6 nm) and five barrier layers (ZnMgSSe,

10 nm). The composition of ZnMgSSe of the cladding layer was the same as that of the barrier layer.

The composition x and y were 0.90 and 0.18, respectively. In photoluminescence measurements at

77K, the energy of the band-edge emission of ZnSe and ZnMgSSe were 2.78 and 2.97 eV,

respectively. An Au/Pd electrode was evaporated on the p-type cap layer. Although good ohmic

chracteristics were not obtained, the adhesion of Au/Pd is good and the turn-on voltage of Au/Pd is

7V.

The relation of the light output power to the DC current is shown in Fig. 3. The threshold current

Ith was 45 mA, which corresponds to a threshold current density Jth of 230 A/cm2 . When the

intensity of the light output abruptly increased, strong polarisation characteristics were observed,

which is further evidence of lasing.

Fig. 4 shows the emission spectrum for the laser diode under continuous wave operation at 77K.

The driving current was just above Ith* The lasing wavelength was 447 nm and many longitudinal

modes were observed3 .

We also fabricated the ZnSe/ZnMgSSe double heterostructure laser diodes. The threshold current

density of this type of lasers were about 20% higher than that of the multi-quantum-well lasers,

which might be a result of quantum effects involving the excitonic nature of the lasing.
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Significant progress toward the development of viable blue and green II-VI

laser diodes (LDs) was made since the initial demonstration of these devices in our

laboratory nearly 2 years ago [1]. Lasing was obtained in the pulsed mode at

room temperature [2] with threshold current densities less than 1000 A/cm 2 and

continuous wave devices have been operated at 80 K. It is also important to note

that several other laboratories succeeded in confirming laser oscillation in related

structures [4-10]. Some recent advances in II-VI laser diodes include the

development of electrical contacts to p-type ZnSe with lower contact resistances,

the growth of high quality lattice matched ternaries and the realization of

increased efficiencies in CdxZnl-xSe quantum wells grown by atomic layer epitaxy.

To gain some perspective of the status of II-VI diode lasers it is useful to

compare the performance of these devices with the minimum requirements that

must be met by a laser in optical recording systems. A working definition of a

practical laser and the performance of current II-VI devices made in our

laboratory are shown in table I.

Lasing under pulsed current injection is possible up to room temperature.

In devices with a CdxZnl.xSe active layer within ZnSe or ZnSo.0 7Seo.93 barriers the

emission wavelengths at room temperature are in the range 508 - 535 nm. These

devices are typically operaterated with 50 - 500 nsec pulses at about lkHz

repitition rates. The output power during the pulse for 50 nsec pulses is as large

as 70 mW. The voltage at lasing threshold in recent devices is 9 - 10 V; this is
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smaller than in early devices where threshold occurred at about 20 - 25 V. The

primary reason for the reduction in operating voltage is advances in the electrical

contact to the p-side. The major shortcoming of these LDs is their short lifetimes;

the best devices have lifetimes about ihour when operated near threshold.

Working Definition of Status of Today's

a Practical Laser Diode Devices

Continuous Operation 1-3 mW at RT 1-3 mW at 80K

Pulsed Operation 50 nsec 50 nsec

Pulse Rep. Rate 6 MHz at RT <1 KHz at RT

Output Power in Pulse 30 mW at RT 70 mW at RT

Operating Temperature 25 °C Pulsed to RT. CW at 80K

Device Lifetime 10,000 Hours 1 Hour pulsed at RT

1 Hour CW at 80K

Table I. Comparison of the current status of our II-VI laser diodes with the most
basic requirements which must be met by a device for it to be considered useful.

True continuous wave devices have been demonstrated at 80 K; CW

operation was achieved up to 125 K, but only for very short times. The emission

wavelengths at 80 K from the CdxZnl-x Se single quantum well devices are 490 -

512 nm. The CW output power is 1-3 mW. The threshold current density is about

100 A/cm2 and the onset of lasing occurs at 9 - 10 V. Again the most significant

shortcoming of the devices under CW operation is their short lifetime; the diodes

often last less than 1 hour ever -"- :-_ operated only slightly above threshold.

The electroluminescer L 'r ,.n single quantum well light emitting diodes

was studied in order to identify the cause of the short device lifetimes.
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Topographs were constructed using an optical microscope and a CCD camera.

Two types of dark line defects (DLDs) were observed during these studies. The

first DLD has a projection ont the (001) plane along the <110> direction. The

second DID originally appears as a dark spot that elongates during operation in

the <100> direction when viewed from the (001) surface. Devices that had

ZnSxSel-x barriers lattice matched to the GaAs substrate had lifetimes that were

increased by several orders of magnitude. The X-ray rocking curves from the

long-lived LEDs had FWHM about 30 arcsec, this is approximately one order of

magnitude smaller than the FWHM from devices with ZnSe barriers. The

dominant reason for the increased lifetime appears to be the reduction of the

<100> DID. In order to have good optical confinement it is necessary to have

heterostructures with a large difference between the optical indices.

Unfortunately high quality lattice matched II-VI heterostructure providing such

optical confinement have not been developed at this time.

In addition to the requirements listed in table I, IDs for optical recording

systems must operate in a single lateral mode. Index guided devices made in our

laboratory have lased in a single lateral mode and CW devices have also been

observed to lase in a single longitudinal mode.

Although tremendous progress has been made in II-VI laser diodes over the

past 18 months significant problems remain to be solved before useful blue and

green IDs can be made. Additional improvements to the electrical contact to p-

type ZnSe are needed in order to reduce heating. The growth of other ternaries

and quaternaries with low dislocation densities needs to be mastered in order to

fabricate lattice matched heterostructures with good optical confinement. Finally

additional process developement like die bonding and facet coating is needed.
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Introduction

After proper p-doping in ZnSe became possible, several authors have reported on lasers in the II-VI semiconduc-
tor system [1,2]. The first results were obtained using a pulsed power supply and at liquid nitrogen temperature.
Steady progress has been made since then, but one of the main problems is still the electrical contact to the p-doped
semiconductor. The generally used metal contact acts as a reverse-biased Schottky junction. The breakdown vol-
tage is of the order of ten volts, therefore considerable power dissipation takes place there, which makes CW room
temperature operation difficult. In this work characterisation of the thermal behavior of such a II-VI semiconductor
laser is presented. The results contribute to the understanding of the feasability of CW operation.

Experimental

Laser diodes with an emission wavelength of 487nm at 80K have been grown on n-GaAs substrates, using
molecular beam epitaxy. The layer structure is depicted in Fig. 1. The n- and p-doping are provided using CI and N
respectively. The stripe is defined using polyimid insulation; the top-contact is formed by a 2000 A Cr/Au layer.
Voltage-contrast measurements performed in a scanning electron microscope [3] show that the voltage-drop across
this junction mainly determines the voltage-drop across the entire diode. After growth and application of the pat-
terned polyimid and the Cr/Au contact, the wafer is thinned to 100 gm, a Cr/Au back contact is applied and 300 Pm
long laser chips are cleaved out. For the measurements, the diodes are soldered substrate-down to copper cubes,
using In solder, and cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature. A 10-4 duty-cycle pulsed power supply is used. The
stripe width is 10 pm, giving a threshold current of approximately l7mA at 80K; the operating current is I5mA
higher.

In Fig.2 the spectral positions of the longitudinal modes are plotted as a function of the controlled temperature of
the laser mounting block. The drive pulse width is 20ns. For each temperature the strongest mode, which approxi-
mately gives the gain maximum, is indicated. A shift to longer wavelengths of 0.067nm/K for the gain maximum
and of 0.02nm/K for the longitudinal modes is seen with increasing temperature. The shifts are found to be linear
with temperature in the 80-100K range.

To investigate the intra-pulse heating, gated spectra are measured, using a boxcar integrator. These are plotted,
together with a time-integrated spectrum, in Fig.3. The drive pulse length was 230ns. The gate times are given; the
gate width was l0ns in all cases. The broader spectrum at 30ns can be explained by a slight decrease in the current
through the laser in that interval, caused by reflections in the 50 Q coax power supply line between the pulse genera-
tor and the laser. The gain maxima as a function of the gate time, are plotted in Fig.4. During the first 20ns of the
pulse, the wavelength stays constant; after that it increases approximately linearly with time, which is the expected
behavior due to heating of the active region by a source at the top contact. The linear wavelength shift with time
corresponds to a temperature rise of 0. 16K/ns.

The current through the laser I, also varies with time in the pulse. It follows the dotted line in Fig.4. This is most
likely due to the temperature rise in the top contact itself, which lowers the avalanche breakdown voltage [4]. Since
the power-supply is a constant voltage source with an internal impedance of 75 IX, this decreasing voltage across the
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diode induces a current increase.

Once the temperature of the active region can be determined from the lasing wavelength, the heat-resistance
from the active- and top-contact-region to the laser mounting block for these lasers can be determined [5]. In the
experiment pulses of 85ns drive the laser and a small superimposed dc current is used for the heating. The spectra at
different heating power levels are given in Fig.5. As can be seen, the induced wavelength shift is linear with the
applied power at a slope of 4.3 nm/W. Using the known shift of the gain maximum with temperature of 0.05nm/K, a
heat resistance of R, = 85 K/W, which is comnarable to values seen in GaAs/AlGaAs lasers [6], can be derived.

Discussion

From numerical data in the literature [7], the thermal conductivity and specific heat of ZnSe can be estimated.
Using these values in a simple thermal model for a semi-infinite solid [8], the temperature developement with time
at the position of the active region, 1.5 lim under the surface, can be calculated. The model shows that, after a delay
of 20ns, the temperature ramps up at a rate of 0.13K/ns. The similarity between this value and the measured one
confirms that the observed phenomena are mainly thermal.

When the short-pulse threshold current as a function of temperature and the thermal resistance are known, the
conditions for CW operation can be derived. Assume that the threshold current follows Im = k exp( T/TO), with K
a constant. To has been determined tv be 80K in the lasers of this study. For a certain CW current injection level,
the difference AT = To In (11 1k) - Tbs - R, V I1 between the temperature at threshold and the induced temperature
in the active layer by that current has to be positive for lasing. Tbse is the mounting block temperature and V is the
voltage drop in the vicinity of the active region. For example, for the Ih = 17 mA at 80K and Tbase = 80 K, there is
a current range for which AT is positive, making CW operation possible, for R, V : 1700 K/A. For Tb,. = 300 K,
Rt V _• 100 K/A is nescessary, which could be obtained by a R, = 30 K/W (mounting substrate-up [5]) and V=3.5V
(improved top contcact). Of course, these values are dependent on the To and the needed injection level (factor k).
Also, deviations of the 1,h from the exponential law will change the needed R, V values.

In conclusion the wavelength spectrum of a II-VI-based semiconductor laser under pulsed conditions has been
studied. A monotonic thermal shift that starts 20ns after the beginning of the pulse is seen, indicating that most of
the heat is produced at the p-contact region. The thermal shift rate with time, at the beginning of the drive pulse,
and the thermal resistance from the epitaxial region to the ambient are as expected from the geometry and literature
data on material thermal parameters. From these characteristics, conditions for CW operation can be derived and
will be discussed.
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SUMMARY

Rapid progress in ZnCdSe/ZnSe wide-gap semiconductor heterostructures has

demonstrated the feasibility for applications such as blue-green semiconductor lasers.

There are, however, still various problems that have to be resolved, among which is the

quality of ZnCdSe alloy that comprises the quantum well region. A search of quantum

wells with better optical characteristics lead to our study of digital quantum wells of

CdSe/ZnSe. One of the advantages of CdSelZnSe digital alloys is the ordered crystal

structure in the quantum well regions that might decrease alloy scattering of charge car-

riers. Most of the current interest in ZnCdSe/ZnSe prompted by applications is in the

blue-green region, corresponding to Cd concentrations of less than 25%. We therefore

focused our attention to structures consisting of various numbers of periods of 1 mono-

layer (ml) of CdSe and 3ml of ZnSe, which have an effective Cd concentration of 25%.

Because of the ultrathin (monolayer) nature of the digital alloy structures, migra-

tion enhanced epitaxy (MEE) was used as the growth technique. All samples were
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grown on (100) GaAs substrates with 1gm ZnSe buffer layer grown by MBE at 300TC.

The growth temperature for the digital alloy regions was set between 175°C to 3000C.

The CdSe/ZnSe digital alloy quantum wells grown (by MEE) were enbedded in ZnSe

barriers, which were grown by MBE. Since there is at any time only one shutter open

during MEE growth, we studied the effect of various lengths of time for each shutter

opening, which is shown to depend on the sticking coefficient of the element deposited.

We also varied the length of interruption between the deposition of successive elements.

The process of re-evaporation not only during, but also after, deposition was observed to

be very strong for Cd and Se, both of which have smaller sticking coefficients than that

of ZnSe.

Photoluminescence (PL) and photoluminescence excitation (PLE) were used for

characterizing the samples. The ground state transition energies obtained from the PL

spectra provide a good measure of the monolayer coverage in the digital alloy quantum

wells, as well as their quantum efficiency. The monolayer structures can be resolved in

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images. The periodicity of the digital alloy

was also studied by X-ray diffraction.

Variations of the MEE growth technique were experimented. This includes elim-

inating the interruption between successive depositions, and also having a short overlap

between depositions of cations and anions. Such experiments resulted in improved

monolayer coverage and optical characteristics.

All samples were studied by PLE, which shows a clear correlation between the

monolayer coverage and the electron-phonon coupling through the number of observable

phonon replicas. Such a correlation is also reflected in the temperature dependence of

the ground state PL peaks. For the samples with the highest coverage, the phonon

peaks in the PLE spectra can be totally eliminated. Those samples also demonstrated

the best room temperature behavior. Plotted in Fig. 1 is a room temperature PL
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spectrum, showing peaks from the 7, 4 and 2 periods of CdSe(lml)/ZnSe(3mr) quantum

wells (labeled A, B and C, respectively). Peak D is from the ZnSe buffer layer. By

fitting the line shapes of the PL peaks, the full width at half maximum of the peaks are

28meV, 32meV, and 38meV for the 7, 4, and 2 period quantum wells, respectively,

which are the narrowest room temperature PL peaks from structures with similar well

widths and Cd concentrations.

I [

A

T= 300K
Figure 1. Room temperature PL

B peaks from the 7, 4 and 2 periods

of CdSe(lml)/ZnSe(3ml) quantum

wells (labeled A, B and C, respec-

a_ tively). Peak D is from the ZnSe00 - buffer layer.
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Summary

Recent research into 3-pm-wavelength erbium lasers has shown that efficient operation can
be achieved in both the pulsed and cw modes of operation, despite the population bottleneck that
arises due to a long lower laser state lifetime. This, we believe, is due in part to the upconversion
acting within the system that effectively removes ions from the lower laser state and repopulates the
upper state. In a past paper, we reported the first cw operation in monolithic Er3+-doped YAG,
GGG, and YSGG via resonant excitation into the 4I11/ upper laser state (Figure 1). [1] We now
report further investigations into these materials, with the addition of BYF and YLF, that include
studies of the 3-pm gain properties under conditions of pulsed pumping.

Using a cw Ti:Sapphire laser for preliminary laser investigations, we obtained laser thresh-
holds as low as 5 mW, slope efficiencies greater than 30%, and outputs approaching 200 rmW.
We also achieved CW laser action using one or two l-W, 964-nm strained-quantum-well diode
lasers, where the diode laser emissions were coupled into the erbium laser crystal using identical
lenses to collimate and focus the light. Higher thresholds and lower efficiencies resulted from the
multimode and asymmetrical nature of the pimp beam. Table 1 presents the results from Ti:Sap-
phire-pumped and diode-pumped erbium.

Using a 0.25-m monochromator with a 300-groove/mm grating blazed at 2 Lm, we inves-
tigated the spectral nature of the laser output. In operation well above threshold, the spectral
widths were typically -1.5 nm, including 2-5 longitudinal modes. Er:BYF was the only material
which appeared to operate on a single longitudinal mode for operation as high as 6x threshhold.

The spectral nature of the output may also be affected by operating temperature. We chose
Er:YAG as a representative material to study this dependence. We mounted the monolithic laser
crystal in a variable-temperature, liquid-nitrogen-cooled, evacuated Dewar. The 2.937-jim line
steadily increased in intensity as we cooled the system from room temperature, but near 180 K,
this line decreased and two new lines, one at 2.858 pm and one at 2.899 pim, appeared. At 77 K,
these two lines gained strength and laser action ceased entirely at 2.937 pm.

More recently, we have begun investigating the 3-jim wavelength laser gain of these
erbium-doped materials using a "pump-probe" method. We side-pumped sample crystals with a
pulsed, 970-nm Cr:LiSAF laser, and probed gain using our cw, diode-pumped monolithic lasers.
The flashlamp-pumped Cr:LiSAF laser was excited by a transistor-switched variable-pulsewidth
lamp driver in order to observe the effect of pump pulsewidth on gain.

To date, we have conducted gain measurements for Er-doped YSGG, GGG, BYF, and
YLF. We conducted the measurements for each sample as a function of pump pulse duration and
pump energy. We studied the temporal dependence on a digital oscilloscope, and the values we
used to calculate gain were recorded directly from this measurement. Figure 2 shows gain mea-
surements for Er:YSGG for two different pump energies.

Results of the measurements show that the gain signal remains fairly linear throughout the
range of energies, indicating that gain saturation has not yet occured. We anticipate that at higher
energies, saturation would occur due to upconversion processes affecting the upper laser level at
high excitation densities. [2] Upconversion adds a term quadratic in upper-state population to the
system rate equations, and has the effect of reducing the apparent storage time as pump levels in-
crease. Results of gain measurements for 30%-doped Er:YSGG are shown in Figure 3. We plan
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to determine the upconversion coefficients for all the materials to be studied by fitting our gain data
to a rate-equation model. We expect the garnet crystals to have similar properties, but the coeffi-
cients for the fluoride crystals may be substantially lower.

In summary, we have studied the cw laser properties of Er-doped YSGG, GGG, YAG,
BYF, and YLF. Low thresholds and high efficiencies have been demonstrated. In addition, we
have conducted gain measurements near 3 gm for each material. Large gains have been observed
under high-power, short-pulse pumping.

*corresponding author
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Figure 1. Relevant energy states of Er3 +.
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Er:YSGG Er:GGG Er-YAG Er:BYF Er:YLF

laser 2797 2821 2937 2800 -2800
-wavelength (nm)

laser 5 (70) 7 (250) 40 (410) 6 (10) -threshold (roW)

slope 31(26) 27 (19) 26 (12) 20 (13) -

efficiency (%) I
laser 190(511) 155(293) 143 (190) 104 (163) 95L Output (MW) IIIIII

Table 1. Performance summary of 3-pm erbium lasers. Values in parentheses indicate results
from double I-W-diode pumping. All other values from Ti:Sapphire pumping.
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Figure 2. Gain measurements for Er:YSGG using a 125-p±sec pump pulse.
(The DC baseline has been subtracted for purpose of presentation.)
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Figure 3a,b. Results of gain measurements for Er:YSGG as functions of
pump energy and pulsewidth.
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Cw-cascade laser operation in Er:YLF and Er:KYF at room temperature
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For cascade laser operation several suggestions were made [1,2]. In
Tm,Ho:YLF cascade lasing was observed [3,4]. In this work cacade cw-laser
emission was obtained at 300K from 1% and 0.5% doped Er:YLF at 2810 nm and
1620 nm and also from Er:KYF at 2804 nm and 1612 nm using the 4111/2 - 4113/2
and the 4113/2 - 4115/2 transitions. The lower level of the 2810 nm transition is
the upper level of the 1620 nm transition. The combination of a low concentration
of Er3 + ions and the YLF or KYF host enabled cascade lasing at room
temperature on both transitions. The fact that the lifetime of both the 4111/2 and
the 4113/2 levels of Er3+ in YLF are comparable, 2.9 msec and 10 msec [5],
respectively, is thought to make this result possible.

The Er:YLF rods used had an atomic concentration of 1 % and 0.5% and
were coaxially pumped by a krypton ion laser operating at 647 nm. The pumped
lengths were 6.9 mm (Er[1%]:YLF), 11mm (Er[0.5%]:YLF and 9.3mm
(Er[I%]:KYF) along the crystal's a-axis. The laser resonator was a nearly
concentric cavity formed by one 5 cm and one 10 cm radius mirror with high
reflectivity for both transitions. The laser radiation was analyzed with the aid of a
1/4 m monochromator employing a 300 grooves/mm grating blazed at 2000 nm and
an InSb detector cooled to 77 K. Signals from this detection apparatus were
monitored with an oscilloscope (Tektronix Model 2440) and stored in a computer.

Fig. 1 shows the simultaneous cw-operation at both 2810 and 1620 nm for
Er[1 % ]:YLF. It also shows the temporal waveform of each wavelength while
lasing. A mechanical chopper was used to reveal the appearance of the first laser
pulse at 2660 nm (upper trace). After the lower Stark level of the 2660 nm
transition is filled the laser operation shifts to the longer laser wavelength at 2810
nm. When this transition is in steady state operation the 1620 nm transition starts to
lase (lower trace). Because the 1620 nm laser is near threshold, its lasing starts
approximately 10 msec after the onset of pumping.
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Fig. 2 shows the output-vs-input power curve for all wavelength operation in
continous wave mode (without chopping). The pump laser beam was focused with
a 5 cm lens and the resonator consisted of the mirrors described above. From the
definition of slope efficiency, the mirror transmissions and the measured slope
efficiency we calculate the cavity losses at 2810 nm to be 6%. The threshold for
the 2810 nm wavelength couldn't be measured directly because the krypton laser
pump source couldn't stabily emit at very low power, but is estimated to be 20 mW.

The threshold for the 1620 nm wavelength is estimated to be 200 mW of
absorbed pump power. Unfortunately the maximum pump power of the krypton
pump laser corresponded to about 230 mW of absorbed power. The slope
efficiency is about 0.4 % for the 2810 nm transition alone and about 1.3 % for both
wavelengths lasing simultaneously [Fig.21. The ratio between the 2810 and 1620
nm laser output power is estimated from the oscilloscope traces to be about 12:1.
As cascade lasing begins the increase in lasing efficiency is due to the rapid
depletion of the lower level population of the 2810 nm transition by the onset of
lasing at 1620 nm.

References:
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Figure 1. Cascade laser activity is shown. After an initial laser pulse at 2660 nm the
2810 nm transition starts to lase. With a delay of approximately 10 msec the 1620 nm laser
appears and both transitions lase simultaneously. The intensity for each wavelength is
shown in arbitrary units.
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Figure 2. The output-vs-input power curve for Er[1 %]:YLF for 647 nm krypton laser
excitation is given. In the first part of the curve the ouput power is related to the 2810 nm
transition. During cascade lasing (right side of the curve), the measured output power is
the sum of tihat for both wavelengths.
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All Optical Modulation of a 2.7 pm Erbium-Doped Fluorozirconate Fiber Laser
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Mid-infrared lasers at 2.7 pm are attractive devices for medical and sensor applications,
since in this range there is a strong absorption band of OH--radicals /1/. Fiber lasers at this

wavelength are favourable because of their potentially low threshold powers and high
efficiencies, due to the large power densities in the fiber core. The most promising candidate
in this field is an Er3+-doped fiber laser based on the fluoride glass ZBLAN, the most stable

and easily fabricated IR-glass.

Er3+-doped ZBLAN fiber lasers at 2.7 Am, resulting from the transition 4I1/2 - 4Ii3/29

were first published in 1988 /2/ and have already been realized with very low threshold powers

and high efficiencies /3/. As Er'+ has absorption bands pumpable with semiconductor lasers,
such devices at 800 nm have been used to pump fiber lasers at 2.7 pm /4/.

For applications in medicine, and particularly in sensing, it may be necessary to modula-

te the laser. It is also a great advantage to have the feasability of all-optical switching, as there
may be applications which prevent the use of mechanical, electro-optical or acousto-optical
switches. In this paper, a novel method of modulating a 2.7 p&m fiber laser is presented,
whereby the lower 4II3r2 laser level is saturated through pumping with a laser diode at 1550 nm.

The experiments were carried out with a configuration shown in Fig. 1. The pump diode
was a 500 mW STC single strip AlGaAs-MQW-Laser (LQ05P-KM78) emitting at 800 nm. Its
beam was collimated and converted to a circular cross-section by an anamorphic prism pair.
The signal diode was an OKI OL503A-65 at 1550 nm with a peak power of 65 mW, which was

collimated. The signal laser was modulated directly. Both beams having approximately the same
diameter, they were superposed with a dichroic beamsplitter and focussed into the fiber through
the input mirror. The fiber was a 0.8 m long ZBLAN fibre made by Le Verre FluorW, doped

with 1000 ppm Er3". The core diameter was 30 um and numerical aperture 0.15. The endfaces
were butted against the resonator mirrors. The reflectivities of input and output mirror at

2.7 pm were 100% and 97%, respectively. The output was focussed through an IRGN6 lens
and a high pass filter on to a PbS-detector, the signal of which was shown on a storage oscil-
loscope and recorded on a computer. The signal was monitored with a Ge-photodiode.

Pumping the fibre laser at 800 nm yields a 2.7 pLm CW-laser. When pumping

simultaneously at 1550 nm, the power of the 2.7 pm laser decreases with increasing power at

the signal wavelength. At certain signal powers, depending on the pump power, the 2.7 pm
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laser operation expires. The amount of signal power necessary to extinguish the 2.7 jtm laser
is approximately 2/3 of the pump power.

The temporal behaviour of the modulated 2.7 Am fibre laser is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
The signal is plotted inversely. Upon switching on the signal, the 2.7 um operation almost
immediatelly disappears. After switching off the signal, a delay of 0.2 to 1 ms is observed -
depending on the modulation frequency - before the 2.7 Am operation recommences with
relaxation oscillations. It was possible to modulate the 2.7 um fiber laser at up to 2.5 kHz. At
these high frequencies only one spike of relaxation oscillations was observed emitting a pulse
with a duration of some tens of micro-seconds.

Fig. 4 shows the energy level scheme of Er3+ with the absorption, ESA and lasing
transitions. The switching effect occurs due to the pumping of the lower laser level at 1550 nm.
Thus inversion between the 41/ and the 4I13/-level is terminated. The switching-off effect is
rather rapid because the absorption of the 4I13/-level is a stimulated process which is not
dependent on the fluorescence lifetime of this level. The switching-on effect occurs after
inversion is re-established. This occurs through depletion of the 411312-level by spontaneous
emission and by excited state absorption to the 2H, 1,-level . The former process is dependent on
the fluorescence lifetime of this level of approximately 9 ms and hence rather slow, whereas the
latter is a stimulated process and therefore rapid. It is therefore assumed to be the dominant
process because of the switching-on time of 1 ms or less.

Improvement of this modulation technique should be possible by optimisation of the
pump and modulation wavelength and of the fiber geometry (e.g. by using a shorter fiber in
order to get shorter relaxation spikes). The optimum pump wavelength ought to be that of the
strongest ESA from the 4I13/2-level. Lastly, there would be much greater absorption of the
modulation signal at wavelengths below 1550 nm.

In conclusion, a novel method has been presented to modulate a fiber laser at 2.7 jm by
co-pumping with a 1550 nm-laser. This technique is a simple, all-optical method potentially
allowing modulation of a 2.7 jsm fiber laser via a communications fibre without any intra-cavity
elements. It may find application in sensing and medicine.
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I. Introduction and coated for maximum reflectivity at
Lasers with a wavelength of 2pm are 2.061gm and maximum transmission at

us3ful for applications that require eyesafe 780nm. The output coupler was a 98%
propagation through the atmosphere.1 .2 This reflective coating on the convex side. The
Letter discusses a single frequency laser that laser crystal was mounted on a
could be used as an injection locking source thermoelectric cooler and operated at
for a high power oscillator, or as a local temperatures down to -25 C.
oscillator source for a coherent receiver. The The laser was end pumped by a Sony
monolithic design of this laser is especially 303XT laser diode which had a maximum
appealing because of its compactness, output power of 500mW, and a 780nm output
ruggedness, stability, and simplicity, wavelength. Since the 2prm lasing spectrum is

We chose Ho:Tm:YLF for our work strongly influenced by the optical coupling to
because this 2-micron laser material has the crystal resonator mode volume, careful
demonstrated high gain amplification. 3 ,4  attention was paid to the size and shape of the
Previous researchers have demonstrated pump spot. The elliptical, highly divergent
multi-mode lasing of Ho:Tm:YLF at or near beam from the laser diode was collimated and
room-temperature using external cavity circularized with a triplet lens and an
resonators.5 .6- Single-frequency lasing in a anamorphic prism pair. The collimated beam
monolithic Ho:Tm:YAG lasers has also been was then focused by a 25mm focal length
reported. 7-9  This paper reports the first achromatic doublet to an elliptical spot of 15
demonstration of single-frequency lasing by 9011m in diameter, much smaller than the
performance using Ho:Tm:YLF near room crystal resonator's beam waist diameter
temperature. Continuous tunability over 5.6 which was 240 izm.
GHz is also demonstrated. Ho:Tm:YLF is birefringent and exhibits

different absorption and emission features on
II. Experimental Setup the two orthogonal axes. This laser was

Single frequency lasing was achieved pumped with the laser diode polarization
with a piano/convex crystal with mirror parallel to the c-axis of the crystal because
coatings applied to its ends. The crystal was absorption is quite strong in this orientation
Imm in thickness and 3mm in diameter, and at 780nm.
a 1 meter radius of curvature was used on the
convex side. It was doped with 5% thulium I Th. Experimental Resultsand 0.5% holmium. The pump side was fiat The crystal lased at a wavelength of

2.0501gm polarized parallel to the c-axis. The
lasing wavelength and polarization was
independent of the pump polarization. The
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crystal could be made to lase on a single or that the laser's wavelength spans 120MHz.
multiple longitudinal modes. This is not the linewidth of the laser,

The number of longitudinal modes however, but the passband of the Fabry-Perot
could be changed by altering the position of inteferometer. The measurement is still
the pump focus along the length of the crystal. resolution limited after using the smallest
Maximum power was obtained from three possible passband of 40 MHz, corresponding
longitudinal modes with the pump focus close to a mirror separation of 15cm. The measured
to the HR mirror. Figure 1 shows the multi- linewidth is therefore less than 40 MHz. We
mode laser power emitted for several expect the laser bandwidth to be significantly
different crystal temperatures versus the less than 1 MHz, comparable to other diode-
amount of pump power absorbed by the pumped solid-state lasers.
crystal. The maximum power obtained was 20 Frequency tuning was achieved by
mW at a crystal temperature of -25 C. At this temperature tuning the length of a similar
temperature the slope efficiency was 30.2%. piano/piano single frequency resonator. The

By moving the position of the pump laser tuned over 0.8 Angstroms (5.7GHz)
focus closer to the center of the crystal, between -30 and -26C. No longitudinal mode
single frequency operation could be obtained, hopping was seen since the 14 Angstrom mode
Stable single frequency operation was spacing is much greater than the tuning range.
obtained and 6 mW of single frequency power This tuning corresponds to a rate of 1.5 GHz
was generated, with a slope efficiency of per Celsius degree. This is consistent with
18.6%. Single longitudinal mode operation the calculated value of 1.7 GHz per Celsius
was verified using a 3/4 meter degree using published values for linear
monochromator, which could easily resolve expansion coefficient and variation of
the 1.4 nm longitudinal mode spacing. A refractive index with temperature. 10 We
scanning Fabry-Perot was next used to search believe a much larger tuning range is
for any higher order transverse modes--none possible.
were found. The Fabry-Perot had an
adjustable mirror separation of 1 to 15 cm; IV. Conclusions
one of the mirrors was mounted on a piezo We have demonstrated single
electric transducer. The effective finesse of frequency lasing of Ho:Tm:YLF at 2.050p.m
this device after alignment was 25. Based on using a monolithic piano/convex resonator.
the resonator geometry, any transverse modes This laser produced 6 mW of single mode
would be spaced at approximately 1.25 GHz. power with a slope efficiency of 18.6%. The
Figure 2 shows a scan through two free laser was frequency tuned continuously over
spectral ranges with the mirror separation 5.6 GHz by thermally changing the laser
set at 5cm (FSR=3 GHz). A transverse mode resonator length. The laser frequency tuning
associated with the single longitudinal mode rate was measured to bel.5 GHz/C.
would have appeared between the peaks The lasing spectrum of the Ho:Tm:YLF
marking the ends of the free spectral ranges. laser was strongly dependent on the position
Similar measurements were made over the 1 of the diode-laser pump beam focus along the
to 15 cm mirror separation range--no length of the laser crystal. One, two, or three
higher order modes were found. A high speed longitudinal modes could be made to lase by
photodiode was used to check for any low shifting the focal point of the pump laser
frequency spatial mode beating. No beating inside the crystal. This behavior is attributed
was observed within the 250 MHz bandwidth to the coupling of the pump beam to the laser's
of this detector. mode volume. The single frequency

The Fabry-Perot scans also give some characteristics of this laser could be used to
indication of the laser's linewidth. The width seed a high power oscillator. Such a laser
of the Fabry-Perot feature in Figure 2 shows system would be useful for eyesafe
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper we describe the latest developments in the

design and operation of a high average power, diode-pumped, 2.1 Am
laser.We have designed and tested a Tm,Ho:YAG resonator which

utilizes direct transverse pumping of the Tm using high-power,

quasi-CW, 785 nm laser diode arrays. Each array is impingement
cooled, and consists of a three bar stack which emits a total of

180 W of peak power. These diodes are each 1 cm in length and are

mounted in a seven-fold symmetry and butt-coupled around a cooling
jacket which surrounds a 3mmo x 33mmL Tm:Ho:YAG laser rod. A

mixture of water and methanol flows between the cooling jacket and

the laser rod to provide a means of extracting the excess heat. The

laser resonator is illustrated in Figure 1 and consists of two

laser rods, each of which is 33 mm in length.

Surrounding each laser rod are three 1 cm wide rings of seven

diode arrays. For this demonstration the Ho ion concentration is

0.36% and the Tm concentration is 6%. A previous study of this

lasers performance characteristics as a function of Tm

concentration has been reported previously. 1 Thermal lensing is

quite significant in these materials and severely limits the

designs that can be utilized for the resonator. When operating each

individual laser rod at a 3% duty cycle (ie, 20 Hz, 1.5 ms diode

pulse time) we measured thermal focal lengths as short as 20 cm. To

compensate for this lensing, the rod closest to the high reflector

was fabricated with a concave curvature on one end. This

compensation reduced the convergence of the beam and allowed the
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two rods to be brought within close proximity to each other with no

bulk or coating damage due to the thermal lens. This compressed

resonator design, which is shown in Fig. 1, allows the cavity

length to be reduced to 25 cm. Compensation for the losses due to

thermal depolarization effects has been accomplished through the

placement of a half-wave plate between the two laser rods. This

component is critical for achieving high average power under Q-

switched operation. The Q-switch used in this demonstration was a

Brewster-cut, water-free, fused silica acousto-optic modulator. For

use in pumping an optical parametric oscillator, a plano-concave

lens was placed approximately 30 cm from our output coupler to

collimate the 2.1 Am laser beam. We have studied the 2 Am to 4 Am

conversion efficiency and damage thresholds for two different

nonlinear crystals, AgGaSe 2 and ZnGeP 2 . The largest conversion slope

efficiency measured was 33%, and was achieved at room temperature

with a multimode beam in the AgGaSe 2.

This laser has been operated in a multi-burst, Q-switched mode

which was previously demonstrated at NRL for flash-pumped Cr;Tm:Ho

laser systems. 2 Multimode, long pulse output energies as high as

370 mJ at 25 Hz with a 1.2 ms diode pump pulse have been achieved

with T = 0 C for the laser rod coolant. The multi-burst, Q-switched

energy extracted under the same conditions was 327 mJ total in 11

Q-switched pulses, thus extracting >90% of the available long pulse

energy. Electrical-to-optical efficiencies for this system as high

as 3.1% have been measured. Because of the thermal-optic

distortions in the Tm:Ho:YAG, the average power of the laser is

very repetition rate dependant. As seen in Figure 2, the average

power of the laser peaks at 24 Hz before rolling off. A continued

increase in the repetition rate drives the laser to become

unstable.
RZPZRBNCZS
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Self-mode-locking properties of Tm:YAG-Lasers

Frank Heine, Ernst Heumann, Giinter Huber,
Institut fiir Laser-Physik,

Jungiusstr.11,
2000 Hamburg 36,

Germany
(Tel.:01149-40-4123-5241)

During the last 2 years the method of Kerr-Lens-Mode-locking (KLM), originally discovered by Spence
et al.[1], was also tried in laser materials other than Ti:Sapphire [2]. Recently Cr4+:Forsterite was suc-
sessfully mode-locked by this powerful method [3] to reach the fsec time domain with wide spectral range
solid state laser materials.

We report what we believe to be the first self-mode-locked operation of Tm:YAG, giving subnanosec-
ond pulse width without using any additional active or passive elements.

The length of the Cr,Tm:YAG crystal was 6.2 mm, it was grown in our group using the Czochalski
technique. Doping concentration were 1.85*1020 cm- 3 and 1*1021 cm- 3 for Cr3+ and Tm3 + respectively.
The experimental setup consisted of a folded astigmatically compensated 3-mirror cavity, similar to that
described in ref.[5]. The Kr-laser was focused with a lens of 10cm focal lenght through the first resonator
mirror (R=10cm, HT Q 647and 676nm, HRQ 2013nm), the crystal was inclined to Brewsters angle to
prevent etalon effects. The folding mirror ( same parameters as mirror 1 ) collimates the beam to the
output coupler. Self-mode-locking could be achieved by using transmissions between 1% and 8%, the
puls formation process was optimized using transmissions of 3% and 5%. Pump energy was delivered
by absorbing 2 watts of a Kr-laser at 647 and 676 nm matching the absorption bands of Cr or Tm
respectively. The beam profile and the spectral bandwidth were controlled by using a scanning beam-
analyser and a confocal Fabry-Perot-Interferometer. For determination of the absolute wavelenght, a 0.5
meter spectrometer was used. The total optical lenght of the resonator was 1.05 meter and could be varied
over +20cm. In contrast to the typical setup for Ti:sapphire- lasers, a longer cavity could not stabilize
the mode-locking. A one plate birefringent filter (1.48mm thickness) was used to control bandwidth.

The alignment of the resonator to the beginning of exessive mode beating decreases the output power
from 250 mW to 140 mW (3% transmission of the output coupler). The Tm:YAG output consisted of
piis trains with durations of several hundred microseconds (Fig.1), in which the pulse width continously
decreases from the start to the amplitude maximum. This regime was stable for several hours before
realignment was necessary. It should be noted that the appearance of KLM was restricted to the edges
of stability regime of the resonator, in agreement with ref.[4].

Due to the oscillatory behaviour we were not able to perform an autocorrelation measurement, the
pulse widths could only be estimated to lie between 800 and 400 psec. The upper limit is the time resolu-
tion of our fast detector-oscilloscope combination, the lower limit is related to the measured bandwidth
(850 MHz), assuming chirp-free puls structure. With active modelocking, pulsewidths between 30 and 40
psec has been obtained using acousto-optical modulation [5],[6]. It was possible to "switch" the repetition
rate between single and double roundtrip frequency (143 MHz) by alignment of the laser resonator (see
fig.2,3). Changing the distance between crystal and folding mirror by approx. 100pm and changing the
position of the beam waist of the pump laser relative to the Thulium crystal by several microns leed to
the emission of pulsetrains with double roundtrip frequency. This mode-locking regime was found to be
stabilised by performing weak nonresonant extracavity feedback, such as diffuse reflection from a sheet
of paper behind the output coupler. The physics of this phenomenon are still under investigation. The
beam profile was measured to become elliptic in the self-mode-locked regime (horizontal to vertical 1 to
0.85). When we suppressed mode-locking by coupling an external cavity or by inserting an etalon into
the cavity, the beam become circular. This ellipticity indicates the existence of higher order transversal
modes in the KLM-regime, the same result as found in reference [1].

We argue that the instability of the self-synchronisation process is mainly caused by thermal lensing
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effects. In comparison to sapphire the relation of thermal lensing parameter to Kerr lensing parameter
was estimated to be 6 times larger in YAG (4]. The main reason for this is dn/dT in YAG, which is 10
times larger than in sapphire [7]. Another contribution to thermal leasing effects is the heating of the
crystal by reabsorption of the laser radiation. The reabsorption losses cold reach 7%/cm at the laser-
wavelength (2013 nm) [8), and with increasing peak-power even a partial bleaching of this reabsorption
will change the index of refraction. This reabsorption induced lensing is in the same order of magnitude
as the pump-power induced change in the refractive index. The reabsorption induced thermal lensing
could be seen by blocking the Tm-lser and measure the change of divergence of the Kr-laser transmitted
through the folding mirror. All these thermal effects are very sensitive to pump-power instabilities. The
reabsorption losses of Tm3 + in YAG are 10 times larger than the losses due to the parasitic absorption
in commercialy available Ti:sapphire laser crystals having a Figure of Merit of - 300. Even a small
change in the pump-power or in the laser output will alter resonator and beam properties. In contrast
to Ti:sapphire the implementation of a adjustable slit in the cavity has no stabilizing effect on the kerr-
lensing. Reducing the slit-width results in decreasing the output power without noticeably changing the
mode-locking process.

Using a host crystal where dn/dT is smaller than in YAG (such as YLF) [9] in connection with a
"quiet" pump source (an actively stabilised Kr-laser or laser diodes) should increase the stability of the
mode-locking process, and therefore give rise to shorter pulse lengths.

In conclusion we have demonstrated self-mode-locking of cw- pumped Cr;Tm:YAG-lasers with repe-
tition rates of 143MHz and 286MHz. Pulse widths between 400 and 800 psec in trains of several hundred
microseconds have been obtained simply by alignment of the laser resonator very close to the stability
regime.

Fig.1: Envelope of self-mode-locked pulsetrains, 20psec/div

Fig.2: Cr;Tm:YAG pulses at 143 MHz repetition rate
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Fig.3: Cr;Tm:YAG pulses at 286 MHz repetition rate
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Single-Longitudinal-Mode and Q-Switched
Diode-Pumped Tm,Ho:YLF Oscillators
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Coherent Technologies, Inc.
3300 Mitchell Lane, Suite 330

Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 449-8736

Remote sensing applications have prompted intensive research and
development of efficient eyesafe (X > 1.4 g.m) solid-state laser sources in recent years.

Coherent laser radar experiments using Tm,Ho:YAG lasers at 2.1 pm wavelength have
shown much promise for making very accurate, long-range measurements of wind
speed and direction. 1 It has been shown that Tm,Ho:YAG suffers from considerable
lifetime shortening due to up-conversion. This strongly limits its energy storage

capability (at least for CW pumping), and hence how much energy can be extracted.
Because of its weaker non-linearities Tm:YAG has become the material of choice in
systems where high pulse energies are needed. This material is still not ideal for all
lidar applications; the emission wavelength (2.0 pm) falls into an atmospheric

attenuation region which is not as clean as around 2.1 pm, and the small emission
cross-section forces such high fluences in the cavity that damage may occur. Yttrium
Lithium Fluoride (YLF) co-doped with Thulium and Holmium has received considerable
recent attention 2 ,3 as a possibly superior laser for certain applications. Compared to

YAG lasers with similar Tm,Ho dopant concentrations, Tm,Ho:YLF appears to exhibit
lower upconversion losses.4 The relatively high emission cross-section also permits

operation at low fluences. As a result there is great potential for damage-free, high
pulse energy operation of Q-switched Tm,Ho:YLF. In addition, the greater cross-
section means that it will be far easier to develop efficient amplifiers in Tm,Ho:YLF than
in, e.g., Tm:YAG.

We have concentrated our efforts in two distinct directions that will be reported

here: the development of very stable, single-frequency CW Tm,Ho:YLF oscillators with
laser crystals operating near and above room temperature, for use as tunable master
oscillators in coherent lidar systems; and the more recent investigation of high-power
CW and Q-switched Tm,Ho:YLF oscillators operating across a range of temperatures,
pumped with 6 W of CW diode laser power centered at 792 nm.
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A number of rod lengths, dopant concentrations, and crystal temperatures were
investigated in the master oscillator development effort. Figure 1 shows the
performance of a 4 mm-long, 6 % Tm, 0.5 % Ho:YLF crystal at two rod temperatures,
100 C and 35° C, as a function of diode pump power and longitudinal mode control. In
all cases, the crystal is axially pumped in a 12 cm-long near-hemispheric cavity using a
Spectra Diode Labs 3 W CW diode laser temperature-tuned to 792 nm wavelength and
linear polarization oriented parallel to the 'c'-axis of the naturally birefringent YLF
crystal. The 2 I~m laser spatial mode is TEMoo, with a minimum pump spot size formed
inside the laser rod of ~ 200 jim (10-90 % diameter). No intracavity line-narrowing

elements are used in the multi-longitudinal-mode (MLM) cases, and the laser operates
on many longitudinal modes near 2065 nm. When an 18 % R, 0.5 mm-thick etalon and
an uncoated 75 jim-thick etalon are introduced into the cavity, single-line operation was
observed at full pump power, at both rod temperatures. The laser is highly linearly
polarized without introduction of any polarizing element, due to the birefringent nature
of YLF. While single-frequency slope efficiency is relatively low at 350 C, this mode of
operation is very attractive in many applications due to the ease and simplicity of
temperature stabilization necessary in very high frequency stability lasers.

Figure 2 shows the same laser's behavior when the output is tilt-tuned across
the full 19.6 nm (1390 GHz) free spectral range of the thin etalon (with the 0.5 mm-thick
etalon removed). Clearly, the flatness and absence of "frequency pulling" near the
ends of the etalon range suggest that a thinner tuning etalon or appropriate birefringent
tuning element would produce an even wider tuning range than demonstrated above.

High-power experiments are being conducted using two 3 W CW diode lasers,
arranged to pump from either end of the laser rod. Results will be presented on short

cavity, high-power CW lasers at various rod temperatures and dopant concentrations,
and on long-cavity, acousto-optically Q-switched Tm,Ho:YLF lasers.
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Figure 1. Tm,Ho:YLF Laser output versus diode laser pump power incident on the
laser rod. Both multi-longitudinal-mode (MLM) and single-frequency (SLM)
results are plotted for two different rod temperatures.
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SPECTROSCOPY AND LASING IN Ho:Tm:Lu 3A 5 O 1 2
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Summary

Lasing has been demonstrated in what the authors believe is a new laser
material, Ho:Tm:Lu 3A150 12 or Ho:Tm:LuAG. Laser performance of a Ho laser
which is sensitized with Tm is highly dependent on the particular laser material.
As with other Lanthanide series lasers, such as Nd, the stimulated emission
cross section depends heavily on the selection of the laser material. However, in a
Ho laser operating on the 517 to 51g transition, the lower laser level is in the
ground manifold. As such the thermal population of the lower laser level must be
overcome to reach threshold. Since which specific energy level within the lower
laser manifold is the lower laser level as well as its thermal occupation is
dependent on the laser material, selection of the laser material becomes more
critical. In addition, in a Ho laser material which is sensitized with Tm, both
favorable and deleterious energy transfer processes are material dependent.
Thus, the selection of the particular laser material becomes very critical. To
screen the multitude of potential laser materials, a quantum mecharical model
was used to evaluate relevant parameters, and a figure of merit was used to select
the most favorable candidates. LuAG was one of the two garnet materials of
choice. One of the three transitions predicted to have the lowest threshold was
also predicted to have a wavelength of 2.100 gim.

Lasing in Ho:Tm:LuAG was achieved by using a Ti:A120 3 laser pump in a
longitudinal pumping configuration. As much as 30 mJ of pump energy was
focused to a beam radius of about 0.36 mm in the Ho:Tm:LuAG laser material.
Pump energy density for these experiments was kept less than about 7.0 J/cm2.
Initial experiments utilized a short length of Ho:Tm:LuAG, only 1.4 mm. A
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resonator consisting of a 0.3 m radius of curvature HR mirror and a flat output
mirror was used to produce a beam radius of 0.32 mm in the Ho:Tm:LuAG. A
nearly collinear pumping arrangement allowed the pump beam to be directly
incident on the Ho:Tm:LuAG sample rather than being transmitted through one
of the mirrors forming the resonator.

Using an output mirror with a reflectivity of 0.992, a threshold of about 8 mJ
of incident energy was achieved. Lasing wavelength was measured as 2.1004 pm
in good agreement with the quantum mechanical prediction. Lasing was also
achieved with several other output mirrors having lower reflectivity. Using an
output mirror with a 0.978 reflectivity, the slope efficiency was 0.0524. Since the
Ho:Tm:LuAG sample was so short, only a fraction of the incident pump energy
was absorbed. If the slope efficiency is calculated using the absorbed energy
rather than the incident energy, the slope efficiency is 0.36.

Threshold increased with the negative logarithm of the output mirror
reflectivity, while the slope efficiency increased asymptotically, as expected. An
observed slope efficiency less than the photon energy limit results from limited
absorption of the pump beam and a limited overlap of the pumped volume and the
mode volume. Limited overlap results from the disparity in size and the
noncollinear nature of the pumping arrangement. Further data will be presented
on the germane spectroscopic parameters as well as more information on the
laser performance.
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The potential applications in medicine and remote sensing have generated substantial

recent interest in 2 pgm lasers. In this paper, we have extended our previous work on flashlamp

pump Tm:YAG and TmHo:YAG [1-4] to characterize these materials using laser diode pumping.

Laser diode pumping of these materials holds the promise of higher average power and more

reliable laser sources at 2 p=m.

All laser crystals tested were 3x33 mm rods with AR coated faces and polished barrels.

A nominally 6% Tm:YAG sample was compared to 0.36%HoTm:YAG samples containing 4%,

6% and 9% thulium doping. The Tm:YAG 2.02 g.m laser properties were compared to the 2.09

pgm laser properties of Ho,Tm:YAG.

The laser diodes bars used in these experiments pumped into the thulium absorption

bands at 781 and 785 nm. The laser diodes emit pulses of 60 W per bar for up to 2 msec and at

duty cycles up to 8%. The diodes were arranged in close coupled radial pumping geometry with

21 diode bars per centimeter along the full length of the laser rod. Laser diode pumping with this

geometry is ideal for material studies since it produces a nearly top-hat temporal and spatial pump

profile.

Using a short flat/flat cavity, measurements of the laser thresholds, long pulse energies,

average powers and thermo-optic distortions were conducted for all the concentrations as a

function of output coupling, sample temperature and firing rate. Figure 1 shows a comparison of

the long pulse energies for the samples at 293 K and 10 Hz firing rate. Additionally, measurements
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of the Tm and Ho fluorescence buildup and decay were studied and compared with laser rate

models. These studies reveal the Tm concentration dependence of laser diode coupling, Tm-Ho

energy transfer rates and Tm-Ho upconversion losses. The results of these studies will be

dicussed.
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Since 1985 a number of Ho-doped active media have been developed
(1-7] on the basis of the scheme using the energy transfer on the way
Cr34-->Tm*-->Ho 3

* ions W1]. The best achieved laser characteristics (slope
efficiency 5.1% and total - 4.54 in 1 Hz repetition rate mode) brought up 2
p Ho-laser close to industrial and medical application. However, the main
question is the possibility of -he effective laser operation with pulse
repetition rates up to 20 Hz at least.

Formerly it was shown that the efficiency of energy transfer (1] Cr-
>Tm->Ho is almost equivalent in crystal host of YAG and scandium garnets
(4,6]. The advantage of scandium garnets Is the possibility of easy growing
the crystals highly doped with Cr ions. In the case of YA.G it is difficult to
do so. The disadvantage of this kind of crystals is worse thermal
conductivity in comparison with YAG host. This fact leads to higher
temperature of the active rod under pumping and deterio;-ation of laser
parameters.

The present paper Is devoted to the comparative study of a series of
YSGG, GSAG, YSAG and YAG crystals doped with Cr, Tm and Ho ions (Table
1).

Table 1. The data of the specimens.

No Crystal Concentration: Cr 3 Tm* Ho3 Rod sizes (mm):
host (10M/cM)) diameter length

1 YSGG 2.5 8.0 0.5 4.0 76
2 GSAG 2.0 4.0 0.5 5.2 84
3 YAG 1.0 4.0 0.5 6.3 100
4 YSAG 2.0 4.0 0.5 5.0 84
5 YAG 2.0 8.0 0.5 5.0 60

Notes: 1. Dopants concentrations are determined by their content in
the initial cherge before growing process.

2. The crystals were grown by G.B.Lutts, S.P.KaUtin,
A.I.Zagumennyi and E.V.Zharikov (General Physics Institute, Moscow, Russia)

For all the laser rods heat deposition measurements were made. The
interferometric calorimeter was employed to determine these data for single
pulse pumping mode. The measuring values proved to be about K = 10.50
(the accuracy was- 15%) for all the investigated crystals, despite different
Cr concentration and cross-section in different hosts. It is interesting to
note that the value of heat load for Ho-crystals is less than for Cr,Nd:YSGG
(K~15% with the same accuracy of measurements), although Stc..-ks shift is
approximately two times less for Nd-active medium. This effect can be
explained by the influence of the cross-relaxation process in Tm ions. This
process Is involved in the energy transfer from Cr to Ho ions and doubles
the pumping quantum efficiency.

The next step was the measurements of the laser output of different
Ho-lasers for different repetition rates of pumping pulses (Fig.la-ld). This
study was carried out using water-cooled silvered elliptical pump chamber.
The resonator length was 33 cm. The output couplers w chosen optimal
for every type of active medium (R - 50% - YSGG; 70% - GSAG, YSAG; 80%
-YAG).
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Two main processes - thermoactivated depopulation of two bounded
levels 3F4 (Tm) and 517 (Ho) and thermolensing effect - influence the laser
characteristics dependence on the pump repetition rate. The results of the
thermolensing study under 10 Hz repetition rate are shown In Flg.2. one
can see that the minimum value for thermal lens is observed for YAG laser
rod. YSAG crystal host results are very close to the YAG, and for YSGG and
GSAG thermolensing effect is too high. This is connected with the value of
thermal conductivity of these crystals: YAG - 12.9; YSGG - 7.9; GSAG - 5.6
W/m K (8]. By the way, GSAG crystal possesses two times smaller value of
temperature gradient of the refraction coefficient dn/dt than YSGG and this
fact explalns a little bit better thermolense behavior.

Thus, 2 pi Ho-lasers based on Cr,Tm,Ho doped YAG and YSAG crystals
are very close in the laser parameters. However it is possible to grow
high optical quality YSAG crystals highly doped with Cr ions. The good way
for 2 pi Ho-lasers could be the search of optimum compositions of YSAG
crystal host and simultaneously the optimization of Tm concentration the
same way as (9].
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LONG PULSELENGTH TWO MICRON LASERS FOR LAWS APPLICATION

Mahendra G. Jam

Science and Technology Corporation

101 Research Drive, Hampton, VA 23666

(804)864-8067

Norman P. Barnes and Keith E. Murray

MS-474, NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23681

(804)864-1630

Long pulselengths, on the order of 1.0 microsec, allow Ho lasers to generate

relatively high peak powers efficiently. Ho laser materials are usually

characterized by relatively low effective stimulated emission cross sections. For

many optical components energy density at which laser induced damage

threshold occurs increases with the pulselength. Hence, by utilizing nominal

microsecond pulselengths, the laser induced damage threshold can be increased

about an order of magnitude when compared with more common Q-switched

pulselengths. Operation at an increased energy density permits efficient

operation of laser materials with modest gains, such as Ho laser materials.

Long pulselength, efficient, two micrometer lasers are needed for remote sensing

applications. In recent years, ground-based and airborne lidars have been

utilized to meet growing need for measuring various atmospheric parameters,

such as wind velocity. An example of such a system is the prospective Laser

Atmospheric Wind Sounder (LAWS) , which is currently under development by

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Two different

wavelengths, 9.1 micrometer CO 2 laser and emerging 2 micrometer laser
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technology are being seriously considered for LAWS application. We report

experimental and theoretical analysis of flshlamp pumped 2 micrometer laser

systems.

We have investigated flashlamp pumped Ho:Tm:Cr:YAG and Ho:Tm:Er:YLF

laser systems to obtain long pulselengths. A four meter ring resonator with an

acousto-optic Q-switch was utilized to obtain Q-switched pulses and unidirectional

operation. A low output mirror reflectivity was used to avoid high internal

circulating power densities in the resonator. Variations in the laser output

energy and the pulselengths were measured as a function of input pump

energies. Results for the ring resonator are shown in Fig. 1 for flashlamp

pumped Ho:Tm:Cr:YAG laser system. Laser output energy and pulselengths for

1 meter and 2 meter standing wave resonators are shown in Fig. 2.

Theoretical calculations using a model for three-level Q-switched lasers were

performed. Results of theoretical calculations are represented by solid lines in

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for ring resonator and standing wave resonator, respectively.
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Aexandrite Laser Pumped Ho.Tm[•:YLF Laser Performance

Chang J. Lee and Gooywan Han

Physics Department, Hampton University, Hampton, Virginia 23668

(804-864-8614)

Clayton H. Bair, Norman P. Barnes, Philip Brockman and Robert V. Hess

NASA - Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 23681 (804-864-1608)

The development of laser diode pumped all solid state 2 pm lasers for ground-,

aircraft-, and space-based remote sensors is of interest because of their compact,

reliable, and eye-safe operation potential. With the increased availability of laser

diodes and laser diode arrays, a greater number of researchers are gaining

access to the tools necessary to construct and test such devices; however, the

difficulty in collecting and propagating the laser diode output energy still inhibits

systematic investigation of some potentially useful pump geometries. We have

used an Alexandrite laser as a laser diode simulator to longitudinally pump

Ho:Tm:YLF crystals having a variety of lengths and dopant concentrations to

enable us to compare their performance in an end-pumped configuration.

The laser rods used in this investigation were operated at room temperature and

varied in Ho dopant concentrations from 0.5% to 1.5%. Rods of each concentration

were fabricated with lengths ranging from 4 mm to 6 mm. In the experimental

set-up, shown in figure 1, the Alexandrite laser output passes through a half-

wave plate/ polarizer combination in which the half-wave plate is rotated to vary

the incident pump energy. The polarizer is oriented such that the pump

polarization is aligned parallel to the YLF crystalline c-axis. A computerized

data acquisition system allows simultaneous readings of the pump energy

monitor and 2 gm laser output signals for real time display of output vs input
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energy and data storage for later processing.

Slope efficiencies, measured with respect to absorbed pump energy, as a function

of output coupling for two 5 mm Ho:Tm:YLF rods using a 200 gs Alexandrite

laser pump pulselength are shown in figure 2. The improved performance at the

higher Ho dopant concentration, which also has been observed in CW pumped

geometries and reduced temperatures (1), may have a significant impact in the

design of high energy systems required in remote sensing applications.

The results of a series of experiments in which the crystal length and Ho

concentration, along with the pump pulselength and energy, were varied will be

presented. Experimental results will be compared those of a comprehensive rate

equation model describing the energy transfer and laser dynamics. The

performance of Ho:Tm:YLF pumped by an Alexandrite laser will be compared to

previously obtained results for comparable Ho:Tm:YAG experiments (2).

References

1. A. Di Lieto, A. Neri, P. Minguzzi, M. Tonelli, and H. P. Jenssen. Technical

Digest XVII International Quantum Electronics Conference, PWe120, June 14-19,

1992, Vienna, Austria.

2. C. J. Lee, G. Han, C. H. Bair, N. P. Barnes, and R. V. Hess. OSA Annual

Meeting, MJJ5, Sep. 20-25,1992, Albuquerque, NM.
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PUMP SATURATION FOR THE 2pM TM LASER

Christian Hauglie-Hanssen* and N. Djeu
Department of Physics

University of South Florida
Tampa, FL 33620-5700

Diode pumping of the 2Mm Tm laser usually takes place on the
3H6- 3H, band near 800 nm. The 3F4 upper laser level is then
populated by cross relaxation of the excited 3H. level. When the
3F 4 density becomes sufficiently large, upconversion to 3H5 followed
by multiphonon relaxation can be a significant channel for energy
loss. The saturation of the pump beam is influenced by the latter
process. We have obtained an approximate expression for the
saturation of the pump in the presence of upconversion loss for
this laser system. We have also applied this result to the analysis
of pump absorption saturation data in Tm:YV0 4.

The starting rate equations for the derivation of the
generalized saturation formula are the following:

dNt 
2

-t =2U12N1 -2U 13N1 -A1 MN+2C 3 jN.N 3 +R2N2

dt

dN' 3  2+( 01dtA 1 CN Nhv

Here N1 , N2 , and N 3 are the densities of the 3F 4 , 3H5 , and 3H4 levels,

N is the total TM 3÷ density, U12 and U13 are the upconversion rate

constants from 3F4 to 3H5 and 3F4 to 3H4, C31 is the cross relaxation

rate constant from 3H4 to 3F4, A1 is the radiative rate of 3F4 , and
R2 is the net multiphonon and radiative rate from 3H5 to 3F1. Also,
a is the absorption cross section, hv the energy of the pump
photon, and I the intensity of the pump beam. Note that the
simplifying assumption that all the ions are in either the ground

state or the metastable 3F. state has been made.
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When the rate equations are solved together, one finds that

the pump saturates as

a==[i---1(Ir•a) 2+2ab- (l+al)) ],
b

where

2a
hvA1

b= 2 U1 2N
A,

and ao=aN is the unsaturated absorption coefficient. In the limit

of b-O, one obtains the familiar saturation formula

a=- 0o

1+aI

if the identification of a with 1/I, is made.

We have performed pump saturation measurements in Tm:YV0 4.

The data shown in the accompanying figure were taken on a 0.21 mm
thick sample with 5% doping for the r polarization. The labels a,

b, and c stand for beam radius of 49Am, 21Am and 10Am respectively.

Numerical calculations using the generalized saturation formula

were made in the plane wave approximation, taking into account the

Gaussian profile of the pump beam. The provisional best fit to the

data, shown in the figure, was obtained for 1/a=4 kW cm-2 and b=3.

Efforts to improve the fit are continuing. Work is also underway

to obtain a simultaneous fit to the 2Mm emission data, and the

results will be reported.

Present address: Simrad Optronics, £.O. Box 6114, Etterstad,
0602 Oslo 6, Norway.
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DEPENDENCE OF Ho UPCONVERSION
RATE CONSTANTS IN YAG ON DOPANT CONCENTRATION

L. B. Shaw, X. B. Jiang, R. S. F. Chang, and N. Djeu
Department of Physics

University of South Florida
Tampa, FL 33620-5700

In an earlier work we have shown that by measuring the time
dependent densities of the Ho 517, 516, and 5I5 levels following the

direct pulsed excitation of 51 7, one can determine the upconversion

rate constants from 517 to 5I5 and 516 individually.' A 10% Ho:YAG

sample was used in that initial study. We have now extended these

measurements to other dopant concentrations. The variations in the
upconversion rate constants with Ho doping are reported here.

It was shown in Ref. 1 that under quasi-steady-state

conditions the densities in 515 and 5I6 are related to the 5I7

density by

U1 3 N2 ()
C3 1N.+R3 1

N2C1 U,+M 3 2 +A32 UI3N (2)
N2-= C21N+R2 (U12+ C3 1N,+R3

Where

N, = density of 5I8 ground state
N, = density of 517 level
N2 = density of 5I6 level
N3 = density of 5I5 level
C31 = cross relaxation rate const. from 5I5 to 517
C21 = cross relaxation rate const. from 516 to 517
U1 3 = upconversion rate const. from 5I7 to 515
U, 2 = upconversion rate const. from 517 to 516
M32 = multiphonon relaxation rate from 5I5 to 5I6
A32 = radiative rate from 5I5 to 516
R2 = net radiative and multiphonon rate from 5I6
R3 = net radiative and multiphonon rate from 5I5
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Once the cross relaxation, multiphonon, and radiative rates are

known, the upconversion rate constants can be determined.

The samples used in our measurements were approximately 1 mm

in diameter and several hundred microns in thickness. They were

pumped by the central portion of a near Gaussian beam at 1.91gm to

ensure uniform excitation throughout the volume. Emissions from

the levels of interest were monitored through an 1/8 m

monochromator and appropriate filters. The absolute density for 5I7

was deduced from the known volumetric absorption at 1.91Am and the

initial 5I7 signal level. The absolute densities for the 515 and 5I6

levels were calculated by comparison with signals resulting from

the direct excitation of these levels at 1.13gm and 872 nm

respectively.

Representative plots of upconverted state density vs 5I7

density for 5I_ and 5I6 are given in Figs. 1 and 2. From our own

measured multiphonon and cross relaxation rates and calculated

radiative rates the upconversion rate constants were determined.

The dependence of the latter on Ho concentration for upconversion

to 5I5 is shown in Fig. 3. The apparent linear dependence with

extrapolation through the origin suggests that upconversion to the

-I5 level can only proceed via excitation migrations. This is

analogous to the case of cross relaxation processes which show a

quadratic dependence on the dopant concentration. 2 In contrast Fig.
4 shows the variation of the rate constant for upconversion to 516

with dopant concentration. Here the upconversion rate constant

starts out with a linear dependence on dopant concentration and

then levels off. This is reminescent of cross relaxation processes

which transition from a quadratic dependence to a linear dependence

with increasing dopant concentration. 2 The latter regime is entered

when superfast migration is attained.

1. L. B. Shaw et.al., "Upconversion of 5I7 to 516 and 5I5 in Ho:YAG
and Ho:YLF," Paper ME9, Advanced Solid State Lasers, Santa Fe,
NM, 1992.

2. A. A. Kaminskii, Laser Crystals, (Springer-Verlag, Berlin,
1981).
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To, Ho doped Alumino-zirco-fluoride glass sensitized with Yb ions.

T. Izumitani, B. Peng and X. Zou

Izu.itani Special Lab., HOYA Corporation
3-3-1, Musashino, Akishima, Tokyo 196 JAPAN

1. Introduction
Tm3 ÷, Ho2 + doped glasses and crystals have been investigated for

upconversion laser(blue, green, red) and Eye-safe laser. We applied Yb"÷ ions
a., a sensitizer to Tm3÷, Ho3* doped alumino-zirco-fluoride glasses which were
pumped with 0. 9 8 ,u laser diode and obtained 2.85,u laser glass containing Yb,
Ho as laser mess, 0. 8 8 /u and 2,u laser glasser containing Yu, Tm and Yb, Ho
respectively as eye-safe laser and 0.8/U laser glass containing Yb, Tm for
femto-sec lase: 1mplifier.

2. Experimental
Glass compositions used is shown in Table 1.
Absorption spectrum was measured with HITACHi-330 spectrophotometer.

Emission was measured with InAs detector for 1.88, 2.0 and 2.84,U and R-2228
photomultiplier for 0. 8 g for the sample 25x25x5mm pumped with 680run, 790nm and
980nm laser diodes. Life time was measured with InAs detector for 1.88, 2.0
and 2 . 84 ,u and S-i detector for 0.8wu for the sample pumped with a dye laser
pumped by Nd:YAG laser.

3. Results and discussions

3.1.1 Ybl÷-Tm3 doped glasses
We calculated intensity parameter Q values from absorption spectrum and the

electric dipole line strength Sed and magnetic dipole line strength Smd using
the matrix elements given by Canal'". Table 2 and 3 shows intensity parameter
(Q) and radiative transition probability(A). Table 4 and 5 shows the life
time and emission intensity. Fluoride glass has longer life time and shows the
max. emission intensity at Tm3÷ 8 cat%.

As the emission spectrum of YbT÷('Fs, 2 -2F7/2) and absorption spectrum of Tm
3÷(3HG-3Hs)are overlapped, energy transfer occurs between Ybl÷: 2Fs,2 and Tm ÷:
Ms as shown in.Fig.1 and 2.

In AZF glasses, 1.88,u emission intensity increases with Yh3÷ concentration.
Regarding to Tm'÷ content, the highest emission intensity is given at 4 cat%.
Fig.3 shows the emission spectrum of Ybl* lc, and Tm* 2% codoped AfZF glass.

3.1.2 Yb-Tm-Ho doped glasses
Intensity parameters of Ho-' are shown in Table 6. Radiative transition

probabilities(A) calculated using matrix elements given by Weber"', are shown in
Table 7. The A coefficient of Ho'÷(s 17 s-'I) of AT. glass is small but the life
time is very long because of small phonon energy.

As the energy level of Tm'+: 3H4 is very close to that of Ho3÷:sI1 , and 1. 88 jt
emission spectrum of Tm3'i(H 4 -'H6 ) overlaps with 2.0 absorption spectrum of Ho
':•Is-1Ii), energy transfer occurs between them. At 1 cat% Ho3* content, 2.0
ju emission intensity increases with increasing Tm1÷ content and shows the max.
at 8%. At 8% Tm3+ content, 2 .OU emission intensity increases with Ho"
content and gives the max. at 2% Ho3'. Fig.4 shows the emission spectrum of
the AZF glass containing 8 cat% Tm'÷ and 2 cat% Hol*. The glass gives higher
emission intensity than Cr-Tm-Ho doped YSGG.

Energy transfer also occurs from Yb'+ to Tml', and then Tm3 ÷ to Ho3  by
pumping with 0.98ttLD as shown in Fig.5. Energy transfers from Yb3÷:'FS, 2 to
Tml':'Hs, then relaxes from 'Ils to 3H,. Next, energy transfers from Tm•':'H4
to Hol*: 1I7. The absorption coefficient of Yb÷(2F7 -2-Fs,,2) is stronger than
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Er'*('Is/7- 4 I11 /,2 ) that the emission intensity of Yb3'-Tm3 ÷-Ho 3 * doped glass
is stronger than Er 3 ÷-Tm3'-Ho3÷ doped glass.

Fig.6 shows the emission and absorption spectrum of AZF glass containing Yb3'
12.5, Tm3* 5.5 and Ho3 ÷ 1 cat%.

3.2 2.85/u, Yb-Ho doped glass
Yb"÷ 1.03( 2 Fs/, 2 -2F7,/ 2 ) emission spectrum and Ho3÷(SI 6 -SI,) absorption

spectrum are overlapped each other. Therefore, as shown in Fig.7, energy
transfer occurs from Yb3 ÷ : 2Fs/ 2 to Ho3 ÷:sII, and then 2.85U radiation is
caused by radiative transition from Ho3+ sIG to S17. Fig.8 shows the energy
transfer efficiency from Yb'÷: 2 Fs,2 to Ho3 +:'I 6 .

Variation of emission intensity of Ho3 ÷(sI,-II7 ) with Yb3* to Ho3+ ratio at
constant (Yb3÷+Ho3÷) percentage is given in Fig.9.

Fig.10 shows the emission spectrum of Ho31 (1 I- 5 I7 ) of the Yb'÷ 16 % cat%
and Ho3÷ 2 cat% AZF glass which was compared with Er ÷(4 j, ,,-IL 3,/,) emission
spectrum of the glass doped with Yb3+ 2 cat% and Er"3 10 cat%. Yb"3-Ho'÷
doped glass shown 4.5 times higher emission intensity than the Er3÷ doped glass.

The Yb"3 16 cat% and Ho"3 2 cat% doped glass shown a=l.l7x1O-Ocm2 and
- (life time)=5.7 ms. It was also found the Eu'' and Tb"+ are useful

deactivators reducing the life time at 417 level.

3.3 0. 8 u, Yb-Tm doped glass
Table 8 shows the cross section for stimulated emission o, life time r,

quantum efficiency ?7 and emission intensity I, at 3F4 -3H6 transition.
Table 9 shows the relationship between life time and Tm"* concentration.
As seen in Fig.11, energy transfer will occur between Ybl*:'Fs/, and Tm3 ÷:

'Hs. When pumped with 0.98/uLD, energy transfers from Ybl': 2 Fs,2 to Tml÷:3Hs.
The energy transfer efficiency reaches to almost 100% at about 2% Tm"÷. After
relaxed to 3H4 , Tm"÷ ions are excited to 'F2 by ESA and relaxed to IF4 , then
radiatively decay from 3H4 to ground state. 0.8g emission intenisty increases
with Yb'÷ concentration and shows the max. at 0.3 cat% of Tm"+ ion.

Fig.12 shows the emission and absorption spectra of the glass doped with Yb"÷
16 cat% and Tm3' 0.3 cat%. As a future plan, we will examine whether the glass
can be used as an amplifier of femto-sec laser.

4. Summary
We developed 1.88,u, 2.0, 2.84 and 0.8,u new laser glasses using Tm"÷,

Ho0÷ ions together with sensitizer Yb ions in alumino-zirco-fluoride glass.

Reference
1. W.T.Carnall, P.R.Felds and R.G.Whbourne: J.Chem.Phys.42(1965)3797.
2. M.J.Weber, B.H.Matsinger, V.L.Donald and G.T.Surratt: J.Chem.Phys.57(1982)
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On the Optical Center in Cr 4+ doped YAG

Hergen Eilers, Uwe Hdmmerich, Stuart M. Jacobsen and William M. Yen

Department of Physics & Astronomy, University of Georgia,

Athens, GA 30602, Tel.(706) 542-3427

There has been a great interest in Cr4 + doped materials as emitting sources in the near infrared

in the last few years. Cr:Forsterite and Cr:YAG show laser action at room temperature [1-4]. For both

materials it is believed that Cr4 + in a tetrahedral site is the optical center. However, there is still some

uncertainty about the interpretation of the optical spectra of these materials. We found, that Cr:YAG

has more than one site which is responsible for the near infrared emission. Fig. I shows the

fluorescence of the zero phonon lines in the 1280 nm region. Excitation with 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser

shows the well-known emission peak at 1279.6 nm and its hot-band at 1275 nm. At higher energies

some smaller peaks with a shorter lifetime are visible [5]. Excitation at 1106 nm from a tunable

Malsan 203 color center laser increases the emission from the higher energy center at 1271.4 nm and

its hot-band at 1266.9 nm.

"The emission from the 1271.4 nm
1.2 - ;6 1106 nm

center is also highly polarized as
1.0

0.5 can be seen in fig. 2. The

0. excitation spectrum, seen in fig.

3, shows that the 1279.6 nm

o _o _1064_ _ _ emission can be excited at 1115

Wm,,,h I-),, nrm, while the 1271.4 nm

emission can be best excited at

Fig. I: Fluorescence of Cr,Ca:YAG for different excitation wavelength.
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show no difference. Our first
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Summary

Near infrared (NIR) laser action in Cr: Forsterite and Cr: YAG has been attributed to Cr4+ in
tetrahedral coordination [1,2]. However, in both these systems an adequate theoretical description
of the energy levels and other important parameters is still lacking. Also, further complexity arises
due to the coexistence of Cr 3+ in octahedral symmetry and due to charge compensation problems
[3,4]. The newest Cr 4+ laser material is Cr doped Y2SiO 5 (YSO), but so far laser action has been
achieved only up to 257 K [5]. In contrast to Cr:Forsterite and Cr:YAG, Cr:YSO is supposed to
be a pure Cr4+ system and no charge compensation is required [6]. Therefore Cr:YSO provides a
useful system to study the optical properties of the new NIR lasing center.
We are currently engaged in detailed spectroscopic investigations on Cr: YSO. High resolution
NIR excitation, emission measurements and piezo spectroscopic investigations will be reported in
this paper.
Low temperature absorption and emission spectra of Cr: YSO are shown in Fig. 1. The absorption
spectrum is dominated by strong absorption bands in the visible region and only a very weak NIR
absorption. The absorption bands are broad and without any sharp features. The low temperature
emission spectrum shows a broad band peaking at 1225nm accompanied by a sharp emission
peak at around 11 50nm. The high resolution emission spectrum reveals two lines at I 148.2nm and
1143.6nm ( Fig.2). Since the NIR absorption is only very weak we used the H2- Raman shifted
output of a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser to perform NIR excitation measurements. With this
tunable NIR laser we can observe two sharp peaks which match up with the lines observed in
emission (Fig.2). The lines can therefore be identified as being electronic origins. The
temperature dependence of the zero phonon lines in emission and excitation reveal that the
splitting of 35cm-1 is an excited state splitting. The assignment of the zero phonon lines to the spin
orbit splitting of the 3T2 level is supported by piezo spectroscopic studies. Only very little stress is
necessary to split up the original zero phonon line at I 148.2nm into two lines. The sensitivity of
the zero phonon lines toward uniaxial stress (Fig.3 ) is a factor of 100 greater than the R-line
shift in ruby. This splitting of the zero phonon line is due to different oriented sites.
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Figure 1. Low temperature absorption and emission of Cr: Y2SiG 5
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Figure 2. High resolution NIR excitation and emission spectrum on Cr:Y 2SiO 5
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Figure 3. Uniaxial stress experiment on Cr: Y2SiO5
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Introduction

The development of high power, laser diode pumped solid state lasers using Thulium or
Thulium, Holmium doped crystals is very promising. The laser wavelength, 2 gmn, is
eyesafe and has great potential in several applications. However there is a problem with
an upconversion process wich depletes the upper laser level and thereby increases the
laser threshold. Today there are primarily two crystal hosts used for these systems,
Y3 A150 12 (YAG) and YLiF4 (YLF). A cw model for this process based on a rate
equation approach has been presented together with measurements on a Tm,Ho:YAG
crystal [1]. The model defines a rate constant for the upconversion process which can
be used to compare different host materials. More recent measurements have shown a
weaker upconversion process in YLF systems compared to YAG [2] but no value for
the rate constant has been presented.
In this paper we present flourescence measurements on a Tm,Ho:YLF crystal pumped
by a GaAlAs laser diode. The measurements were made for different crystal
temperatures and pump powers. Upconversion rate constants were calculated from the
experimental results using the model described in ref. 1.

Experimental

The laser crystal used in the measurements was a 2 mm length, 7 mm diameter, 6.0 %
Tm, 0.4 % Ho doped YLF crystal grown by Airtron. The pump beam from the laser
diode, a 1 W array from Laser Diode inc., was focused into the crystal using a simple
arrangement with an aspheric and a cylindrical lens. Measurements showed that the
spot size was fairly circular with a radius of 75 Jin. Temperture control of the crystal
was accomplished by a pair of thermoelectric coolers integrated in the crystal holder.
To avoid water condensation dry nitrogen was sprayed on the crystal surfaces. The
lowest temperature obtained was 256 K, limited by heat conduction back into the
crystal mount and heating from the gas flow. The laser diode was wavelength controled
to the 792 nm absorption band using a thermoelectric cooler mounted inside the casing.
Crystal absorption were measured at 256 K, 273 K and 295 K to establish the
absorption coeffecient a. Spectral measurements were made with a Bomem DA2
foirier transform spectrometer. The space between the crystal and the instrument was
fi'led with dry nitrogen to reduce the water vapor absorption in the 1.8 - 1.9 ;in band.
"Mhe pump radiation had to be blocked by a color filter, Schott UG6, to aviod saturation
in the spectrometer. The spectra were compensated for detector respons and filter
transmission using a blackbody as reference. Spectra of the flourescence were obtained
for the temperatures mentioned above and for different pump levels. Results obtained at
256 K is showed in figure 1. Tm flourescence is found in the 1.65-1.94 gin band and
Ho flourescence in the 1.87-2.08 tum band. The energy transfer takes place in the
spectral overlap between the two ions.
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Figure 1. Flourescence spectra obtained at a crystal temperature of 256 K.

Results and discussion

The total population Ntt at (r,z) of the 5I7 level of Ho and 3F4 level of Tm are given by

Ntot(r,z)- 1 [4 1 +2q-2fTmfHq~fTmfTmhp

were q is the upconversion rate constant, r is the coupled lifetime of the levels, fTm and

fHo are the equlibrium Boltzmann distribution factors at the current temperature, 1ip is
the pump quantum efficiency v is the pump frecuency, h is plancks constant and
r (rz) is the pump intensity distrioution.
Nt(r,z) must be integrated over the pump volume to give a value proportional to the
floure~cence. The pump distribution was assumed to be gaussian with a waist radius
O.p=75 gtm. The peak flourescence at 2.06 jim from the 517 level in Ho were obtained
from the measured spectra and plotted against absorbed power. For r = 12 ms, 1lp=1.76
and using the data in table 1 curves fitting the data points were calculated giving a value
for the upconversion rate constant q for each temperature. The flourescence data and
the curves from the model are plotted in fig 2.

Table 1. The temperature dependent parameters used in the model with the
corresponding q values.

Temp. (K) fTm fcnr a (CT- 1) q rcm3/s)
256 0.28 0.72 3. 1.3 x 10-18--
273 0.32 0.68 3.5 1.5 x 10-18

295 0.37 0.63 3.1 1.8 x 10-18
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Figure 2. Flourescence data as a function of absorbed pump power at temperature
(a) 256 K, (b) 273 K and (c) 295 K with the corresponding curvefit, solid line
q=1.3 x 10-18 cm 3/s, dashed line q=1.5 x 10-18 cm 3/s, dotted line q=1.8 x 10-18 cm 3/s.

The values of q are one order of magnitude smaller for this crystal compared to YAG
which was found to be 2.4 x 10 -17 cm 3/s in ref 1. The model is a good description for
the flourescence at moderate pump levels. At higher pump levels saturation effects
becomes evident. The variation of temperature in the measurements results in a
moderate change in the q value. The difference in Ho flourescence is therefore largely
given by the temperature dependence of the Boltzmann equlibrium distribution factors,
fTm and fH,.

Summary

We have studied upconversion in the 5I7 level in Ho codoped with Tm in YLF pumped
by a laser diode. Measured data were fit to a steady state model and the upconversion
rate constant was found to be one order of magnitude smaller compared to
Tm,Ho:YAG. These results show that YLF has an advantage over YAG as a host for
laser diode pumping of TmHo systems.
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Summary

In second-harmonic generation (SHG) perfect

phase-matching cannot be essentially satisfied

between fundamental and second-harmonic (SH) waves

for organic polymers or copolymers as done in

inorganic crystals. Thus, it is quite required to

take the phase-matching by some means. In order to

overcome this disadvantage the inter-mode and the

Cerenkov radiative phase-matchings have been often

adopted in a slab or channel waveguide with mainly

nonlinear optical (NLO) organic and inorganic

crystals[1]-[3]. However, since the attainable SHG

power is necessarily limited, a periodic

corrugation of the NLO susceptibility x (2) is induced

into the waveguide for the phase-matching or

quasi-phase matching by using the technique of

domain-inversion in inorganic crystals[4],[5].

In this paper we shall thus demonstrate both the

inter-mode quasi phase-matching and the Cerenkov

radiative phase matching to enhance the SHG power

extremely with the periodically corrugated NLO

susceptibility into the slab-waveguide made of
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VDCN/VAc copolymer. The enhancement factor of these

schemes will also be evaluated to the SHG power from

a uniform X42 ) bulk specimen.

The experimental schematic diagram and close up

of slab-waveguide are, respectively, depicted in Fig.

l(a) and (b). As a fundamental wave source, a pulsed

Nd:YAG 1.06 pm was used. The fundamental beam was

incident on the slab-guide by a prism coupler. The

slab-guide has been composed of the corrugated x t"2

VDCN/VAc copolymer, fused silica and gold evaporated

fused silica as the guiding, the upper and lower

layers, respectively. After the mode analysis based

on the refractive indices at each layer, this

slab-guide can be used for either the inter-mode

quasi-phase matching or the Cerenkov radiative

phase-matching. Since the CaF2 LENS Z.S. PRISM COUPLER

SHG power will be effectively N, M2•FI .S.\ VOCVAc

• A FUSED SILICA
enhanced if the wave number Au$vI-WM

Nd for Er I:YAG ROD = ATT. F2

of the corrugation period A B •L W
PHOTO.

is exactly equal to the DETECTOR MUTIPLIERO. ETECTOR :S

difference of the wave- Mi.M2 RESONATOR 1
.S . BEAM SPUTTER

numbers between the funda- ATT. :ATTENUATOR CRT

mental and SH waves. Thus (a)

the A was chosen to be 60 ZnS. PRISM

ION FLOW
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........ .DC .V_..c
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I •'" l--A -I •SIDECIMEN t . L ý_
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Fig. 2 Processing a peri- Fig. 1 Experimental setup:
odic X12 ' corrugation (a) schematic diagram and
onto spin-coated VDCN/ (b) close up of NLO slab-
VAc copolymer film using guide portion.
corona discharge.
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gm, with introduced
25, , , ,

the periodic X ( 2 ) Xw= `06m [-: REGRESSION]

into the copolymer 20L LINES J

having the thickness PERIODIC(CERENKOV)
v ~A=60/pm

of -1.5 jim by the 1
& i PERIODIC(WAVECUIDE)

corona-discharge X A-60pm
uJ

(see Fig. 2). The 0 10
Q.

specification of the _
J.U• UNIFORM(BULK)

corrugated copolymer 5

is sunmmarized in

Table I, together 0 10 20 30 40 50

with a uniform x ( 2 SQUARE OF FUNDAMENTAL BEAM POWER

specimen. p2 (W2)

Dependence of Fig. 3 Linear dependence of SHG

the SHG power P2 1 on power P2 . on the square of the
fundamental power P,2.

the square of the

fundamental power P,, 2  are illustrated in Fig. 3

for both the inter-mode quasi phase-matching and

Cerenkov phase-matching, showing good linear

characteristics as expected in the theory. In the

Cerenkov scheme with a quasi sinusoidal x (2)

corrugation, the Table I Specification of VDCN/VAc

SHG power tends to copolymer with a periodic X(2)

radiate along two corrugation.

direnctions as CN NH-
shown in Fig. 4. Molecular formula - CH 2 - C - CH 2 - CHt-

CN OCOCH31 n

Comparing with SHG Molecular weight q70,000

power obtained Phase Amorphous

Glass transition 182 0C
from a uniformly temperature

Poling Corona discharge(7 kV/cm)

distributed x 2 Uniform poling Periodic poling
(A= 60 pm)bulk VDCN/VAc co- Thickness 1.43 pm 1.5 Jm

polymer, the en-
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hancement factors (E.F.) of 480 and 410 are obtained

at 1.06 pm, respectively, for the inter-mode and

Cerenkov schemes. These E.F. values are smaller by

the factor of -2 than the theoretical estimates. This

is considered due to actually a quasi sinusoidal x(2)

corrugation even though the square X(2) corrugation

was intended with a comb-shape electrode by a corona

discharge.

The SHG power obtained from both the inter-mode

and the Cerenkovian phase-matchings with the periodic

x (•2 corrugation are theoretically derived,

especially emphasizing on the enhancement factor

overwhelming to the uniform X 1 2' bulk material. In

addition, comparison of several schemes will also be

described, together with practical problems.
20 , ,
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Fig. 4 SHG power as a function of the Cerenkov
radiation angle 0.
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The advent of blue-green II-VI semiconductor lasers[l 1] is stimulating the
research activity in more efficient frequency-conversions of III-V
semiconductor-laser sources. In almost all cases of the conversions, inorganic
materials are being used. On the other hand, organic materials have been
developed and expected to give more efficiencies in the conversions because
of their higher figures of merit in comparison with the inorganics.

This paper reports the guided-wave and bulk devices using an organic
nonlinear-optical crystal of 3,5-dimethyl-l-(4-nitrophenyl)pyrazole(DMNP)
[2], which can be grown from the melt as a single bulk crystal of good optical
quality and as a single core-crystal in a glass-capillary. The relatively large
nonlinear coefficient d32, whose value is 90 pm/V, can be used in both
devices.
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1. Simultaneous Generation of a Red, a Green and a Blue Light-
wave in a Crystal-cored Fiber

Previously, we reported the generation of blue light by frequency
doubling using a DMNP-cored fiber[3]. The phase-matched second-harmonic
power of wavelength 484 nm reached 0.21 mW from the only 13.4 mW
incident fundamental power. In the case of the Cerenkov-radiation type
frequency-doubling, the phase-matching is easy to attain and the optimum
design for high efficiency is possible by selection of a cladding glass and of a
core-radius with practical tolerance.

We succeeded in simultaneously generating a red, a green and a blue
light-wave by using an InGaAsP and an AlGaAs semiconductor laser as
fundamental light-sources, whose wavelengths were 1300 nm and 890 nm,
respectively. The length, the core-diameter and the cladding glass of the
DMNP fiber used were 7 mm, 1.2 gtm and superflint SF15, respectively.

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig.1. The half-wave plates were
used for the polarization-directions of the two fundamental lasers to coincide
with the crystallographic y-axis of DMNP, since the nonlinear coefficient used
was d32. The prism pair was required to circularize the radiated-beam pattern
in the case of the AlGaAs laser, but not in the case of the InGaAsP laser used
in telecommunications. Both lasers were coupled into the fiber by an objective
lens. The propagation loss for 1300 nm and for 890 nm were estimated by the
cut-back method to be 1.5 dB/cm and 1.7 dB/cm, respectively.

The wavelengths generated were 650 nm(red), 530 nm(green) and 445
nm(blue). The blue and the red light-wave corresponded to frequency
doubling of 890 nm and of 1300 nm, while the green light-wave to sum-
frequency mixing of both. The conversion efficiencies calibrated for the 40
mW-fundamental powers into the blue, the red and the green were 1.4 %,
0.5% and 2.6 %, respectively.

2. Non-critically Phase-matched Generation of a Blue Light-wave in
an Nd:YAG Laser Cavity

A DMNP crystal is biaxial and its nonlinear coefficient d32 is non-
critically phase-matchable for the second-harmonic generation of Type I at a
wavelength of 472 nm. A doubled wavelength of a 946 nm-Nd:YAG laser fits
this wavelength.
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However, considering a possibility of direct modulation of a converted
light, we attempted to generate a blue light-wave by non-critically phase-
matched sum-frequency mixing of a semiconductor laser with an 809 nm-
laser-diode pumped Nd:YAG laser by using a bulk crystal internal to the laser
cavity. Actually, the non-critically phase-matching is possible in generating a
471 nm-light-wave by sum-frequency mixing of 844 nm and 1064 nm.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig.2. The 844 nm-semiconductor
laser to be mixed was made propagated coaxially with the 809 nm-
semiconductor laser to pump the YAG laser by the polarization beam-splitter
and focused through a lens into the DMNP crystal and the Nd:YAG plate with
5 mm thickness. The DMNP crystal was so cleaved as the cleavage plane
involved the crystallographic y- and z-axes. After being ground by a
diamond-turning machine, the flat surfaces, whose flatness was evaluated by a
microscopic Fizeau's interferometer to be less than )/4, were anti-reflection
coated at wavelengths of 1064 nm, 807-840 nm and 471 nrm. The dimensions
of the obtained crystal were 5 mm in diameter and 4 mm in length. The
crystal was so set that its crystallographic y-axis should coincide with the
polarization direction of the 844 nm-semiconductor laser. In spite of no
polarizer in the cavity for the 1064 nm-oscillation of the YAG laser, its
polarization direction was parallel to the y-axis of DMNP.

The blue output power was 0.1 mW for the absorbed pump-power 110
mW of the 809 nm-semiconductor laser and the mixed power 50 mW of the
844 nm- semiconductor laser. The reason of the relatively low efficiency was
mainly attributed to a high insertion loss of the DMNP crystal reaching 13 %
and also to mismatching of the transverse mode of the YAG laser oscillated at
1064 nm with the profiles of the mixed 844 nm-semiconductor laser and the
pumping 809 nm-semiconductor laser.
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Abstract
An e-beam method is developed for the fabrication of domain reversed volume grat-

ing in UNbO3 and LiTaO3. Blue SHO experiment was performed to demonstrate high effi-
cient nonlinear interactions. Periodic domain inverted structure has wide potentials for the
various nonlinear optical interactions.

INTRODUCTION

The quasi-phasematching (OPM) method has attracted much attention recently for
efficient nonlinear optical process at relatively low power level. Various metlhods have been
reported to fabricate periodic domain inverted structures. The inverted region is usually re-
stricted near the surface, so that most of the nonlinear applications arc limited to use the
optical waveguide structure.

We report here a new fabrication method of periodic volume domain grating by means
of the electron beam writing to UNbO3 and UTaO3 crystals at room temperature. The gener-

ation of blue second harmonic light is also reported.

PERIODIC DOMAIN FABRICATION
The structure change for the domain flip of the LiNbO 3 crystal corresponds to the

symmetrical displacement of the Li ion cite only at 0.14 nm along the z axis in connection
with the oxygen triangle'). If the Internal field is large enough to pull down the Ij ion cite, the
domain is easily exchanged. For this purpose, we use the electron beam Irradiation to the -z
surface to give the local charge with arbitrary patterns2.

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) (HITACHI S570) was used as an electron
beam exposure system. The personal computer controls the beam position to expose the arbi-
trary pattern with arbitrary dose. Prior to the electron beam treatment, +z surface of UNbO3
is coated with Cr metal, and the electron beam is exposed on the -z surface. The penetration
depth of the electron into LiNbO 3 sample depends on the electron beam energy, and it is
estimated about few micron meter at an accelerating voltage of few tens of kilovolt.

Figure I shows the etching pattern of the ÷z surface of the UNbO3 substrate after the
electron beam treatment, where the beam irradiated surface is 500 pm away. Surprisingly, a
regular domain grating pattern is clearly seen at the other end of the surface; the volume
domain grating is formed. The period of the grating is 6.4 pm for this case, and the accelerat-
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ing voltage was 25 kV with the beam current of 4 x 10-10. The electron beam was scanned
along the x-axis of the crystal. The characteristic of the domain inversion depends on the
beam current, the accelerating voltage, the beam scanning speed, the crystal orientation, the
crystal temperature, and so on. Typical exposing conditions are followings : sample thickness
of 0.5 mm, accelerating voltage of 20-30 kV, the dose of electrons of 2x109 electrons/see, the
electron charge of 0.5xl0-12 C per I pm for the scanning condition and all the process was
done at the room temperature without any external DC bias.

Possible mechanism for the domain inversion by the electron beam exposure is as fol-
lows: The spontaneous polarization P, of LiMbO, is about 0.7 C/r 2 at room temperature, and
this charge should induce the electric field as high as 8 x 1010 [V/ml, however, this is neutral-
ized by ions and electrons adsorbed at the surface. Due to the electron beam, positive charge
is neutralized by the electron to give the internal electric field. At the certain strength of the
internal electric field (- 30 kV/mm or more) the domain flips, and meanwhile the surface

charge is also neutralized by electrons.

QPM CONDITION and SHG EXPERIMENT

The QPM condition for SF1G is given by

T = 2m x X•I / (ns1 -nF) (1)
where T is a domain period, )A is harmonic wavelengtb in vacuum, nF and n. arc the re-
fractive indices at the fundamental and harmonic wavelength, respectively, and m is an inte-
ger for the order of the OPM.

The m tb order of the effective nonlinear coefficient is expressed by

d -") = (2d/mx) sin(mx(1-k)) (2)
Figure 2 shows the square of effective nonlinear coefficient for the periodic domain structure
as a function of the duty ratio of the domain inversion •

To investigate the basic performance of the device, QPM SHG was tested using a
Ti:A120 3 laser as a source. The dimension of the domain grating under test was typically

0.5(W) x 1.4(L) x 0-"5E mm3.
The QPM condition was measured using various samples with different domain peri-

ods. Observed QPM data are summarized in Fig. 3 for domain period vs. fundamental wave-
lengths. Solid lines represent the calculated values.

About 20 giW of blue output was obtained with the length of the domain grating of
1.4 mm under the fundamental power of a hundred milliwatt. This bulk structure gives a rela-
tively high efficiency to verify the usefulness of this structure. LiThO 3 substrate was also
investigated and we obtained the similar result of UNbO,. Under the confocal focusing
condition, the conversion efficiency of 24 % / W-cm is expected for QPM-SHG at the

fundamental wavelength of 800nm.

This structure is quite useful for the various nonlinear parametric interactions, such as
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parametric oscillation and difference frequency generation not only in the blue and green
region but also infrared and even in the submillimeter wave region.
1) P. W. Haycock and P. D. Towvnsend, App!. Phys. Lett., 48 698 (1986).
2)H. [to, C. Takyu, and H. Inaba, Electron. Lelt., 27,1221 (1991).

Fig. 1 Magnified view of etched
pattern of domain reversal
grating of LiNbO 3. The
grating period is 6.4 p m
and the mean interval of
dots is about 3 pam, due to
the c-beam scanning
mechanism.
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DUTY RAYIO OF DOMAIN INVEMsION I Fig. 3 QPM domain periods against
fundamental wavelengfts.

Fig. 2 Square of effective nonlinear AIm 4
coefficient for a periodic domain struc-
ture as a function of the duty ration of
domain inversion ý. The parameter m
refers the order of the OPM.
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Comparative experimental study of KTA and KTP
for the SHG at 1.32 gtm and 1.064 gim
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We report the first experiment, to our knowledge, of type II phase-matching SHG at 1.32 P.M
in KTiOAsO4 (KTA)[ 1,2]. The phase-matching directions are measured in an orientated sphere of
the studied crystal placed at the center of an Euler circle and illuminated by the focused beam at the
fundamental wavelength [3]. The KTA and KTP crystals which we study are grown using a flux of
alkali metal halide [4]. The crystals are cut in a sphere with a diameter of 2.45 mm for KTA and
5.12 mm for KTP. The spherical coordinates (0, 4) of the phase-matching directions measured are
given in figure 1.

SllG TYiPE !1 (1.32gm-. 0.66gm)

K , @ OSphere Exp. D-2.45mm
A Strip Exp. L-lImm

Ila Caic. (Bieflein et &l)

--.
z

0 Spher Ex.D51m

s o SphreEx. (Kato) m KT45 o per Apc. (Kato) KT

0 10 20 30 40 So 60 70 g0 90

PHASE-MATCHING ANGLE ()

Figure 1: Phase-matching angles of type II SHG at 1.32 gim. Comparison between KTP and
KTA. Comparison between experiment and calculation. The experimental points
symbolized by @ are distorded because of the asphericity.
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The maximum efficiency is obtained in the x-z plane at 0 = 650 for KTA and 0 = 59.3* for
KTP. The measurements of the power generated at 0.66 gam in two uncoated lmm-thick strips cut
perpendicular to these directions indicate that KTA has a figure of merit (deff2/n3 ) about a factor
1.4 larger than KTP, that is to say a ratio of about 1.25 between the X24 coefficients (figure 2).

120 1

SHG TYPE !1 (l.32jun1- 0.66jum) in the x-z plane
CRYSTAL STRIPS (L=lmm)

100 RumP-Mitching

me KTA
Sb • cutting angle (•=0"0 KTP

_60 cutting angle 0=00
2 60 593z L•O5.2mrd cni

0

L1,b=5.8mrd cm

20 -I
X-axis Z :-axis .

0
5 0 -$ -10

ANGLE OF PROPAGATION IN RELATION TO AUTOCOLLIMATION 9 (°)

Figure 2: Power generatwd at 0.66 gam compared for KTP and KTA as a function of the 0 external
angle in the x-z plane around the phase-matching directions for the same fundamental
power. The origin at 0 = 0 is defined by the autocollimation of the two strips.

The same study in the y-z plane indicates a ratio of about 1.15 between the X15 coefficients of
KTA and KTP.

The experiments give also the possibility of estimating the ratio X24/X15 which is found equal
to 1.9 for KTP and 2 for KTA.

The sphere of KTA in which we detect type II phase-matching SHG at 1.32 g.m is also used
for the study of type II SHG at 1.064 ptm with the same experimental procedure.

The maximum of type II SHG efficiency at 1.064pam in KTA is obtained along the y-axis.
We give in figure 3 the generated power at 0.5324am measured as a function of the direction of
propagation in the x-y plane.
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200

SPHERE OF KTA ( diameter - 2.45 mm)
SHG TYPE 11 (l.0641Lm . 0.532 Itm)

~j100
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Figure 3: Power generated at 0.532 prm in KTA as a function of the 0 angle in the x-y plane.

The fringes system of the curve of figure 3 is described by the interference function 1(0)):

1((D) = sinc2 (Ak(4)).L/2). (1)

L is the optical length and has the same value, equal to the sphere diameter, for all direction of
propagation from the x-axis ((D=0O) to the y-axis (0=900 ). In fact the sphere method allows the
study in normal incidence of all direction of propagation of the crystal that is different from a Maker
fringe experiment [3]. Thus, the argument of the interference function varies with 4) only by the

mismatch parameter Ak(4)) which is given by the following relation for a Type H configuration of
polarization in the x-y plane of a biaxial crystal:

Ak(4)) = n() + nx(0]) - 2 n~()) (2)

where nxy(( ) ) = [cos24D / n2 + sin2O / n 2 1- 1/2. (3)y x
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From our experiments, it is quite obvious that the maximum of type II SHG efficiency at
1.064gm obtained along the y-axis of KTA is not phase-matched (Ak•0) : the efficiency is 40%
less than type II phase-matching SHG efficiency at 1.32gm for the same fundamental power in the
same sphere.In more the comparison between type II SHG at 1.064gm of KTA, along the y-axis,
and KTP, along the phase-matching direction of greater efficiency (0=90', (D=23.3°), on two
2.18mm-thick strips samples indicates that KTP has an efficiency about a factor 50 larger than
KTA.

Thus,no phase-matching (Ak=O) is observed even at about ) = 250 in the x-y plane where its
detection have been reported by Bierlein et al. [5].

Then, we conclude that type II phase-matching at 1.064g.m is forbidden by the birefringence
and the dispersion in frequency of the refractive indices of KTA and that for all fundamental
wavelength lower than 1.064g.m. Complementary experiments at higher fundamental wavelengths
will allow to determine the fundamental cutoff wavelength of KTA for type II phase-matching
SHG. In more, our experiments show also that KTA is more efficient than KTP when the phase-
matching exists.

This work allows also to question the powder screening. In fact, measurements of SHG at
1.064g.m in KTA powders lead El Brahimi and Durand [6] in 1986 to conclude that the phase-
matching at 1.064gm is possible.

The absolute measurements of the coefficients of the second order electric susceptibility
tensor X(2) is under study on KTP and will also be reported.

This work is supported by the contract : MENJS-DRED 901331 and CNRS-PIRMAT
90N83/0045 GZ 86.
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Due to their optically isotropic properties inorganic glasses are not expected

to exhibit second-order optical nonlinearity x 2). However, we have observed

that X (11 can be induced in radio-frequency(rf) sputtered Corning 7059 glass

films by corona poling and realized phase-matched second-harmonic

generation(SHG) in a corona-poled glass film waveguide.' To elucidate the

mechanism responsible for the induced X (2) in the corona-poled glass films is

not only interesting from a physical point of view but also serves to develop new

glass films with a large X (2)

In this paper, we carried out several experiments to elucidate the origin of

the induced X (2) in the corona-poled glass films. These include the dependence

of the second-order nonlinear coefficient d 3a value on the kinds of the

substrates, time decay of d 3 3 , and poling at room temperature.

The glass films used in this study were fabricated by rf sputtering Corning

7059 glass on five different kinds of glass substrates( Pyrex glass, fused quartz,

soda-lime glass, Corning 7059 glass and indium-tin-oxide(ITO) coated Pyrex

glass). The thickness of the films were - 1.8 Ai m. The glass films were corona

poled using the needle-to-plane electrode configuration. A voltage of

approximately 5 kV was applied to the needle. The values of d3 3 of the glass films

were determined by the Maker-fringe method.

Table 1 shows the results of the dependence of the dam value on the kinds of

the substrates. The SHG signal was not observed or negligibly small for the glass

films deposited on the fused quartz and Corning 7059 glass substrates. These

results are similar to those observed in poled polymer films in which case the
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difference in the electric field strength in the films among the substrates

account for the results.' However, from the considerably rapid decay of d3 3

observed in the glass films on the soda-lime glass substrate(Table 2), we

consider that charges accumulated at the interface of the glass film and the

substrate contribute to the creation of the X (2 in the glass film. A possible

mechanism deduced from this consideration is that the X (2) is induced through

the X (1) process in which the internal electric field set up by the accumulated

charges at the interface acts on the third-order nonlinearity of the glass film. In

order to verify this model, we derived the accumulated planar charge density a

by considering a simplified equivalent circuit(Fig.1) for corona poling and

examined the experimental results on the basis of it. The planar charge density

can be evaluated from the following equations.

-6EE(t) + 6 sEg(t)=d(t)/E. (1)

d1 Er(t) + dsE.(t)= V (2)

a aC/at = Jr - i• (3)

J, = E,/p,, Js = E 9/ps (4)

where the subscripts f and s have the meanings a glass film and a substrate

respectively.

The values of ds3 for glass films on the Pyrex glass substrate as a function of

poling time at room temperature is shown in Fig.2. Different samples were used at

each poling time. The d 33 value grew gradually with poling time and approached

the value of 0.5 pm/V. Considering this phenomena in terms of a, it corresponds

to the charge accumulation process at the interface. By fitting the time

dependent a derived from Eq.1-4 to the experimental data, a curve was

obtained as depicted in Fig.2. Figure 3 shows the time decay of d3 : for a

corona-poled Corning 7059 glass film and a SiO2 film(d 33 =0.25 pm/V). In both

cases the d 3 3 values are likely to approach the same value. This result can be

expected since the films are deposited on the same kind of substrate. The rather

rapid decay observed initially after the poling is considered to be due to the

decay of charges on the surface of the films.

In conclusion, we have confirmed that the induced X (2•) is closely related to

the accumulated charges at the interface of the glass film and the substrate.
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d33 (pm/V)

Substrate Poling Temperature
10oc 300"C

Pyrex glass 0.55 ! .07 0.57 ! .02

Fused quartz -0 -0

Coming7059 glass - 0 - 0

Soda-lime glass 0.24 ! .02

Table 1 Dependence of d63 on the kinds of the substrates.

Substrate Time decay of du

Pyrex glass 3 days - 77 F1I
Soda-lime 2 hours - 46 V

glass Substratehos- 4

Table 2 Tune decay of dn.

F19I Equivalent circuit for corona poihng.
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The developement of compact blue-green laser sources by frequency

conversion is being energetically done for mainly high density optical

memories. In Japan, the bulk type SHG devices using internal cavity

resonant method with the combination of the Nd:YVO4 microchip lasers

and the nonlinear optical crystal KTP are popular because the system

is simple, compact and easy to get transverse and londitudinal single

mode and promising for practical devices. The present status and the

problems for practical use of bulk type SHG devices using Nd:YVO4 ,

NYAB, organic nonlinear crystals and other crystals, which have being

developed in Japan will be presented.
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Recent progress in the fields resonant sum frequency generation and external resonant
diode doubling will be discussed. The possibilities for watt-level visible devices and the
issues separating bulk nonlinear devices from the commercial marketplace will be
detailed.
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Compact laser sources of shorter wavelengths offer the potential for high-density optical
recording, but they also require low noise and a high-power light beam (over 10 mW). It was
recently reported that a continuous wave green laser diode (LD) of I-VI groups oscillated at
the Nitrogen temperature and also emitted pulsed wave at room temperature.' Nonetheless,
further efforts are required for practical application of II-VI lasers.

Coherent light sources, on the other hand, based on intracavity second harmonic generation
(SHG) of LD-pumped solid-state lasers have been investigated intensively by a number of
researchers.2,3 Intracavity SHG has been achieved with Nd:YVO4 lasers operating at 1.064 Pim
(laser transition). The Nd:YVO4 crystal is a promising material offering several advantages
such as a high-emission cross section and a large absorption coefficient.' Efficient frequency
doubling in the KTP (KTiOPO4) intracavity has so far demonstrated for an Nd:YVO 4 laser
pumped by a single longitudinal mode LD,3 which, unfortunately, suffered from serious noise
attributed to the multimode oscillation and the LD mode hopping. To solve this problem, we
must look at previous works on external cavity LDs with diffraction grating for optical
communication application. Grating external cavity LDs can be applied to, for example,
wavelength division multiplexing systems to stabilize the longitudinal modes of LDs. 6 Several
of these LDs with a grating feedback system have already been confirmed to provide such
advantages as a narrow spectrum width and high wavelength selectivity of LDs.

In this paper, we report on a stable and efficient green light obtained by frequency
doubling in the KTP intracavity of Nd:YVO 4. In our method, diffraction grating feedback
optics is employed to stabilize the wavelength of LDs in the absorption spectrum of
Nd:YVO4.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing intracavity SHG of Nd:YVO4 pumped by an LD
with a grating feedback optical system. A narrow-striped and single longitudinal mode LD
was used in the experiment. A part of the collimated light beam was fed back to the active
layer of the LD as the first order diffracted light from the grating, and the zeroth order
diffracted beam conveniently served as the pumping beam. The pitch and the diffraction
efficiency of the grating were 0.8 pm and 5 %, respectively. The proposed optical system is
advantageous over previous grating feedback optics systems6 since a commercially available
LD can be used, and a conventional reflection-type grating can be applied with no appreciable
loss in light power. The reflected fight was focused at a facet of Nd:YVO4. The Nd:YVO 4 had
an Nd3+ concentration of 3 at.%, as selected by the authors, to get the absorption coefficient
of the crystal of 111 cm1, which is much higher than that for Nd:YAG.5 It should be noted
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Figure 1. The schematic diagram of KTP intracavity SHG

of Nd:YVO4 pumped by LD with grating feedback system.

that stable and efficient single longitudinal mode oscillation might be possible by using 3 at.%
Nd:YVO4 with a shorter absorption length. 4 5 The Nd:YVO4 was coated on the LD side (A-
plane) for high reflectivity at wavelengths of 1.064 pm and 0.532 pm and for anti-reflectivity
at 0.809 pm, and was coated on the opposite side (B-plane) of the crystal for anti-reflectivity
at 1.064 Ipm and 0.532 pm. The laser cavity consisted of the A-plane and an output mirror
with a 50 mm radius of curvature, which was coated for high reflectivity at 1.064 lim. A 5-

mm-thick KTP was inserted to the cavity; it is a birefringent crystal and was used for Type
II phase matching in this experiment. Because Nd:YVO 4 oscillates with linear polarization,
the KTP was temperature-controlled at 23 *C to maintain linear polarization of 1.064 pim

oscillation.4
Figure 2 shows the longitudinal mode spectrum of LD with grating feedback optics. As

shown in Fig.2, the grating firmly fixed the wavelength of LD at the center of the absorption
spectrum (809 nm). When the temperature of the UD was changed within the range of 23*10
0 C (at casing), the longitudinal mode remained unchanged. Another advantage of using
grating feedback optics is that the wavelength of the UD is kept stable against changes in the

power of the LD, from the threshold level to 70 mW. After the grating was removed,
however, the spectrum had the multimode condition and mode hopping resulted from light
reflected from the facet of Nd:YVO 4. Furthermore the wavelength of the LD shifted at a rate
of 0.2 nm/PC when the temperature of the LD was changed. For an average wavelengths of
809 nm, the oscillated wavelengths of commercial LDs are known to differ within the
approximate range of *15 mn. Therefore adjusting the wavelength of LD to the center of the
absorption spectrum by grating feedback optics is an essential and practical way of achieving
efficient pumping.

The experiment of the green light generation using an LD with a grating feedback system
as the pumping source was performed for 0.3-mm thick and 0.5-mm thick 3% Nd:YVO4. A

continuous wave green light of 11 mW was generated from 50 mW of LD input power. For
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the 0.5-mm-thick 3% Nd:YVO4, a conversion efficiency of 22 % was achieved. The
fluctuation of the green light was less than ±3%. The fundamental wave was able to oscillate
in a single mode, as measured by a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer.

Figure 3 presents noise spectrums of green light output. Figure 3 shows the noise spectrum
of 9.8 mW green light, pumped by 50 mW, for 0.3-mm-thick 3% Nd:YVO 4, when the LD has
a grating feedback system. The power of the obtained light was large enough to measure the
noise by use of an Si-PIN photo diode. The measurement was carried out at the resolution
band width of 30 kHz. Figure 3 indicates that if single longitudinal mode oscillation of the
pumping source is maintained, the noise level is held very low in the frequency region higher
than 100 kHz, and so the relative intensity noise (RIN) less than -145 dB/Hz is obtainable to
be sufficient for the optical disk specifications, which can be maintained in the temperature
range of :10 *C. On the other hand, for the multi-mode condition, the noise level was
increased and the RIN was less than -100 dB/Hz.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated stable and highly efficient intracavity SHG of
Nd:YVO 4 pumped by an LD with grating feedback optics. By using Nd:YVO 4 with an Nd 3

concentration of 3%, green light of I 1 mW (maximum), for an incident pumping power of
50 mW, was obtained as well as a high conversion efficiency of 22%. The noise level of this
green light was very low corresponding to the RIN of less than -145 dB/Hz. One promising
application of this green light source is the high-density optical disk.
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Summary

Intracavity frequency doubling of diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 lasers is expected to be a
promising approach for an optical source of the future optical disk systems. In the previous paper,
we have shown ultra high storage density erasable magneto-optical recordings of HDTV pictures
played back by a stable compact green laser (CGL) consisting of Nd:YVO4 and KTP[1, 2]. The

conversion efficiency of the CGL was up to 10% (50mW-diode laser to 5mW green output) due
to large emission cross section and absorption coefficient of the Nd:YVO4 gain medium. In the

CGL, single axial- and polarization-mode operation is important to avoid fluctuations in the green
output power due to the nonlinear coupling between the modes[3,4]. To confirm a long term
stability of the CGL, perturbations in cavity parameters for the single-mode operation must be
considered.

In this paper, experimental measurements and analysis have been carried out to characterize
the perturbations in cavity parameters. The parameters treated here are thickness of the gain
medium, cavity length, energy migration and birefringence of the cavity components. The

analysis[5] is based on the following extended equation of reference [6]. The ratio ,r, betweeni
multimode threshold and the single-mode threshold is

1-exp(-d/) X2 )2) , f4 (x) (I (1)(f )2) (1S= 2-(d2/I2+2d/l+2)exp(-d/) ngml AXo2

where d is the thickness of the gain medium, I is the l/e absorption depth, X is the wavelength
of the fundamental radiation, ngm is the refractive index of the gain medium and AX, is the

FWHM of the small-signal gain curve.

The multimode threshold depends on the thickness of the gain medium. If the thickness is

chosen to be of the same order as the absorption depth, the multimode threshold can be
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significantly increased at the expense of a reduced output power. This is due to the different

distribution along the Nd:YVO4 of the gain of the first mode and the excess gain close to the

nodes of the first mode that other modes use to compensate for their lower small-signal gain.

The one longitudinal cavity mode is not always located with its frequency in the center of the

gain curve. Figure 1 shows a simulated results of the cavity-length shift dependency to the ratio,

r, for both cases as with and without the energy migration effect[7] into account. When the

energy migration effect is assumed, the FWIM of the peak is increased and reduces the

sensitivity, but in the mode-hop region that occurs for each half-wavelength shift in the optical

path length, multimode oscillation will always occur.

10 ,.Diffusion

"o- Diffusion Fig. I Multimode threshould0. •, No diffusion

as function of sluft in
S6 the cavity length, with

S41 and without energy

0'

-0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Cavity-length shift in units of wavelength

Fig. 2 (a) shows a measurement results of the single-axial mode operation. Figure 2 (b) is

indicating that when the cavity temperature changes, the second mode starts to set in. It is shown

that the device is very sensitive to such fluctuations. Control of the cavity length is, therefore,

essential for good long-term stability.

(a) T-22 C (b) T=24 "C

Fig. 2 Cavity-length shift dependence of diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 laser axial-mode
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Coupling between different polarization modes in the cavity also cause chaotic output at the

second-harmonic generation[3]. Since Nd:YVO4 is a birefringent material with a higher emission

cross-section along the c-axis, it is advantageous to use a cavity with polarization modes parallel
and orthogonal, respectively, to that axis. In type-II phase-matched second-harmonic generation,

the KTP crystal axes should be in 45" to the axes of the Nd:YVO4 crystal. If the KTP crystal acts
as a half-wave plate, which can be achieved by temperature tuning, it does not influence the

polarization of the cavity modes because the total effect after two passages is equivalent to a
whole-wave plate. Therefore, the polarization modes are polarized along the axis of the Nd:YVO4
crystal and the output is stable[2]. The influence of the birefringence of the Nd:YVO 4 crystal is

also important. If this crystal acts as a half-wave plate, the polarization modes are degenerate. A

slight shift in the birefringence of the KTP crystal will, close to the degenerate case, result in
modes polarized along the axes of KTP. Therefore, two polarization modes in 45" angle to the

axes of the Nd:YVO 4 crystal will oscillate. A more general analysis shows that the most stable

configuration is when the Nd:YVO4 is a quarter-wave plate. In experiments we have observed
that there is a long-term drift in the output polarization of our devices. Control of the temperature

of Nd:YVO4 is important to avoid this problem.

In conclusion, we have shown that a thin gain medium, in combination with a short
absorption depth, can be used to enhance the threshold for multimode operation of intracavity-

doubled lasers at expense of a reduced output power. The total optical path length of the cavity
and the birefringence of the Nd:YVO4 crystal both have influence on the threshold for multimode

operation. Control of these parameters is essential for good long-term stability.
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Comparative spectroscopy of Ho 3+ and Yb3 + in KYF 4, BaY2F., and YLIF 4

R. E. Pealel, X. X. Zhang2 , M. Bass 1 2-3 , and B. H. T. Chai2 4

1Department of Physics, 2Center for Electro-Optics and Lasers, 3Department of Electrical

Engineering, 4 Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Central Florida,
Orlando, FL 32816

Tel. (407) 823-5206

A recent comparison of Yb, Ho upconversion energy transfer in different fluoride
crystals has been performed[l]. The purpose was to demonstrate the promise of
Yb,Ho:KYF 4 as a green upconversion laser as compared with similarly doped BaYýF8

(BYF) and YLiF4 (YLF). We compare here high resolution, low temperature absorption

spectra for the three crystals and our determination of the energy levels.
We have measured polarized, temperature dependent, transmission spectra of Ho3 +,

and Yb 3+ in the three hosts KYF 4 (KYF), BYF, and YLF from 500 to 22,000 cm'1 at a

resolution of I cm-' using a Bomem DA8 Fourier spectrometer. The advantage of the
Fourier technique to characterization of upconversion laser materials is its high frequency

accuracy, being 0.004 cm-1 at 2000 cm-' for the Bomem. With the energy levels extracted
from these data, a meaningful comparison of upconversion energy transfer in the three
hosts is possible. For this purpose, results from grating spectroscopy are unreliable, since
systematic errors due to faulty calibration are often greater than the measured line widths.

Figure 1 presents the green region of the polarized spectrum HW+ in the three fluoride

crystals at sample temperatures of 80 K. These are the 5I8 -- 
5F4, 5S2 transitions; 5S2 is

the state from which green laser emission potentially will occur in the upconversion

process. For YLF (a polarized) and BYF(E II z), energy levels are determined directly

from the pattern of thermal replicas without recourse to theory. The x-polarized KYF
spectrum reveals a complicated set of overlapping peaks and shoulders which occupy a
wider spread of frequencies than for either YLF or BYF Many of the lines are better

resolved in sigma polarization, revealing the simultaneous presence of widely spaced broad

peaks and sharp (FWHM < 1 cm-1) closely spaced lines. Due to the complexity of the
spectrum and indications that the dopant ions sit at more than one site in the crystal[2],
determination of energy levels will require measurements at liquid helium temperatures.

Figure 2 presents the Ho3+ % "-' 516 transitions for the three fluoride crystals (same

polarizations as Fig 1). Energy from excited Yb3÷ ions transfers to the 5j6 levels in the first

stage of the upconversion process. Once again the YLF and BYF spectra are similar and
easily analyzed. The KYF data again presents a problem with widely-spaced broad lines
and a closely-spaced set of three extremely sharp lines at the center of the spectrum.
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Finally, we present the 2F7,2 -* 2F~,2 transitions of Yb 3+ in each of the three crystals.
These are the infrared transitions which are pumped to initiate the upconversion process.
All three spectra are similar.

We will present liquid helium temperature data for the three hosts, our determination of
the levels of Ho3+ and co-dopant Yb 3+, and a discussion of the relevance of these data to
upconversion energy trnsfer.

References:
1. X. X. Zhang, M. Bass, B. H. T. Chai, and R. E. Peale, proceedings of this
conference.
2. J. Sytsma, S. J. Kroes, G. Blasse, and N. M. Khaidukov, J. Phys: Condens. Matter
3, 8959 (1991).
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Figure 1. 5I8 -- 5F4, 5S2 transitions of Ho3+. The sample temperatures are 80 K and the
resolution 1 cm-1 .
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Pairwls Visible to IV Up-Conversion In

Ho$+ and Tma Doped CsMgCL3

Ali Gharavi, Gary L. McPherson

Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Up-Conversion is observed at 11 K when 1G4(D) state of Tm3+ and

5F5(D), 5F4(E), 5F3 (F), 5F 2(G) and 3K8 (H) states of Ho3+ are pumped.

These states absorb between 655 and 450 nnL The dynamics and

pathways are studied which reveal a pairwise energy transfer between

distinct pairs of Ho3 + or Tm3+ in crystals.
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Ho Concentration Dependence of Yb, Ho Upconversion
Energy Transfer in KYF4

XX. Zhang, M. Bass, and B.H.T. Chai

Center for Research in Electro-optics and Lasers

University of Central Florida
12424 Research Parkway, Orlando, FL 32826

Tel. (407) 658-6800

We have found that the Yb -* Ho upconversion process in KYF4 (KYF) is much

more efficient than in either BaY2F8 or YLiF 4 [1] under the same doping conditions.

Long lifetime, low phonon energy, weak self-absorption, and some other unique
spectroscopic features make KYF a promising host for an Yb, Ho upconversion green

laser. In order to optimize the upconversion efficiency, we have carried out a detailed
study on the Ho concentration dependence of the Yb --w Ho transfer processes in KYF.

Large, high optical quality, single crystals of KYF were grown by a modified
Czochralski pulling technique in our crystal growth facilities. In all the samples studied

in this report the concentration of Yb was fixed at 20%. The Ho concentration ranged
from almost zero to 0.8 % (-0.005%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.4%, and 0.8%). We
worked with 20% Yb because, for a fixed Ho concentration, samples with 20% Yb
showed stronger upconversion than those with either 10% or 40%.

The typical room temperature x-polarization visible to near infrared emission

spectrum of Yb, Ho: KYF, with IR excitation at about 970 nm, is shown in Fig. 1.

The a-polarization emission, spectrum not shown in the figure, is at least three times
weaker than that of x-polarization. As a result we concentrate on the x-polarization as

it is a better candidate to lase. The integrated intensity of the green emission as a

function of the Ho concentration is plotted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the integrated

intensity of the green emission increases dramatically with Ho concentration up to
about 0.2%, it then remains nearly constant. We will explain why above 0.4% the

green intensity may be expected to decrease with increasing Ho concentration.
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The decay time of the singly doped 20% Yb:KYF at room temperature is 4.75

ms. It decreases monotonically with Ho concentration due to the Yb -, Ho energy
transfer. The decay time of Yb is only 245 jts when codoped with 0.8% Ho in KYF.

The transfer rate Wtr can be calculated with the following equation:
W =1 1

where x is the measu;ed decay time of Yb in the presence of Ho and depends on the Ho

concentration, and -. is the decay time of Yb alone. The resulting energy transfer rate

as a function of Ho concentration is given in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the transfer rate

increases linearly with Ho concentration.

The energy transfer efficiency 11 can also be calculated with the following

equation:
11 =-1-'I

and is plotted as a function of Ho concentration in Fig. 2. One can see from Fig. 2 that

the intensity of the green emission and the transfer efficiency have a direct correlation.

More detailed results will be presented and the energy transfer model will be

discussed.
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Blue, green and red, Tm3*, H0o3 doped upconversion laser glasses,
sensitized by Yb3+ and Er 3

T. Izumitani, B. Peng and Y. Lin

Izumitani Special Lab., HOYA Corporation
3-3-1, Musashino, Akishima, Tokyo 196 JAPAN

.1. Introduction
In order to get blue, green and red laser beam, we applied upconversion

process1". We used Tm2 +, Ho3+ ions which give three energy level lasers. As
the difference between emission and absorption peak wavelength is small, the
sensitizers were applied to get higher emission intensity. The base glass was
fluoro-zirco, aluminate glass(AZF)21, because the phonon energy is small and the
chemical durability is excellent.

2. Experimental method
Melting: We added the active ions Tm0+ or Ho3+ and the sensitizer ions

Yb 3 or Er3+ to the base glass AlF325.1, ZrF4 12.8, YF2 II.l, CaF 2 15.4, MgF 2 3.7,
SrF213.6, BaF 2 12.6, NaF5.6 cat%. The glasses were melted at 950"Cin graphite
carbon crucible for one hour.

Measurement: Absorption was measured by HITACHI330 spectro photometer.
Emission was measured with Ge-detector or R-2228 photopmultiplier pumping with
0.98gor 0.8,uLD. Lifetime was measured with R-2228, pumping by Nd:YAG pumped
dye laser. Cross section for stimulated emission was calculated by Judd-Ofelt
theory.

3. Result and discussions
3.1 Yb-Tm blue light emission(O.47LL)

0. 4 7g• blue light was obtained from Tmh+ ions sensitized with Yb3+ ions. The
emission mechanism considered as follows: As shown in Fig.1, the blue light is
obtained by three step upconversions3). By pumping with 0.98ULD, Yb1+ ions
are excited from IF 7/2 to 2FVs2 and energy transfers from 2Fs/ 2 (Yb3+) to 3Hs
(Tm32 ). After thermally relaxed from 3Hs to 3H4 , the upconversion occurs from
3H4 to 3F 2.3. After thermally relaxed from 3F2. 2 to 3Ft, the upconversion again
occurs from 3F 4 to 'G4.

0 . 4 7 U emission is produced by radiative transition
from 'G4 to ground state, 3H6.

Fig.2 shows the max. emission intensity is obtained at 0.06% Tm3+ and 19 cat%
Yb3+. The glass shown UolxlO-21cm2, r:0. 7 6ms from Judd-Ofelt treatment
and the lifetime measurement.

3.2 Yb-Ho green light emission(O.54,u)
Energy transfer occurs between Yb2*:(2 Fs,2 -

2 F7,2 ) and Hol+:(sI6s-I,). As
shown in Fig.4, Yb1+ is pumped with 0.97gjLD and energy is transfered from Yb2 *
:'Fsz to Ho2* si1. The upconversion occurs from sI6 to 'S2- 0. 55 ,u emission
is produced by radiative transition from SS2 to '17. Fig.5 and 6 show the 0.1
Ho2' and 12cat% Yb 3 + gives the max. emission intensity. Because the high
content Yb3+ and low content Ho3+ give the highest energy transfer from Yb2 * to
Ho3 + and suppress the back transfer. Lower content of Ho3* give the longer
lifetime. The glass give uol.47xlO-20cm2 and r:1.Oms.
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3.3 Er-Tm and light emission (0.67/1)
Energy transfer occurs between Er 3 :'F9/ 2 and Tm3÷: 3F2 . As shown in Fig.7,

0. 8 ,u or 0.98ULD excites Er 3  ions to 4I ,/2 or 4111/2 relaxing to 4I13/2.

Upconversion occurs from 4I13/2 to 4F,, 2 and then energy is transfered 4F9/ 2

(Er3*) to 3 F 2 (Tm3 +). 0.67,U emission is produced by radiative transition
from 3F2 to 3HG41.

From Fig.8 and 9, Er3 * 15 cat% and Tm3÷ 0.5 cat% gives the max. emission
intensity. The glass shown a=2.11x1O-I2 cm 2 and r--O.l 2 ms.

Reference
1. S.Tanabe, K.Hirao and H.Toratani: Solid State Phys. 27(1992)186.
2. T.Izuitani, T.Yasashita and M.Tokida: Halide glasses for infrared

fiberoptics(1987)187.
3. D.C.Hanna et al: Optics coimunications 78(1990)187.
4. X.Zow and T.Izumitani: Non-cryst. solid(to be published)
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Non-uniformity of the Phase Matching Angle
in Flux Grown KTP Crystal

Takatomo SASAKI, Akio MIYAMOTO, and Sadao NAKAI
Faculty of Engineering and Institute of Laser Engineering. Osaka University,

2-6 Yaniada-Oka. Suita, Osaka 565, JAPAN
TEL +81-6-877-5111 (ext.4562)

Atsushi YOKOTANI
KIMURA Metanmelt Project. ERA TO, Research Development Corporation of Japaul

5-9-9 Tohkohdai, Tsukzba 300-26 JAPAN

Tel +81-298-47-5191

We grew KTP crystals of which size is over 8.5 cm in the c-axis from flux, and
measured distribution of refractive indices which affects on the phase matching
angle in the grown crystal. As a result, we have found that the phase matching
angle in the crystal changed considerably corresponding to the change in the
refractive indices. As the refractive indices of KTP crystal grown by flux change
due to the growth condition, it seems to be difficult to determine the phase matching
angle precisely.

KTP crystals were grown using the K6P401O 3 (K6) as a flux." 2 ) A platinum
crucible. 150 mm in diameter and 150 mm in height was located at the center of an
electric furnace. An electronic load cell with a sensitivity of 0. Ig was used in order
to monitor the weight of the crystal during growth. Amount of starting solution
was approximately 2 1 in volume. The saturation temperature of the starting
solution was approximately 950°C. The top seeded solution growth (TSSG) was
carried out using a seed of several cubic millimeters. The seed was rotated at 60
rpm and direction of the rotation was inverted every 30 sec. The temperature
falling rate was regulated from 0 to 3°C/day so that the bulk growth rate estimated
from the signal of the load cell did not exceed I mm/day. After a total growth
period of 40 days, a KTP crystal with a
dimension of 32x42x87 mm 3 was
successfully obtained without liquid
inclusion.

Optical homogeneity in KTP crystals
was evaluated by means of interferometry
with a He-Ne laser (1=0.6328mm). Figure
1 shows a photograph of a large aperture
KTP sample plate finished for Typell
second harmonic generation (SHG) of
Nd:YAG laser, which was cut from
the grown crystal. The orientation was
0-90-, 4=240 and the thickness was 7 Fig.1 KTP Sample plate. 3
mm. A zygo interferometer Mark-IVxp Size: 53x42x7t (mm )
was used. Figure2(a) shows an interferogram of wavefront distortion in transmission
of the sample taken with circular polarized wave and Fig 2(b) shows a schematic
drawing of growth sector structure in the sample. Interference fringes are parallel
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to the sample edges and they are sharply kinked at the growth sector boundaries.
This means that the refractive index of each sector of the crystal gradually changed
along the growth direction.

We also observed interferograms of this sample using linearly polarized wave in
order to estimate the change of refractive indices more precisely. By using a
horizontally polarized wave, we can observe the relative distribution in the index
for the Z-polarized wave (nz). In the case of the vertically polarized wave, we can
observe the change in index of the wave whose polarization direction lies in X-Y
dielectric plane (nxy). The results are shown in Fig. 3(a) and(b). From these
figures, it was found that the change of nz was much larger than that of n., . By
using a computerized analysis, the former was estimated to bel.6x10 4 and latter,
7.1x10 6 . The value of n7 decreased from the seed to the edge of the crystal. This
tendency of change in the indices was almost the same in other KTP crystals grown
from other runs where the growth conditions are almost the same.

(01b) C (011)

C
A -

-- (201)
(201)

-ll•- • P (tO) -• -'"(iI1))
0110

(a) (b)
Fig.2 (a) Interferogram of the KTP plate taken with circular polarized wave.

(b) Sector structure of the sample.

nz- 1.7 x 10"4 nxyl. Xlo-4

0

0 600mm 1 60(-mm

(a) (b)
Fig.3 Wavefront distortion in transmission of the KTP plate taken with the linearly polarized

waves. (a) Z-polarized wave. (b) XY-polarized wave.

We investigated an influence of variation of the refractive indices on the phase
matching angles using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. The beam size was reduced to
I mm* in order to increase spatial resolution. The crystal sample was attached to a
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(0-0 goniometer on a y-z stage and the second harmonic(S i) wave was generated.
For a constant value of 0 (0=90'). changing the ()-angle, a direction where tile SH
wave was generated at maximum intensity was determined with an accuracy of ± 3
arcminutes. The measuring position was moved along the lines A-B and C-D
indicated in Fig.2(b) in order to measure the local variation of the phase matching
direction. The results are shown in F;g.4. Moving from the point A to the point B.
the phase matching angle 40 became smaller and took the minimum value at the
central portion of the plate and became larger again. As a result, the 4) values at the
points A and B became almost the same. The difference between the maximum and
the minimum values was approximately 0.36 degrees. Similar measurements were
carried out along the line C-D indicated in Fig.2(b). In this case, 40 only decreased
as moving from the points C to D. The difference between the maximum and the
minimum values was 0.38 degrees. These angle differences agreed well with the
values estimated from the calculation of the phase matching angle using the change
of indices measured above. Since the acceptance angle in full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the SHG of KTP is approximately I *-cm, these variations in the phase
matching angle will give rise to a reduction of the conversion efficiency of the
SHG.

In summary, we have grown large KTP crystals and measuerd the non-uniformity
of the phase matching angle in the crystal. The phase mathing angle in one crystal
varies up to 0.38 degrees corresponding to the change of n7. Relationship between
this variation of refractive indicies and crystallographic defects, lattice parameters,
growth conditions etc. and the reason of the nonuniformity of refracteve indicies
will be presented.

= A B

0.5 4

C

-- -- -- ------------------- 4..D.----.----..-

1) 10 20 3 0 5

Position [in]nm

Fig.4 Change of the phase matching angle in the KTP plate. Alphabets (A,B,C and D) in
this figure correspond to the positions indicated in fig.2(b). The ordinate shows
variations of the phase matching angle for each measuring points, which were
normalized by a value at te point D.
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RADIATIVE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
OF TRIVALENT RARE-EARTH IONS IN LiYF4.

C. Li, Y. Guyot, C. Linarts, R. Moncorgi and M. F. Joubert

Laboratoire de Physico-Chimie des Mat6riaux Luminescents,

Universit6 Claude Bernard Lyon 1

Unit6 de Recherche Associ6e CNRS n*442

Bit. 205, 43 boulevard du 11 novembre 1918,

69622 Villeurbanne CEDEX, FRANCE.

phone number: 72-44-83-39.

Lithium yttrium fluoride (LiYF4) doped with different rare-earth ions has been the subject of

several studies. Its IR laser applications are well known [1] and, as an upconversion laser, it is now

the object of extensive investigations [2]. In particular, the exact knowledge of the values of the

radiative probabilities of the intraconfigurational 4f transitions of the rare-earth ions in this crystal is

always a matter of discussion [3, 4] and this is the reason why we try to clarify this point in this

paper in the case of Nd3+, Er3+, Tm3+ and Ho3U doped LiYF4 .

The radiative transition probabilities may be evaluated using the Judd-Ofelt theory [5, 6]

which is a phenomenological approach. This treatment assumes equal population and negligible J

mixing of all the crystal field levels so that it is based on measured absorption line strengths at high

enough temperature. For an electric dipole transition, the matrix elements U(t) for a given trivalent

rare-earth ion, which are necessary for the calculations, vary only slightly from host to host and may

be considered unchanged, so we used the values given in the literature [8-11]. The host dependent

part of the line strengths is contained in the so-called Judd-Ofelt intensity parameters f~t ( t = 2, 4 and

6).
The absorption spectra were recorded very accurately at room temperature in the 7 and x

polarizations. The refractive index of LiYF 4 is 1.47 and the rare-earth ion concentrations of the

crystals used for this study are LiYF4:1.5at%Nd 3+, LiYF4:lat%Er 3+, LiYF4:lat%Ho 3÷ and

LiYF 4 :1 at%Tm3+.The Judd-Ofelt intensity parameters resulting from this investigation in the case of

Nd3+, Er3+ and Ho3+ are given in the table 1.
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_ 2 (10-20cm 2) fL4 (10-20cm2) L26 (10-20cm2) 6 (10-20cm2)

LiYF4 : Nd3+ 1.22 2.10 4.65 0.18

LiYF4 : Er3+ 1.70 1.06 1.24 0.195

LiYF4: Ho3+ 0.96 2.05 1.43 0.177

Table 1: Calculated Judd-Ofelt intensity parameters Q and RMS S.

Using these Ot parameters, we derived the calculated radiative transition probabilities Wcalc

and these values were compared with the experimental relaxation probabilities Wexp ( inverse of
fluorescence lifetime). As an example, we show the results obtained in the case of
LiYF4:0.013at%Er 3+ and LiYF4:0. lat%Nd 3+ in table 2.

For the 4S3/2 and 2P3/2 manifolds of Er3+, which have relatively large energy gaps to the
next lower levels ( 2961 cm-1 and 3200 cm-1 respectively), it appears clearly that the experimental

relaxation rates are essentially radiative. The same conclusion may be given for the Nd 3+ 4F3 /2
manifold (gap: 5109 cm-1 ). In the case of the 2F(2)5/2 manifold of Nd 3+ which also has a large

energy gap to the next lower level ( 3932 cm- 1), the experimental relaxation probability is much

greater than the calculated radiative probability. This may be due to the possibility of a cross
relaxation process between two neighboring Nd 3+ ions or, more probably, to the uncertainty of the

Judd-Ofelt calculation for such a high energy level.

LiYF4 :0. 1 at%Nd 3+ LiYF4 :0.013at%Er3+

Wcalc(S"') Wexn(Sl) Wcal (S"1 ) Wexl(S 1)
4F3/2 1672 1742 4 19/2 93 14.92 104
4G7/2 3436 _ 108 4F9t2 971 12.35 103
2P,/2 1709 2 108 4 S3/2 1748 1637
2p3/2  1733 20 103 4 F512 2488 11.76 106
4D3f2 16.13 103 76.92104 2H1O2 2336 76.92 103

2F(2)_/2 29.41 103 68.49 103 4G 11/2 8475 13.89 106
2p3/2 3937 4367

Table 2: Calculated radiative probabilities Wcalc and experimental relaxation probabilities Wexp in the
cases of LiYF4:0.013at%Er 3+ and LiYF4:0.1at%Nd 3+ The experimental lifetimes, measured at
T=6K, are evaluated with an error of ± 6%.
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More detailed data about these calculated radiative transition probabilities and measured
relaxation rates, including the cases of LiYF4: Tm3+ and LiYF4 : Ho3 +, will be given at the

conference, and a subsequent paper will be devoted to their interpretation [12].
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POWER AND SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS Of
ELECTRON-BEAM-PUMPED SEMICONDUCTOR LASER

EMITTERS MADE BY DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES

A.L.Gurskii, S.V.Davydov, E.V.Lutsenko, I.I.Kulak,

A.I.Mitcovets, G.P.Yablonskii

Institute of Physics, Acad. Sci. of Belarus,

F.Skaryna av. 70, 220072 Minsk, Belarus

Te1.(0172)395352

Recently (1) it was shown that the creation, by means of

chemical etching (2), of certain microrelief on the anion surfa-

ces of laser wafers instead a totally reflecting silver mirror

permits increasing the output power of lasers based on CdSSe

compounds by about one order of magnitude compared to the multi-

component emitters with the silver mirrors.

In this paper we report more detailed results of investiga-

tion of output power dependences from pump intensity and also of

snatial characteristics of radiation for laser wafers based on

CdS, ZnCdS, ZnSe, CdTe, and GaAs, with different kinds of mir-

rors and different thickness.

To make multielement emitters with longitudinal electron-

beam excitation, commercial semiconductor crystals were used.

The emitters were 0,2 mm thick wafers 50 mm in diameter cemented

onto quartz substrates, and 1,2 mm thick wafers witho,,t sujbstra-

tes. The wafers were crystallographically oriented in basal pla-

ne. For some wafers preliminarily dielectric reflective coatings

with the reflection coefficient R=30-70 X or special interferen-

ce coatinds were placed on the A-surface of the waters. The thin

wafers were cut into 0,5-1 mm square elements to a depth of 180

mkm, and the thick wafers to a depth about 2/3 of total thick-

ness.

Some selected dependences of output energy E from pujmp in-20
tensity Ip for excited area about 1 cm are given in Fig.l.

Characteristically for all dependences corresponded to thin

wafers with microrelief is the saturation of output energy with

increasing of pump intensity (curves 1,3,5,7), and for thick wa-

fers with microrelief the output energy at pump intensity 250

mJ/cm is the same as for thin wafers, which probably caused by

absorbtion saturation in passive area, and there isn't satutrati-

on of output energy in thick wafers (curve 9).
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i.1. The denendences cAE oit~n'it enerpy from numn intensity
for different samples:

1- CdS, 0,2 mm, microreliet, 2- CdS, 0,2 mm, AR-coating,

3- ZnSe,0,2 mm, microrelief, 4- ZnSe,0,2 mm, Ag-coating,

5-ZnCdS,O,2 mm, microrelief, 6-ZnCdS,0,2 mm, Ag-coating,
7- GsAs,0,2 mm, microrelief, 8- GaAs,O,2 mm, Ag,-coating,

9- CdS ,0,2 mmi, microrelief, 10- CdS,O,2 mm, Ag-coating.
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For GaAs crystals the efficiency of using of microrelief is

smaller than for If-VI compounds because of worse quality of ob-

tained microrelief (curves 7,8).

The spatial distribution of radiation intensity depends

from pump intensity and from kind of mirrors. The presence of

microrelief leads to expanding of spatial diagram. It is probab-

ly conditioned by the fact that the angle of microprism apex is

different from 450. It is possible to modify the spatial diagram

of emitters by deposition of interference coatings onto wafer

surfaces.

The use of these lasers made it possible to create non-co-

oled lasers based on some promissing active media (3).

The possible causes of saturation of output energy increa-

sinR in thin wafers with a microrelief, the particularities of

spatial diagrams and methods of their imnrovement are discus-

sed.

1. A.L.Gurskii, S.V.Davydov, I.I.Kulak, A.I.ilitcovets, A.A.Stav-

roy, A.P.Shkadarevich, G.P.Yablonskii.Ahstracts of 8th Inter-

national Conference on Ternary and Multinary Compounds,

Kishinev (SU), 1990, p.335.

2. V.P.Gribkovskii, V.V.Grusinskii, A.L.Gurskii, S.V.Davydov,

I.I.Kulak, A.I.Mitcovets, A.A.Stavrov, A.P.Shkadarevich. In-

ventor's certificate SU No 1653514, IPC HOIS 3/18.

3. I.I.Kulak, A.I.Mitcovets, A.P.Shkadarevich, G.P.Yablonskii.

Proc. Conf. "Advanced Solid-State Lasers",Santa-Fe, New-MIexi-

co, 1992, p. 162-164.
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Generation of 369.4 ram Radiation By Efficient
Doubling of a Diode Laser

A. Williams, D. J. Seidel, and L. Maleki

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California 91109

(818) 354-3688

The trapped ytterbium ion frequency standard12 under development at JPL re-
quires at least 10 1AW of continuous-wave (cw) laser radiation at 369.4 nm. Only diode
lasers meet the requirements of low power consumption and small size for use aboard
spacecraft', but diode lasers are not currently available at this wavelength. It is there-
fore necessary to employ frequency doubling methods to reach 369.4 nm with diode
lasers.

In order to overcome the low doubling efficiency associated with continuous-wave
operation and milliwatt input powers, we have designed a buildup ring cavity for the
738.8 nm fundamental radiation (Fig. 2). The cavity is also designed to take advantage

Ml: 95% R, 5% T 738 nm M2: HRAO 738 nm

738 nm

M3:LBO XTAL M4: HR 0 738 nm
HT 9 369 .m

10CM

Figure 1: Design of optical buildup cavity for generation of 369.4 nm light.

of the increase in doubling efficiency with tight focusing of the input beam by employing
curved mirrors M3 and M4 to focus the fundamental beam to a waist of 25 ;&m in the
doubling crystal. In order to accommodate such tight focusing, we chose a doubling
crystal of lithium triborate (LBO) due to its large acceptance angle. The small folding
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angle (-•5°) reduces astigmatism and makes the cavity size compatible with constraints
on spacecraft instrumentation.

The custom antireflection coatings on the mirrors and crystal are expected to allow a
buildup factor of approximately 15; therefore, a diode laser with output power of 10 mW
will provide 150 mW of fundamental radiation to the doubling crystal. At this input
power and fundamental beam waist, we expect greater than 0.5% conversion efficiency,
thus producing more than 35 jsW of 369.4 nm laser radiation. We will present results
obtained with diode lasers at the required 738.8 nm fundamental wavelength provided
by the Micro Devices Laboratory at JPL, which we have found to produce cw power of
10 mW or more.

The research described here was carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cal-
ifornia Institute of Technology, under contract sponsored by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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Self-Frequency-Doubling laser crystal
Nd:B-BaB204
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Summary
A self-frequency-doubling crystal, Ndl-xYxA13(B03)4 (NYAB)

and Nd:MgO:LiNbO3, is a crystal which combines laser
properties and nonlinear optical properties. We report a new self-
frequency-doubling crystal Nd:8-BaB204.

Nd doped 13-BaB204 crystal was prepared in the melt growth
technique which had been successfully applied for B-BaB204
crystal1). Taking account of charge compensation and ionic
radius matching, Nd ion was incorporated together with
monovalent ion. In melt quenching experiments we found that
the substitution of Ba with Nd+(K,Cs) up to 5wt% was possible
and no significant degradation was observed in S.H.G. efficiency
measured by powder method. Crystal growth experiments were
carried out in a resistant heating furnace (Fig.1). A water cooling
coil was set just above the melt surface to obtain a sufficient
temperature gradient which is needed to prevent the formation
of a-phase BaB204 instead of 13-phase BaB204. Temperature
gradient required to obtain 1-phase was larger than
approximately 100°C/cm. Seeding temperature was about
1100°C which was much higher than that reported for 3-
BaB204. In our experiment this seeding temperature was
adequate also for growing fl-BaB204 although it was not readily
explained by previously proposed theory. By optimizing growth
conditions such as seeding temperature, temperature gradient
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above the melt, growth rate, starting materials etc., a relatively
good crystal of approximately 10mm in diameter by 5mm in
length were obtained. However the cell structure and some
cracks were developed as the crystal size was increased. Since the
segregation coefficient of Nd ion in the crystal is lower, the
crystal quality becomes poorer as Nd concentration in the melt is
increased. Concequently we were able to obtain good crystals only
in very light Nd doping. On the other hand, Nd:a-BaB204 crystal
was rather easily obtained in larger size with better optical
quality. Nd:BaB204 glass was prepared by slightly increasing
Nd+(K,Cs) substitutions. Fluorescence spectra of Nd:B-BaB204
crystal was measured with laser diode excitation at 800nm in
comparison with Nd:a-BaB204 crystal and Nd:BaB204 glass
(Fig.2). These spectra are quite distinct each other. Nd:BaB204
glass has a broad band of peak wavelength at 1061nm
representing the inhomogeneous structure as expected. Nd:a-
BaB204 crystal shows a spectra with rather fine structure in
which stark splitting is obvious. The peak wavelength of the
largest band is at 1068nm. Nd:B-BaB204 crystal has less obvious
splitting and the peak wavelength is at 1053nm. It suggests that
Nd:J3-BaB204 crystal has a much more disordered structure
than Nd:a-BaB204 crystal. The 4-circle X-ray diffractometer
analysis indicates that Nd ion occupies Ba ion site of B-BaB204
crystal in a random manner. Fluorescence lifetime of these
crystals and the glass for Nd concentration of lwt% in batch
were 50gls to 80jis although the Nd concentrations of the obtained
crystals were not certain, but less. A 7x3x2mm 3 size c-axis Nd:B-
BaB204 crystal of good optical quality was cut and polished for
further spectroscopic measurements. Crystal growth condition,
second order nonlinear optical efficiency of Nd:8-BaB204 crystal
are reported. Lasing experiments using both a- and 13-BaB204
crystals are under consideration.

References :
1) K. Ito, F. Marumo and Y. Kuwano ; Journal of Crystal
Growth, 106, (1990) 728-731
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Tunable blue light source by intracavity frequency
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Compact solid state lasers emitting in the blue-green wavelength range are expected to be
the key components for optical recording and underwater communications or as spectroscopic
sources. To develop such lasers, several approaches are under study at numerous laboratories
around the world. Possible solutions include up-conversion lasers [ 1,21, green or blue diode
lasers [31, sum frequency mixing techniques [41 or frequency doubled near IR sources [5] that
produce blue or green light at fixed wavelengths. Compact sources generating tunable blue light
could be particularly useful for spectrosopic experiments. One possibility is an optical
parametric oscillator pumped by the third harmonic of a YAG laser but this solution requires
high peak power from the pump laser 16].

p

In this letter, we report on a tunable blue source using an intracavity frequency doubled,
Q-switched, cw pumped, Cr3+ LiSrAIF 6 (Cr:LiSAF) laser. Cr:LiSAF was discovered in 1989
by Payne et al. at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [7]. It has an absorption band in
the red between 600 and 700 nm and can be pumped by red diode lasers [8]. Its large
fluorescence bandwidth leads to tunable laser emission between 760 and 1000 nm [9]. A
compact tunable blue laser source can thus be obtained by intracavity second harmonic
generation of a Cr:LiSAF laser.

In order to simulate diode pumping, we used the red lines (647 and 676 nm) of a cw
krypton ion laser to pump our 15 mm long Cr:LiSAF crystal. The Cr3+concentration was
0.8 % in weight and the absorption was 97 % of the pump power. Cr:LiSAF, in comparison
to titanium sapphire, is of relatively poor thermomechanical quality and we observed thermal
damage to our sample for 2 W cw pump power. Therefore, for higher pumping rates, the
krypton laser was chopped at 200 Hz with a 25 % duty cycle. The laser configuration is
shown in figure 1. The krypton ion laser beam was focused by a 10 cm focal lens through a
dichroic mirror M I (high transmission in the 600-700 nm range and high reflection between
800 and 900 nm) into the Cr:LiSAF crystal. M2 is a high reflector in the 800-900 nm range. A
birefringent filter was used to tune the laser wavelength. A 1 mm long LiUO3 crystal was
introduced at the focal point of a second cavity formed by two mirrors M3 and M4 . These
mirrors had a high reflectivity between 760 and 830 nm and were dichroic coated to allow
maximum transmission in the blue. In order to increase peak power and to produce more blue
radiation, the LiSAF laser was used in Q-switched operation with the aid of an acousto-optic
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crystal operating at 125 MHz. This crystal was used to modulate the intracavity losses. Since
the cavity mode spacing was 190 MHz, the acousto-optic modulator did not act as a
modelocker (requiring 250 MHz cavity mode spacing), but rather as a loss source. At a
repetition rate of a few kHz, we switched off the RF power and thereby decreased the losses
and allowed the laser to produce nanosecond pulses.

Krypton laser

Chopper

C-r':LiSAF
Ac~ou~sto-optic
Modulator Blue

M2 Birefringent ' M-3

M Filter Blue ; "" U1m -03

M~4

Figure 1 : Experimental set up.
M1 and M2 are R=100 umn, M3 and M4 are R=150 mm.

The infrared pulses were 280 ns long while the blue pulses produced in the LiUO3 crystal
were 230 ns long at 407 nm. The decrease in pulse length is consistent with the fact that the
second harmonic intensity is proportional to the square of the fundamental intensity. Blue light
could be observed on the mirrors M3 and M4 . Counting both outputs, we obtained blue pulses
of 0.74 g±J at 407 nm at a repetition rate of 10 kHz. This corresponds to 7.4 mW average
blue power at 3.3 W pump power incident on the Cr:LiSAF crystal [10). We could tune the
blue emission wavelength by simultaneously adjusting the birefringent filter to vary the infrared
wavelength and modifying the LiUO 3 crystal orientation to preserve phase matching. We
observed blue light generation between 395 nm and 435 nm (fig.2). The decrease around
415 nm is due to the cavity mirrors as their transmission increases above 830 nm. This lead to
a decrease in energy in the cavity and a corresponding decrease in blue generation.

8-

E•,6-
4 0

•4-

C> 2

S0

410 420 430

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2: Tunabily in Q-switched operation at 3,3 W pump power.
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We considered the effect on the efficiency of blue generation of the infrared spot size on
the LiIO 3 crystal (diameter of 100 gm for the configuration described in figure 1).We tried two
other configurations with different radii of curvature for the mirrors of the second cavity leading
to spot sizes of 70 gim and 200 g.tm. However these configurations lead to a weaker output of
blue than the initial one.

Several possibilities for improving this laser exist. With better adapted mirrors, it should
be possible to tune the laser between 380 nm and 500 nm, corresponding to the entire
emission band of the Cr:LiSAF crystal. Our experiment could be improved by minimizing
intracavity losses through the use of a nonlinear crystal with antireflection coatings in both the
blue and the infrared range. Finally, it could be modified so as to have only one blue output by
introducing a flat mirror between the two cavities (HR around 830 nm and HT around
415 nm) and using two mirrors with HR at 830 nm and 415 nm mirrors for the second
cavity.

In conclusion, we describe a blue laser source with 40 nm tunability (395 nm-435 nm)
producing up to 7 mW average power around 407 nm. We believe we could reach 10 mW
average power by using mirrors with optimized coatings and by using more efficient nonlinear
crystals such as KNbO3 in place of our LiUO3 crystal. Many applications such as optical data
storage or spectroscopy of biological media require around 10 mW of blue laser light. Thus,
once the krypton pump laser is replaced by laser diodes, this source will be suitable for a
number of sensors and instruments.

Acknowledgements : We thank B. Deveaud (CNET Lannion) for the loan of the LiUO3 crystal.
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Recently, there is a renewed interest in obtaining short wavelength solid state
lasers through upconversion schemes. Yb sensitized upconversion energy transfer is

specially attractive for this purpose because of the ability of high power InGaAs diode
lasers to pump Yb. Yb, Ho upconversion energy transfer is relatively simple compared
to upconversion involving other rare earth ions. Although a Yb sensitized Ho green
laser has been realized at 77 K in BaY2Fg [1], no such lasing has been achieved at
room temperature. In searching for a more suitable host for the room temperature Yb,
Ho green upconversion laser we have carried out a systematic spectroscopic study on

the Yb, Ho upconversion processes in BaY2 FS (BYF), KYF4 (KYF), and LiYF4

(YLF). Based on the detailed absorption, emission and fluorescence decay data, KYF
is shown to be a promising host.

The spectra of the green emission of these crystals at room temperature are
given in Fig. 1. They were obtained with the same pump power from a Ti:sapphire

laser tuned to the center absorption wavelength of Yb ions in each crystal at around

960 to 970 nm. The integrated intensities of the green emission at room temperature
for different samples are given in Table 1. The green integrated intensity of 20%Yb,
0.1 %Ho:KYF is 4.4 times higher than that of BYF of the same concentration and it is
5.2 times higher for 20%Yb, 0.2%Ho:KYF than for similarly doped YLF.
Fluorescence decay times at 12 K, obtained with the pulse excitation from an 80 ns Q-
switched Cr:LiSAF laser, are also given in Table 1. From the table we can see that,
the respective transfer efficiency of the Yb excitation due to the Yb -& Ho energy

transfer is 65% and 34% for KYF and BYF having concentrations of 20%Yb and
0.1%Ho; 79% and 12% for KYF and YLF having concentrations of 20%Yb and

0.2%Ho. It appears that the IR to green conversion in KYF is much more efficient

than in either BYF or YLF.
The green emission of Ho originates from the transition from the 5S2 level to

the Sig ground state. Therefore the emission and the absorption spectra overlap with
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each other, as seen in Fig. 1. Due to the strong absorption the only line which could
possibly lase is the one at the longest wavelength (about 551 nm). Comparing the

emission and the absorption spectra of the three crystals one can see that the relative
emission intensity of this peak in KYF is particularly strong and the absorption

coefficient of this peak in KYF is particularly low. These properties make KYF

attractive as a host for Yb, Ho green laser.

Yb ions transfer the excitation energy to Ho ions through the following two
successive steps: Yb(2Fs/2) + Ho(518) - yb(2FT/2) + Ho(516)

yb(2F5 /2) + Ho(5I 6 - yb(2 F7,) + Ho(S2)
For efficient upconversion energy transfer to take place it is important that the
lifetimes of the intermediate state of Ho (516) as well as the excited state of Yb (2F5 12)

are sufficiently long. However, this depends on the multiphonon relaxation rate and,
therefore, critically on the phonon energy. The absorption edge due to the lattice
vibration (phonon) of these three crystals (having the same length) is given in Fig. 2.
It can be seen that the maximum phonon energy in KYF appears to be the lowest and

may explain why the lifetime in KYF is the longest. However, since these energy
transfer processes are phonon-assisted, the energy mismatch between the transferring

levels is critical. Detailed energy level positions will be presented. Discussions of the
energy transfer mechanism will also be given.

Table 1. Spectroscopic data of Yb Ho codoped crystals

Crystal BYF KYF KYF YLF

Doping concentration 20% Yb 20% Yb 20% Yb 20% Yb
0.1% Ho 0.1% Ho 0.2% Ho 0.2% Ho

Integrated intensity of green emission(a.u.) 15.5 68 100 19.4

Yb decay time without Ho, T. (ms) at 12 K 2.4* 4.98 4.98 1.95

Yb decay time with Ho, c (ms) at 12 K 1.58 1.75 1.04 1.71

Transfer rate (s"') = -_ - ro-1 at 12 K 216 371 761 72

Transfer efficiency il(%)= 1 - xc/T at 12 K 34 65 79 12

*estimated from Ref. 2 room temperature data
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Controlling Chaos in an Intracavity Doubled Nd:YAG Laser
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School of Physics
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A Nd:YAG laser with an intracavity frequency doubling crystal displays irregular intensity

fluctuations for certain ranges of operating parameters. 1,2 Analysis of the laser system

shows that these fluctuations are chaotic in nature, and that it is possible to operate the laser

stably in selected parameter regimes.2 ,3 It has also been shown experimentally that

dynamical control of such a laser system is possible, and that a variety of periodic

waveforms as well as the unstable steady state can be stabilized through an appropriate

feedback technique called occasional proportional control.4.5 In this technique, tiny kicks

are given to the pump excitation, that depend in amplitude on the difference of the output

intensity from a chosen reference level, and with a period related to the relaxation

oscillation period. The laser may be maintained in a stabilized steady state over a wide

range of pumping if a tracking procedure is used that makes suitable changes in the control

circuit parameters as the pump level is altered.
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Fundamental Walk-Off Compensation in KTP
J. L. Nightingale
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Intracavity-frequency-doubled, diode-pumped lasers are attractive sources of
visible light. The best characterized materials for a diode-pumped, frequency-
doubled system are Nd:YAG as the laser medium and KTP as the nonlinear
medium. Since frequency doubling of a 1064 nm fundamental wavelength in KTP
requires Type H phasematching, both fundamental polarization states must be
excited to generate the second harmonic. Poynting vector walk-off between these
fundamental polarization states can introduce resonator loss.' By orienting the
KTP at an oblique angle of incidence within the resonator and fabricating the KTP
so that the phasematching condition is satisfied, this loss can be eliminated.

Figure 1(a) illustrates the problem typically encountered for a KTP crystal

oriented for Type II phasematching of a 1064 um fundamental beam. The crystal
is fabricated to phasematch at normal incidence, implying the end face normals
are 23.30 from the x-crystallographic-axis and 900 from the z-crystallographic-
axis. 2 In this figure, the beam polarized in the KTP's x-y crystallographic plane is

denoted with subscript 1 and the beam polarized perpendicular to this plane (the
z-direction) is denoted with subscript 2. The wave vectors, Poynting vector, and

displacement vectors for the fumdamental radiation are denoted k, and k2, S, and

S2, D, and D, respectively. For this orientation, S, walks-off from k, by 0.20 and

(a)(b

D1 -3.. 1A=-

22

4-iT
Figure 1 - (a) Poynting vector walk-off in KTP for a normal incidence fundamental beam. (b)
Elimination of the spatial separation due to Poynting vector walk-off by orienting the KTP at an
oblique angle of incidence.
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S2 experience no walk-off from k2 . Since for normal incidence k, and k2 are
parallel, the beams angular separation due to walk-off (A) is 0.20. For a 5 mm long
KTP crystal, the separation between the two orthogonally polarized beams (d) is 17
microns. In a resonator the depolarizing effects of this spatial separation may
lead to additional resonator loss, which is particularly deleterious for low-power,

diode-pumped systems.'
The effects of Poynting vector walk-off of the two fundamental beams can be

compensated by orienting the KTP at an oblique angle of incidence. 3 At the
interface between the KTP and surrounding air, the wave vectors for each
polarization state, k, and k2 , independently satisfy Snell's Law. The orientation
of this difference is in the plane of incidence and the magnitude of this difference,
8, is given by the formula

8 = arcsin(sin(O)/n,)-arcsin(sin(e)/n 2 )

where 0 is the angle of incidence and nj and n 2 are the refractive indices
associated with the two polarization states. By correctly choosing the angle and
plane of incidence, the difference in the initial orientation of the wave vectors can
be used to compensate for the Poynting vector walk-off. In the case of KTP for
second harmonic generation of 1064 nm radiation, A = -8 for e =70 oriented in the

x-y crystallographic plane. This condition is depicted in Figure 1(b). It should be
noted that this orientation does not address the related, but independent, second
harmonic walk-off.

In order to simultaneously satisfy the phasematching condition, the KTP is
fabricated with end face normals 27.50 from the x-axis and 900 from the z-axis.
This allows the wave vectors to satisfy the phasematching condition simultaneous
with a 70 angle of incidence to satisfy the walk-off compensation condition. The
exact numerical values for the phasematching condition and the walk-off

compensation condition are somewhat uncertain because of uncertainities in the
refractive indices of KTP.

Figure 2 illustrates the efficacy of this technique in minimizing
depolarization of a transmitted fundamental beam. The data in this figure were

obtained using a linearly polarized 1064 nm beam with a 50 micron beam radius
incident on a KTP crystal fabricated with end faces normals 27.50 from the x-axis
and 900 from the z-axis. The plane of incidence was 900 from the z-axis and was

varied in the x-y plane by rotating the crystal. At each orientation, waveplate
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effects were nulled out by adjusting the KTP temperature so that the KTP was an
integer X waveplate. The polarization components of the transmitted beam
amplitude parallel and perpendicular to the incident initial polarization state

were measured and the depolarization calculated as the ratio of the two

quantities. A pronounced minimum in the depolarization occurs at an angle of

incidence near 70, as expected from the preceding analysis.

The utility of this walk-off compensation technique has been demonstrated
in diode-pumped, intracavity-frequency-doubled lasers. KTP crystals oriented for
walk-off compensation and conventionally oriented KTP crystals have been used

in the refractively closed ring resonator shown in Figure 3.4 The efficiency of

green generation improves by more than a factor of two using the walk-off

compensated crystal. With a 5-mm-long, walk-off-compensated crystal, 264 mW of
single-mode, single-frequency, 532 nm radiation was obtained with 1200 mW of

808 nm laser diode pump radiation. This represents 22% conversion efficiency,
verifying the utility of the walk-off compensation technique described here.
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Figure 2 - Experimental verification of r,
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Summary:

Frequency doubling of laser diodes has been demonstrated in bulk
crystals, bulk crystals in a resonant cavities as well as in periodically
poled waveguides. The output power available from the frequency
doubling schemes however, has been limited by the relatively low output
powers available from laser diodes. Frequency doubling of laser light
requires a high brightness diffraction limited input beam with single
spectral mode. Coherent output power from a semiconductor laser has
been limited for many years to 100-200 mW, However, recently over 1
Watt cw diffraction limited output power has been obtained from a
monolithically integrated flared master oscillator power amplifier

(MOPA) 1 .

In this paper we report on frequency doubling in a bulk KNbO3 crystal

with a novel, high power, monolithic laser diode. The laser diode
operates at a single frequency with a diffraction limited output beam
throughout its operating range. In addition, the output from the laser
diode does not exhibit any steering as a function of changes in the
injection current. A schematic diagram of the MOPA is shown in Figure
1. The MOPA consists of a DBR master oscillator with two second
order gratings. The output from the laser is coupled into a flared
amplifier. The taper of the flared amplifier is matched to the
approximately 6 degrees divergence of the beam emitted from the
oscillator. The signal is amplified along the length of the flared
amplifier such that the peak intensity remains nearly constant and the
increase in output power is a result of the expanding aperture of the
amplifier. The ligh. is coupled out of the amplifier through the anti-
reflection coated cleaved facet. The light output from the oscillator as a
function of the injection current to the oscillator is shown in Figure 2
and the far field at different output power levels is shown in figure 3.
The differential efficiency is 60 % and the device operates in a single
spectral mode at 955.5 nm at all output power levels.
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A schematic diagram of the set up for frequency doubling of the output
from the MOPA is shown in figure 4. The MOPA is similar to the
MOPA discussed previously however a different device with a
wavelength of 988 nm is used such as to be properly phase matched in

KNbO 3 near roo.n temperature 2 . The output from the MOPA is i)

collimated in the direction perpendicular to the junction by an objective
lens with a focal length of 6.5 mm and NA=0.6 and ii) corrected for
astigmatism as well as circularized with a 200 mm focal length cylinder
lens. The output from the cylinder lens is focussed with a 100 mm focal
length lens into a spot with 20 and 30 micron FWHM in the direction
perpendicular and parallel to the junction respectively. A 7 mm long b-
cut KNbO 3 crystal is positioned at the focussed beam.

We obtained 1.2 mW blue-green output power from single pass SHG at
an input power to the crystal of 0.5 Watt and at a crystal temperature
of 34 degrees C. This is about a factor of 2 smaller as compared to
the results obtained in an a-cut KNbO 3 crystal with a Ti:AL2 0 3 laser

and slightly smaller as compared to the results obtained with a broad

area GaAs laser amplifier 3 .

This is the first demonstration of single pass frequency doubling of a
monolithic high power diode laser capable of output power exceeding 1
Watt. The advantages of this system include modulation to 1 GHz,
simple alignment tolerances and ease of fabrication.
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1) D. Welch, R. Parke, D. Mehuys, A. Hardy, R. Lang, S. O'Brien,
D. Scifres," 1.1 W, cw, diffraction-limited operation of a monolithically
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"Refractive indices of orthorhombic KNbO3 II. Phase matching
configurations for nonlinear-optical interactions.", Journal of Optical
Society of America B. vol. 9, pp. 507-517 (1992)
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Summary
There has recently been much work on fabricating waveguide lasers based on crystal

hosts by methods such as crystal fibre growth', ion-exchange2 , in-diffusion3, ion-implantation",
and epitaxial growth5. Despite the confinement of pump and signal beams to a few microns spot
size, in general these lasers have not shown a clear advantage over bulk lasers in terms of
thresholds due to propagation losses of the order of 0. 1dB/cm or higher. Here we identify laser
systems in which crystal waveguides will show great advantages over bulk lasers, namely 3 level
and quasi-3 level transitions, and as an example describe the low threshold operation of a 946nm
Nd:YAG epitaxial waveguide laser. The extra cavity loss arising from using a waveguide is less
significant in (quasi-) three level systems as re-absorption loss from the lower laser level is
present.

There has been much interest in the laser operation of the 946nm 4F312-4419 2 transition in
Nd: YAG"' as a means to obtaining a diode pumped blue laser source (after frequency doubling).
One of the problems associated with this transition is that the lower laser level is the upper
857cm' crystal field component of the ground state manifold containing 0.7% of the population
at room temperature. Here we report a waveguide laser that despite only having confinement
in one direction and a laser transition which only has a relatively small percentage of the
population in the lower laser level still shows thresholds lower than those achieved in equivalent
bulk systems. The prospects for operation of other (quasi-) three level systems are also
discussed.

We have recently reported that Nd:YAG waveguides can be fabricated by liquid phase
epitaxial growth of Nd:YAG layers on pure YAG substrates, followed by the growth of a pure
YAG cladding layer5. Such waveguides exhibit very low loss for a crystal waveguide
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(<0.05dB/cm) but rely purely on the Nd doping to achieve the refractive index difference
required for guidance. In order to take full advantage of the waveguide geometry, guides of just
a few microns width should be fabricated but this requires a larger index difference than can be
produced by lat. % Nd doping alone. The mixed crystal Y3(Al,.xGajsO, 2 is known to maintain
the garnet crystal structure while having a controllably higher refractive index9 . We report here
for the first time the demonstration of a waveguide laser using the enhanced index difference
caused by Ga doping. The waveguide described in this experiment has an active layer co-doped
with l2at. % Ga, and 35at. % Lu (which compensates for the size mis-match between Ga and Al),
increasing the refractive index difference to 1.4xl0"2 (at 633nm). This guide has two modes for
both TM and TE polarisations at 946nm with a calculated fundamental mode spot size (1/e2 half-
width of intensity) of 2.0jm.

The laser thresholds observed when operating Ga,Lu,Nd doped guides of various widths
at 1.064gm indicated losses of 0.1-0.2 dB/cm, taking into account the fact that the stimulated
emission cross-section at 1.064/Am is reduced by a factor of two at this doping level'. Despite
the somewhat increased propagation loss and the reduced stimulated emission cross-section, the
fact that smaller spot sizes can be produced by these guides meant that the 1.064/Am threshold
for a 3.8/Am width guide (propagation loss 0. 15dB/cm) is similar to that found in the original
waveguides' and that the expected threshold at 946nm is lower for these guides because the
propagation loss is less significant for the quasi-three level system.

For the experiment described here a cladded, 3.8/Am active layer thickness guide was end
polished to a length of 0.95mm to allow longitudinal pumping by an R6G dye laser at 588nm.
This was slightly shorter than intended as only -45% of the pump light was absorbed in a
single pass. Thus the incident threshold power will not be the optimum value which would
occur when the guide length was nearer to an absorption length. The laser cavity was formed
by butting two thin light-weight mirrors against the polished end faces. These mirrors were held
in place by the surface tension of a drop of fluorinated liquid although, in future, direct coating
of the end faces would be preferred. The mirrors were highly reflecting at 946nm and had 81%
transmission at 588nm. No attempt was made to feedback the unabsorbed pump light as we
were interested in directly comparing our results to a similar experimental set up with bulk
lasers6 . The mirrors had - 95 % transmission at 1.064/Am to avoid oscillation at this wavelength.
The pump light was end-launched using a X10 microscope objective forming a -2/Am circular
waist at the input face.

Laser oscillation at 946nm was observed at a power incident on the input mirror of
4.0mW. Taking into account the mirror transmission and subtracting the pump power observed
to emerge from the output end (due to less than 100% absorption and launch efficiency) we
calculated an absorbed power threshold of 1.2mW. The output, observed with a CCD camera
and image analyser (Big Sky Software Corporation beamview analyser), was single mode in both
the guided and unguided planes with measured spot sizes of - 2/tm and - 35,Am respectively.
This result compares favourably to the bulk laser result of Fan and Byer' who found an incident
power threshold of - 5.7mW despite having a better optimised length crystal and using a more
favourable pumping wavelength (808nm). Using the measured spot sizes and propagation loss,
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and using standard Nd:YAG material constants, we calculated an absorbed power threshold of
0.9mW. The small discrepancy between this value and the experimentally observed value of
1.2mW may be due to some reduction in the 946nm stimulated emission cross-section from that
of standard Nd:YAG, as has been observed at 1.064jum9. The same calculations suggest that
if channel waveguides could be fabricated, perhaps by ion-implanting low refractive index side
walls or by etching, without greatly increasing the loss from the current level of 0.15dB/cm then
thresholds of < 100luW should be achieved. Further improvements could be made by choosing
an output mirror that strongly reflects the unabsorbed pump light or using a cavity that resonates
a single frequency pump source8 .

The prospects for low threshold operation of waveguide lasers in other (quasi-) three level
system is also most promising. For example the 1.0314m laser transition in Yb:YAG terminates
at 613cm-1 in the ground state manifold and has -5 % of the population in the lower laser level.
Using the material constants quoted in ref. 12 and similar spot sizes and losses to the guide used
in this experiment we would predict an absorbed power threshold of - 4mW for a 1.65mm long
crystal and a 10% output coupler. This is to be compared with an experimentally observed bulk
laser threshold of 71mW 1o Other well known transitions such as the - 2/m line of HO' 11,12

and the - 1 .6jcm of Er3+ "3 are equally promising, as are a number of other transitions not
normally considered for bulk lasers because of their highly 3-level nature.
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Over the past two years, the uniform, high-intensity pumping advantages of the single-mode
fiber geometry have been realized in demonstrating several new visible upconversion laser
transitions. To date 11 different CW, room-temperature visible upconversion laser/pumping
combinations have been demonstrated with visible laser powers of up to 200 mW. Perhaps
the most dramatic demonstration of an upconversion laser to date was the CW, room-
temperature operation of a Pr3*-doped ZBLAN fiber at 5 visible wavelengths'. An additional
advantage of the fiber geometry for upconversion lasers is that the fiber laser is the only
laser geometry where the pump spot size and resonator length are decoupled. This extra
degree of freedom is extremely important in the upconversion process where the ground-state
absorption (GSA) and one or more excited-state absorptions (ESA) must be balanced in order
to efficiently populate the upper laser level. For example, the three-photon pumped TmI÷
upconversion laser discussed in this paper would not be possible in a Tm3*-doped crystal due
to the extremely weak GSA. The long resonator lengths possible in fiber lasers also allow
the minimization of concentration quenching effects while distributing the absorption to
facilitate heat removal.

Visible laser emission has been demonstrated in Tm3÷, Ho÷, Er3 ÷ and Pr÷ -doped ZBLAN
fibers via 2 photon pumping schemes. Blue upconversion fiber lasers have been
demonstrated in both Tm3÷ and Pr9*-doped ZBLAN fibers, but the Tm3 ÷ version required
pumping with two different visible wavelengths and operation at 77 K ', while the PrI÷ fiber
laser required the use of two widely spaced infrared wavelengths. Recently we reported the
first single-wavelength pumped, CW, room-temperature blue upconversion laser in a Tm÷-
doped ZBLAN fiber using a 3 photon pumping scheme, as shown in Figure 1. The pump
source was a Nd:YAG laser operating in the 1.12 um spectral region. A lasing threshold of
25 mW of absorbed pump and a slope efficiency of 32% versus absorbed pump power has
been observed up to a maximum output power of 57 mW at 480 nm. Lasing on the red
laser transition (IG4 -• 

3F4) has also been observed at 650 nm in a Tm/Yb co-doped ZBLAN
fiber. We were not able to achieve red lasing in the Tm3 ÷ only doped ZBLAN fiber. We
hypothesize that YbI÷ is necessary to depopulate the lower 3F4 level, which is typically a self-
terminating laser transition.

Recent results with fiber lasers suggest that the output power should be scalable to very high
output powers. A diode pumped 1123 nm Nd:YAG laser was constructed and used as the
fiber laser pump source which led to a blue laser output power of 35 mW. High power
diode laser- pumped single-mode fiber lasers are generally a problem due to the requirement
that the pump sources be diffraction limited. The diode-pumped solid state laser functions as
a brightness converter and readily allows the power scaling of the fiber laser output with
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increasing pump array power. A Nd:YAG pumped Yb3÷ fiber laser operating at 1.12 14m
has also been used as a pump source for a Tm3÷ blue upconversion fiber laser. 4

We have obtained ESA spectra of both Tm3*-doped fluoride and oxide fibers following
excitation into the 3IH4 state at 785 nm. The ratio of white light absorption of the fibers
(pumped/unpumped) is shown in Figure 3. Values abo% - 1 are regions dominated by excited
state absorption, while values below 1 are regions of predominately GSA. The fluoride fiber
exhibits ESA peaks at approximately 1060 and 1130 nm. The oxide fiber exhibits only a
single peak at 1075 nm presumably due to the extremely short lifetime of the 3H4 state in an
oxide host. The efficiency of blue laser operation versus pump wavelength is an extremely
sharp function. In spite of the existence of strong ESA at 1064 nm, we have not been able
to observe blue upconversion lasing when pumped with over 1 Watt of power with a
Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm due to the lack of sufficient GSA. At 1100 nm we observed
lasing, but the threshold was several hundred milliwatts of absorbed power. The laser
threshold drops to 25 mW at 1123 nm. A more complete wavelength dependence is difficult
to obtain due to the lack of tunable CW laser sources in this spectral region.

This work was performed while the author was employed by the Amoco Technology
Company.
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Ho-Yb fluoride glass fiber for green lasers
A.Shikida, H.Yanagita and H.Toratani
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Ho 3 + upconversion emission at 543nm (5S2-518) is a potential candidate for realizing a

red-diode pumped green laser. However, this emission is of three-level system, so that lower

doping is needed to achieve lower lasing threshold. A long, low loss single ,node fiber is
usually adopted for this type of laser to obtain a sufficient pump absorption without much

cavity loss [1]. To make a compact device, it is necessary to increase the pump absorption

efficiency. Yb has been known as an effective sensitizer for Ho in many crystals when the
diode emitting around 980nm is used for excitation [2]. We report effects of host glass
composition and Yb sensitizer concentration on the Ho green upconversion emission and the

pump power dependence of the excited population density for fiber lasers.
Glasses were prepared by melting fluorides mixture in a glassy carbon crucible under

Ar/C12 gas atmosphere which was followed by quenching and annealing. Samples for

spectroscopic property measurements were cut and polished to the size of 23x 12x3mm. The
host glass compositions (Tablel) were chosen in order to see effect of the phonon frequency

on the emission. The multiphonon decay rate is given by [3]
WMPR = W(0) exp(-ocAFQo) (1)

where W(0) is the decay rate at zero energy gap, ax is a parameter including the electron-

phonon coupling constant, AE is the energy gap between emitting level and next lower level

(3030cm- 1) and ao/2nt is the effective phonon frequency. The phonon frequency becomes
larger in the sequence ZBLAN, AZF and AYF (Table2).

We observed that the upconversion emissions at 410, 545, 670nm of Er system were

stronger for ZBLAN than for AZF while the spontaneous emission probability was nearly the
same for these glasses (Table 3). It indicates that these emissions are primarily governed by

the multiphonon decay of the emitting level. The upconversion excitation occurs through the
resonant energy transfer in which no phonon plays a role.

On the other hand, ZBLAN has a lower upconversion emission efficiency than AZF and
AYF in Ho-Yb system. The Stokes emission intensity with the 485nm excitation is increased
with decreasing effective phonon frequency of glasses, which suggests that the multiphonon
decay of 5S2 level affects the emission efficiency. However, in the upconversion emission a
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reverse trend is observed. Since the energy transfer from 2 F5/2 state of Yb3 + to 516 state of

Ho 3 + is phonon-assisted (energy gap is about 1540cm- 1), the transfer efficiency is largely

affected by the phonon frequency of the host glass [3]:

WET = WO exp(-[3AE/hf0) (2)

where WET is the nonresonant transfer rate, W0 is the resonant transfer rate, 0 is a parameter

similar to ox but nearly half the value, oi/2t is the effective phonon frequency and AE is the

energy gap between the doner and the acceptor levels. Actually the energy transfer efficiency

in Yb-Ho estimated from the fluorescence lifetime measurement is about 0.52 in AZF, which

is much higher than 0.33 in ZBLAN. This is due to the phonon frequency in AZF higher than

ZBLAN. The upconversion emission intensity is seems to be predominantly determined by the

energy transfer efficiency in the excitation process in Yb-Ho system. On the other hand, the

multiphonon decay probability from the emitting level in the emission process increases with

the increasing of the phonon frequency. Therefore, there should be some appropriate phonon
frequencies which enhance the energy transfer but still suppress the multiphonon decay. In

this work we chose AZF as a host glass.

The dependencies of the emission intensity on sensitizer (Yb) and the activator (Ho)
concentrations are shown in Fig. 1. Maxima are observed at about 6mol% YbF3 for both

0.1mol% and 0.5mol% HoF3 concentrations. Keeping YbF3 concentration constant at

6mol%, the maximum emission was obtained around 0.lmol% HoF3. To reduce the

threshold for population inversion, Ho concentration is preferred to be as low as possible.
Therefore, we employed a glass containing 0.05mol% HoF3 and 6mol% YbF3 for the lasing

experiment. The fiber is a core diameter of 13g.m, NA of 0.17 and loss of 4dB/m at

514.5nm.

Using this fiber, the population density of lasing level was measured as a function of pump

power. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.2. A Ti:Sapphire laser was employed as a

pump laser and an Ar ion laser (543.5nm) as a probe laser. Comparing the transmitted power

of the probe beam through a 5mm fiber with or without pumping, the threshold pump power

for the population inversion was estimated to be about 14mW in the 975nm excitation. We
observed that the 420nm fluorescence from 5 G4 level increases with pump power: It depends

on the pump power cubic, while the 543nm fluorescence depends quadratically. It suggests
that the upconversion from 5S2 to higher energy levels takes place which may suppress the
5 S2 population build-up. For a longer fiber (96mm), the 5S2 population saturates before

reaching the inversion. The optical length for 90% pump absorption is less than 5mm,

therefore the rest of the fiber simply acts as an absorbed medium for the emission. This is

why the population inversion was never achieved for the longer fiber.
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The lasing experiment is on the way. The results for this fiber as well as single mode

fibers with a double clad structure to improve pumping efficiency will be given.
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Table 1. Glass compositions.

ZBLAN 53.OZrF4 - 20.OBaF2 - 1.62LaF 3 - 3.OAIF 3 - 20.ONaF - 0.11HoF 3 - 2.27YbF 3

AZF 25.1AIF3 - 12.8ZrF4 - 9.1Y F3 - 3.7MgF - 15.4CaF2- 13.6SrF 2- 12.6BaF 2 - 2.8NaF - 2.8NaCI
- 0.1HoF 3 - 2.OYbF 3

AYF 36.OAIF 3 - 12.13YF 3 - 8.3MgF - 25.OCaF2 - 8.3SrF2 - 8.3BaF2 - 0.09HoF3 - 1.88YbF 3

Hoe of 2.08X10'9 ions/cc and Yb3* of 4.15X10? ions/cc were doped in all of the above glasses.

Table 2. Comparison of upconversion emission between ZBLAN and AZF.

glass phonon* upconversion Stokes energy transfer efficiency

energy(cm") emission emission 1- ('E / T2)**

ZBLAN 506 5.7 24.5 0.33
AZF 625 9.1 24 0.52
AYF 630 8.5 17 0.41

*: estimated by FTIR

** I is the lifetime in Ho3-Yb?' codoped samples, and T, is in the Yb3* single doped samples.

Table 3. Comparison of upconversion emission between ZBLAN and AZF.

Er" blue(410nm) green(545nm) red(670nm) Ho'-Yb'green(541nm)

emission intensity ratio (ZBLAN / AZF) 1.17 1.32 1.12 0.62
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Upoonverion pumping of rare earth doped materials has been extensively

studied over the two past decades. Most of mechanisms for converting infrared

radiation to short wavelength output are quite well known and relative
strengths of these processes have already been reported in bulk materials 11).
However, due to length of interaction of law ligih with luminescent centers

in a fiber, Excited State Absorption (E.S.A.) can dominate the Addition of
Photons by Energy Transfer (so-called A.P.T.E.). This is mainly true because
of low doping of fibers. Such low concentration is required to prevent from

clustering or agregation which causes losses along the fiber.
Recently, CW room temperature red upconveraion laser actions have been
reported in a Yb* sensitized Prl. ZMLAN fiber pumped at 850 nm [2).

Absorption of a first photon into the phonon sidcband of Yb* ion absorption
band is followed by fast non radiative relaxation to its lowest excited state
(*Fi)) and non radiative energy transfer to the ',4 state of Pr'?*ons,

then a second photon of the same frequency is absorbed to proote Pi'3 ions
into IMe P1 or 116 states (figoe l and table 1). ThIs was probed by
recording the excitation spectrum of the 'Po blue fluorescence [3].

Experiments reprt hem have been perfrmned with the same co-doped ZBLAN
fluoride fiber used in ref.2 (2% Yb;' and 0.1% P1'), experimental techniques

have already been prseted elswhem

* LAB-OCM C.N.E.T. BP 40, 22301 Lannlon FRANCE
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Under pulsed laser excitation, blue uponversion fluottscence is only observed
when YbW÷ ions are resonantly pumped into the Stark components of the FS'2

state. Low temperature absorption data of table I indicate that there is no

resonance between the photon energy and excited state absorption transitions
IG4-- 3P 3, 16. Only the path is to note that the energy of 3Po is roughly two

times the energy of the 2 Fc(2) Stark component of Yb 3" ions. Then two
excited YbW ions can transfer their energy to a single PrW ion as a result

of a cooperative energy transfer (figure 1). To probe this energy transfer
mechanism, we have recorded fluorescence decays of various Stokes emissions of

a low concentrated PrW material under resonant excitation (see table I for

the results).

The blue antistokes fluorescence decay pumped at 933 fin, represented in

figure 2, exhibits an initial rise followed by a long decay, the full line

represents the best fit with a biexponential law, the time constants being 22

lis and 404 ps respectively.

Enlargement of the short time part of figure 2 shows that no feeding of the
SP0 state occurs during the pulse which, again, rules out an E.S.A. process

via the 'G4 state. The rate equation model predicts a similar profile assuming

a single exponential decay of donor ions (W ). However, the adjusted time
constants does not fully verify the lifetimes C(3 Po) in the initial rise and
-t(•s/2 in the long tail, reported in table 1, because of the two following

reasons. The long tail of the 3P, fluorescence decay is affected by fast

diffusion among YV4 ions and energy transfer between excited Yb' ions and
the 1G state of Pr? ions. The initial rise is shortened due to back transfer

from W+ ions in the 'P0 state and two ytterbium ions which has already been

pointed out [4).
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ZnSe and ZnSe-based materials are receiving a great deal of attention for their

potential blue opto-electronic applications.1 a We have previously reported observations

of room temperature blue laser oscillations from ZnSe and ZnSSe single crystals

employing the above-the-band-gap one-photon pumping method.34 Here we report our

recent study of blue laser action in these crystals where optical pumping was achieved via

two-photon transitions. In particular, we have used near-infrared (-850 nm) excitation

with two photon energies in the vicinity of the fundamental energy gaps in these wide gap

materials.

Lasing was observed at 446 nm from ZnSe, and 438 nm from ZnS0.05Seo.95 at 10

K. These lasing peak positions are approximately the same as those for the one-photon

pumping case. An increased blue shift is expected in ZnS•Se,11 with greater concentrations

of sulfur. Strong blue laser emission was observable to the naked eye even at 200 K.

With an increase in temperature, the lasing peak position was found to shift to lower

energies at a faster rate than the band gap change. At 180 K, the lasing occurred at 460

nm in ZnSe, and the energy position decreased by 85 meV corresponding to an about 50

meV decrease in the band gap.
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The ZnSe and ZnS0.05Se 0. samples used in this work were single crystals grown

by seeded physical vapor-phase transport (SPVT) technique. Small bar-like samples with

cavity length 300-500 pm were cleaved from mechanically polished, and then chemically

etched wafers. The parallel cleaved sample edge facets form a laser cavity with no optical

coating necessary. The optical pumping source used in this work was a tunable pulsed dye

laser pumped by the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (10Hz, lOnsec). Experimental

configurations are similar to those in refs. 3 and 4.

Figure 1 shows the emission spectra of ZnSe taken at three different excitation

intensities. The pumping wavelength was 830 rnm. Essentially the same spectra were

measured in ZnS 0.5Se95 except that the emission peaks shift to higher energies due to the

alloying effect. The lasing threshold was found to be -16 MW/cm2 in ZnSe. In Figure

2, we show the laser emission intensity versus the excitation power density for the same

sample used for Figure 1. As the sample temperature increases from 10 to 200 K, the

lasing threshold increases only about a factor 3, and the emission linewidth changes from

-5 to 7.5 meV. We have also studied the pumping wavelength dependence by tuning the

near infrared dye laser. The lasing was observed from ZnSe in the pump wavelength from

830 nm to -867 nm. Since these wavelengths are readily accessible with commercial

GaAs-based compact diode lasers, our work demonstrates the feasibility of packaging

very compact blue lasers. Furthermore, ZnSe-based materials can be grown on top of

GaAs substartes using thin film growth methods such as MBE. Therefore, our work

suggests the IAciting possibility of monolithically integrating ZnSe-based devices with

GaAs-based laser devices. The work presented here can also be extended to
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heterostructures such as ZnSe/ZnSSe, ZnSe/ZnCdSe quantum wells.

1. R.A. Reynolds, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A7, 269(1989).
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The realization of a compact and low cost blue coherent light source is essential for high-density

optical data storage, laser printing, and color display applications. So far laser-diode-based second-

harmonic-generation (SHG) devices seems to be the most convenient way of making a violet or blue

light sources. The conversion efficiency of quasi-phasematching (QPM) SHr( is highest when the

periodic reversal of the sign of the nonlinear coefficient d of the material occurs in the phasematching

period[ 11. The QPM-SHG allows the use of any component of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor, and

by selecting the period of the sign inversion of the d coefficient, light with arbitrary wavelengths

within the transparency range of the nonlinear materials can be generated. A high conversion

efficiency QPM-SHG device has the following requirements: 1) it should be composed of materials

with large nonlinear coefficients and good transparency, 2) its waveguide should have low loss with

strong mode confinement, 3) a good overlap between the fundamental and the second harmonic field,

and 4) the periodically inverted domain structure should be obtainable at any depth in the waveguide

suitable for first order QPM. The last requirement, in particular, is most important for taking full

advantage of the materials.

A variety of fabrication methods for ferroelectric domain inversion in numbers of materials have

been reported such as 1) anisotropic diffusion of Ba ions for potassium titanyl phosphate (KTiOPO4 or

KTP)[21, 2) proton exchange and heat treatment below the Curie temperature for lithium tantalate

(LiTaO3)[3], 3) Ti in-diffusion [4]or Li20 out-diffusion[5] near the Curie temperature for lithium

niobate (LiNbO3) and 4) electron beam bombardment at room temperature on the negative c-face of

lithium niobate[6l, and so on. In spite of the high nonlinear coefficient in lithium niobate, the

conversion efficiency of the actual waveguide device previously has been lower than those of KTP

and lithium tantalate[2,7]. This was mainly due to the fact that the indiffusion or outdiffusion

technique previously used was only capable of creating the (nonideal) shallow triangular domain

boundary which itself could only yield third order QPM thus dropping the effective conversion
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efficiency substantially. In our research we have successfully developed a method to easily invert the
ferroelectric domains of lithium niobate by applying an external electric field[8]. Using this method
the spontaneous polarization of lithium niobate was inverted by applying a pulsed external field

through a sample thin enough to prevent catastrophic electron avalanchc damage. This method not

only enables the fabrication of ideal laminar domain structures for first order QPM-SHG as shown in

Fig. I but also has eliminated the propagation loss due to the periodical changes in the refractive

indices. The device fabricated by this method allowed us to achieve a high power of >20mW at the

blue wavelengths and a high conversion efficiency of > 600%/W-cm'.

In this paper we will present current results about our QPM-SHG device fabricated by applying

the external field method.

Fig. 1 The cross-section of the periodically in-

verted domain structure in lithium niobate fabri-

cated by applying an external electric field.
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Quasi-phasematched frequency conversion in LiNbO3 waveguides is an efficient method for the generation

of short wavelength radiation from infrared laser diodes. While many techniques are used to form the ferroelectric
domain grating necessary for quasi-phasematching, waveguide confinement is usually provided by the annealed
proton exchange (APE) process. The optical properties of APE waveguides are not well understood and accurate
models relating the modes of the waveguide to processing parameters are not available. Also, effects of the APE
process on the nonlinear optical properties of LiNbO3 have yet to be understood. In this presentation we discuss two

sets of experiments. First, we report a nonlinear diffusion coefficient for protons in LiNbO3 and the relationship
between concentration and index change, which allow a quantitative prediction of the modes of APE waveguides. 1

Second, we report depth profiling of the d33 nonlinear coefficient in proton exchanged (PE)2 and APE waveguides
which, in conjunction with the optical modes, allows accurate calculation of the overlap integrals and normalized
conversion efficiencies for guided wave nonlinear optical interactions. These models make possible the optimization
of APE waveguides for maximum normalized conversion efficiency, noncritical phasematching, or efficient coupling
to a laser diode for any guided wave nonlinear optical interaction.

To understand the properties of channel APE waveguides, studies were performed on planar waveguides on

both x and z-cut LiNbO3. PE-LiNbO3 waveguides fabricated in benzoic acid had abrupt step-like refractive index and

H+ concentration profiles with depths (de) determined from the literatur€.3 Exchange temperatures and depths varied

from 160 0C to 220 OC and 0.15 to 0.8 lim, respectively. Annealing was performed at 333 *C for times (ta) ranging

from 1 to 40 hrs. Prism coupling was used to obtain the mode indices and inversion of the mode indices to obtain re-

fractive index profiles was performed using two techniques4 which produced similar results for the surface index

change (Ana) and l/e depth (da) of the profiles. When normalized to de, the area under the index profiles was constant

to within several percent, indicating a near-linear relationship between concentration and index change. To analyze

the data we introduce the following normalized variables: a normalized diffusion time T = ta/de2 , a normalized surface

index change Ana/Ane (where Ane is the surface index change prior to annealing), and a normalized waveguide depth

da/de. Shown as data points in Figure I are Ana/Ane and da/de vs4rT for x and z-cut LiNbO3 waveguides. The dashed
lines show the results assuming linear diffusion theory with Do = 0.55 pm2 /hr, the asymptotic limit observed in

our data, and a linear relationship between index change and concentration. Clearly this modeling approach is insuffi-

cient to predict the properties of APE waveguides. That the data fall on a single line indicates that over the range of

fabrication parameters investigated, the APE process may be modeled by the diffusion equation; however, a

concentration dependent diffusion coefficient must be used to reproduce the results. We have found empirically that
D(C)=Do[(l-a)+a.e-bC] with a = 0.9. b = 12. and the concentration C = I corresponding to the initial PE condition,
reproduces the data, as shown by the solid lines in Figure 1. This diffusion model and a linear relationship between

index and concentration also accurately reproduce the shape of the experimental index profiles.1
SIMS profiling of the H+ concentration was also performed on x-cut PE and APE LiNbO3 waveguides.

SIMS data, normalized for matrix effects, showed x - 0.7 in HxLil-xNbO3 prior to annealing, in good agreement

with previous estimates.5 Shown in Figure 2 are SIMS H+ profiles of APE waveguides exchanged to 0.35 prn and

annealed for 4, 8, and 16 hirs. The solid lines are the results of the nonlinear diffusion model. The absolute SIMS

concentration is scaled to the calculated relative concentration (C = I for PE) using a constant that is independent of

anneal time. No other free parameters are used to compare the SIMS profiles with the diffusion model derived from
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the optical data. The model accurately reproduces the H+ profile, which is substantially different from that predicted

by linear diffusion theory, especially in the wings. In the presentation, this work will be compared with previously

published models for the diffusion of protons and the index change vs. concentration in the HxLil.1xNbO3 system.

The planar diffusion models for z and x-cut LiNbO3 described above can be combined into a two-

dimensional diffusion model for computation of the H+ concentration profile and, with the dispersion data for Ane

given in Ref. 1, the modes of channel APE waveguides. Even if the masking process used to delineate the channel

waveguides affects the PE depth the annealing process will still be described by the above model, but the actual PE

depth must be determined. The waveguide fabrication parameters necessary for achieving noncritical phase-matching

or optimal coupling to a laser diode can then be determined. Practical aspects of the design of channel waveguides

will be discussed in the presentation.
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Figure 1. Normalized index change and waveguide Figure 2. Comparison between H+ SIMS profiles
depth vs. the normalized anneal time. The and the nonlinear diffusion model described
lines are described in the text. in the text.

The nonlinear optical properties of PE and APE waveguides have been a source of controversy over the past

several years.6,7 We have used reflection second harmonic generation (SHG) as a probe of the d33 nonlinear

coefficient in both PE and APE-LiNbO3. Since the PE-LiNbO3 system has an abrupt boundary at the waveguide-

substrate interface, it is well suited to reflection studies at wavelengths at which the crystal is transparent. Reflected

SH fields are generated at the air-waveguide and the waveguide-substrate interface, and the interference between the

two reflected second harmonic (SH) fields as a function of incident angle can be used to measure the d33 coefficient

of the PE film. Comparison of the angular dependence of the total reflected 532 nm SH field with theory revealed

that d33 of PE-LiNbO3 is < 1 % the bulk LiNbO3 value.2 This agrees with guided wave experiments which show

that annealing is necessary to produce efficient frequency conversion.

Measurement of the d33 coefficient in APE waveguides is complicated by the graded refractive index profile

and the unknown spatial variation in the d33 coefficient. The d33 coefficient of APE-LiNbO3 was studied using

depth resolved reflection SHG with a 532 nm fundamental and a 266 nm SH field. Since the SH wavelength is above

the APE-LiNbO3 band edge, only SH generated within the 50 nm 7 absorption depth of the surface is observed in

reflection. As shown in Figure 3, the sample was angle lapped to project depth into lateral position, with a wedge

angle of < 2 mrad determined using surface profilometry. A depth resolution of < 0.05 gtm was achieved by

focussing the Q-switchcd 532 nm fundamental radiation, polarized along the z-axis, to a 20 jim diameter spot. The

focussed spot was scanned across the surface and the reflected 266 nm SH was measured vs. lateral position and

normalized to the signal from bulk LiNbO3. Shown in Figure 4 is the normalized signal vs. depth for x-cut APE

waveguides exchanged to 0.44 gim and annealed at 333 *C for 3, 5, and 9 hrs. The waveguide l/e depths were

approximately 0.9, 1.4, and 2.1 gim, respectively. For the 3 hr anneal no signal is observed within the original PE
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depth, while an abrupt increase to near the bulk LiNbO3 value occurs between 0.4 and 0.5 pm. This is in agreement
with the 1064 nm to 532 nm reflection SHG experiment previously discussed. For increasing anneal times d33 vs.

depth has a similar form, but the position at which the signal abruptly increases to the bulk value moves towards the
surface. However, even for very long annealing times (> 60 hr) no reflected signal is observed from the actual

surface. This is in agreement with previous experiments on unwedged APE-LiNbO 3 waveguides in which a reflected

266 nm signal was never observed, even after very long anneal times.7 The data show that the original PE
waveguide has no d33 coefficient, but LiNbO3 retains significant nonlinearity throughout the annealing process at

depths greater than the original PE depth.

1.0
0, .

.0.
-- 0.4 •

0 <e- 2 : 0 < " 9 hr..:5 ,r

0.0 -,
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Depth (pm)
Figure 3. Diagram of the wedged sample and Figure 4. Normalized reflected second harmonic vs.

technique used for depth profiling of the depth for different waveguide annealing
d33 coefficient in APE-LiNbO 3  times.

The above data demonstrate that the variation in conversion efficiency of guided wave QPM devices with
waveguide annealing time is due to a variation in the overlap integral with the d33 coefficient in the guide. For PE

waveguides the fundamental and SH modes are fully contained in the original PE depth and the conversion efficiency
is very low since d33=0 in the waveguide. For intermediate anneals the modes extend deeper into the substrate where

they encounter the d33 coefficient of LiNbO 3 , and the conversion efficiency is maximized. For long anneals the
modes are spread out and lower peak intensities reduce the conversion efficiencies. Thus the variation in conversion

efficiency with annealing is not so much due to a restoration in the d33 coefficient of the APE waveguide as a

variation in the overlap integral due to a spatial redistribution of the modal fields. Detailed conversion efficiency
calculations based on the model for the modal properties of APE waveguides and the d33 measurements described
above will be presented.

"The authors thank Karl Kissa of the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory foi the SIMS data.
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Several approaches have been described for generating blue light by frequency
doubling near infrared laser sources in nonlinear optical materials 11]. KNbO 3 has
been shown to have excellent nonlinear optical properties making it particularly
attractive for nonlinear optics [2]. Thanks to its large nonlinear optical
susceptibilities, its room-temperature phasematchibility between 860 nm and 980
nm by angle tuning, its transparency down to 390 nm, and its very high threshold to
optical damage, KNbO3 proved to be one of the most promising materials for high-
efficiency frequency doubling of near infrared laser radiation into the blue and green
spectral range [3-5].

Second harmonic generation (SHG) using optical waveguides is very attractive
due to the tight beam confinement over long interaction lengths enabling to achieve
very high conversion efficiencies even on the power level of presently available DLs.
Conventional methods for waveguide formation such as ion indiffusion and ion
exchange, which have been used in other oxides have not yet been demonstrated to be
successful in KNbO3, mainly because of its low diffusion constant at temperatures
below the structural phase transition at 217 oC. Ion implantation and sputter
deposition are the only methods so far reported to produce crystalline low-loss optical
waveguides in KNbO3 [6-11]. We have reported for the first time phase-matched
(PM) and Cerenkov-type SHG in ion-implanted planar and channel KNbO 3 waveguides
[12,13].

The KNbO3 waveguides used in this work have been produced by using low-dose
MeV He ion implantation because for these conditions low-loss planar and channel
waveguides have been produced (6,10]. The SHG experiments were performed with a

cw titanium sapphire laser with a linewidth of less than 5 GHz. The waveguide input
coupling was accomplished in an end-fire geometry using microscope objectives. The
mode coupling insertion loss was 4-5 dB.

The SH power was measured as a function of the input power for different planar
and channel waveguides. We have found that SHG was achieved in a mode-to-mode
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conversion in the planar waveguides whereas in the channel waveguides we observed
Cerenkov-type SHG where the blue light is radiated into the substrate.

With a maximum fundamental power of 165 mW in a 5.6 mm long and 5.4 Pm
thick planar waveguide a power of 2.4 mW of SH blue light at 433 nm was generated,
which is equivalent to a normalized conversion efficiency of 16 0//Wcm. The mode
conversion was between the TMo mode and the TEl mode of the planar waveguide.

, experiment

101 71 23 0/o/W
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Figure 1: Power of the SH blue light at 428 nm as a function of the fundamental
power for Cerenkov-type frequency doubling in a 5.4 gim x 7.5 lIm
ion-implanted KNbO3 channel waveguide of 5.6 mm length.

A maximum power of 176 mW at 856 nm was coupled into a 5.4 X 7.5 tim 2

channel waveguide of 5.6 mm length providing a blue light output power of 7.1 mW at
428 nm. Figure 1 shows the quadratic dependence of the SH power at 428 nm measured
as a function of the fundamental power. The theoretical curve corresponds to a
normalized conversion efficiency of 410/o/Wcm. The SH radiation was emitted under a
Cerenkov angle of less than 5 degrees into the bulk crystal.

We will present results on the fabrication and tailoring of optical waveguides in
KNbO 3 by ion implantation and report current results on PM as well as Cerenkov-type
SHG in ion-implanted KNbO3 waveguides.

Acknowledgements: We gratefully thank H. Wuest for the crystal growth and J.
Hajfler for the excellent crystal polishing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optical storage and laser printer applications require a compact solid-state blue

source to achieve greater versatility. One method to obtain this blue light is via Quasi

phase matched (QPM) second harmonic generation (SHG). 1,2 With QPM we are able

to fabricate a high-efficiency blue light source. By inverting the spontaneous

polarization with an appropriate period it is possible to phase match any arbitrary
wavelength. Several methods have been used to fabricate periodic domain inversion

in LiNbO 3 and LiTaO3. Ti indiffusion3 or Li outdiffusion4 near the Curie temperature

are well-known techniques to reverse the polarization in LiNbO3. Electron beam

bombardment 5 ,6,7has also been employed to make "well"-shaped inverted domains.

Periodically poled structures in LiTaO3 can be realized through selective proton

exchange (PE) followed by heat treatment near the Curie temperature 8. A few micron
deep semi-circular shaped domains with a first-order period has been fabricated using

proton exchange and a quick heat treatment near the Curie temperature, generating

15mW of blue light9 .
We report on the formation of long (>50 U m),"spike-like" inverted domains in

LiTaO3 using heat-treatments well below the Curie temperature. These domains are

formed by proton exchange in conjunction with one-directional heating, and their

behavior during post-PE annealing is examined. These domains have straight walls and

the same period as the proton exchanged grid, which are favorable conditions to obtain

a first-order QPM device.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

A 30rim thick Ta mask was deposited on the c- face of 0.5mm thick LiTaO3

substrate using an electron beam deposition method. The first-order periodic pattern
with a 3.2 r m period was fabricated on the Ta mask by conventional photolithography

and CF4 dry etching, forming windows to allow proton exchange. A small amount of

pyrophosphoric acid was dropped on the Ta mask side of the substrate, which was then

placed on already heated (260 *C ) hot plate for 30 minutes, namely one-directional

heating from the rear surface of the substrate. After removal of the Ta mask, some

specimens were cut into strips, polished and etched with HF and HNO 3 to examine the
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proton exchange and domain inversion. Others underwent heat treatment between

300'C and 600'C, and were then etched to observe the chj.ige in the inverted domains.

ý10 -qA ul 525"c

40

ID
0 0

- Anneal time (min.)

Figure 1. Cross-sectional micrograph of Figure 2. Measured domain inversion depth
periodically inverted "spike-like" domains plotted against the heat treatment time.
fabricated on LiTaO3 , proton exchanged at 230'C
for 30 minutes and post PE annealing at 440'C for
0.5 minute.

3. RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Domain inversion in proton exchanged LiTaO3 had previously been considered to

occur during the post PE annealing step near the Curie temperature 8 . Using our process

we found that the polarization reversing during the proton exchange process, far below

the Curie temperature. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of a LiTaO3 sample,

proton exchanged at 260'C for 30 minutes with post PE annealing at 4400C for 0.5

minute. Although the proton exchanged layer is less than 1 r m thick, inverted domains

expanded from the proton exchanged region to deep inside the substrate. The domains

look like "spikes", with thin and sharp ends.

These "spike-like" domains seem to be similar to the so-called "needle-shaped"

microdomains 10 which are common in poled crystals as residual anti-domains, usually

being isolated and randomly distributed. In our case inversion mechanism is not clear,

but we think the periodic stress due to proton exchange is likely to trigger the growth of

the anti-domains, which is in turn accelerated by the thermal gradient.

Because previous report of domain inversion via proton exchange in LiTaO3 were

achieved near the Curie temperature, we were interested in the thermal stability of the

domains during the post PE annealing. From a practical point of view it is essential for

the domains to survive the 350-380'C heat treatment in order to fabricate waveguides

on the substrate by the annealed proton exchange (APE) method. Figure 2 shows the

domain inversion depth as a function of heat treatment time. Heat treatment was

carried out at 5259C for up to 2 minutes. Although there is some scatter in the data, the
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general tendency is for the domains to become shorter and finally vanish as the heat
treatment time increases. At lower temperature, though, they survive longer heat

treatment time.
To fabricate a single-mode APE waveguide after inverting the "spike-like" domains,

PE was carried out at 260 TC for 16 minutes in pyrophosphoric acid and post PE
annealed at 380"C for 5 minutes. Using a tunable cw Ti:sapphire laser with end-fired
coupling into a 3 g m width and 9mm long waveguide, we demonstrated blue light SHG
exiting from the waveguide. Figure 3 shows the relation between the fundamental

power and the output power . The second-harmonic power was quadratic with the
fundamental power at less than 23mW, and the normalized conversion efficiency was
12.3%W-'cm" 2. At fundamental power greater than 23mW the waveguide suffered
from optical damage. This damage caused the refractive index to change and altered the
phase matching conditions. Therefore the output SH power decreased with time. The
dependance of the output power on the fundamental wavelength is shown in Figure 4.
The FWHM in the tuning curve was 0. 15nm. The poor conversion efficiency could be
attributed to changes in the domain inversion ratios due to the APE waveguide process
and not enough optical confinement.
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Figure 3. Measured SHG output plotted against Figure 4. Experimental wavelength tuning

the fundamental power. curve for QPM-SHG waveguide.

4. CONCLUSION
We fabricated deep (>50 g m) inverted periodic domain structures with a 3.2 urn

period using selective proton exchange with one-directional heating at 260"C for first-
order QPM in LiTaO3. The domain inversion occurred during the proton exchange
process, far below the Curie temperature, and the domains stemmed and stretched
toward the non-proton-exchanged area from the proton exchanged layer. Though the
inverted domains shrank and finally vanished through post PE annealing, they were
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stable enough to survive the temperature of the waveguide fabrication process. We

demonstrated blue light SHG with APE waveguides, but occurred optical damage in

LiTaO3 . Higher efficiency may be obtained by optimizing the parameters of the APE

waveguide fabrication process.
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As compact, solid-state sources for blue coherent light, laser diode-based second harmonic
generation (SHG) devices hold great potential for use in high-density optical disk and laser
printer applications. In such applications, the primary concerns for the blue light sources are
those of stability and high power generation over several milliwatts.

Quasi-phase matched (QPM) SHG is an attractive method to gain the blue light sources,
because phase-matching of an arbitrary wavelength is obtainable by appropriate periodic
modulation of the nonlinear polarization' 2 ). QPM-SHG devices using a waveguide are capable
of realizing high-conversion efficiencies; a large nonlinear coefficient such as d33 can be used
and the waveguide can also attain strong optical confinement with long interaction length").

The authors have previously demonstrated periodically domain-inverted structure in LiTaO3
waveguide6 and obtained high efficiency (157%/W) using a Ti:A 20 3 laserO. LiTaO3 is thus
confirmed to be less susceptible to optical damage, and it has a large nonlinear coefficient.
Therefore, the QPM-SHG waveguide device in LiTaO 3 is a hopeful candidate for compact
blue-light source.

However, one has to overcome several difficulties before successful generation of blue-light
over several milliwatts is attained using frequency doubling of laser diodes. Firstly, a higher
conversion efficiency must be fulfilled, because currently available laser diode power is still
limited. Secondly, the lasing wavelength of a conventional Fabry-Perot laser diode must be
stabilized, so that the wavelength of the laser diode is stably maintained within the allowance
range of the QPM-SHG.

In this paper, we report on a new approach to stable and high power blue-light generation
by frequency doubling of a laser diode, wherein is employed a QPM-SHG device of LiTaO3
with a periodically domain-inverted region and proton-exchanged waveguide. High efficiency
SHG has been obtained by optimizing both a deep domain-inverted region and a low-loss
waveguide with strong confinementO. We also propose to apply grating feedback technique
to maintain single longitudinal mode oscillation of the laser diode, and so to match the lasing
wavelength with phase-matching wavelength of the QPM-SHG. Generation of stable blue light
up to 3mW was attained by frequency doubling of the laser diode.

The periodically domain-inverted regions are arranged so that a channel waveguide
traverses the regions. The period of the domain-inverted regions was 3.81Lm. The domain-
inverted region was fabricated using a selective proton-exchange and quick heat treatment
technique below the Curie temperature. Pyrophosphoric acid was used for proton-exchange.
The fabricated domain-inverted depth was 1.91im. Further, a quick heat treatment technique
was also made use of to fabricate a strong confinement waveguide. The fabricated waveguide
was of 1.91Lm depth, 4gm width, and 10mm length. The waveguide depth was the same as
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the depth of the domain-inverted region, so that the guided mode was able to overlap
efficiently with the domain-inverted region. The propagation loss of the channel waveguide
was 0.8dB/cm.

To evaluate the characteristics of this device in detail, a widely tunable Ti:Al20 3 laser was
used as the fundamental wave source. Maximum blue light power of 31rmW was obtained for
145mW of fundamental power. The normalized conversion efficiency of this device was
220%/W. The FWHM wavelength acceptance bandwidth was 0.12nm.

We further carried out experiments on laser diode frequency doubling using grating
feedback technique. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for frequency doubling of a
GaAIAs laser diode with a grating feedback optical system. The output power of the laser
diode was 120mW. The light beam from the laser diode was collimated using a lens of
N.A.=0.55, and the beam was focused using a lens of N.A.=0.6. A half-wave plate was
inserted to rotate the polarization of the beam to achieve maximum mode matching in
transverse magnetic (TM) propagation of the waveguide. The maximum power of 44mW was
coupled into the waveguide. A part of the fundamental light as the first order diffracted light
at grating (0.561Lm pitch) was fed back to the active layer of the laser diode through the
waveguide. A dichroic mirror was inserted to reflect only generated harmonic wave. The
proposed optical system is advantageous over previous grating feedback optical systems8 ), in
that a conventional reflection-type grating and commercially available laser diode can be
applied with no appreciable loss in both fundamental and harmonic wave.

8W5 Lens Domain-inverted region 429nm

Laser diode Half wave plate Dichroic mirror

Fig. I. Experimental setup for frequency doubling of a laser diode
with grating feedback system.

Under these conditions, the laser diode could maintain single longitudinal mode oscillation,
and no mode hopping was observed. Figure 2 shows the lasing wavelength dependance on
the grating angle. As grating angle 0 was varied from 49.5 to 50.80, the lasing wavelength
accordingly changed from 845 to 861nt. The grating firmly fixed the wavelength of laser
diode at the phase matching wavelength. The generated second harmonic power versus the
input fundamental power is shown in Fig.3. Blue light of 3.1mW was generated for 44mW
of fundamental power with a conversion efficiency of 7%. When the temperature of the laser
diode casing was changed from 17 to 35*C, the longitudinal mode remained unchanged and
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stable SHG was obtained. Furthermore, the time fluctuation of generated second harmonic
power was within * 1.5%, when the temperature was fixed.
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Fig.2. Lasing wavelength and second harmonic Fig.3. Generated second harmonic power

power plotted against grating angle, versus input fundamental power.
Fundamental sources are Ti:A1203

laser and laser diode (LD).

In summary, we have succeeded in fabricating a high conversion efficiency QPM-SHG
device in LiTaO3, in which the deep domain-inverted region and the strong confinement
waveguide were formed by proton-exchange and quick heat treatment. Locking the lasing
wavelength by grating feedback technique is proposed and 3.1 mW of blue light (429nm) for
44mW of fundamental power has been demonstrated. Furthermore it was shown that the
generated second harmonic power was stable ,varying temperature of the laser diode and over
a long time period. This QPM-SHG device with grating feedback system has been shown to
be a candidate for a compact blue light source applicable to optical disks and laser printers.
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In recent years, several techniques of formation the

periodic domain-inverted grating (PDIG) in the different

ferroelectric crystals were examined extensively. Mainly, the

variety of the techniques was concerned with LiNbO3 and LiTaO3

crystals 11].It was well established that formation of

ferroelectric domains had strong dependence of the quality,

conductivity and other physical properties of the crystals.

In the case of KTP crystal, the domain-inverted structures

for QPM were created only by the ion exchange of Rb/Ba for K

through the suitable mask [2). By this technique, the

segmented channel waveguide was formed in KTP simultaneously.

It is known that at room and higher temperatures KTP resembles

a superionic conductor and conductivity, which possibly

assisted by K+ and 02- vacancies, can vary by 4 order of

magnitude from 10-10 to 10-6 '-lcm-1 [3]. Therefore, the

periodic variation of KTP surface conductivity can result in

the formation PDIG. From this point of view, we have used the

periodic dielectric film cladding, heating and cooling for

fabrication of PDIG in KTP crystal.

Recently, this technique based on ferroelectric-domain

inversion induced by SiO2 cladding was used in LiNbO3 141.

Our preliminary measurements have indicated that for the
Rb:KTP channel waveguide ( w = 5•Lm ) and the 9.6fLm period of

PDIG ( third order QPM ) the SHG ( X=400nm) efficiency was 29%
w-lcm-2
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KTP segmented waveguides as concurrent Bragg reflectors and
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A periodic modulation of optical nonlinearity by means of

ferroelectric domain reversal has led to the generation of blue light by
quasi-phase matching in waveguides of, e.g. lithium niobate 1.2, lithium

tantalate ?2, and potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) 4. When the linear
optical constant (index) is also periodically modulated along the

propagation direction, these waveguides may serve also as distributed
Bragg reflectors 5,6. The back reflection of light in a narrow band of
wavelengths, subject to the Bragg condition, has been utilized to stabilize
a diode laser pump, forcing it to oscillate in a narrower band of

wavelengths suitable for second harmonic generation.

Thus we are led to the problem of a) designing a waveguide which
will meet the Bragg condition at a wavelength )LBragg near to the quasi-

phase matching at wavelength XQPM and b) ensuring that the intensity of

the Bragg reflection is sufficient to 'lock' the diode laser to it. In Rb/Ba-
diffused waveguides in KTP, temperature tuning allows one to shift the
relative position of XLBragg and X. QPM by 0.035 nm/°C, so if one is

constrained to temperature tuning the KTP waveguide by ± 10 °C, then at
the center of the temperature band XBragg and X QPM should match within

some 0.35 nm. An additional constraint is assumed in that the mechanics
of making the photomask limits one to certain dimensions for the sections
of the waveguide. For example, at 0.1 g addressing, all dimensions on the
mask must be integer multiples of 0.1 g.

The key to achieving the above has been to create structures with

superperiods much longer than the minimum required for first-order
QPM, allowing one to go to high orders (e.g. 275) in the Bragg reflection.

The waveguide is composed of a pattern of N segments, each segment
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having length hi composed of an 'on', or diffused, section and an 'off', or

undiffused section. The pattern repeats itself after N segments with a
superperiod, or repeat distance, of As.P The average period of the N
segments over the pattern is then Aavg = Asp/N, which for frequency

doubling light of 846 nm wavelength, is near to 4.00 pt. However, the

individual segments may deviate somewhat from that required for
perfect QPM, ;o that some are a few tenths of a micron longer, some a
few tenths shorter. This can be done without serious loss of blue output.
Also, the superperiod allows one to change XQPM in small increments, and

thus bring it close to the lasing wavelength of a given diode laser. The
difference in XQPM for a 0. 1 ý change in Asp is 5.7 nm. However, in a
superperiod of N=16 segments with Asp = 64 g., adding 0.1 g. to only one of
the 16 segments increases Aavg by only 0.00625 g., which allows tuning of

XQPM in 0.36 nm increments.

Having chosen an average period to achieve a given XQPM, various

combinations of the number of segments N and the various Bragg orders
are examined. At, e.g., N=1, the 1 7 th and 1 8 th orders of Bragg reflections
are separated from each other by 47 nm, and a match to an arbitrary
XQPM is unlikely. However, by N= 10, the 1 7 4 th order Bragg reflection

occurs at 847.6 nm, and the 1 7 3 rd order reflection occurs at 852.4 nm,
only 4.8 nm apart. Usually one can find a match (with in the
temperature tuning tolerance) of XBragg to X QPM by going no higher than

N=8. The smallest N possible is the desirable one: if N is too large, then
the Bragg peaks are spaced too closely together, and the diode laser will
not 'lock' to one of them, but will hop back and forth between adjacent

Bragg peaks.

In order to maintain a high intensity of the Bragg reliection, the
segments should be close to an integer multiple of 1/2 wave in optical
path length, while the individual sections (both the on and the off
section) should be close to an odd integer multiple of 1 /4 wave in optical
path length. For Rb/Ba-diffused waveguides in KTP and XQPM near 850

nm, segments of lengths 3.7, 3.9, 4.4, and 4.6 are close to 1/2 wave, and
can be used to construct the superperiod. Thus N=4 and Asp = 4.025 g can

be achieved with 3 segments of 4.0 p and I segment of 4.1 g; but it can
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also be achieved, and with higher Bragg intensity, using 3 segments of 3.9
g and I segment of 4.4 ý±. Though the Bragg order is very high, this

technique allows all 2N interfaces of the superperiod to contribute, albeit

imperfectly, to building reflected intensity.

Calculations for a 5 mm long waveguide show that all the light

should be reflected when the Bragg condition is met (even for Bragg
orders of 275 with 64 g± superperiods), yet measurements of the guides

yield typically 0 to 20% reflected intensity. The desired intensity to lock

the diode is in the range of 5 to 10% reflectance. Factors which might

lower the measured intensity and have been investigated are a) random

fluctuations in the position of the interfaces, b) systematic variation in

the position of the interfaces (caused e.g. by imperfect contact of KTP and

photomask during exposure), c) variation in the segment length (caused

e.g. by aberration in the e-beam lens used to write the mask, and d)

boundary roughness due to imperfect photolithography. Both b) and c)

reduce the observed intensity while also significantly broadening the

Bragg peak. Peak broadening is observed in the measured waveguides,

but not to an extent sufficient to explain the reduced intensity. The
effect of d), roughness of the order of 0. 1 g in the edges of the sections,

does in calculations lead to a substantial lowering of intensity without

broadening the peak, in agreement with the measurements.
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Generation of 425 nm light by waveguide frequency doubling of a GaAlAs
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There is currently considerable research on compact blue light sources that use periodically-
poled waveguides for quasi-phasematched frequency doubling of GaAlAs laser diodes. 1,2 For

such devices to become practical, they must be configured in such a way that optical feedback

from the SHG waveguide or the other optical elements does not adversely affect the spectral
characteristics or increase the amplitude noise of the diode laser. Although optical isolators can
be used to reduce feedback, this approach does not lend itself to miniaturization of such
devices. A more attractive alternative is the use of a configuration that includes the frequency

doubling waveguide and all other optical elements within an "extended" laser cavity. In this

configuration, lasing due to the reflectivity of the diode laser output facet is suppressed by anti-
reflection (AR) coating, and strong feedback is intentionally provided by an external mirror or

grating to produce laser oscillation.

To form such a cavity (Figure 1), the output facet of a single-spatial-mode, 850-nm GaAIAs

SQW-GRINSCH laser diode3,4 was AR-coated using a X/4 layer of Si 3N4. The residual facet

reflectivity was determined to be less than 0.4%. The back facet was coated to produce a
reflectivity of -90%. Light from the laser was collimated, circularized, rotated 900 in

polarization, and coupled into a periodically-poled KTP waveguide. Both the input and output

facets of the KTP substrate were AR-coated with a A/4 layer of MgF 2 , and this reduced the
-9% Fresnel reflectivity of each uncoated facet to <0.2%. The periodically-poled KTP
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waveguide (commercially available from DuPont) had a period of 4 gm, a channel width of 4

gm, and a length of 4.5 mm. The light emerging from the KTP waveguide was collimated and

directed onto a diffraction grating (1200 lines/mm, blazed for 6328A). The grating was used in

Littrow mode for retro-reflection of the incident beam. At 850 nm, the grating reflected

approximately 43% of the incident light. A low (-6.5%) reflectivity beamsplitter was used to

sample the signal immediately in front of the grating to determine the infrared and blue powers

present inside the cavity.

Lasing threshold for the extended-cavity laser was measured to be 28 mA. For a given
alignment of the grating, the frequency remained unchanged (within the 0.8A resolution of the

spectrometer) as the current was increased. By tilting the diffraction grating, the frequency of
the laser could be tuned over a range of several nanometers. When tuned to the peak
phasematching wavelength, 0.21 mW of 425-nm light was generated from 22 mW of 850-nm
light present in the cavity. Hence, the conversion efficiency was -1%, and the normalized

conversion efficiency was 214%/W-cm 2.

The spectral width of the extended-cavity laser was examined and found to be less than the

0.8A resolution of the spectrometer, indicating that no residual laser diode"chip" modes (-1.5A

spacing) were present; this narrow spectral width is compatible with the -2-3A wide
phasematching bandwidth of the 4.5-mm long KTP waveguide. The number of extended-

cavity modes having -0.012A spacing could not be observed directly due to the limited
resolution of the spectrometer. The measured conversion efficiency of 214%//W-cm 2 is less
than the 275%/W-cm 2 efficiency obtained using a broadband (Av<2 GHz) titanium:sapphire

laser, but greater than the 100%/W-cm 2 efficiency obtained using a single-frequency (Av<500

kHz) titanium:sapphire laser. These differences in conversion efficiency are probably due to

the spectral content of each individual laser. Since sum-frequency mixing between longitudinal
modes of a multimode source can yield a higher conversion efficiency than that obtained with a

single-mode source5, it is likely that the extended-cavity laser oscillates in several longitudinal

modes.

.4

Instead of a bulk diffraction grating, frequency-selective feedback can be obtained using the

periodic waveguide itself as a distributed Bragg reflector. We fabricated 9-mm-long segmented

channel waveguides having 4.5 gm width and 5.5 gm period in flux-grown KTP. For this

geometry, the 24111 order TM-mode Bragg reflection occurs at 845.3 nm, which is within the

gain-bandwidth of the laser diode. When light was coupled into the waveguide, lasing occured
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with a threshold current of 33 mA . The spectral width was measured to be 0.8A or less. Blue

light generation was not observed in this case because the period was incorrect for

phasematched SHG of the 845.3 nm laser wavelength. Operation of the extended-cavity laser

using the waveguide as a DBR structure is under further investigation.

Improved performance of device is being pursued using a dichroic beamsplitter to permit more

efficient extraction of the blue light. In addition, the blue power can be increased by driving

the diode at higher current and by temperature tuning the laser diode to optimize power at the

wavelength required for phasematching.
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Characteristics of KTiOPO4 Waveguides Up to High Power
Densities

P. A. Morris, J. B. Brown, J. D. Bierlein
DuPont, Central Research & Development, Experimental Station,
Wilmington, DE 19880-0356, (302)-695-2153

KTiOPO4 (KTP) possesses a unique combination of properties making
it useful for a variety of bulk and waveguide nonlinear optical
applications. 1 Spatially well-defined waveguide and domain structures
are readily produced in crystals through ion exchange techniques. 2,3
Highly efficient second harmonic generation into the blue wavelength
range is achieved in KTP using quasi-phase matching in segmented/
domain-inverted waveguides. 4 Recently, results have been reported
indicating that there are power limitations or instabilities which occur
when quasi-phase matching into the blue using KTP. 5 However, the
transmission characteristics of conventional KTP waveguides have been
reported to be stable at 514 and 488 nm to high powers. 6

This study was undertaken to understand the propagation
characteristics of KTP waveguides as a function of power and wavelength
and their implications to various nonlinear optical processes using these
waveguide structures. The transmission, input coupling and scattering
were measured using both TE and TM polarized 458, 514 and 790 nm CW
radiation at power densities of 5 kW/cm 2 to 1 MW/cm2 Segmented and
continuous waveguides produced with Ba/Rb-, Rb- and Ba/Rb/TI-doping in
flux and hydrothermally grown KTP substrates were examined.

The results of this work indicate that the propagation constant of
the waveguide depends on the power density (5 kW/cm 2 to 1 MW/cm2) and
on the wavelength. Effects on the propagation constant are quickly
observed at high power levels and at short wavelengths. They are also
observed at lower power levels in longer times. These changes are not due
to nonlinear absorption or the formation of gray tracks (photochromic
damage 7), but are due to changes in the real part of the propagation
constant and appear to be related to the linear absorption. These changes
are observed in both segmented and continuous waveguides. The effects
are observed to be more pronounced using TM polarized radiation and in
waveguides fabricated in flux vs. hydrothermally grown KTP substrates.
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Figures la and lb show the characteristics of segmented
waveguides produced in flux and hydrothermal substrates, respectively.
The propagation characteristics are shown as a function of the laser
power before and after exposure to 22 mW of 458 nm radiation for
30 minutes. The effects of the exposure on the waveguide fabricated in
the flux grown substrate consist of a drop in the percent of guided light
and an increase in the percent of uncoupled light. These changes in the
amounts of guided and uncoupled light can be reduced by recoupling the
laser to the waveguide after the exposure. No effects are observed in the
waveguide produced in the hydrothermal substrate.

35
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Figure 1. Characteristics of segmented, 4pgm wide waveguides produced
with a 5% Ba/95% Rb nitrate ion exchange in (a) flux and (b) hydrothermal
KTP substrates. The open symbols represent the P(guide)/P(laser): (o )
and P(uncoupled)/P(laser): ( o ) before a 30 minute exposure of 22 mW of
458 nmn radiation and the solid symbols ( n ) and ( e ), respectively, are
the characteristics immediately after. The measurements and the
exposure were made with TM polarized, CW radiation.
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Although the specific origin of the observed changes in the
propagation constant is not known, several possibilities exist. These
include thermal rearrangement of the ions that form the waveguide and a
photorefractive-like process caused by the pyroelectric effect (a
temperature increase in the waveguide will generate an internal field
across the guide which will alter the index through the electro-optic
effect). Electronic photorefraction, which is observed in other materials
(i.e. LiNbO 3), is also a possibility. However, this may not occur due to the
relatively high ionic conductivity of the KTP substrates. The thermal
refraction coefficients are known and cannot account for these effects.

Techniques to minimize or eliminate the observed effects on the
propagation constant of KTP waveguides are currently being explored.
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Introduction
Poled polymer films have been extensively studied because of easy preparation and their

potential for applications of nonlinear optical devices. In frequency doubling by optical

waveguides Cerenkov-type phase matching is advantageous because it requires only loose specifi-

cations of film thickness and refractive indices in device designings.

In this paper further advantage of Cerenkov-type phase matching is presented as a useful
conception to overcome absorption loss for efficient blue and green second harmonic generation in

waveguide structures.

Theory

To estimate the loss influence on efficiency of SHG, a simple model slab waveguide is

introduced(Fig. 1) with refractive indices as in Table 1. The lossy film with thickness d has

nonlinear quadratic coefficient d33. Anisotropies of the film index and loss at fundamental wave-

length are ignored. Expressions of a TM guided mode fundamental wave and a TM radiation mode

by D.Marcuse are applied to this analysis[l]. The magnetic field of second harmonic wave is rep-
resented as Hy =gj•a(p,z)hy(p,x)e 

Jz-iZdp (1)

a(p,z) is amplitude, P3 is the propagation constant and p2-=nk2 -W- with k=2x/)I The range of p

is

o p sp. - k • (2)

h,(p,x) is nonperturbated normalized magnetic field and it can be given by

92 hy / 0'.x2 + (IA0 0 n 2 O2 -_8 2 )hy-O0 (3)
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Table 1. Refractive indices

air wavelength 1064 nm 532=n
x=:O ;t air n3 1.0 I.

film Y film n1 1.5 1.55
x=-d substrte n2 1.4 1.

substrate d=0.8pm

Fig.1 A slab waveguide

The wave equation with loss(conductivity) a and nonlinear polarization PN(x) induced by a TM

guided fundamental wave with the propagation constant Fis represented as

V2  - 2dHy_ _ _ _

V2ny -- ftOn202 _/J~oO_ fyoeon2 60 d2pN ( X ) eJWt-jPz - 0 (4)

This analysis can be alternatively extended using a complex refractive index for the lossy film,

however the loss is treated as a perturbation in this paper. Replaced HY in eq.(4) by eq.(1) and

ignored the pump depletion and slowly varying envelope approximation is assumed, then being
multiplied by hy(p',x) and integrated by x ,eq.(4)is transformed into

p. 0
i4a(p',-z)= .6 4 -f ~n ,zh (p, xx)hy (p', xx).ejf'z-jfzdxdp

_J IA CO2_f (x) hy (P ', ×)Cjfl'z -ji dx
4 eo 1 3'j3j

4 .8 * (5)

Note that the propagation constant ' corresponds to p' and mode orthogonality is used. Eq.(5) is

numerically solved for the initial condition a(p',z--0)--O .
Fig.2 is dependence of second harmonic normalized efficiency (100% for the lossless case)

on the propagation length I for various loss values. The efficiency is linearly proportional to the

propagation length and the absolute efficiency of a lossless waveguides(cE =0) is 1.54% for 1=1mm,

fundamental power p =IW, d33 =5pm/v, and waveguide width w=lOILm. When the propagation

loss is less than several tens of dB/cm',which is required for practical waveguide devices, the

reduction of efficiency is less than 1% and it is negligibly small. For further increment of loss

434OdBcm-1, for which a guided mode wave hardly propagates, the efficiency is as much as 79%

of the lossless case and it is equivalent to lOdBcm-' propagation loss for a guided mode. The

remarkable reduction of loss influence in Cerenkov-type SHG comes from immediate radiation of

generated second harmonic wave to transparent substrate along the waveguide.

Experiment
The authors have reported Cerenkov-type blue and green SHG using a poled polymer con-

taining an azo dye Disperse Red 1(4-[N-ethyl-N-(2-hydroxyethyl)]-amino-4'-nitroazobenzene) as

side chain[2]. In this work another poled polymer p-NAn-PVA was used in the experiments. Fig3
is p-NAn-PVA co-polymer with unit fraction x=0.82 and its glass-rubber transition temperature is
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Fig.2 Dependence of SHG efficiency on propagation length.

1201. First the polymer was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide and spincoated on a pyrex substrate.

Then it was corona-poled at I501C for 15 minutes with applied voltage, 6kV. The cut-off wave-

length after poling was 480rnm. Absorption at 532nmn was 1500cm" ,which corresponded to trans-

mission of 15% for I tm film thickness for normal incidence and it was as much as 651OdBcm"1

proppagation loss. Anisotropy of absorbance is ignored,however a poled polymer film is more

lossy for a TM radiation mode than for normal incidence. The typical d33 value was 1Opm/v.

Fundamental wave of 1064nm Q-switched Nd:YAG laser was coupled with a SF-Il glass

prism and generated 532nm wave was filtered and detected by a Si photo diode power meter. The

efficiency was 0.66% at 24OkW fundamental input power. Even at lower fundamental power of

580W second harmonic radiation could be viewed. When fundamental wave at 1135nm of a

LiF:F" color center laser was used the efficiency was 0.04% at 20kW input. The decay of the d33

was slow and only little reduction was recognized 100 days after poling. The polymer can play as

a negative photoresist for irradiation of uv light or electron beam. This property is applicable to

corona poled channel waveguide structure.

Conclusion
Loss influence on Cerenkov-type second harmonic generation(SHG) was estimated and it

was indicated that even 4340dBcm"1 loss for guided mode is equivalent to 1OdBcm-' loss for

Cerenkov-type SHG. As an example SHG experiments using p-NAn-PVA poled film waveguides

were demonstrated. This technique is advantageous for blue or green SHG.
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An opportunity to concentrate the energy of scattered

light in the one Stokes component of the stimulated Raman

scattering CSRS) exists both for the forward and backward

scattering [1,2]. The regime of backward SRS CBSRS) has an

advantage over the forward one due to the phase conjugation

of the backward wave (3].

In this communication we address the problem of

characterizing the effect of different parameters on the

time and energy characteristics of such BSRS regime. BSRS

regime can be realized with tightly focusing pump beams

with high efficiency (2]. These conditions allows to design

the small size Raman shifter with cell length shorter than

10cm. We discuss the comparison aspects of coherent and

noncoherent pumping conditions. The opportunity of the

influence on the asymmetry of SRS and the transition from

the one Stokes component conversion to the multiple

component one is shown. The data on the conversion

efficiency with third and second YAG: Nd-laser

output harmonics and their optimization are given.
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GaN for short-wavelength light emitting devices: growth kinetics and techniques
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In the recent year, great steps have been achieved in the development of blue-green

semiconductor diode lasers and LEDs, however material issues in the wide-bandgap

semiconductors still limit practical device applications. The II-VI compounds ZnSe and ZnS and

the III-V semiconductors GaN and AIN are the two material system being investigated for green

to ultra- violet light emitting devices, with most research to date concentrating on the II-VI

materials. Problems with electromigration, heating, and subsequent processing in early ZnSe/ZnS

laser diodes has led many researchers to investigate the more robust material GaN for

commercially viable short wavelength LEDs and laser diodes. GaN blue LEDs at room

temperature have been demonstrated by Akasaki et al. [1], but p-type doping levels are not yet

sufficiently high for laser diodes. The main obstacle in fabricating high quality GaN for device

applications has been controlling background impurity and dopant concentrations during crystal

growth and finding suitable substrates with closely matching lattice and thermal expansion

coefficients. The dilemma in obtaining p-type conduction in GaN is hypothesized to be due to a

large concentration of nitrogen vacancies[2] acting as shallow donors making compensation

difficult. Aside from Akasaki's and Nakamura's work in Japan [1,13], all GeN material by any

growth techniques has been n-type. Advances il the last few years, have produced undoped

material with a reduced concentration using Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition

(MOCVD) (4x10 16 cm-3 ) [3] and plasma/ion-assisted Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) (8 x 1013

cm-3)[4].

We report the production of GaN epitaxial films with very low free electron

concentrations (8.4 x 1014 cm-3 ) using UHV reactive magnetron sputtering on R-plane sapphire

substrates. Our data, when combined with earlier literature, is used to understand the

thermodynamic and kinetic processes involved in GaN film growth and the limiting factors

involved in nitrogen incorporation during the growth process. We show that our films are formed

using a non-equilibrium kinetically-limited process which is controlled by a competition between

the forward and reverse reaction. The forward reaction depends on the arrival of activated

nitrogen species at the growing surface and the reverse reaction is rate limited by the unusually

large kinetic barrier of decomposition of GaN. Hopefully, better understanding of this rather

unique material system will lead to improved compensation techniques and high p-type

concentrations.
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The phase stability conditions of GaN for the following reactions will reveal that only

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) with the reactant NH 3 utilizes growth conditions in the stable
region of the GaN phase diagram

Ga(l) +1/2 N2 (g) --> GaN (s) (1)

Ga(l) + NH 3 (g)--> GaN (s) + 3/2 H2 (g) (2)

All other successful GaN thin-film growth techniques supplement the growth process with the
introduction of activated nitrogen species using a plasma discharge[6], electron cyclotron
resonance (ECR) plasma source,[5,7-11 ] or an ion gun[4] and operate in the unstable, kinetically
limited region of the phase diagram Although it is not clear if GaN films grown under a

kinetically limited condition produce less nitrogen vacancies than equilibrium growth techniques,
we observe that the lowest free electron concentrations measured in undoped GaN material have
been obtained in our study and in the ion assisted MBE study of Powell [4]. Activated species
(e.g. N2 +, excited N2 and/or atomic nitrogen) are important in reducing both the free energy of
reaction and overcoming the kinetic barriers of the growth process. The resulting growth depends
on the competition between the decomposition reaction and the enhanced forward reaction. The

details of this type of growth process are difficult to access, but we will try to elucidate the
important rate controlling steps which are involved.

The GaN films were deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering using a 5 cm modular
source produced by U.S. Inc. Film properties were then examined over a large range of substrate
temperature (400-700 C), N2 partial pressure (0-30 mTorr) and N2 :Ar gas ratios (0-1) on both
R-plane sapphire substrates and (11) GaAs. Details concerning the growth are published

elsewhere [6,12]. X-ray diffraction was performed using Cu-Ka (X=1.54 A) radiation from a
commercial Siemens D5000 diffractometer. Films were also characterized by Rutherford back
scattering (RBS), 4-point probe and Hall measurements.

The substrate temperature and N2 :Ga arrival rates greatly affect the degree of crystallinity,
nitrogen incorporation, growth rate, and resistivity of GaN films. For set arrival rates, only within
a narrow temperature range could epitaxial GaN be grown (620-670 C for R-plane sapphire and
550-620 C for ( 11) GaAs). For temperatures above this range, a loss of epitaxy, a drop in the

growth rate, and a decreased N/Ga concentration ratio in the films is observed. While
temperatures below this range result in increasingly sub-stoichiometric films. Our data shows that
even with the use of highly energetic N2 species, thermal energy on the growing surface is still
important for the uptake of both Ga and N. There are several possible mechanisms for the sudden
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degradation in film properties for temperatures above the epitaxial range. Using our data and that

from the literature [4] we will show that the thermal decomposition determines an upper bound to

the growth temperature, not only for films grown by reactive sputter deposition but for the other

techniques that operate in the kinetically-limited growth regime (plasma/ion-assisted MBE).

In sputtering experiments, independent control of the Ga and activated nitrogen flux to the

substrate is difficult. Altering parameters such as the N2 partial pressure, total pressure, or

sputtering power directly affects the spatial extent and nature of the plasma. However, optical

emission spectroscopy (OES) was used to determine the relative abundance of excited species in

the plasma for different N2 partial pressures. Shown in Figure 1, as the N2 :Ar ratio is increased,

the Ga arrival rate drops significantly. Although qualitative rates cannot be extracted from this

measurement, if the concentration of excited species is assumed to be proportional to the total

species concentration, the N/Ga arrival rate at N2 :Ar = 9 is 5 times what it is at N2 :Ar = 3.

GaN film quality proved to be a sensitive function of N2 :Ga arrival with the lowest free electron

concentrations obtained with N2 :Ar =8-9.

1.0
0 N 2 v

0.8 N2

) 0.8

0.4K . Ga_

S0. 10 mTorr
S 0.2 110 W Power

140 sccm total flow
0.0 . 1 0. I . I l

0 20 40 60 80 100
Percent N2

Figure 1. Optical emission intensity of the 417.4 nm Ga* line and the 316.0 nm N2 * line
normalized to each species maximum.

Choosing our deposition conditions accordingly, high quality epitaxial GaN (1120) layers were

grown on R-plane (0112) sapphire v '"h room temperature free carrier concentrations as low as 8

x 1014/cm- 3 with Hall mobility's f.: cm2 /(V sec). We have shown that GaN films fabricated
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using reactive magnetron sputtering, plasma/ion-assisted MBE, and ECR-assisted MOCVD use a

non-equilibrium kinetically-limited process. For these methods, we find that the growth process is

controlled by a competition between the forward reaction which critically depends on the arrival

of activated nitrogen species at the growing surface and the reverse reaction whose rate limiting

step is the unusually large kinetic barrier of decomposition of GaN. When these processes are

taken into account, very good quantitative agreement is found between the expected conditions

for high quality GaN growth and the thermodynamic and kinetic data.
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